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Preface

Knowing what we now do of Nazi atrocity in the Second World War, the heated
debates of that era on the legitimacy of trying the perpetrators can appear rather
unreal. Yet in the years around  a variety of moral and political justifications
were required to prevent, on the one hand, mass and summary executions of
Germans and their accomplices and, on the other, the passage of the majority of
the iniquitous back, unnoticed, into ordinary civilian life. The idea of legal re-
dress for state crimes was novel and contentious, and there was no certainty as to
whom to try, or the precise crimes with which to charge them. The arguments
employed in favour of trials in  can be divided into two general categories:
punishment/deterrent and education. The first of these is at the heart of most of
the critiques of the postwar punishment programmes, which centre upon the
legal bases and legacies of the various ‘war crimes trials’ and often feature the ex-
tensive re-creation of the events of the courtroom. The second is more complex.
It encompasses the didactic aims of illustrating to the conquered peoples the
benefits of due legal process, whilst simultaneously creating a historical record
for the edification of victors, vanquished, and posterity alike. That second func-
tion is the concern of this book.

By opting for legal action, the Allied nations succeeded in establishing a
record of Nazi criminality and aggression. Unwittingly, however, in the conduct
of the trials they also laid bare much about their own attitudes to what had tran-
spired in Europe. There is an important connection between these two areas, and
one which has not been brought out in the historiography of either the trials or
Nazi atrocity; that connection concerns how the practices of those who con-
ducted the trial affected the portrayal of the acts of the tried through the medium
of the courtroom.

The trials were not disinterested conduits of that which they were instituted
to consider. They were not blank pages onto which the history of the Nazi years
was inscribed in an ‘objective’ fashion. At the most basic level, considerations
such as the rules of courtroom procedure, the role of judicial precedent, and the
difference between legal and historical evidence meant that trials had the poten-
tial to re-shape their subject matter. Overtly political influences were another
matter again, and must be considered in relation to each polity that played a part
in the trials.

In order to explain the development of representations of Nazi crime through
the trial medium, it is necessary to understand the approaches that the Allied and
formerly occupied nations employed in dealing with suspected ‘war criminals’.
In other words, we need to see precisely what the prosecuting powers were
attempting to achieve by trial, and how they went about achieving it. This
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analysis of trial policy—or rather policies—requires exploration in the realms of
international legal, political, and social history.

Furthermore, just as the representations of atrocity that the trials created
were only abstracts when standing alone, outside the context in which they were
formed, it is of limited value to examine them without considering the impact
they made on the understanding of their subject. Therefore, to assess the ways in
which trial representations informed perceptions of Axis criminality both con-
temporaneously and subsequently, this book will encompass apprehensions of
the subject from the end of the war until the present day. In sum then, what fol-
lows is a form of deconstruction, showing how understandings of a particular
past or set of pasts have been mediated by factors that were not themselves of that
past.

How to go about the task in hand? First, it is necessary to specify the particu-
lar Nazi crimes on which we will concentrate. Secondly, it is equally important to
identify the trials—the prisms through which the crimes were viewed—to be
studied. Thirdly, it remains to establish the criteria by which the value of those
trials as informative media is to be assessed.

On the criminal side, the focus will be upon the destruction of European Jewry
in what is now called ‘the Holocaust’. If justification is required for this choice, it
may be found in the proposition of the German philosopher Edmund Husserl
that comprehension of any phenomenon requires comprehension of its essential
features. Since this book is written from the viewpoint that the racial murders
committed by the Third Reich were expressions of the essential quality of the
regime, understanding those crimes was and is fundamental to understanding
Nazism. And of all the genocidal schemes embarked upon between  and
, the murder of the Jews stands out as the most total, the most determinedly
pursued, and hence that which has most to tell us about the essence of Nazism.

However, the Holocaust is an ill-defined area of investigation for two related
reasons that may be termed ‘historical’ and ‘epistemological’. In the first cate-
gory, we should consider the Nazi killing programmes as a whole. These were so
complex and interrelated that examination of the murder of the Jews on its own
is actually rather ahistorical, as the work of Götz Aly, Suzanne Heim, and Chris-
tian Gerlach, amongst others, has illustrated. The Jews were murdered where
and when they were not just because of Nazi antisemitism, but because that an-
tisemitism was allied with other racisms—pre-eminently anti-Slavism—and
with anti-Bolshevism and perhaps amoral utilitarianism in a context of extreme
wartime radicalization and barbarization. The chronological and conceptual
parameters of the ‘Holocaust’ are unclear; in short, and this brings us to the sec-
ond (epistemological) problem identified above—the Holocaust is a construct.

Adopting this position does not imply any doubt that approximately  million
Jews died at the hands of the Nazis and their accomplices during World War Two,
but simply asserts that the infinitely complex constituent parts of that murder
process may not be neatly packaged under the popular epithet. The prosecutors
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at the war crimes trials did not encounter the murder of the Jews in the same way
as would today’s reader of an introductory history of ‘the Holocaust’. To begin
with, unlike the author of that hypothetical introductory text, most of these post-
war actors did not emphasize the murder of the Jews amongst Nazi crimes; in-
deed, for reasons that will be explained throughout this book, the opposite was
the case. Conversely, in their own diverse ways, intentionally and inadvertently,
and both by omission and commission, these prosecutors contributed to the cre-
ation of some of the most influential paradigms of Nazi criminality. This book at-
tempts to invoke the world of the period immediately after the Second World
War when trials were an intrinsic part of making sense of a monstrous and im-
mensely complex past.

Exactly what it meant to ‘make sense’ of the Hitler era was not a constant.
Even in the courtroom the means and purposes of examining the past varied in
accordance with the different political agendas of the period. The most obvious
coercion of the past for the purposes of the present occurred in the political cul-
ture of the post-war Soviet bloc. The reduction in one trial of Sachsenhausen
concentration camp guards to ‘tools of monopoly capitalism’ is indicative, as is
the constant reference to the crimes of a generic ‘fascism’—as a crisis stage of
capitalism—rather than the historically and geographically specific ‘Nazism’.
Meanwhile, the official Soviet line refused to recognize that Jews and other eth-
nic groups had suffered as groups, preferring to describe the dead in terms of
national citizenship, and particularly preferring anti-fascist resisters as victims
of choice. This exaggeration of martyrdom at the expense of a more accurate
representation of the thrust of Nazi murderousness was also replicated by the
Soviet client regime in eastern Germany.

Yet such skewed representations of the past were arguably only of a different
degree, not a different order, to processes set in motion further westward. The
postwar ‘Vichy syndrome’, with its overblown emphasis on the French resist-
ance and de-emphasis on collaboration, particularly in the fate of the Jews, is
worthy of comparative consideration. As this book will show, the ‘liberal democ-
racies’ were also authors of subtle re-writings of the Nazi extermination projects.
This brings us to the next axis of the study.

On the legal side, the matter of which trials are to be examined, it is important
to state at the outset that this monograph does not claim to include a com-
prehensive history of the postwar prosecutions. Little will be read of the trials
conducted under Soviet influence, because the aforementioned, overbearing
influence of Marxism-Leninism on the creation of the historical record is
already well known. There is no mention of the trials of Axis defendants in the
Far East. Nor is much written of the ‘denazification’ process, which was as
much an attempt to prevent former Nazis occupying positions of influence in
post-war Germany as a means of punishing them. The focus is upon the Euro-
pean trial programmes of Britain and the USA, which are examined in parallel in
the interests of comparative study of two closely linked occupation regimes.

Preface ix
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Again, though, these programmes will not be considered in toto. The cri-
terion for consideration is the relevance of each trial in the ‘re-educational’
sense; a relevance that was, generally speaking, related to the prominence of the
criminal.

Owing to the rapid westward exodus of the German forces before the Soviet
advance in the latter stages of the war, the British and Americans had come into
possession of a disproportionately large number of leading Nazis. And as two of
the chief Allies, going on to occupy two of the four zones into which the defeated
Germany was divided, both bore a considerable moral and historical duty to shed
light on the darkest deeds of their unwilling hosts. They had now acquired re-
sponsibility for inscribing the past not just on behalf of their own compatriots,
but for most of the population of western Germany; thus this study is also a con-
tribution to the early history of what has become known in German historiogra-
phy as that region’s process of ‘coming to terms with the past’.

The American and British trial programmes were undoubtedly those that
chiefly preoccupied the western Germans, though the trials enacted by the other
western occupying power, France, actually involved more criminals than either.
In discharging their duties, the USA and Britain pursued trial schemes that were
very different in scope, but nevertheless were the only genuinely international
programmes of any then running in western Europe. The two countries fielded
respectively the largest and second-largest army of investigators in this sphere,
and deployed them more widely than any other: in Germany, Austria, and Italy.
Moreover, it was a unique feature of their policies that Britain and the USA each
concerned itself to a large degree between  and  with trials of those in
whom it had no direct national interest.

It remains to ask how the efficacy of the trials in their educational and histor-
ical capacity is to be judged. As victors, the edification of the USA and Britain
through the trials will be considered for comparative purposes alongside the
study of western Germany, the perpetrating and defeated nation. On the cre-
ation of a record for posterity, the object of consideration will be the influence of
the trials on the western European and American historiography of the Holo-
caust.

Examination of the historiographical legacy of the post-war trials will often be
a matter of considerable detail, with close reference to the evidence and argu-
mentation of select works in the ever-growing field of Holocaust scholarship.
However, in assessing the course of popular representations and perceptions, we
shall not enter into an examination of minutiae. Rather, we shall consider the ap-
prehension of two distinctive features of Nazi criminality: its ‘depth’ and its
‘breadth’ respectively.

The Nazi camp system is used to represent the ‘depths’ Nazism reached and
the role of the Wehrmacht to illustrate the ‘breadth’ of German depravity.
Despite the murder of the mentally and physically ‘handicapped’ in Germany
and eastern Europe, and that of between , and , of Europe’s Roma
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and Sinti, and of nearly  million non-Jewish Poles, and over  million Soviet
prisoners-of-war, as well as an untold number of Soviet and other civilians, and
despite the fate of millions of Jews outside the gas chambers, the extermination
camps remain as the emblematic manifestation of discriminatory mass killing—
genocide—in history. And, as the largest organization directly involved in Nazi
mass murder that was not itself a product of Nazism, but was rather a pre-
eminent German institution, the actions of the Wehrmacht may be seen to rep-
resent the participation of Germany as a whole in the crimes of Hitler and
Himmler. The legal treatment of the crimes of the camp system and of German
soldiery may be seen as an index of the success or otherwise of the trials in their
‘re-educational’ capacity.

Overall, this book is a study of a dynamic relationship between sections of so-
ciety that each play a role in the formation of ‘collective memory’ or conscious-
ness of the past. The three-way division of the book reflects different strands of
that relationship. The first section charts and analyses the implementation of
punishment policies. In other words, it considers the reactions of the Allied
political and administrative establishments, and the ways in which these shaped
confrontation with the past through the medium of trial. The second section
develops the chain of consciousness as the past was re-presented through the
prism of the courtroom to the publics of the post-war world. Accordingly, that
section examines the function of the legal profession, within and in juxtaposition
to that of the media, politicians, social elites and other opinion-formers in each
country. The final section examines the connections between courtroom and
posterity, between the practices of the lawyers and those of the professional in-
scribers of the past: historians.

It might seem peculiar today, with the ‘Shoah business’ in rude health, to focus
upon representations of the Holocaust provided more than half a century ago.
However, the crucible of the post-war years still has a twofold relevance. First,
with the exception of a small number of dedicated archival historians who are
continuing to develop their understanding of the murder of the Jews, broader
perceptions of that crime, including those of some contemporary Holocaust
scholars, remain over-informed by what might be termed a ‘Nuremberg his-
toriography’. Secondly, for decades the murder of the Jews impinged hardly at all
upon the consciousness of the post-war world. A part of the explanation for that
is the peculiar way the story was used in the punishment and re-education pro-
grammes of the Allies.

Since this book is a revised version of my doctoral thesis, first mention must go
to the British Academy as it then was for funding four years of postgraduate
study, including an extended visit to the USA. Additional American research
was funded by the Southampton University School of Research and Graduate
Studies and by the Royal Historical Society. Receipt of the Richard Newitt Prize
from Southampton University facilitated a brief period in The Hague. My
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former employers, the Holocaust Educational Trust, were generous enough to
allow me a short paid period away from work to make the final alterations to this
manuscript.

I would also like to express my gratitude to the following institutions and their
staff: the Bodleian Library, Oxford; Churchill College Archives, Cambridge; the
House of Lords Records Office; the Imperial War Museum; Lambeth Palace
Library; the Liddell Hart Centre for Military Archives, King’s College, London;
the National Library of Wales; the Public Records Office, Kew; the Shropshire
County Records Office, Shrewsbury; the University of Birmingham Archive;
the University of Sussex Archive; the Modern Records Centre, the University of
Warwick; the Wiener Library, London; the John F. Kennedy Library, Boston,
Mass.; the Library of Congress; the National Archives and Records Administra-
tion, College Park, Md.; the Syracuse University Archive; the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum Archives, Washington, DC; and the Thomas 
J. Dodd Centre at the University of Connecticut. Particular thanks are owed to
Arthur Eyffinger from the library of the International Court of Justice at The
Hague; to Ulrike Talay of the archive of the Institut für Zeitgeschichte, Munich;
to Jenny Ruthven of the Special Collections Department of the Hartley Library
at the University of Southampton; and to Chris Woolgar and the other archivists
in the Hartley Library for all their hard work and forbearance.

Morris Anspacher, Peter Calvocoressi, Theodor Fenstermacher, and Ben-
jamin Ferencz have benefited the book by their personal recollections of the
Nuremberg trials. The last two were kind enough to allow me to trouble them at
a conference in November  on the subsequent Nuremberg trials. Jonathan
Bush was a sounding board for some of my thoughts and, with the generous ac-
quiescence of his family, provided gratefully received hospitality and accommo-
dation on a draining research visit to Washington. Bill Hoglund was equally
charitable at the University of Connecticut at Storrs.

Mark Levene and Michael Biddiss read early drafts of some of my work, and
provided constructive criticism and much-needed encouragement. Jeremy
Noakes and Alan Bance were assiduous as my doctoral examiners, and their ob-
servations were most helpful in the process of revising the Ph.D. for publication.
Andrew Charlesworth, meanwhile, has added another dimension to my grasp of
the Shoah on two memorable field trips to Poland and Lithuania. Nick Kingwell,
David Brown, Larry Day, John Oldfield, John McGavin, David Laven, Cedric
Parry, the members of the Cavaliers Cricket Club, Joanne Reilly, and Deborah
Spruce have befriended and supported me in various ways, and I owe them all
much. John Little, a friend who passed away in , would have been very
happy to see this project come to fruition. I treasure his memory. Meanwhile,
my parents, and my brother, Andrew, have contributed vastly by their support.
In this connection, special mention goes to Alice Haythornthwaite, who for a
long time tolerated all the stresses accompanying a relationship with a Ph.D.
student.
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Thanks also go to Ruth Parr, the history commissioning editor at Oxford Uni-
versity Press, for her enthusiasm for the project and her tolerance of my many
unsolicited alterations, and to Genevieve Lester for her pertinent observations
on those changes. David Cesarani also gave useful advice in the latter stages of
the project. My chief debt, however, is to two friends under whom I have had the
privilege of studying history. Colin Richmond must take the responsibility for
much of my intellectual development, beginning with his third-year special sub-
ject course on the Holocaust at the University of Keele. He maintained a close in-
terest in this project and frequently stimulated me with his profound and diverse
insights. He was kind enough to read over the final drafts of the manuscript.
Tony Kushner, director of the Parkes Centre for the Study of Jewish–Non-
Jewish Relations, was my doctoral supervisor. Despite his own onerous work-
load, he always found time to advise and to comfort. He and his wife Mag have
regularly accommodated me at their home, and bolstered me in the difficult
times with good humour and counsel. This book, and the Ph.D. that preceded it,
would never have been completed without him.

D. B.
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Introduction

.   

Michael Marrus, one of the foremost historiographers of the Holocaust, recently
wrote that ‘the Trial of the Major War Criminals at Nuremberg in – . . .
presented the first comprehensive definition and documentation to a non-Jewish
audience of the persecution and massacre of European Jewry during World War
II’. ‘After Nuremberg’, Marrus concluded, ‘the murder of European Jewry
could be authoritatively pointed to as an established fact of great historical im-
portance.’ Though he concedes that what we now call ‘the Holocaust’ was not
the centre of attention at the trial, that ‘information about it could easily be
drowned in the greater flood of crimes and accusations’, that for many reasons
the murder of the Jews was not a popular topic of conversation in the immediate
post-war world, and that the trial itself ‘added a few distortions’ to the picture,
‘Nuremberg’ remains, for Marrus, ‘a turning point’.

In different ways Jürgen Wilke and Jeffrey Herf have added to these conclu-
sions. The former has argued with reference to the press coverage of the trials in
West German newspapers that the Nuremberg proceedings made a meaningful
impression on the public’s understanding of Nazi genocide and its confrontation
with the past. The latter, in an otherwise convincing work, Divided Memory: The
Nazi Past in the Two Germanies, published in , also identified a ‘Nuremberg
interregnum’ period of temporary West German consciousness of the crimes of
Nazism.

The ‘trial of the major war criminals’—Hermann Göring et al.—did of course
have a number of significances. As a multinational attempt to prosecute the lead-
ers of a criminal regime for acts of state, thus extending the rule of international
law beyond its existing practical jurisdiction, ‘Nuremberg’ was a watershed. And
if the trials did not sound the death-knell of legal positivism, Nuremberg cer-
tainly fired a warning shot across its bows. The influences of the trials can be
traced directly and indirectly to the formation of latter-day international crim-
inal courts, the United Nations Charter of Human Rights and the Genocide
Convention, and the ‘Nuremberg code’ of medical and scientific ethics. Diverse

 Michael R. Marrus, ‘The Holocaust at Nuremberg’, Yad Vashem Studies,  (), –, at , .
 Ibid. .
 Jürgen Wilke et al., Holocaust und NS-Prozesse (Cologne: Böhlau, ); Jürgen Wilke, ‘Ein früher

Beginn der “Vergangenheitsbewältigung”: Der Nürnberger Prozess und wie darüber berichtet wurde’,
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung ( Nov. ); Jeffrey Herf, Divided Memory: The Nazi Past in the Two
Germanies (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, ), –; see also Adalbert Rückerl,
NS-Verbrechen vor Gericht: Versuch einer Vergangenheitsbewältigung (Heidelberg: C. F. Müller, ),
–.
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human rights campaigners have adopted the Nuremberg precedent in their cam-
paigns against allegedly criminal state regimes or their representatives. Finally,
the documentation gathered at Nuremberg undoubtedly expedited the compil-
ation of histories of Nazism, and helped to conceptualize ‘the Holocaust’ for a
relatively small number of intellectuals in the direct aftermath of the war. How-
ever, as this book seeks to show, long-term philosophical developments in the law
in no way equate to a short- or even medium-term collective consciousness of, or
confrontation with, genocide. A sharp, analogous distinction should also be
made between the establishment of the broad principles of the murder of the
Jews for posterity and more immediate, specific shifts in conceptions of that
crime. In other words, what might be termed ‘judicial memory’—which
the Nuremberg trials served passably well—did not equate with ‘collective
memory’.

This book stands in large part counter to the positions adopted by Marrus,
Wilke, and Herf. With reference to the case study of the murder of the European
Jews—the definitive crime of Nazism—and the ‘war of annihilation’ between
Germany and the USSR that precipitated the genocide, it will attempt to show
that the war crimes trials did little to clarify conceptualizations of Nazi criminal-
ity in the public sphere anywhere. Sometimes they actually muddied the waters
by drawing attention away from the victims of Nazi genocide and onto much
more ambiguous symbols of suffering. Indeed, the trials had the peculiar effect
of helping to elide the fate of the victims.

Not only were legal proceedings of dubious didactic value contemporan-
eously, however; their legacy to posterity is also qualified. The collection and
cataloguing of documentation was a uniquely valuable service to students of
Nazism, but the overall analyses of the murder of the Jews by the Allied courts
were nowhere near as helpful. Indeed, beyond the basic outlines of the murder
programme, which were actually evident during wartime for those concerned to
look, the jurists got it wrong more often than they got it right. The prosecutorial
investigations and judicial pronouncements on the Holocaust were indelibly
marked by interpretative distortions that stemmed both from preconception and
from the legal process itself, and these, it is argued, had repercussions for later
historical writing.
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Thus it is not enough simply to do as Marrus does and reproduce the evidence
that was presented at Nuremberg to illustrate what ‘knowledge’ the trials made
available in –. The cognitive frameworks in which that evidence was placed
by its recipients were vital in the post-war world, as they would be to the future
historian. For every piece of the mosaic that was presented at Nuremberg and
elsewhere, another was missing, another concealed, and another co-opted to sup-
port an untenable position. Moreover, particularly on a popular level, the style in
which the evidence was presented—the concrete foundation on which the Allied
re-educational ‘lessons’ were to be based—was every bit as important as the sim-
ple instance of that presentation. Given that legal reckoning was a part of a
broader Allied scheme, it is essential also to address the historical contexts in
which the ‘facts’ of Nazism were presented. Accordingly, the trials are examined
here within Allied occupation policy and the political environments of the post-
war period.

The study reveals a series of tensions in the formation of different forms of
memory via the trial process. Some of these are inherent to the trial mechanism
itself, some specific to the period in question, and some to the representational
problems posed by the Holocaust. Yet the relationship between the trials and
what may broadly be termed ‘memory’ can only be theorized so far. In the final
analysis, this is a historical study and demands reference to individual trials and
strands of representation in their specificity. Understanding the relationship of
different trials to each other and to prosecutors, defendants, and the law is no
small matter, for the legal machinery wheeled into place in Europe was im-
mensely complicated, and the general epithet ‘war crimes trials’ has perhaps ob-
scured the great variety of those proceedings.

.   

There is only an incomplete record of the trials enacted after the Second World
War. The number of proceedings runs to several thousands, the number of indi-
vidual convictions to tens of thousands. Courts were established throughout the
continent by nations that had been occupied by, allied to, and in conflict with
Nazi Germany and Italy. The quality of the justice dispatched varied greatly, as
did the profile of the defendants and the nature of the trials themselves.

A large number of trials were directed throughout Europe against those de-
fined, often arbitrarily, as ‘traitors’ or ‘collaborators’. In the political purges
imposed upon the perpetrating nations themselves such proceedings found their
equivalent in the ‘denazification’ and equivalent proceedings. These are to be
distinguished, though not always clearly, from criminal trials enacted in the vari-
ous countries to prosecute manifestly illegal acts committed both by domestic
and foreign nationals in pursuit of Axis aims. Proceedings in the latter class have
come to be known generically as ‘war crimes trials’, and it is these with which we
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are concerned here. Within the complex of war crimes trials a distinction should
also be made between the cases concerning, respectively, so-called ‘major’ and
‘minor’ war criminals. This awkward terminology denoted the stature of the
criminal rather than the seriousness of the crime, and requires some explanation.

The best known of all war crimes trials is that, already touched upon, of ‘the
major war criminals’ before the International Military Tribunal (IMT) at Nur-
emberg. ‘The’ Nuremberg trial, as it is popularly and erroneously known, was a
creation of the agreement of the prosecuting and judging nations, the USA, the
UK, France, and the USSR, and was the one instance of full inter-Allied co-op-
eration in the punishment of Nazi criminals. It also featured the introduction of
criminal charges unprecedented in international law, notably that of ‘crimes
against peace’. It has spawned a considerable historiography both broadly sup-
portive and critical, and has cast the myriad other trials of the period into the
shade. As the most significant manifestation of what came to be known critically
as ‘victor’s justice’, and as the proposed foundation for the imposition of a legal
framework on the conduct of international affairs, for a time the IMT trial ex-
cited the passions of the concerned nations and the interest of many a jurist and
would-be expert on the years preceding .

Though the springs of public interest had long since dried by the end of the
IMT trial, it was succeeded by an even more substantial undertaking. The
American military authorities in Germany, into whose zone of occupation Nur-
emberg fell, forged ahead at that place until well into  with a series of pro-
ceedings against what were known as ‘major war criminals of the second rank’.
Owing to the location of the courtrooms and to their definite relationship with
the trial of Göring et al., these came to be known as the ‘subsequent Nuremberg
proceedings’, or Nachfolgeprozessen. They were legitimated by an occupation
statute known as Control Council Law no.  (CCL). Twelve in all, the subse-
quent trials included  defendants prominent in a range of spheres of German
life: the SS, the Nazi party, the German bureaucracy, the military, industry and
finance, and the professions.

In providing both an organized documentary base and a corpus of oral testi-
mony, the thirteen ‘Nuremberg trials’ in their different guises established
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themselves as a paramount historical source for the period with which they were
concerned. They were derived conceptually from the idea of trying individuals
and groupings involved in the formation and initiation of criminal policies that,
because of the breadth of their application, had ‘no particular geographical
location’—this was the criterion according to which the criminals were termed
‘major’. The concern with examining the channels of authority and the very
nature of the Nazi regime set the Nuremberg series apart from the welter of ‘war
crimes’ investigations (again, using the generic term) conducted elsewhere in
Europe, and indeed was not really imitated until the prosecution of Adolf Eich-
mann in , which David Ben-Gurion was to term the ‘Nuremberg of the Jew-
ish people’.

If the subsequent Nuremberg proceedings contributed notably to the histor-
ical record rather than to contemporary awareness, they found a counterpart in
the glut of prosecutions instituted independently by different national author-
ities around Europe for crimes committed against their subjects or on their ter-
ritory. Germany was divided between the major Allies, who, as the sovereign
powers, conducted their own zonal trial programmes, which are to be distin-
guished from the Nuremberg trials and served during the occupation period as
an approximation to national proceedings for Germany. (Since France and the
Soviet Union had been subject to German domination or influence, both of those
powers also enacted trials of war criminals and collaborators in their own terri-
tory.) This distinction also goes for the American occupiers, who did not con-
sider the subsequent Nuremberg proceedings to be zonal affairs per se, given the
international basis of CCL and the significance of the cases, and who indeed
instituted a separate series of trials of lower-ranking personnel before military
tribunals. The suspects in the German zonal trials and the national tribunals of
the other European countries could usually be associated with specific geograph-
ical locations, and were consequently of considerable interest to the prosecuting
powers, but frequently of less immediate value to students of the full sweep of
Nazi criminality. Neither did these trials generally feature the broad charges
used at Nuremberg.

There were exceptions to these general rules. The French, for example, ex-
ploited the full breadth of CCL as the Americans did in the subsequent Nur-
emberg proceedings, in the prosecution before a multinational bench of the
German industrialist Hermann Röchling for crimes against peace. (Otherwise,
the French zonal tribunals, based primarily at Rastatt, and also operating under
CCL focused on more tangible, localized crimes, notably of the personnel of
various concentration camps and prisons.) More importantly, the fact that a
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defendant was tried by a national tribunal because his or her crime had a ‘particu-
lar geographical location’ did not mean that the crime or the criminal did not
have international significance. Thus, for instance, a Polish national tribunal ad-
judicated in the case of Rudolf Höss, former commandant of Auschwitz-
Birkenau, and a British zonal trial featured Field Marshal Erich von Manstein,
one of the most vaunted of all the German military commanders.

The trials featuring in this volume are selected for their significance in the rep-
resentation of Nazi anti-Jewish crimes from some of the aforementioned in-
stances and schemes: the Göring case, the subsequent Nuremberg proceedings,
and the American and British zonal series. How each trial and series assumed
the shape that it did is a matter of primary concern, for shape very much defined
content, and there were real differences of opinion over the form and purpose of
such proceedings.

.      

Periodic official and semi-official declarations of retributive intent were made by
representatives of each of the ‘big three’ powers, beginning in October  with
Roosevelt’s and Churchill’s pronouncement that ‘the punishment of [Nazi]
crimes should now be counted among the major aims of the war’. The Soviets
put a little steel into their words with a trial of collaborators at Krasnodar and one
involving German prisoners at Kharkov in the second half of . However,
well into the course of , the near-victorious Allies had reached no agreement
as to the overall treatment that should be meted out to Axis war criminals. There
was no clear sign of international commitment to the principles outlined at the
Moscow Conference of Foreign Ministers in November , whence Britain,
the USA, and the USSR had declared that

at the time of the granting of any armistice to any government which may be set up in
Germany, those German officers and men and members of the Nazi party who have been
responsible for or who have taken part in . . . atrocities, massacres and executions, will be
sent back to the countries in which their abominable deeds were done in order that they
may be judged and punished according to the laws of those liberated countries and of the
Free Governments which will be erected therein. [However] the above declaration is
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without prejudice to the case of major criminals whose offences have no particular geo-
graphical location and who will be punished by a joint declaration of the Governments of
the Allies.

There was an international consensus that something be done to punish
someone in the German hierarchy, though opinions varied as to who exactly to
hold responsible, and for what. Much Anglo-American vengefulness was predi-
cated upon the fact that those peoples had been plunged once again into world
war within a few decades of the previous conflict. Periodic revelations of ‘war
crimes’ stirred the western publics, and the discovery of the remnants of a num-
ber of German concentration camps along with their decimated inmate popula-
tions in the spring of , scandalized both nations. The ‘Hunnish’ and
‘Prussian’ qualities of imperialism, militarism, and aggression were shown in
their true light, it was held, and they warranted punishment and demanded re-
form. The Cold War had yet to descend upon Europe, and the foreign policy
volte-face of the near future, with its moves towards ‘reintegration’ and leniency
for Germany, would at that time have seemed light years away outside Whitehall
and Capitol Hill.

The USSR had been longer and more acutely aware of what it was to be cast as
an ideological enemy of Nazism. Besides experiencing the unparalleled barbar-
ity of Operation Barbarossa, the German invasion of its territories, the Soviets
overran the combined extermination and concentration facilities of Auschwitz-
Birkenau and Majdanek months before the name of Belsen and Dachau meant
anything to the British and American people. These establishments in Poland
were different from and worse than the camps uncovered in the west, featuring
the machinery of industrialized mass murder: huge gas chambers and crematoria
served with supplies of human material from the nations of Europe by an ever-
ready railway system.

Many of the ‘junior’ partners in the Allied coalition, countries which had also
experienced life under Nazism, undertook their own trial programmes in ac-
cordance with the Moscow declaration. Indeed, representatives of most of the
member countries of the United Nations War Crimes Commission (UNWCC),
the first multinational body established to consider the issue of punishment, had
been actively using that organization as a vehicle for the investigative works of
their own national commissions since its establishment in .
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By November  the British government, which was by no means a whole-
hearted supporter of the UNWCC, also decided to prosecute under its own
auspices certain German crimes committed against Allied nationals. The le-
gislation under which the British zonal trials were conducted was known as the
‘Royal Warrant’. The cases were prosecuted by the Judge Advocate General’s
department of the army (JAG), which was answerable to the War Office, though
the general policy of the British trial programme was the responsibility of the
Foreign Office. The first trial conducted under the Royal Warrant began on 
 September . It was dubbed the ‘Belsen’ trial, after the name of the camp
where all the defendants had served.

Importantly, the promulgation of the Royal Warrant was preceded by a series
of inter- and intra-ministerial debates about the legality of trials, with particular
emphasis on the questions of jurisdiction over crimes committed in Axis or Axis-
occupied territory, and against nationals of Axis states. The document emerged
in its final form closely constrained by these concerns, and was in no way com-
patible with the sort of trial that occurred at Nuremberg of those individuals
whose crimes had ‘no particular geographical location’.

The American army made a similar investment in the prosecution of ‘conven-
tional war crimes’ with a programme of investigation and trial spanning the pe-
riod June  to July . This programme, and much of the initiative for
punishment in US circles generally, was spurred by news of the massacre of
American troops by a Waffen-SS division at Malmédy in December . Des-
pite an initial lack of manpower, its scope expanded with the growing awareness
of the extent of Nazi criminality in Europe.

These proceedings came to be known as the ‘Dachau series’, as many of the
trials were conducted on the site of the former concentration camp. They en-
compassed cases against former concentration camp guards, murderers of
downed American pilots (in the so-called Fliegerprozesse) and a third miscellan-
eous grouping including the Malmédy murderers and the personnel of the
‘euthanasia’ institution, Hadamar. Like the British trials, the Dachau trials
were conducted under the authority of the Judge Advocate and Deputy Judge
Advocate, but unlike the British case, policy-making power resided with the
American forces in the European theatre, and then with the occupation regime,
rather than in Washington.

The institution of the IMT, as distinct from these zonal developments, de-
rived from inter-departmental debate in the US government. The concept of
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what emerged as the trial of the major war criminals had to be sold to the other
powers. It was not inevitable that the select senior Germans, and the organiza-
tions deemed complicit in their wrongdoing, would reach a courtroom, and it
was certainly no foregone conclusion that they would face the type of charges
which they eventually met.

In the initial negotiations about the nature of the peace the British expressed a
preference for summary execution of a large group of arbitrarily defined Nazi
leaders, over and above those lesser perpetrators who would be given the benefit
of trial. The guilt of the former was simply too obvious for a trial which, it was
held, was problematic legally in terms of legal precedent. The courtroom might
also provide a platform for revanchist Nazi propaganda. An even more extreme
position was taken by an American lobby centred around the Department of the
Treasury and its secretary, Henry Morgenthau Jun. No manner of legal proceed-
ing was envisaged in his plan for Germany.

The Treasury Department was more sensitive to the reality of the war in Eur-
ope, as it had close contacts with the War Refugee Board. The latter body had
been established in  in a belated American recognition of the seriousness of
the plight of the Jews, and was thus a vital conduit for information about the
Holocaust and pressure on behalf of its victims. Morgenthau’s anti-German vit-
riol was manifest in his demands for the emasculation of that country by the out-
right execution of its leaders and by systematic de-industrialization and
pastoralization, in order that it never again have the capacity to wage war.

The Soviets favoured a trial of some description of a group of leading Nazis,
perhaps for propaganda purposes similar to those served by their previous
‘purge’ trials. In any case, this idea was the closest approximation to another
American proposal forwarded as a counter to the ‘Morgenthau plan’. The rival
Department of War under Henry Stimson was desperate to coax President
Roosevelt away from his enthusiasm for the Treasury’s idea, fearing that not only
was de-industrialization impractical and immoral, it might well sow the seeds of
discontent for a third World War. Conversely, the course of extending ‘due pro-
cess’ to prominent Nazis was morally unimpeachable and it would also expose
the evils of that regime, thereby, it was hoped, preventing their repetition.

Self-evidently, the trial option won the day. It achieved hegemony in the final
quarter of , aided by the propaganda value the Morgenthau plan yielded to
Josef Goebbels in the latter’s struggle to make the Germans fight to the last. By
April  some form of legal action against prominent war criminals was all but
certain, particularly when the death of Roosevelt resulted in the succession to the
presidency of Truman, an avid supporter of the trial idea.
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The multinational flavour of the prosecution of the major war criminals was
assured by first Soviet, and then French, acquiescence in the principle of far-
reaching legal proceedings. The British were the last to come on board, never
really discarding their fears about the propriety and wisdom of this type of trial.
They ultimately only surrendered in the face of the more-or-less united front of
their confederates, and would happily retreat to the more limited form of legal
procedure beyond the IMT trial.

The formal agreement to trial was signed by representatives of the four Allied
powers in London in August . It affirmed the intention to deploy the IMT
‘for the trial of war criminals whose offences have no particular geographical lo-
cation, whether they be accused individually or in their capacity as members of
organizations or groups or in both categories’. Attached to the agreement was a
document which came to be known as the Charter of the IMT, setting out the
rules of procedure for the court, and enumerating the charges on which it would
adjudicate.

The necessary factor in the victory of the War Department in Washington and
then in London was the formulation of a prosecution plan of sufficient scope to
encompass, first, the breadth and depth of the penetration of Nazi criminality
into Germany and, secondly, the corpus of acts which distinguished Nazi atroci-
ties from anything previously accounted for in international law. In recognition
of the extremity and peculiarity of Nazi criminality, the IMT was called upon by
the charter to adjudicate on actions that did not correspond to traditional notions
of breaches of the ‘laws of war’: for instance, persecutions dating from before the
outbreak of war and against Axis nationals; crimes committed during wartime
but outside war situations; and ultimately the very act of aggressive war itself.
The multi-faceted, international importance of this prosecution effort thrusts
the IMT trial to the centre of any analysis of the legal accounting for Nazism.
The IMT trial is the key point of departure for this book, for within it, and the
lesser proceedings that surrounded and followed it, lay the seeds of the misrep-
resentations that were to characterize portrayals of Nazi criminality in the post-
war era and in some cases up to the present day.

.    :  

The first section of this book is its empirical core, establishing with reference to
diplomatic and legal records the fault lines of the various trial processes, and thus
providing a basis for the subsequent discussion of the images of genocide that
emerged from the courtrooms and the occupation milieux. The first chapter is a
study of the prosecution of prominent war criminals within the context of the
broader trial policy of the British and Americans. It brings out the distinctly
American flavour of the IMT concept, particularly the controversial strategy
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employed to ensnare the diverse individuals and organizations brought to trial
and simultaneously to scrutinize the history of Nazism. The chapter proceeds to
examine the interrelationship of trial strategy and broader political aims and in-
fluences, and the way in which these combined to shape the subsequent Nurem-
berg programme. Alongside this analysis, it considers the course of the British
Royal Warrant trial series and how that defined itself in regard to further pro-
secutions of ‘major’ and other important war criminals.

The development of the Cold War is afforded a prominent place within this
analysis, in discussion first of the abortive proposal for a second international
trial of ‘major war criminals’ and then of the phasing-out of criminal proceedings
altogether. As the s drew to a close, the imperative of reconciliation with
Germany in the face of the perceived Soviet threat required the termination of
trials. In these and later pages we examine the way that policy realignments in
turn impacted, in an entirely negative way, on the educative objectives of the trial
initiative.

While Chapter  describes the general contours of the trials, Chapter  exam-
ines the specific question of the treatment of anti-Jewish crimes within that
framework. It suggests continuities between the latter and the attitude of the lib-
eral democracies to the Jewish plight in wartime. Thus, in crude terms, on both
sides of the German surrender responses were characterized either by a failure
to recognize the fate of the European Jews or a reluctance to act upon any such
recognition. For our purposes, only limited allowance was made for the catas-
trophe in the formulation of legal charges, and no priority assigned to the pros-
ecution of its perpetrators. Sometimes, in fact, anti-Jewish crimes were
deliberately downplayed by the trial planners. They were certainly almost absent
from the wider complementary re-educational material presented by the occu-
pation authorities, material that concentrated largely on crimes committed
within Germany.

Moving into the second section, Chapter  shows the effect of this ‘relativiza-
tion’ of the Jewish case in the Allied courts. It focuses upon the representation of
the Nazi camps in the earliest and most widely publicized war crimes trials. It
looks in detail at the way that prosecution agendas influenced the presentation
of evidence on this complex system of persecution, and how that history was
consequently simplified and homogenized, with the murder of the Jews down-
played. As the camp was the pre-eminent symbol of Nazi atrocity, such mis-
representations played a key role in forming misconceptions of the extent and
intent of the crimes of the war years.

Chapter  differs slightly in its aim. It seeks to show why the trials did not alter
pre-existing conceptions of German criminality. It argues that trials were con-
ceptually flawed as didactic tools, and that their shortcomings were magnified by
the political discourses of the post-war years. Between  and , Allied pol-
icy shifted rapidly from enforcing the idea of collective German guilt to differ-
entiation between Germans, then, somewhat more gradually, to appeasement of
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German indignation at the earlier punishment of war criminals. In the main, this
was the result of simple political pragmatism, but there were also interesting
commonalities between the Germans and the Allies at both the political and pub-
lic levels as to who warranted trial and who did not. That freedom of expression
was given to these partisan interests, unhindered by recourse to the actuality of
gross German criminality, was accommodated by an Allied educational initiative
whose only consistency was that from day one it focused on ‘Germanism’ and ig-
nored the concrete effects of Nazi policy.

This analysis focuses particularly on the trials, and debates around those trials,
of regular German soldiers. With the passage of time after the end of the war,
such debates accommodated and were accommodated by broader international
discourses about Germany’s position vis-à-vis the USSR, the ‘west’ versus the
‘east’, civilization versus barbarism and the Christian order versus totalitarian-
ism. They contributed eventually to significant distortions in each country of the
nature of the German invasion of the Soviet Union in , and more generally
to sweeping diminishments of the breadth of German guilt, as the supposed in-
nocence of the German soldier was transposed to the whole of the German
population.

The final section and chapter concern the record of Nazism and its specific
crimes that the trials created for posterity. The point of departure is again the
evidence in which the judges and prosecutors were prepared to trust and that
which they were not. We see that the preconceptions of the Allied lawyers took
no account of many criminal groupings whilst inflating the role of others. Thus,
for instance, some of the lesser-known police organizations that murdered Jews
and others in eastern Europe received lenient treatment despite some evidence at
Nuremberg as to their activities. These absences, and some of the exaggerations
that are their counterparts, have found remarkably accurate reflection in the his-
toriography of Nazi genocide.

On an interpretative level, the subjective elements of prosecution and judge-
ment contributed towards the depiction of the Holocaust as a by-product of
a monolithic German-Nazi conspiracy for European domination through war.
This concept fed directly into the thinking of the subsection of Holocaust
historiography known as the ‘intentionalist’ school, and thus into many of the
blind alleys into which Holocaust scholarship has wandered. Examining this
connection is not simply a matter of making the conceptual link between the idea
of a long-standing conspiracy for war with that of a purported plan, long held by
Hitler, for the extermination of the Jews. It concerns the elision of inter-Nazi
conflicts over the exact course of the treatment of subject peoples; it is also an
issue of the reduction of the complex of agencies involved in decision-making
and ‘executive action’ and the distortion of important episodes to fit the grand
narrative, to tie up the loose ends. Finally, it touches upon the removal of the
question of individual motivation to murder by subordinating it totally to meta-
historical forces.

 Introduction
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In short, with reference to both the judicial and historical examination of
criminal groupings and actions, Chapter  suggests a linkage between the earli-
est investigation of Nazi genocidal policy and most of the major historiograph-
ical debates about that subject in the succeeding half-century. These are brought
together in the largest, and concluding, case study, which concerns the compli-
cated and oft-misunderstood subject of the Nazi exploitation of Jewish slave
labour.

Introduction 
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CHAPTER ONE

Shaping the Trials: The Politics of Trial Policy,
–

One of the primary purposes of the trial of the major war criminals is to document and
dramatize for contemporary consumption and for history the means and methods em-
ployed by the leading Nazis in their plan to dominate the world and to wage an aggressive
war.

(Gordon Dean to Robert Jackson,  August )

The words of this American prosecutor are instructive, revealing the intent to
make the trial of the major war criminals a history lesson writ large. Indeed, few
criminal proceedings in history with any serious claim to being bona fide have
been so explicitly accorded didactic functions. The relationship between the
judicial and the extra-judicial underpins this book. The present chapter, though,
is more directly concerned with the second half of Gordon Dean’s communiqué.

Proving the Nazi ‘plan to dominate the world and to wage an aggressive war’
was the leitmotiv of the American prosecution throughout the Göring trial and
the subsequent Nuremberg proceedings. It was the most important influence on
the way in which ‘major’ war criminals were prosecuted between  and .
In examining the course of that prosecutorial mission and others that were pur-
sued beside it, this chapter provides the context and much of the empirical
grounding for the conclusions of the rest of the study.

.      

The indictment presented to the IMT contained four counts, of which the de-
fendants each faced his own permutation. (The organizations were simply to be
judged upon whether or not they were ‘criminal’.) The first count concerned
participation in ‘the formulation or execution of a common plan or conspiracy to
commit, or which involved the commission of, crimes against peace, war crimes
and crimes against humanity’. The second charged complicity in ‘the planning,
preparation, initiation and waging of wars of aggression, which were also wars in
violation of international treaties, agreements and assurances’. The third in-
volved ‘war crimes’ committed between  September  and  May  ‘in

 Library of Congress, papers of Robert H. Jackson, hereafter ‘Jackson papers’, container , Gordon
Dean to Jackson,  Aug. .

 The IMT Charter contained three generic charges, as reproduced below in Appendix A; the first of
these charges was subdivided in the IMT indictment.
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Germany and in all those countries and territories occupied by the German
armed forces . . . and in Austria, Czechoslovakia and Italy, and on the High Seas’.
The final count addressed ‘crimes against humanity’ enacted ‘during a period of
years preceding th May, , in Germany and in all those countries and terri-
tories occupied by the German armed forces since st September, , and in
Austria and Czechoslovakia and in Italy and on the High Seas’.

The Americans allocated to themselves responsibility for proving the first
charge; the British had the second; and the Soviets and the French divided the
third and fourth between them, according to whether the crimes had been com-
mitted in western or eastern Europe. The substance and development of these
four counts are of great importance in understanding the shape that American
and British trials took. The last two are rather more straightforward and will be
examined first.

In general terms, there was a core of events concerning which legal authorities
agreed charges could be brought against suspected war criminals. These consti-
tuted the class of acts for which there was some precedent for legal accountabil-
ity, namely ‘violations of the laws and customs of war’ (war crimes stricto sensu, as
legal terminology has it). More specifically, they embraced crimes committed
against members of opposing armed forces, and of the civilian population of
occupied territories. These categories failed to encompass acts from before the
outbreak of war, or deeds against the citizens of Axis countries and their confed-
erates. The prime example of the interrelation of the latter two groupings was
the pre-war treatment of German Jews, though they also incorporated much of
the oppression of the Nazis’ political and ideological opponents, homosexuals,
and the Roma and Sinti peoples, and the murder of those considered mentally
and physically defective.

The initiative to expand the traditional interpretation of war crimes began in
 with pressure from Jewish organizations for the governments of the west-
ern Allies to make some sort of policy commitment in the light of revelations
about the systematic massacres in eastern Europe. The mood of the time was
certainly conducive to general Allied declarations of intent, for the various gov-
ernments-in-exile were making their voices heard on behalf of their compat-
riots.

Though there was comparatively little specific sympathy for Jews, the Polish
representatives played on their suffering out of a misguided, stereotyping faith
in Jewish influence in the west. Substantial pressure was exerted on the British
Government to expand its definition of ‘war crimes’, but the fear of creating ad
hoc and ex post facto law was overriding and, aside from the IMT trial, the British
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never concerned their military courts with anything other than war crimes stricto
sensu. The Jewish call was nevertheless taken up at the end of  by members
of the nascent UNWCC, particularly the American representative Herbert Pell
and the Czech Bohuslav Ecer, but it received its greatest impetus from the War
Refugee Board. Despite the rejection of the Morgenthau plan, his message of the
unprecedented scope of Nazi criminality had a considerable impact. It was the
intention of all of the American proponents of trial, from Presidents Roosevelt
and Truman downwards, to expand the concept of ‘war crimes’, and this was
realized in the formulation of ‘crimes against humanity’.

It is telling that, this contribution notwithstanding, the Americans wished to
preside over the implementation of the conspiracy count. This was the very con-
cept that had been used by the US War Department to foil the Morgenthau plan.
It was the brainchild of one Colonel Murray C. Bernays, and was employed to
connect all of the unusual brutalities of Nazism with one central idea: the plan for
continental and world domination. One necessary manifestation of the quest,
it was held, was the repression and murder of real and conceptual opponents of
the regime. However, the inexorable logic of this reduction to a single principle
was that aggressive warfare became the most significant act, because it facilitated
and encouraged further atrocities. War, apparently, was the ultimate and all-
inclusive crime; and to explain that act required recourse to the conspiracy.

The way this concept related to the defendants and organizations before the
IMT is best illustrated in the words of Robert H. Jackson. A Supreme Court
Justice, Jackson was appointed to lead the American prosecution in April ,
and his determination to establish a prominent role for international law in the
conduct of world affairs has been widely noted. He later described the prosecu-
tion’s task as

to try in two phases the question of war guilt [sic]. The first phase would be to establish
the existence of a general conspiracy to which the Nazi party, the Gestapo and other or-
ganisations were parties. The object of the conspiracy was to obtain by illegal means, by
violation of treaties, and by wholesale brutality control of Europe and the world. When
this plan should be proved, the second phase would be entered upon which would consist
of the identification of individuals who were parties to this general conspiracy.
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This was what the historian Bradley Smith has termed the conspiracy–crim-
inal organization plan. The idea was that evidence against individuals could be
held against organizations and vice versa. A finding of criminality against an or-
ganization would then expedite mass prosecutions, as guilt would hold for every
member of that organization, and the burden of proving innocence would lie
with the defendant.

Ultimately, the IMT qualified both elements of the prosecution plan heavily,
circumscribing the scope of the alleged conspiracy and ruling that it had to be
proved that any individual member of a criminal organization had joined volun-
tarily and with an awareness of its criminality. The theoretical American ap-
proach was not universally welcomed amongst the prosecutors either. As one
French legal expert put it, ‘the difference between us is that you Americans want
to prove that a war of aggression is illegal. We just want to prove the Nazis were
bandits.’ That was certainly true of the Soviet delegation also. (Though the
Soviets, like, to a lesser extent, the Americans, were worried about the potential
of a focus upon the idea of ‘crimes against humanity’ to set a precedent for inter-
ference in the domestic activities of a sovereign power.)

Part of the Soviet and French reaction stemmed from their direct experience
of the realities of occupation, part was legalistic. The concept of conspiracy had
been predominantly implemented in American courts in anti-trust and organ-
ized crime cases, and it was unknown, at least in this form, in continental law.
The conspiracy charge also caused a certain resentment, as it became clear that
Jackson intended to use much evidence pertaining directly to the war crimes and
crimes against humanity charges in order to ‘prove’ the master conspiracy.

Vitally, Jackson was to be given the stage at the beginning of the trial, establish-
ing the tone of the proceedings. This was not just to be the dominant count in his
mind, it was to be imposed on the whole of the prosecution, and there was little
that anyone could do, given that American investigators had also secured most of
the relevant documentation.

The conspiracy device was employed at Nuremberg in one sense as a practical
way to reach diverse defendants. There was of course also an element of idealism
in the desire to regulate international affairs with recourse to the ideas of natural
justice. In another sense, however, the approach was of philosophical importance
to the US chief of counsel for the prosecution of Axis criminality (OCCPAC).
Hannah Arendt identified the impotence of the law in providing adequate
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punishment for the massive crimes of the Nazis. Indeed, it might be argued that
the Holocaust itself was in part an outcome of, and therefore a shattering indict-
ment of, the moral and legal systems that were now required to sit in judgement
upon its perpetrators. The particular emphasis on the conspiracy to perpetrate
aggressive war, though controversial, avoided this philosophical conundrum,
while questioning the then-dominant, positivist, state-led theory of law by at-
tempting to establish individual responsibility for ‘acts of state’. In combin-
ation, and given the American possession of what a British observer estimated as
‘at least  percent of the principal criminals’, these factors ensured that the
‘conspiracy–criminal organisation plan’ remained the greatest influence on the
way in which major war criminals were prosecuted after World War II. It also im-
pacted upon who reached trial.

.   :   

The American prosecutor Telford Taylor once described Hitler’s rule as predi-
cated upon ‘the unholy trinity of Nazism, militarism and economic imperial-
ism’. These three elements were the chief components of the conspiracy, it was
held, and pursuit of the three together was a mainstay of the subsequent Nurem-
berg trials programme and of the Göring trial. In the Göring trial, the emphasis
was upon combining ‘representatives’ of those tendencies with the presence of
‘household’ names. Naturally, there was a large cross-over between these cat-
egories.

‘Representative’ of Nazism as a political movement were, it was decided, the
Reich Cabinet (Reichsregierung) and the Leadership Corps of the Nazi party.
The SS (Schutzstaffeln), and particularly the infamous Gestapo, were obvious
choices encompassing the paramilitary-police manifestations of the phenom-
enon. (Alongside the latter, the Sicherheitsdienst, or SD was indicted, because
the two had related functions within the SS Reich Security Head Office, the
RSHA.) Moreover, indictment of the SA, the Sturmabteilungen, the praetorian
guard of the Nazi party before , was consistent both with a general western
awareness of the pre-war Nazi hierarchy and with tracing the conspiracy back to
the earliest days. In accordance with the IMT’s view of the conspiracy charge,
the SA, alone of these organizations, was ruled not to be criminal.

The majority of the individual defendants fitted the profile of ‘notorious
individuals’ who were also representative of the overtly political groupings:
Göring himself, Rudolf Hess, Joachim von Ribbentrop, Robert Ley, Ernst
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Kaltenbrunner, Alfred Rosenberg, Hans Frank, Wilhelm Frick, Julius Streicher,
Baldur von Schirach, Fritz Sauckel, Martin Bormann, Artur Seyss-Inquart,
Albert Speer, Constantin von Neurath, and Hans Fritszche. Franz von Papen
was also included because of his role in Hitler’s assumption of power. What,
though, was meant by ‘militarism’ and ‘economic imperialism’, and how were
these to be quantified in a courtroom?

Sectors of American public opinion had long seen the German Armed forces
as criminal, and ‘Prussian militarism’ was viewed as a constant factor in recent
German history, and one which had facilitated the Nazi campaigns of aggres-
sion. The ideas propounded by OCCPAC that the conspiracy to pursue
aggressive war, and the act of embarking upon it, were in themselves crimes re-
quired a condemnation in law not only of the perpetrating agency (the armed
forces) but also of the industrialists and financiers who had contributed to re-
armament. Moreover, it was realized that both the Wehrmacht and German in-
dustry had contributed in considerable part to the massive human disasters—the
‘crimes against humanity’—which the Americans held to have been an intrinsic
part of the conspiracy, and which anyway stood by themselves as criminal acts by
all decent standards.

In accordance with American wishes, alongside accusing notables of the
Wehrmacht, the indictment contended that the General Staff and High Com-
mand of the German armed forces was a criminal organization. Economic pol-
icy-makers were also included, foremost amongst whom for our purposes was
Hjalmar Schacht (though Speer, Sauckel, Ley, and Walther Funk were also im-
portant in this connection). Schacht had been a prominent influence in Hitler’s
rise to power, and, as President of the Reichsbank, Minister of Economics, and
General Plenipotentiary for the War Economy, was seen as the genius behind the
Nazi economic miracle—simultaneously adding respectability to the movement
and attracting further financial supporters—and a major player in Germany’s
rearmament.

In addition to the official agencies of the Third Reich, Jackson wished to indict
at least one private businessman who had contributed to the Nazi potential for
war. The selection of a ‘representative’ industrialist seemed straightforward; in
the eyes of the victors, the outstanding malefactor in the armaments industry was
the Krupp family of Essen. It was somewhat simplistically held that

since the dawn of modern Europe the mysterious, powerful Krupp dynasty had flour-
ished on war and rumors of war . . . Its steel forges had disgorged armor, bayonets, field
guns, shells, battleship armor and flotillas of submarines, always at immense profit to the
House of Krupp . . . For a century [the German governments and the Krupp family]
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were inseparable partners . . . And never has the parallel become more striking than in the
appalling spring of , when it appeared to have become deadly.

So a Krupp was added to the indictment, alongside representatives of the
military which had been the grateful recipient of his products. Yet force of cir-
cumstance was to combine with unfavourable judgements to blunt the Allies’
ambition with regard to the prosecution of industrialists and the military.
Though General Alfred Jodl, Field Marshall Wilhelm Keitel, and Admirals
Raeder and Dönitz were convicted by the IMT (Keitel and Jodl on all four
counts, Raeder on the first three, and Dönitz on counts two and three), the Gen-
eral Staff and High Command was declared not to be a criminal organization. It
was not considered a sufficiently coherent body to be an organization ‘within the
meaning . . . of the Charter’. As the British had predicted, the mass of undeni-
ably incriminating evidence thrown at the German military had simply not
proved the involvement as a group of the General Staff and High Command, nor
its character outside the imagination of OCCPAC.

The campaign against the Krupps was interrupted at a rather earlier stage
than the judgement. No Krupp appeared before the IMT owing to an unfortu-
nate misunderstanding between the prosecuting teams. The confusion leading
to this omission stemmed from the existence of two candidates for the role. Gus-
tav Krupp had been in charge of the firm until , when illness and old age
compelled him to surrender the reins to his son Alfried, who retained control
until the surrender. Though less fit for trial, Jackson wished to see Gustav ar-
raigned, since his role in the pre- and early war periods made him a more suitable
subject for their innovations: the charges of criminal conspiracy and of crimes
against peace. It was considered that he had figured significantly in the illegal re-
armament of Germany in the wake of Versailles, and had organized contribu-
tions from industry for the Nazi party after . Alfried appeared more
culpable under the other two counts for the firm’s exploitation of slave labour in
the second half of the war.

The American view predictably prevailed, and Krupp senior was duly in-
dicted. Gustav’s dementia overtook him, however, and medical opinion ruled
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him unfit for trial, as did the IMT. Further, the Tribunal rejected the request that
either Gustav be tried in absentia or Alfried arraigned instead. The first part of
the request was rejected because Gustav’s condition, rather than his absence
(through flight, as was the case with Martin Bormann) precluded his involve-
ment. The second part was rejected in accordance with ‘the British view that this
was not a game of football in which a reserve could be fielded without much
delay’, even though straightforward substitution was not Jackson’s intention.

.       

The Krupp issue did not fade away after these decisions. Rather, it gave added
impetus to demands made by the French and the Soviets for a second trial of
‘major’ criminals not included in the indictment. The idea of a further trial or
trials had first been mooted at the London Conference of June to July , but
with the onset of the Krupp episode it achieved an immediate significance. The
economic part of the case was at least as important to the French and Soviets as
to Jackson, for both of the continental nations had experienced considerable and
often extreme exploitation and spoliation of their natural and human resources
under German occupation.

The French, it was judged, wished to try industrialists not only for their own
actions but in order to ‘strengthen the hand’ of the French authorities in dealing
with collaborationist French industrialists. Indeed, the French appeared to
have pushed hard even into  for a second trial of such people. The Soviets
harboured the simplistic Marxist view that Hitler was an instrument of the Ger-
man bankers and industrialists, and without them could not have risen to
power. Conversely, the British Foreign Office and sections of the American
prosecution were worried both about the prominence and complexity of the eco-
nomic case in Jackson’s scheme. The former in particular feared that the case
against Schacht was weak enough to result in an embarrassing acquittal, to say
nothing of the poor prospects for proving the knowing participation in a grand
aggressive conspiracy of a private industrialist like Krupp.

However, the net result of French agitation over the issue was that the British
Chief Prosecutor, Hartley Shawcross, in an attempt to ensure the timely initi-
ation of the trial, assured his French counterpart, François de Menthon, that the
British would participate in a second international trial against a group of indus-
trialists including Alfried Krupp. Article  of the IMT Charter established
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that any two of the chief prosecutors could designate candidates for future trial
by the Tribunal. Accordingly, on the day the trial began, the delegations pub-
lished a joint declaration to the effect that they were ‘engaged upon an examin-
ation of the cases of other leading German industrialists with a view to their
joinder with Alfried Krupp in an indictment to be presented at a subsequent
trial’.

For a number of reasons both political and practical this second international
case never materialized. That non-event illustrates the shift in principles under-
lying Allied trial policy. If the IMT and the first zonal trials were almost solely
products of the reaction to Nazism, to be promoted even in the presence of the
doubtful moral authority of the Soviets, and, of course, in complete disregard of
German sensibilities, the realities of the post-war world were now influencing
the trial agenda. The overriding development in world affairs during the years in
question was the onset of what would come to be known as the ‘Cold War’, and
this left its indelible mark on Allied German policy, of which the treatment of
war criminals was an integral part.

.        

Historiographical consensus suggests that British foreign-political thinking as a
whole was ahead of its American counterpart, in perceiving before the end of the
war the threat that Soviet expansionism was held to pose to Europe. Likewise,
Whitehall was first to see that Germany would have to be resurrected in some
form, as the mainstay of a central European power bloc designed to check the ad-
vance of Communism. By mid- this impulse had grown stronger than fear
of a revival of German nationalism. Hence trials of Germany’s former leaders
came to be seen as detrimental to Britain’s interests.

Yet though these views found a sympathetic audience with the new Foreign
Secretary Ernest Bevin, they were not universally popular within Attlee’s Cabi-
net; and they were diametrically opposed to the feelings of the British public in
the immediate aftermath of a war in which the Soviets had fought heroically
against a demonized enemy. Nor were they consonant with all of the principles
of the Potsdam agreement, as enshrined in the ‘four “d”s’ of demilitarization,
decartelization, denazification, and democratization. Thus at first it was incum-
bent upon Bevin to maintain publicly the façade that co-operation with the
Soviets over the future of Germany was still a viable option, emphasizing British
Germanophobia and expressing the wish merely to reform the Potsdam terms
(and criticizing the Soviets for their failure to comply with them), while all
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the time his department was trying to enmesh the Americans in an anti-Soviet
coalition propping up at least a part of Germany; this practice developed into his 
so-called ‘Western’ policy.

Bevin’s task was, however, made easier at home because the primacy of the
Foreign Office was never seriously threatened. Attlee made it clear that he con-
sidered that the conduct of foreign affairs stood above party politics, and was
therefore not necessarily subject to Britain’s prevailing socialist agenda, in as
much as that doctrine provided a foreign policy line in any case. The Control
Office for Germany and Austria (COGA), the ‘ministry’ for German affairs
which oversaw the government of the British zone, was progressively marginal-
ized by the larger department, and its effective subordination was formalized in
July . Moreover, though the War Office had official jurisdiction over trials
under the Royal Warrant, and supplied the administrative and legal personnel,
when the subject matter of these cases was politically sensitive, the Foreign
Office had the final say, as we shall see.

The situation in Washington was far less clear-cut. The more conciliatory line
pursued by Roosevelt towards the Soviets was continued in the early months of
the Truman administration, and at the end of  co-operation in Europe with
the USSR seemed likely. Though relations deteriorated during the first quarter
of  as Soviet actions in Iran and the stirrings of the proponents of the ‘Riga
axiom’ (the doctrine of ‘containment’ of the USSR) began to colour foreign-
political thinking, the future of Germany was still not central to the United
States’ European policy.

Roosevelt had neither established, nor allowed to materialize, a definite Ger-
man policy, and this vacuum was only slowly filled as Truman’s support for
toughness with the Soviets was translated into tangible policy influenced by For-
eign Service diplomats and sections of the Departments of State and War. A
succession of weak and ill-informed Secretaries of State, combined with the un-
willingness and inability of that department to take an active role in the occupa-
tion of Germany, and the traditional lack of influence within Congress of a
department with no home constituency, had meant that previously the genuine
experts on Soviet intentions had been marginalized.

The real seat of power in German affairs rested with the man on the ground
charged with implementing American policy. General Lucius Clay, Deputy
Military Governor from  to —though de facto the supreme occupation
authority—and Military Governor from  until , was given a virtually
free hand in running the American zone, in stark contrast to his British opposite
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numbers. Indeed, Clay’s successor, John McCloy, called the governorship
the closest approximation to a ‘Roman proconsulship’ that was possible in the
twentieth century. The deference shown Clay by his War Department super-
iors enabled him to interpret the chief occupation statute, the harsh and retribu-
tive JCS , as he saw fit. After assessing the German situation, his views
broadly coincided with those of the so-called foreign policy ‘realists’; namely,
that Germany, or at least part of it, had to be resurrected economically both to re-
move a burden upon the Allies and to establish a bulwark against Soviet Com-
munism.

The Potsdam Agreement alleviated JCS  somewhat, and in addition Clay
was able to exploit legal loopholes in that document to allow the recommencing
of significant production in Germany, the halting of the dismantling of German
industrial plant and of reparations payments, and the economic fusion of the
British and American zones. Beside these measures, however, Clay remained
committed to the US war crimes trial programme; the realities of European pol-
itics did not deflect him from taking the ‘denazification’ part of his original brief
very seriously, though he was astute enough to realize the limitations of that
policy.

In July , however, the more lenient directive JCS  replaced JCS 
and formalized the ongoing recovery, stipulating the desirability of a ‘stable and
productive Germany’. It further instructed Clay to ‘make every effort to facili-
tate and bring to early completion the war crimes program’. The move was
symptomatic of the larger shift in American European policy as the ‘realists’
under Truman exerted their influence. A speech in Stuttgart in September
 by Secretary of State James Byrnes following the Paris Peace Conference
suggested a change of objective on behalf of himself and the administration;
but proof positive of an American commitment to Europe, founded upon a
continued presence in Germany, was provided only between March and June
.

During that time, the ‘Truman Doctrine’ predicted a tougher line with the
Soviets, and American support for ‘free peoples who [were] resisting attempted
subjugation by armed minorities or by outside pressures’. A conference of
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foreign ministers in Moscow also apparently confirmed the lack of progress that
was to be made in Soviet–American co-operation in Europe; and the ‘Marshall
Plan’ promised a substantial contribution by the US to (western) European eco-
nomic recovery.

These wedges were hammered deeper into Europe at the London conference
of foreign ministers at the end of the year, as the incompatibility of western and
perceived Soviet intentions for Germany—a rift which resulted in the break-up
of the four-power Control Council in March  and the consequent division of
that country—achieved overwhelming importance. The cumulative weight of
such developments left a visible imprint on British trial policy and, while less im-
mediately relevant for the American programmes, high political influences were
evident in both cases in the negotiations around the possible second IMT trial.

. ‘    ’:      
  

The Shawcross–de Menthon statement on a future indictment of Alfred Krupp
by no means guaranteed another international trial. Though the London Agree-
ment made provision for a series of trials before the IMT, any power could ter-
minate that agreement given one month’s notice. The Americans had never
committed themselves to a further international trial, and a consensus emerged
between Jackson, the War Department, and the Office of Military Government
for Germany (OMGUS) by the end of  that this form of proceeding was un-
desirable, and that further trials against major war criminals were best conducted
by the individual occupying powers.

American options remained open owing to an amendment to the executive
order that had established Jackson’s position as holder of the office of Chief of
Counsel. Issued on  January , order  authorized the pursuit of ‘lead-
ers of the European Axis powers and their accessories’ either before another
international tribunal or United States military or occupational tribunals. Jack-
son was directed to select a deputy to arrange these trials in whichever type of
court ‘developments [might] dictate’, and provision was made for the succession
to his office in the event of his retirement. The new office was to be known as
OCCWC—the Office of the Chief of Counsel for War Crimes.

Importantly, the new Chief of Counsel was to be appointed within the ma-
chinery of OMGUS, thus making the office a part of the occupational authority,
and answerable directly to that entity, rather than to the national governments
as was the case with the chief prosecutors before the IMT. The proceedings of
the OCCWC were governed by the amended executive order and by the four-
power occupation statute CCL, which was derived from, and similar but not
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identical to, the London Charter establishing the IMT. It provided for separate
zonal trials, while expressing the desire for uniformity between zones.

Colonel Telford Taylor was the man chosen both by Jackson as his deputy to
plan for further prosecutions and by the War Department as the next CCWC.

In the months leading up to the IMT trial, Taylor had become increasingly dis-
satisfied with the rather arbitrary selection of defendants, and had reached the
now obvious conclusion that it was impossible to deal with all the major perpet-
rators in one sitting, and so a number of trials would have to be held. This line of
thought coincided with sentiments expressed in a revised Joint Chiefs of Staff
directive of July . JCS / defined ‘war crimes’ in a similar fashion to
the Charter of the IMT, and ordered the pursuit by the American occupation
forces of ‘members of organizations’ implicated in such acts. It was a precursor
of CCL. The Judge Advocate General’s Department of the US Army framed
the Nuremberg organization as that best suited to the purpose of carrying out
such trials, and consequently approached OMGUS and Jackson to enquire
whether he or any of his staff might be prepared to participate.

Importantly, and despite the burgeoning American opposition, Taylor was
careful not to discount the possibility of a second international trial. He was
mindful of the potential of the Krupp issue to upset any plans laid prematurely,
since it was clear that the French and the Russian delegations remained in prin-
ciple in favour of another international trial. France would in fact continue to
push for that end into .

Hartley Shawcross considered with resignation that his promise had bound
Britain to the French. Indeed, the British War Crimes Executive (BWCE), the
approximate counterpart to OCCPAC, had been making speculative prepar-
ations for a second trial for some time. Shawcross emphasized, however, that any
venture should be closely circumscribed and co-ordinated by direct Anglo-
American co-operation. Other interested parties on the British side were not so
resigned. The Treasury Solicitor’s Office feared the potential cost of a second
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trial. The Foreign Office was even more reticent, wary of a second lengthy trial
which they feared would be anti-climactic and would detract from the real
achievements of the first. While not wishing to be seen to be letting off the indus-
trialists, it felt that the IMT trial was a sufficient measure of their commitment
to the cause of the trials. In this, the Foreign Office was in tune with popular Brit-
ish sentiment.

Orme Sargeant, Permanent Under-Secretary in the ministry, suggested also
that an international trial of German industrialists could degenerate into ‘a
wrangle between the capitalist and communist ideologies’. ‘The Russians might
exploit the proceedings to discuss irrelevancies such as . . . our attitude to Ger-
man rearmament’, he considered; and though this view was not shared by Pat-
rick Dean, the Foreign Office representative on the BWCE, it was in accord
with the general thrust of British foreign policy at the time. Moreover, Sargeant
is credited as being one of the officials with the most influence over European
strategy, a strident voice warning of the dangers of repeating history by appeas-
ing the Soviets. He had the ear of Bevin, and the church of which he was a
founding member towered over the small and impermanent BWCE.

As we shall see, there is no evidence that the Foreign Office intended to exer-
cise their prerogative of trying the industrialists in British zonal proceedings; in-
deed, quite the opposite. The main priority now was to avoid a trial if they could
do so ‘honourably’. ‘Honourably’, because they still felt committed by the en-
thusiasm of their allies and, relatedly, by Shawcross’s pledge; they certainly did
not wish to be seen as responsible for terminating the London Agreement.

Caught on the horns of a dilemma, one option was the tried-and-tested policy of
‘wait and see’. The British would allow their Allies ‘to make the running . . . and
not hasten too fast to keep up with them’. This strategy was confirmed when, to-
wards the end of April, the Foreign Office received early intelligence that US op-
position to another international trial was stiffening.

On practical grounds alone, Jackson was wary of further involvement in
lengthy proceedings that he considered would cover much of the same ground as
the current trial. Moreover, he was opposed to hosting a second trial at Nurem-
berg because of the cost and the responsibilities implied; a sentiment very much
shared by OMGUS, the War Department, and the State Department. Other
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objections also featured. Jackson feared that attacking industrialists would ‘tend
to discourage industrial co-operation with our Government in maintaining its
defenses in the future while not at all weakening the Soviet position, since they
[did] not rely upon private enterprise’. His papers are replete with barbed refer-
ences to the Soviets at Nuremberg, and it is not surprising that he was among the
first to be concerned about the image of a trial of industrialists by Americans
working in tandem with ‘the Soviet Communists and the French Leftists’. Fur-
thermore, he worried that the principle of the rotation of the presidency of the
Tribunal might mean the elevation to that position of a Soviet or French judge,
and the consequent imposition onto the proceedings of a legal code which was
alien to the American people, and thus might foster doubts as to the fairness of
the trial. These objections were also echoed by the State and War Departments.

A further international trial would be an unnecessary and potentially dam-
aging additional engagement, these agencies perceived. The quadripartite pro-
gramme should give the US the best of both worlds: it implied international
jurisdiction but also total control by the respective occupying nations of the four
zones. Thus continuity and the appearance of inter-Allied unity could be main-
tained in the prosecution of such individuals, without the costs and complica-
tions of another IMT proceeding. Concerned about the ‘overall international
situation’, they feared that a second fully international trial, particularly one
focusing on industrialists as seemed inevitable, would serve to ‘emphasize ideo-
logical differences between the prosecuting nations’, even to the extent of facili-
tating Communist attacks on the methods of government of the US. The many
links between the pre-war German and American economies could, it was felt,
be a focal point of an attempt by the Soviets to embarrass the US.

The private consensus reached in British and American diplomatic circles was
not consonant with the attitudes of the Russian and French delegations, nor with
Telford Taylor’s view that unilateral American action would do harm to the
principles of the London Agreement and would incur political repercussions in-
volving the affronted continental nations. Nevertheless, when in mid-August
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news filtered through to London that Taylor had been instructed to cease nego-
tiations about the second trial pending further instructions, the Foreign Office
now seized the initiative for the first time in the trial deliberations. Bevin raised
the trial issue with Byrnes at a conference in Paris. He reiterated the moral im-
pediments to open British opposition to further proceedings but suggested that,
were the Americans to take the lead against it, British support would be forth-
coming. He was at pains to stress that His Majesty’s Government was not op-
posed to the trial of industrialists per se, but wished to see them tried in zonal
proceedings.

American convergence was predictable: Byrnes declared that not only were he
and his department at odds with the present plan, but the President and large
portions of the American judiciary concurred. He reputedly confided that there
was also vocal opposition from American business leaders to an international
trial of industrialists. In the second half of September, Jackson asked the State
Department to notify the other powers of the official US opposition to the trial;
and in the next month he submitted his final report to Truman formalizing his
position. In the meantime the Foreign Office received a request from the Ameri-
cans for the extradition from British custody of six industrialists, including Al-
fried Krupp, and three other suspects, for trial in the subsequent Nuremberg
programme.

.  :      
   

The granting of the American extradition request—after a brief period, during
which the IMT’s acquittal of Schacht confirmed British fears about the wisdom
of trying industrialists—signified the victory of the zonal trials option. The
USA consequently issued notes in January  to its erstwhile confederates to
the effect that further proceedings before the IMT were ‘not required’. ‘German
war criminals’, it was held, could be tried ‘more expeditiously . . . in national or
occupation courts.’ Moreover, the first two trials to be conducted under CCL
were by that time in full swing; and, as it was quite reasonably pointed out, that
law defined crimes very similarly to the IMT Charter.
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If it was now clear that the way ahead involved reliance on national initiatives
alone, it was also to become apparent that concomitantly there was little in the
way of concerted pressure on the individual countries to pursue trial pro-
grammes. This was perhaps the major weakness of the quadripartite system
compared with further full international co-operation. Taylor had been in-
formed by the British JAG in July  that the latter intended to pursue a pro-
gramme of trials in the British zone which was to be ‘roughly parallel’ to that in
the American zone, and prisoner exchange was to facilitate a ‘division of busi-
ness’ in this regard. However, though the subsequent Nuremberg proceedings
under CCL were supposedly an expression of international law, the British
were swift to dissociate themselves from responsibility for these trials. They
themselves declined to try under CCL, predictably choosing to work exclu-
sively through the War Office within the limited parameters of the Royal War-
rant. Meanwhile, by Cabinet decision of November , the Government was
looking to begin winding down the whole process of war crimes trials.

The surrender of prisoners was not an expression of the desire to begin a re-
ciprocal process of exchange of suspected ‘major’ war criminals in a harmonious
trial programme. As had been observed within the Foreign Office several
months previously, if Britain’s allies chose to indict industrialists, this did not
necessarily bind the British to do likewise. Their only obligation was to transfer
on request suspects whom they did not intend to try themselves. Thus the let-
ter of CCL triumphed over the spirit, and Alfried Krupp was tried at Nurem-
berg, despite the fact that the nerve-centre of his operations—the Ruhr—lay in
the British zone of occupation.

The transfer of the first batch of suspects to the US authorities proved to be
the thin end of the wedge, as the British proceeded to offload the responsibilities
of trying many prominent individuals. This phenomenon contributed in no
small way to the form of the US trial programme. Aside from Alfried Krupp, and
the majority of his co-defendants who featured in the tenth subsequent Nurem-
berg trial, the British contributed Otto Ohlendorf, Oswald Pohl, and Erhard
Milch, respectively the chief defendants in Trials Nine and Four, and the only
defendant in case . Defendants, and evidence concerning them, were trans-
ferred from British custody for trial in the first of the subsequent proceedings,
the Doctor’s trial. Likewise a case in preparation against members of Amts-
gruppe D (‘office-group’ D: the Inspectorate of Concentration Camps) of the
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SS Business and Administration Head Office was handed over to the Americans
for incorporation in the Pohl trial. In fact, the majority of the twelve trials
sported defendants surrendered by the British, signifying an imbalance in
commitment.

There was no organization even approximately parallel to the OCCWC in ex-
istence within the British occupation set-up, and certainly no initiatives emanat-
ing from the Foreign Office; this left further prosecution of war criminals within
the sole purview of the JAG. It should be borne in mind that the only weapon vis-
à-vis the mass criminality of Nazi Germany was the limited Royal Warrant. This
statute precluded the trial of anyone who could not be linked with the direct
commission of atrocities, and thereby many of the administrators of Nazi pol-
icies who were targeted at Nuremberg.

At the other end of the criminal spectrum the British authorities, like the
Americans, adopted a realistic stance and put most of the members of the crim-
inal organizations through the ordinary denazification courts, which could
impose maximum sentences of ten years. Thousands who were judged ‘com-
paratively innocuous’ were released without trial. Particularly ‘hard core’ sus-
pects went through quasi-civil courts constituted under British judges by the
British Element of the Allied Control Council for Germany (CCG[BE]).

Many crimes by Germans against other Germans, including Jews, and stateless
persons, were tried by German courts themselves.

The cases tried under the Royal Warrant were, like the analogous Dachau pro-
gramme, concerned solely with substantive crimes, though membership of a
criminal organization could also be charged against many of the defendants in
either series. Other than the ‘Belsen’ trials, the British conducted trials of the
staff of the Neuengamme concentration camp and its sub-camps, and against the
personnel of the Ravensbrück women’s camp. A series of lesser-known camps,
collectively designated the Emsland group, were also the subject of trials con-
ducted by the CCG(BE). The Ravensbrück case was unusual in that the camp
was situated beyond the British zone, in Soviet-occupied territory; several sus-
pects were ultimately handed over to the Soviets for trial. (The investigative ef-
fort concerned medical experiments that had been conducted at the camp, and
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the prosecution was a rare effort to complement actions of OCCWC in the over-
lapping Nuremberg ‘Doctor’s Trial’.) The other major categories of trial
under the Royal Warrant were against the personnel of several Gestapo prisons
and Arbeitserziehungslager (the murderous ‘work education camps’ to which
forced foreign labourers deemed to be ‘slacking’ were sent) and against the mur-
derers or maltreaters of British soldiers and airmen.

The limited trial programme would court little diplomatic controversy and
would be comparatively cheap, dealing more and more with localized offences
and lower-ranking defendants. With the passage of time the trials were also in-
creasingly limited to prosecuting atrocities against British servicemen. Most of
the little interest—apart from antipathy—regarding the trials shown by the Brit-
ish public was on matters relating directly to Britain, and, understandably, the
Government felt a particular duty to investigate these. Priscilla Dale Jones illus-
trates that the pursuit until the end of  of the murderers of fifty British air-
men at Stalag Luft III (a POW camp in Silesia) in March  was vital in the
prolongation of the British trial programme. Immortalized subsequently in the
Hollywood film The Great Escape, the Stalag Luft murders held the interest of
the British public like no other case, and consumed a great part of the time and
budget of the war crimes investigation unit.

The emphasis on such crimes was one manifestation of the consistent tighten-
ing of the parameters of the Royal Warrant programme. At the very beginning of
that programme responsibility was jettisoned by the War Office for cases per-
taining to concentration camps that were not in the British zone, apart from parts
of the Ravensbrück case. Further, in attempting to process more trials, and to
give the impression of greater activity—as in the matter of confusing numbers of
cases and individuals tried—suggestions were made about trying easier, more
trivial cases. Likewise, owing to criticism of the length of time the ‘Belsen’ trial
had taken, it was proposed to divide large cases into smaller ones that could be
disposed of more speedily, though the whole would then in fact take longer.

The idea of prioritizing trivial crimes was rejected, and it seems that, by the
lights of the British prosecutors at least, emphasis remained on the more serious
ones. The principle of division of cases was, however, applied, as for instance
in the prosecution of the subsidiary ‘Belsen’ trials and the Neuengamme
case. These deliberations were closely related to the issue of ending the trial 
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programme in toto, a question that was debated from almost as soon as trials
began, in autumn . The investigators and prosecutors were worked to im-
possible deadlines to expedite the conclusion of what, with the passage of time,
was nevertheless becoming an increasingly controversial aspect of Allied occu-
pation policy both in Germany and Britain.

By Cabinet decision of November , the British Government was looking
to wind down the whole process of war crimes trials. Working through new
cases and the backlog of old ones was a lengthy process, and it was only in April
 that a time limit was set on the trial programme. All proceedings were to be
completed by  September . Beyond that date extradition requests would
only be granted subject to the provision of prima-facie evidence of murder as de-
fined under German law.

Predictably, Cold War pressures topped the political agenda. In addition—
and the two factors are certainly not unrelated—the resources at the disposal of
the investigating and prosecuting units were meagre. They were experiencing
severe manpower and financial shortages. The general British austerity drive of
the post-war years was particularly acute in the occupation budget. Moreover,
staff shortages resulting from demobilization were experienced almost as soon as
trial preparations began in . Manpower limitations also resulted in diffi-
culties in locating both the accused and relevant witnesses. Finally, speedy
progress was further hindered by technical problems relating to the unusual
nature of war crimes trial procedure.

In any case, ending the trials became a policy aim. As such, it was pursued ad-
ministratively according to the same principles as any other executive action.
There are notable instances of opposition from British legal personnel in Ger-
many, but the structural-political emphasis was clearly on the side of closure.
The populations of the civilian internment camps that contained suspected war
criminals were radically reduced by extradition and also by the wholesale release
of suspects who were not requested by any nation— in the last quarter of
, for instance. Some cases were handed over by the war crimes staff to
the Control Commission tribunals, some ultimately to German courts. Many
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criminals would then run free or face lenient judgement, but at all times the Brit-
ish legal machinery in Germany could point to the fact that it was stretched to
deal with those suspects under investigation.

The situation was markedly different in the American zone. With an un-
favourable conclusion to part of the military case before the IMT, and a false start
in the pursuit of the industrialists, much remained to be done by the OCCWC,
which was still enamoured of the idea of prosecuting a criminal conspiracy to
wage criminal war. OCCWC devoted three of the twelve trials in the subsequent
Nuremberg series to culpable industrialists; two others had large economic con-
nections. Further, two of the trials concentrated on the crimes of the Wehr-
macht. The onset of both of these sets of cases brought with it the proposition of
further British involvement in joint proceedings, both as a means of sharing the
economic burden of trial and increasing the moral weight of the prosecution.
Each time the British response was resoundingly in the negative.

.     

In retrospect at least, the divergence between the intentions of the British and
the Americans for the continued prosecution of major war criminals was dis-
cernible long before the latter part of . The development of Taylor’s role
has been described; and in the time before his official designation as Jackson’s
deputy a ‘Subsequent Proceedings Division’ was already in existence within 
OCCPAC. To this body were seconded staff no longer required in the IMT case,
enabling rudimentary preparations for further proceedings, in whatever form
they might take, to be made from the beginning of . This personnel was sup-
plemented by a recruitment drive in the US by Taylor, and by the end of Octo-
ber , when the OCCWC effectively replaced OCCPAC, the division was
 strong. (At the height of its powers a year later the OCCWC had ,
staff.)

Taylor claims that by April —scarcely a month after Foreign Office offi-
cials had advocated a policy of ‘slowing down’ as much as possible the activities
of the Subsequent Proceedings Division—the broad outlines of the future Nur-
emberg programme had been drawn. Such expedition was vital in securing
the objectives of the American trial programme, for if the trials were to serve a re-
educative end, laying bare the Nazi past while exhibiting the virtues of fair trial
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within a democratic system, justice had to be seen to be done quickly. Delays and
drawn-out trials inevitably meant the gradual loss of interest of the German—
not to mention the American and British—population, and a concomitant
growth in cynicism about the whole process. Thus in September 
OMGUS’s stated aim was the completion of the subsequent proceedings by the
end of . This was compatible with a speculative schedule suggested by
Taylor of prosecuting  individuals in thirty-six trials.

Preparations in the Subsequent Proceedings Division were such that by the
end of the brief interlude between the conclusion of the IMT case and the resur-
gence of French pressure for a second international trial, the Americans were
able to present their former Allies with the aforementioned fait accompli. They
had filed an indictment against one group of suspects the day after the formal
establishment of the OCCWC, begun proceedings in the first two trials under
CCL before the year was out, and were confident enough to describe other
cases in the pipeline as ‘very well developed’. The intention was to have six mili-
tary courts functioning concurrently, and, in March , Taylor submitted
modified though still ambitious plans for a programme of between fifteen and
eighteen trials.

.       ():  

The shape of the Subsequent Proceedings Division was subject to frequent
change. As investigations on the locations of criminality progressed and the
numbers of prospective defendants increased, the original six groups were
merged and altered or further subdivided. This pattern of fluctuation was sus-
tained in the organization of the OCCWC throughout its existence. An impres-
sion of this flux and of the multiplication of American responsibilities can be
gleaned through an overview of one of the pillars of the subsequent trial pro-
gramme: the prosecution of industrialists and financiers.

In mid-May, the staff of the subsequent proceedings division was divided into
six groups assigned to investigation of different areas of criminality within the
Third Reich. Two of them were concerned with industry and finance. One of
these was charged with the preparation of the evidence against Alfried Krupp
and the top officials of IG Farben; the men whom the Americans would suggest
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two months later to be part of the select band of defendants to appear in a second
international trial. (Taylor had allocated the preliminary responsibilities to his
staff because of the amount of work already done on the Krupps in anticipation
before the trial of Göring et al., and because of the general US interest in the
chemical producers as a result of their associations with the likes of Standard Oil
of New Jersey.) With the dissolution of the IMT, the evidence thus gathered
could be marshalled quickly and easily into the presentation of an all-American
case under CCL.

Other individual industrialists fell under the purview of the second Subse-
quent Proceedings Division economic group, including Friedrich Flick, sus-
pected of exploiting slave labour, of the spoliation of property in France and the
Soviet Union, and the ‘aryanization’ of Jewish industrial plant. The lines of
battle were more clearly defined during , as more evidence and suspects
were located or transferred and the prospect of another international trial
dimmed. By the end of that year, now as part of the OCCWC, trial teams
emerged from the task forces. The Krupp-Farben group was divided and the
contingent parts enlarged into Trial Teams III and I, respectively, and the other
group came to focus specifically on Flick and his associates, as Team II, while re-
taining responsibilities for other economic concerns.

When Taylor submitted his speculative programme in March , the in-
dictment had been filed in the Flick case, the smallest and least complicated of
the economic trials. The number of defendants to be incorporated in the forth-
coming Farben and Krupp trials—and hence their total scope—had yet to be de-
cided; and there was a proposed trial of officials of the Dresdner Bank. In
addition, two other trials touched upon relevant issues: a military-economic case
already in progress against Field Marshall Erhard Milch, including evidence of
slave labour, and a projected case against a series of government officials and
related industrial concerns, including members of the Hermann Göring
works.

Two months later the situation was further clarified. An indictment had been
served against twenty-four IG Farben officials and estimates were posted of the
number of defendants in the Krupp, Dresdner Bank, and government officials-
industrialists cases. At this time, the number of individuals either convicted
(Milch, with a life sentence), on trial, or predicted to be indicted with substantial
financial or industrial connections was between fifty-nine and seventy-one, out
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of a total of approximately  projected defendants of all kinds. The total num-
ber of cases to be tried was now tentatively established as sixteen.

Conversely, on  January , the BWCE was dissolved. Within a month
of that date, members of the UNWCC had criticized the British government for
its ‘disappointingly slow progress’ in the matter of trials. The lack of British
enthusiasm had not gone unnoticed by the overworked Americans either; nor
had the absence of interest displayed by His Majesty’s Government in the on-
going trials at Nuremberg. This undermining of quadripartite solidarity, it was
feared, would magnify Allied divisions over the future of Germany, and invite
German criticism of inequality of treatment between the zones. Telford Tay-
lor observed as much in a tersely worded letter to the former BWCE member
Elwyn Jones. To reinvigorate the British, Taylor suggested a contribution,
alongside the French and Russians, to the prosecution in the forthcoming trial at
Nuremberg of Alfried Krupp and associates before an American bench.

There is some confusion about the exact reasoning behind the almost inevit-
able rebuttal of Taylor’s proposition. The Foreign Office maintained that it sim-
ply did not wish to embroil Britain in another lengthy trial; Taylor himself
claimed that the opposition reflected dubiousness about an enforced collabor-
ation with the French and Soviets, even though the alliance would be under the
direction of the OCCWC. From what we know of British policy at this time,
either of these reasons alone would have been sufficient to discount British par-
ticipation, and it is likely that both played their part. (It is also reasonable to pro-
ject that the interested US government departments were chary of French, and
particularly Soviet, involvement.) In any case, wilful amnesia seems to have been
the basis for the Foreign Office rationale that ‘the Americans [could] have no
possible complaint on this score since it was perfectly open to them to propose
that the industrialists should be tried on an international basis had they wished
to do so’.

In a move acknowledged within Foreign Office circles as a palliative to
OMGUS, an official British ‘observer’, Gordon Hilton, was sent to Nuremberg
in April on a three-month renewable tenure. Hartley Shawcross expressed his re-
servations about the value of sending a mere observer and about the motivation
behind the decision to do so, and these doubts were proven to be well founded
when, within two weeks of his departure, Hilton declared that he would rather
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be sent home on unpaid leave than remain in Nuremberg. He eventually left
Germany after witnessing the three trials of industrialists, and his hand-written
reports of the issues he deemed noteworthy are indicative of the concerns of the
Foreign Office. His elucidation of the Farben trial, for instance, was predomin-
antly concerned with the extent and nature of the collaboration of British indus-
trial concerns with the giant chemical combine in the pre-war years. It cast into
sharp relief the revelations of the courtroom, which witnessed much documen-
tary and verbal testimony on the wider human concerns of the trial—the mur-
derous exploitation of slave labour and the involvement of IG Farben with the
Nazi preparations for war.

Hilton was dubious about the utility of his own position, and equivocal about
the trials themselves. He also expressed his concern about the ‘background of
transatlantic politics which an observer sitting in Nuremberg cannot easily inter-
pret’. His solution: that ‘the dollar stringency affords an opportune reason for
withdrawing the British observer’. (There was mileage in this excuse, as Brit-
ain was then undergoing a financial crisis of some magnitude.)

Thus British involvement was half-hearted, and demonstrably so. The
grand total of those attached to the British Nuremberg delegation after the for-
mation of the OCCWC was seven, compared with seventy-two French person-
nel, and eight representatives each from Czechoslovakia, the Netherlands, and
Greece. Nevertheless, the issue of some sort of commitment by the UK to the
ongoing Nuremberg adventure did not depart with Hilton. The context was the
second half of , when OCCWC was involved in preparations for what would
turn out to be the twelfth and last of the subsequent proceedings. This case was
officially entitled the ‘Trial of Wilhelm von Leeb and thirteen others’ and con-
cerned high-ranking officers in the Wehrmacht. Its advent interrupted the
winding-down of the British Royal Warrant programme.

.       ():  

Although the IMT’s acquittal of the General Staff and High Command was not
consonant with the conspiracy-criminal organization vision, the accompanying
opinion was encouraging and left the Americans with considerable latitude in
pursuing individual members of the armed forces. The IMT declared that,
though they were not a group as such, ‘they were certainly a ruthless military
caste’, and that ‘where the facts warrant it, these men should be brought to trial
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so that those among them who are guilty of these crimes should not escape pun-
ishment’.

By October , Taylor’s staff considered that they had prepared a case based
on ‘conclusive evidence of serious and large scale violations of [the] rules of war’
against a group of such men. These were the members of the High Commands
of the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force, and of the separate High Command of
the Wehrmacht (Oberkommando der Wehrmacht; OKW). The indictment
was to include counts relating to the conspiracy and the waging of aggressive
war. Though it was ultimately to be a trial of thirteen individuals, Taylor made
it clear that he considered the men arraigned for this so-called ‘High Command’
trial to be representative of the institutions from which they were drawn; and
there was a marked similarity between many of the charges in that case and those
previously levelled at Keitel and Jodl. (See Chapter ., above.)

If there was one factor distinguishing the new trial from the relevant parts of
the IMT case, it was the existence of substantial new evidence against the OKW.
An important part of this evidence went to discredit the testimonies of three of
the chief witnesses to appear in the trial of the German military before the IMT,
and indeed to implicate these same men heavily. These revelations were valu-
able ammunition in the fight against German militarism, enabling the Americans
to expose the German public to the ‘falseness of German military protestations
of honor [and] chivalry’. The three witnesses concerned were Field Mar-
shals Walter von Brauchitsch, Gerd von Rundstedt, and Erich von Manstein,
and they had featured on American provisional lists of defendants in a High
Command trial since early . The cases against Manstein and Rund-
stedt were thought to be ‘overwhelming’—the strongest against any potential
defendants—and though marginally less complete, the chance of Brauchitsch’s
conviction was deemed ‘as certain as the outcome of a lawsuit ever can be’.
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Moreover, the names of Rundstedt and Brauchitsch were considered by Tay-
lor to be of ‘far greater significance to the German people’ than those of other
prospective defendants, hence convictions would theoretically have a more sig-
nificant impact in the re-educative process. Brauchitsch had been Commander
in Chief of the German Army between February  and December , the
occupier of the highest position that institution could offer, during the period of
its most dramatic victories. He was replaced by Hitler himself. Recalled from
a brief retirement, before which he had been regarded by many as the ‘symbolic
first soldier of the Reich’, Rundstedt had led the victorious invasion of Poland as
Commander in Chief, East, and was chosen by Brauchitsch to lead the southern-
most of the three forces designated for the invasion of the USSR. The so-called
‘Army Group South’ was assigned to the offensive in the region of the
Ukraine.

Meanwhile, Manstein, though not as senior, was regarded by the cognoscenti as
being the outstanding military brain in the Wehrmacht, achieving universal ac-
claim both as a staff officer and as a field commander. In September  he as-
sumed command of the Eleventh Army, which operated independently in the
extreme south of the Soviet Union. Fourteen months later, after a series of vic-
tories in the Crimea and his promotion to field marshal, Manstein took control of
the newly formed Army Group ‘Don’, which was renamed forthwith as the re-
formed Army Group South.

All three were heavily implicated in the issuing and distribution of criminal
orders on the eastern front—in particular the so-called ‘Commissar Order’ and
the ‘Barbarossa Jurisdiction Decree’—and in logistical support and assistance
to the SS Einsatzgruppen, the itinerant killing squads deployed in the rear of the
invading German armies to murder Jews and other ‘racial’ and political ‘undesir-
ables’. For our purposes, the other salient characteristic of the field marshals was
that they were in British custody.

The military had known of the OCCWC interest in the three since the begin-
ning of , but had done little by way of investigation into their deeds.
Hence, when in August  Taylor forwarded some of the evidence gathered on
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the three field marshals and on one Colonel-General Adolf Strauss to Attorney
General Hartley Shawcross, and General Clay did likewise to his temporary
British opposite number, Air Marshal Sir Sholto Douglas, it was a clear re-
minder of the British obligation to consider legal proceedings or, alternatively, to
allow extradition to interested countries.

Taylor would probably have been happy with a positive response to either op-
tion. He favoured a third possibility above all, however. He considered that it
might better serve the ethos of the zonal programme if Britain could be per-
suaded to participate in a joint trial, with their prisoners in the dock alongside
those of the Americans. Thus the case would not only benefit from the better-
known defendants, but also from the gesture of Allied solidarity in their prosecu-
tion. Only one of these avenues appealed to the British Government.

The War Office Secretary, Frederick Bellenger, decided that extradition
would be the most favourable solution to the problem. Financial and personnel
constraints undoubtedly played their part in his decision, but Bellenger was
demonstrably aware of the political connotations of the choice which faced his
department in disposing of the three most notable Germans in British custody.
He had quickly turned to the Foreign Office for advice, and ultimately handed
over effective responsibility to that department. Bevin’s officials concurred with
Bellenger, as did the Lord Chancellor, William Jowitt. The tide of public opinion
had turned against trials, they argued, and there was no sense in adding to an al-
ready overburdened schedule, and particularly not with a case of this magni-
tude. A joint trial would similarly incur significant costs and a controversial
embroilment. It would also associate the British with what Bellenger had
disdainfully described as charges of a ‘Nuremberg character’; the type of
novel, ‘political’ tools which opponents of the Nuremberg trials readily seized
upon. Bevin’s more diplomatic rebuttal suggested that he ‘wished to avoid any
further suggestion of collaboration with the USA to the exclusion of other coun-
tries’.

Both Taylor and the British Government were to be disappointed by a deci-
sion of General Clay. Clay was under pressure to bring the Nuremberg trials to a
close, and he informed the British that as the indictment in the OKW case was by
this time complete, he was not inclined to prolong matters. He considered that
the British had not pulled their weight in their trials programme and expressed
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concern at the fact that the decision to try the soldiers in Britain had not been
made. To Taylor, he wrote the following on the impossibilities of incorporating
the British prisoners in any way:

we are establishing our purpose in [the] trials of von Leeb, et al., and while perhaps less
known to the world, these field marshals were well known in Germany. At Nuremberg,
we are establishing [a] precedent for [the] future and not aiming at specific individuals.
History will make no distinction between a von Runstedt and a von Leeb.

The British were thus no nearer to a solution at the end of . In keeping
with his attitude and that of his superior towards trials, the Deputy Military
Governor Brian Robertson thought it best to drop the whole issue there and
then. The pressure for action once again came from Elwyn Jones and Shaw-
cross. The former had examined the evidence and convinced the latter of its
value, along with Bevin—who also sensed some moral imperative to trial—and
the new Secretary of State for War, Emmanuel Shinwell. Shawcross, more-
over, felt the force of Telford Taylor’s gaze upon him, the chief of counsel main-
taining an active interest in the fate of the field marshals.

Of the other interested parties, both the Lord Chancellor William Jowitt and
the Foreign Office officials were equivocal. Appreciating that criticism might be
forthcoming whatever decision was eventually made, the latter counselled only
proceeding with criminal charges if convictions were likely. Jowitt had begun
to see trials as ‘acts of vengeance rather than [the] administration of justice’, and
preferred to risk American criticism for not trying the men rather than running
the gauntlet of domestic disapproval.

It might have been possible discreetly to ‘drop’ the matter, but for a pair of
extradition demands from Poland and the USSR, and a request from the
OCCWC for the field marshals’ presence at Nuremberg as witnesses in the High
Command case. These all occurred in the first half of  and by bringing the
soldiers back into the limelight precipitated a final decision on the question of
prosecution. The Polish Government wished to try von Brauchitsch and von
Manstein, and the Soviets likewise von Rundstedt and von Manstein, in connec-
tion with crimes committed in the invasion and occupation of those two coun-
tries. In contrast to the response to the possibility of extradition to the
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Americans, the British Government declined both of these requests. This can be
attributed mainly to a legitimate distrust of Soviet legal procedure, and to more
debatable concerns about Polish justice. As Jowitt had put it some months
earlier, and rather chauvinistically, handing the prisoners over ‘to some of our
eastern friends is equivalent to handing them over to be murdered’.

It was, however, implicit in the official rejection of the extradition requests
that the British intended to try the soldiers. The Cabinet therefore decided to
proceed against them as a matter of preserving good faith. This put an end to
a scheme hatched in the Foreign Office under which the field marshals would
have been kept in British custody until after the extradition deadline of  Sep-
tember . The legitimation for this prevarication would in all probability
have been the medical condition of the four suspects. Health considerations
had been a factor in the case from early in , and they still had an important
role to play after the decision had been made to try.

Brauchitsch, Rundstedt, Manstein, and Strauss were all of advancing
years, and it was natural that they should experience some of the frailties of
relative old age. Brauchitsch’s health had clearly deteriorated the most and, in
the light of a series of examinations in the first quarter of , the Cabinet’s de-
cision to try the four had left his disposition subject to his prevailing medical
state. As it transpired, he died of coronary thrombosis in October of that year.

The condition of each of the other three was in no way as clear cut, and in March
 a panel of Home Office doctors had declared them all fit for trial. Yet by
May , as the long-winded legal preparations were still in progress, Strauss
and Rundstedt were also discounted on medical grounds. In the event, Manstein
alone was tried between the months of August and December , two years
after Taylor had forwarded the evidence concerning the officers, and three years
after the conclusion of the IMT trial.

The road to the Manstein trial was long and twisted for a number of reasons.
The prominence of the field marshal was clearly one, as was, relatedly, the series
of pressures associated with the Cold War and, thirdly, perennial financial and
personnel difficulties. Additionally, we can see a particular official and public dis-
dain in Britain for trials of soldiers. This opposition was a subsection of a more
general discontent with trials. Both forms of opposition will be expanded upon
later, but they should be introduced now because they affected the shape of the
British programme.
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.      

Eleven soldiers of the rank of General or above had actually reached trial under
the British before Manstein. This relatively large number may be attributed to
the narrowness of the counts that could be brought under the Royal Warrant,
which restricted the defendants substantially to members of Nazi military, para-
military, or police formations. However, Manstein was of particular prominence,
and the lateness of his trial made it a matter of import in a Germany that was re-
asserting itself, and in a Britain sensitive to the international climate.

One case study will serve as an illustration both of the general opposition to
trials and of the nature of the specific brand of discontent with putting officers
on trial. The events in question concern the fate of Field Marshal Albert Kessel-
ring, formerly Commander in Chief of the German forces in Italy, who was sen-
tenced to death in May  by a British court in Venice for authorizing the
reprisal murder of Italian citizens. A Conservative back-bencher pondered thus
on Kesselring’s fate: ‘I suppose it is a just sentence but somehow as others it
rather revolts me. It is time, I think, to end all of these trials of war criminals . . .
I feel that enough has been done to show Germans how naughty they have
been—more especially as the crimes they committed are no worse than those
committed by the Russians.’

More substantial protests began immediately after sentence had been passed.
Churchill instantly telephoned Downing Street to lodge a complaint that it was
too harsh. His grounds for concern in this case were an echo of those expressed
by Field Marshal Alexander, that in the war as a whole ‘Kesselring had fought
fairly’. Alexander had indeed doubted that such a ‘fine and able general’ was
guilty of war crimes, and he asserted that ‘the real people to blame were the SS of
Hitler’s Headquarters’ (though, as he later admitted, he knew none of the details
of the crime in question).

Thus within two years of the end of the war, members of Britain’s legislature
and some of that nation’s most prominent figures could argue an artificial div-
ision between the criminality of the Wehrmacht and the SS, centring on the trad-
itional standing of the former rather than its actions beyond the battlefield.
Another politician could go further still and justify the ending of trials with an
entirely spurious ‘relativization’ of Nazi atrocity vis-à-vis the actions of the So-
viets. In the succeeding years, such beliefs, based upon professional military col-
legiality or misapprehensions of Nazi criminality or extreme anti-Bolshevism, or
any combination of these three, would only grow in strength.
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Active support for Manstein et al. was manifested in different ways. On a
moral level, it entailed such niceties as the provision of a full-dress dinner in hon-
our of ‘Papa’ Rundstedt—as he had come affectionately to be known by his Brit-
ish jailors—by the officers of British Army War Crimes Group, North West
Europe, while he was en route to the venue of his aborted trial. This was the same
group that had previously tried the executors of one of the criminal orders
passed on by Rundstedt. On a more practical plane, support involved the
withdrawal of services of many of the staff of this group, so strongly did they feel
against the prospective trial.

In Parliament, two peers set up a public fund, to which Churchill was an early
subscriber, to provide legal defence in this ‘belated trial of an aged German gen-
eral’. Two thousand pounds were raised in all. The lower house contributed two
defence counsel free of charge. They were right-wing Labour MP Reginald
Paget and one Samuel Silkin. (The latter was Jewish, a fact giving a spurious
legitimacy to the claims of trial critics that legal proceedings were universally
unpopular—even amongst those who could be identified with the victims of
Nazism.)

It seems, though, that the opposition to the Manstein trial achieved its great-
est success indirectly, in the reduction of potential defendants from three
to Manstein alone. It will be recalled that in March  he, Runstedt, and
Strauss were all found fit for trial. A year later a combined Home Office and
Army board of doctors examined the three once more and found that only
Manstein was now fit; and this despite the fact that a few days previously doctors
at the soldiers’ Münster Lager prison hospital had adjudged only Strauss
unfit. The conclusions of a Cabinet discussion on these findings averred that,
although they had been unanimous, ‘some of the details of the . . . reports were
not very convincing’. Consequently, a trio consisting of Jowitt, Shawcross, and a
medical expert were brought in to make the final decision as to who would be
tried.

That Manstein alone reached trial is to be attributed to the ultra-cautiousness
of the experts. Given the proportions that the case had assumed, it would have
been disastrous for the Labour Government both in domestic and foreign policy
had one of the accused collapsed in the dock. This was certainly in the mind of
Norman Brook of the Home Office when, in correspondence with Attlee, he
questioned rhetorically whether ‘the civilian doctors [would] have certified that
these two Generals [sic] could not have stood their trial for murder in this coun-
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try’. Likewise, Bevin confessed in the House of Commons that the ‘escape’ of
Rundstedt and Strauss aroused in him a ‘profound admiration for the medical
profession’. Finally, it should not be unduly surprising to learn that Rund-
stedt’s lawyer did not consider his client’s health to have deteriorated over the
four and a half months since he had been officially charged; nor that the field
marshal lived for more than a decade after the year of his proposed trial.

So to the complex of legal, administrative, and foreign-political factors affect-
ing the functioning of the British trial programme must be added that of a var-
iety of ‘principled’ oppositions. These grew in influence in direct relation to the
decline of active support for the cleansing of Germany and, as we shall see in
more detail later, they shared many of their contentions with the nationalistic
elements in that country in the post-war years. British policy-makers heeded
both of these sets of voices, to the detriment of the purge. It remains to be asked
what the comparable situation was in American trial policy.

.       

The OCCWC faced administrative problems in three related areas: those of
time, money, and personnel. A perennial shortage of judges, combined with
underestimates of the likely completion times of each trial, meant a growing
backlog of cases. Budgetary pressures also built up as the series of trials dragged
on. In consequence, Taylor’s programme, which had grown in scope over the
first six months of the existence of the OCCWC, had to be curtailed somewhat.

In May , Taylor recorded his hope that the bulk of the sixteen proposed
trials would be over by the end of , though he considered that ‘several’ might
continue through the early months of . It will be recalled that his goal was
to have six tribunals functioning simultaneously, and it was upon this assumption
that his time estimates were made. Clearly however, the number of tribunals in
existence was itself contingent upon the supply of personnel from the US.

Judges, trial lawyers, linguists, and clerical personnel were required, and since
Taylor had stipulated that the judges should be of ‘high calibre’, in order to com-
mand respect and to cope with the unusual nature of the proceedings, ad-
equate recruitment was by no means a foregone conclusion. It was particularly
problematic given the decision by the US Chief Justice Fred Vinson that federal
judges would not be granted leave to serve at Nuremberg, meaning that the state
judiciaries would have to be combed for suitable candidates. In fact, by May
 only four of the tribunals were in operation, and Taylor was waiting upon
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Washington for the remaining judges in order to start proceedings in two cases in
which the indictments had already been filed. By September of that year, des-
pite the arrival of the additional judges, only seven cases were complete or in pro-
gress, with indictments filed in another three. Moreover, some of the incumbent
judges had to leave for various reasons at the conclusion of the earlier trials.

The number and complexity of the prospective trials and the shortage of
judges made it improbable that the programme would be completed by any of the
deadlines previously suggested. This threatened a considerable strain on the re-
sources of the occupiers. The War Department had initially granted Taylor suf-
ficient funds, by his estimate, to finance the OCCWC, the tribunals, the General
Secretariat serving those tribunals, and the remainder of the IMT secretariat (in
situ in order to supervise the publication of the records of that trial) until the end
of the fiscal year . The pressure on the OCCWC from OMGUS in-
creased concomitantly with the likelihood that both the funding and the time-
span would prove inadequate. Thus, in the aftermath of Taylor’s March outline
programme, he was pointedly advised by the Deputy Military Governor Frank
Keating—the man to whom he was officially responsible—of the unavailability
of additional funds. ‘No exceptions’ could be made. Keating confessed to Clay
that he issued the communication because Taylor was ‘getting a bit out of
hand’, and the subsequent removal of two projected trials from the OCCWC
timetable was doubtless Taylor stepping somewhat back into line. This conces-
sion was to prove insufficient, however, for over the summer of  ‘budgetary
and time limitations’ bore ever more heavily on the hard-pressed OCCWC.

Clay was more accommodating than his deputy, having approved both the
March and May plans. Yet when he surveyed the situation in September, he
acknowledged that the fulfilment of the May programme was ‘impossible’. The
War Department was only thought capable of providing a further six judges at
the utmost; sufficient for only two more trials. A further condensation of the
agenda was required, in order that the remaining cases could be opened before
the end of the calendar year, in anticipation of concluding them all within that
fiscal year. (Even this can be interpreted as calculated generosity on Clay’s
part, for there was no guarantee that trials thus begun would finish in time, and
no question of terminating a trial in progress; indeed, proceedings continued at
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Nuremberg into .) In compliance, the OCCWC culled two cases from the
remaining six projected, and managed to open them in the nick of time, as the in-
dictments were filed on  November, and the defendants arraigned on  and 
December  respectively.

Administrative difficulties impinged considerably upon the operations of the
OCCWC. Not only were the later cases compressed, but neither the Milch nor
the Flick trials were initially envisaged in the form they took. Rather, they ma-
terialized as the preparation of other cases ran into complications. As is clear
from the British case, however, logistical problems that were real enough were
frequently accompanied by partisan concerns. The cutting of the OCCWC
budget by Congress was certainly related to the dictates of the Cold War. More-
over, the promotion of the trial of Nazi doctors and scientists to the position of
opening case of the Nuremberg subsequent proceedings was related to reluc-
tance to begin the series with a potentially controversial trial of industrialists.

Tom Bower has attributed the limitations of the British and American trial
programmes almost entirely to the influence of anti-Communists, Ger-
manophiles, and some antisemites acting within a Cold-War-oriented, if not
broadly conspiratorial, agenda. While it is clear that overtly political consider-
ations carried much weight in the British Foreign Office, and that much of the in-
fluential opposition to trials in the UK was based upon prejudices of various
forms, these factors do not tell more than half the story as regards the USA.
Frank Buscher has provided a more nuanced analysis of the role of constitutional
and legal factors, and differing views of the aims and achievements of the trials,
alongside the use by the Conservative right and media of increasingly vehement
and influential anti-Soviet rhetoric.

That substantial opposition emerged in the USA to the Nuremberg and
Dachau trials is not in doubt. However it was not until the second half of 
and thereafter—parallel with the development of the ‘American Cold War’—
that criticism was voiced regularly and found a ready audience. The critics
thus had little time and opportunity to forestall further trials, for, as we know, in
the second half of  the shape of the subsequent proceedings programme was
being finalized; and the Dachau trials were reaching their conclusion. It is none
the less evident that some pressure was exerted by the War Department to bring
the trials to an early close alongside the growing dissidence in the US. Yet
prompt completion was no more than Taylor had wished for and promised from
the early days, and this pressure seems to have served only to hold him to his vow
in the face of a huge and complex project which showed the potential to run on
almost indefinitely.
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Moreover, the whole of the occupation was subject to strict budgetary con-
straints and was characterized by ‘interservice rivalries and battles between the
military and civilian sectors’ which made any substantial project problematic.

By Taylor’s own account it is clear that in comparison with anyone in the British
camp he was given remarkable autonomy of action despite these increasing con-
cerns. The condensation of the final six proposed cases into two resulted in the
loss of thirty-five potential defendants; but he recalls that only on one occasion
were his plans for the incorporation of individuals disapproved by General Clay;
that was in the matter of Manstein et al. Thus US opposition was only one of
a number of circumstantial influences at work, and its impact on the form of the
Nuremberg trials process was considerably less than Bower and others would
have us believe. We shall see subsequently how the outcome of some of these
trials and the receptivity to their messages was partially influenced by the oppos-
ition both from the Allied countries and from within Germany; here, it remains
for us to draw together the strands of Allied war crimes policy between  and
.

. 

If there was one thing that the critics of ‘war crimes’ trials divined correctly, it
was that by necessity they were political trials. The punishment strategies were
conceived out of inter-departmental debate; specific legislation was drawn up to
fit the respective plans; governments decided when the trials should start, and
broadly—particularly in the light of the Cold War—when they should stop; and
all along legislatures and bureaucracies threw in their weight on either side of the
debate. Finally, unofficial political pressure was also directly applied, including
that from officials ‘on the ground’ in Germany, to save this or that Nazi from
punishment.

Quite simply, and though the level of politicization varied, it was impossible
completely to divorce the political from the judicial. The trial programmes
themselves may only be properly considered in appreciation of this fact. Such an
awareness should not, however, detract from the very real accomplishments of
the individuals and groups who did ensure that trials materialized, and took
place in more-or-less equitable conditions. Nor should it obscure the congeries
of more mundane structural, financial, and human problems affecting substan-
tial ventures in foreign lands, not least of which was the rapid decline in Anglo-
American public enthusiasm for trials. Above all, the vast majority of the Allied
actors we have considered worked according to their own conception of duty:
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some to the dictates of ideology; some to the requisites of the flag; and some even
to the call of humanity. Thus while the limitations on the British trial pro-
gramme in particular are clear, especially when we consider the lengthy and tor-
tuous process of closure, we should not forget the considerable efforts that went
into trying more than , defendants, nor the small but committed opposition
to that closure. Furthermore, that the British trial programme was finally ter-
minated in , three years after the Cabinet decision for closure, bespeaks the
pursuit of at least a limited justice, if for select crimes and victims.

Moreover, the occupation of Germany was not always intended to be wholly
punitive. The comparatively enlightened nature of the military occupations of
western Germany may be partially explained as regards the British and Ameri-
can authorities by their lack of experience of occupation, which both hindered
full understanding of Nazi criminality and tempered the desire for vengeance.
Yet ‘democratization’ rather than ‘denazification’—broadly defined—became
the cardinal aim of the project not merely out of Cold War utilitarianism, but be-
cause it was predicated upon the very reasonable assumption that the former was
both worthy and humanitarian.

For both political and legal reasons, the British wartime Government had
been reluctant to involve itself in the trial of the major war criminals in the first
instance. (Indeed, the IMT’s judgements on the conspiracy and criminal organ-
ization parts of the case show that the reservations of British, Soviet, and French
officialdom about the American innovations were to an extent justified.) Yet
when such a commitment appeared unavoidable, the British contribution to pro-
ceedings was a significant one. The BWCE and the two British judges played piv-
otal roles in the IMT showpiece, whether in David Maxwell-Fyfe’s rapier
penetration of Hermann Göring’s defence or in Sir Geoffrey Lawrence’s tem-
perate presidency of the tribunal. Nor was it simply a question of individual con-
tributions. Once the decision had been made to embark upon the trial venture,
the British agencies concerned—the Foreign Office, the War Office, the Lord
Chancellor’s Office, and the Attorney General’s Office—were determined to
make it a success, realizing that they had become embroiled in something of con-
siderable significance for the post-war world. Similarly, when it seemed that
British honour was at stake in the negotiations preceding a second international
trial, the Labour Government was prepared to forego its numerous misgivings in
order to co-operate. The Foreign Office remained vigilant, however, and helped
to create a loophole through which the Attorney General could escape, and the
whole of the United Kingdom with him.

The ministry was not averse to war crimes trials per se, but rather to placing
Britain in a potentially compromised position. It did not care for a second
lengthy, controversial, and expensive legal involvement which it considered
would have little impact—save perhaps to forestall an increasingly desirable
German renaissance—on the consciousness of the rapidly changing post-war
world. This line was clearly pursued up to and during the Manstein episode.

Shaping the Trials 
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If the schism between the Foreign Office diplomats and the Soviets occurred
comparatively early in the day, it was even preceded by the perceptions of the
military. In combination, the force of these impulses posed a formidable chal-
lenge to the continuation of a substantial war crimes programme in the British
zone. With the addition of the pressure from the broad anti-Communist, pro-
military lobby specifically on behalf of the field marshals, this threat became
almost irresistible. Only by force of rather perverse circumstance did von
Manstein become the last British prisoner to stand in the dock for war crimes,
and his lawyer Reginald Paget was correct in regard of all but a few when he sur-
mised before the trial that ‘we have rather slipped into it, and I think that every-
body would be thankful if a reasonable excuse could be found for slipping out of
it’. In all probability this explains the widespread acquiescence in the decision
not to try von Rundstedt and Strauss. The problems of the Manstein saga are the
clearest indication of why the story of the Royal Warrant trials was not one of the
prosecution of major war criminals.

These more traditional forms of war crimes trial were enacted ad hoc. Accord-
ingly, their parameters were defined by the strictures of British legal precedent,
and their frequency and subject-matter were greatly at the mercy of the ebb and
flow of public and political opinion. These variables certainly influenced the
principles applied in the prosecution of different classes of crime. It might be
said that in the hunt for perpetrators of crimes against British servicemen justice
took on a literal aspect, in the attempt to prosecute such deeds as extensively as
possible. Conversely, the prosecution of the far more widespread and extreme
crimes against non-British civilians became a matter for a more metaphorical,
limited reckoning.

The scale of Nazi criminality ultimately made every trial programme a select-
ive venture. In June  it had been suggested that there were , ‘poten-
tial war criminals’ in American custody. Contemporary estimates suggest
there were , people in the British zone suspected of atrocities against Brit-
ish servicemen or of being senior staff in concentration camps and sub-camps;

this number did not even, therefore, include several categories of Nazi criminal.
Like the British authorities, Jackson, Taylor and the American JAG all explicitly
recognised the limited range of legal action, hence their attempts at ‘representa-
tive’ trial and punishment.

The particular focus adopted by the British mirrored the approach of most
other European countries that were pre-occupied with clearing-up their own
particular sphere of interest. (However the British programme did concern many
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crimes against non-British nationals, a claim that few other European states
could make.) Consequently, the greatest contribution made by Britain to the
prosecution of major war criminals after the IMT trial was in helping inadvert-
ently to shape the American trial programme. In terms of the ‘mood of the
times’, not just throughout western Europe, but in the east as well, that the
USA continued with a venture of the scale of the Nuremberg subsequent pro-
ceedings is rather more remarkable than Britain’s generally low-profile efforts.
The longevity of the subsequent proceedings undertaking thus requires some
explanation.

The Americans were slower than the British to anticipate the Cold War, but
they were also less troubled by financial constraint, and personnel shortages,
though the latter point should not be overplayed. It is also possible to general-
ize about a less conservative legal ethic amongst the American law-givers. The
commitment to giving substance to the principles tentatively established by the
IMT resulted in the establishment of a semi-permanent prosecuting machinery
as part of the occupation set-up. This insulated Taylor’s staff from the direct
influence of American public and political opinion, which were to become pro-
gressively antipathetic. Thus, though pressure built up on the OCCWC to bring
the Nuremberg trials to an end, that office ultimately succeeded in indicting the
majority of those whom it sought to.

If the occupation structure, and within that the ‘personal factor’ of Lucius
Clay was important in facilitating the subsequent Nuremberg proceedings, per-
petual impetus was needed at the rock-face to keep them going. It is thus testa-
ment to the determination of Telford Taylor and his liberal Harvard Law
School-oriented staff that the controversial ‘Nuremberg trials’ continued until
the end of the s.

These, then, are the circumstances in which the Allied prosecutors acted in
pursuit of their general goals. This book should be read in that light. The pro-
cesses of ‘sentence review’ and ‘clemency’ that hugely compromised the trial
ventures in the s with the mass early release of convicted war criminals had
not yet occurred. And understandable distaste fifty-five years on at the num-
ber of war criminals who were not caught, or who were caught but not tried, or
who were tried but not punished severely enough—in both zones—should not
obscure the influence of those delimiting factors specific to time and place. One
such factor has not yet been considered in any detail, however. That is the matter
of the prosecution of anti-Jewish crimes, or indeed of any criminal actions that
cut across boundaries of nationality and even partisanship in the war.
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To an extent the attitude of the British authorities to ‘race’-specific crimes
may be inferred from the terms of the Royal Warrant. However, beyond that
legal yardstick other less tangible influences bore upon the way that racially ori-
ented murder was depicted in the courtroom. Such influences were also manifest
in the various ‘Nuremberg trials’. They emanated from societies that had not re-
sponded to the enormity and anti-Jewish specificity of the ‘final solution’, and
would in turn perpetuate, through the trial medium, their own particular ideo-
logical imperatives both ‘at home’ as well as in occupied Germany.

 The Legal Prism
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CHAPTER TWO

Race-Specific Crimes in Punishment and 
Re-Education Policy: The ‘Jewish Factor’

The place of what has been called the ‘Jewish Factor’ in Allied war crimes policy

was well established before the trials began. Though the relevant surviving infor-
mation on policy-making and implementation beyond the IMT trial is fragmen-
tary at best, the general continuities of the policy may be inferred from
developments in and around Allied courtrooms. The scale and extremity of Nazi
genocide occasionally forced recognition of ‘race’-specific crimes, but at no time
were the underlying principles of Allied policy reconsidered. The overall effect
was that crimes against Jews were subsumed within the general Nazi policies of
repression and persecution. Legal conservatism was to some extent responsible,
but the overarching framework for this refraction of Nazi persecution was
formed by a combination of Allied preconceptions of Nazi criminality and the
way in which Anglo-Saxon liberal culture related to Jews.

Of the three groups of trials in question, the ‘Dachau’, ‘Nuremberg’, and
Royal Warrant series, the conduct of the first was most clearly articulated vis-à-
vis victim particularity and category of crime. The trials at which ‘Jewish’ issues
arose were mainly restricted to the six ‘parent’ trials against select personnel of
the Dachau, Buchenwald, Mauthausen, Flossenbürg, Nordhausen/Mittelbau-
Dora, and Mühldorf camps, and the  subsidiary cases against other members
of the same institutions or their sub-camps (Aussenlager). Of the , accused
in  trials in the Dachau series, , were in the various camp cases.

After the first case against the Dachau staff themselves, the remit of the inves-
tigators and the prosecution was expanded from consideration only of the fate of
nationals of countries at war with the Reich to include all non-German nationals
in German custody. The substantive charges revolved around traditional con-
ceptions of breaches of the laws and customs of war, framed within the allegation
of a ‘common plan’ to commit such crimes, and thus were chronologically re-
stricted to the time after which the USA had entered the European war. Clearly,
therefore, there was no explicit recognition of the fate of ethno-religious groups,
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nor of Germans persecuted within their own country; nor, indeed, of the 
build-up of repressive measures and the development of the camp system prior
to  January . (This ultimately led to at least one defendant actually claim-
ing in cross-examination that he had not beaten any inmate since the US declar-
ation of war!)

In terms of legal restriction, the Royal Warrant trials were even more straight-
forward than the Dachau trials, yet the former programme requires closer atten-
tion, as is accorded towards the end of this chapter, owing to the variety of cases
it involved. The concluding section then considers the peculiar relationship of
liberal British and American politico-legal culture to questions of ethnic specifi-
city during the occupation generally. Prior to that, we will look at the role of the
‘Jewish factor’ in the most important and complex ventures of all, the IMT and
subsequent Nuremberg trials. At the outset, however, consideration should be
given to the collection of the source material required in the prosecution of the
different classes of crime, and of the way in which this evidence was employed.

.    

Beyond the legal and political thinking that bore directly and specifically upon
crimes against Jews, the same incidental factors that influenced the depiction of
any area of judicial investigation enjoyed a significant role. Chance was naturally
to play a part in deciding which aspects of Nazi criminality were to be uncovered,
given the vastness and complexity of the German enterprises. The hand of for-
tune was clearly at work in deciding that the records of the German Foreign
Office would be found in Marburg Castle, or that the correspondence of Alfred
Rosenberg would be discovered behind a false wall, in time for their incorpor-
ation in the IMT trial. Conversely, there was little that the diplomats and law-
yers could do about the large-scale migration from Europe of Nazis through
escape networks, and by other means, or about the destruction of incriminatory
documents. But whether the Allies maximized their potential to convict war
criminals was governed considerably by the efficiency of those bodies delegated
to gather the information in the first place.

The task of securing evidence of what were broadly termed ‘war crimes’ was
shared by a number of agencies that acted with little co-ordination and fre-
quently with none of the spirit of co-operation. The longest-standing such
organization, and the only genuinely multinational one, was the United Nations
War Crimes Commission. However, it did not gather information on the full
breadth of Nazi criminality, and for a number of reasons was not supported by
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the governments of the ‘Big Three’ Allies. In the final analysis, it also failed to
provide the sort of documentary evidence which the Americans in particular
sought. Consequently, the UNWCC was marginalized, and contributed little to
the Nuremberg proceedings in particular, or Anglo-American trials in general.

Likewise, the British and Americans cared little for the findings of the national
war crimes commissions related to the UNWCC or which, as in the case of the
Soviet commission, operated separately. Only the Soviets relied substantively on
these at the IMT trial, and there is little indication that they went to form the
relevant parts of the judgement; otherwise the national commissions provided
information for trials in their own countries alone, barring exceptional cases
such as that of von Manstein, where the charges were exclusively concerned with
eastern European nationals.

As we shall see, it was German documents testifying to German crimes which
the British and Americans sought, and not primarily eyewitness testimony to
atrocities where such acts had taken place. Therefore the military machines of
the victorious Allies became the most important investigative organizations, for
they were the best positioned to collect the appropriate evidence. Moreover,
it was certain that the majority of potential defendants would be living in the
areas occupied by the armies, and in particular those of the western Allies be-
cause of the mass flight from the east in the face of the Soviet advance. Finally,
as the legal novelties of the Nuremberg trial plan were peculiarly American, the
onus was upon American servicemen to substantiate the innovatory claims of
their superiors.

Neither the American nor the British army were acclimatized, in the way in
which some of the eastern national commission members had been, to the sort of
crimes that required investigation. To the extent it had occupied them for most
of the war, the ‘war crimes’ question consisted of a limited conception, specific-
ally of atrocities committed against their own fellow servicemen. Their scope ex-
panded somewhat in spring , as it became evident that the far more horrific
and widespread criminality of the concentration camps demanded prosecution.
Nevertheless, neither army shared the philosophy of the American Nuremberg
prosecution, which was to cast a broad net across the whole of the Nazi system;
nor did they really possess the requisite expertise or, in some cases, enthusiasm.

This was never to change with regard to the British army, and even when the
American JAG was commissioned to substantiate the charges of aggressive war
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and war crimes, some of its leading figures remained suspicious of the Nurem-
berg project.

In his efforts to maximize the chances of the Bernays plan succeeding, Jackson
called in the services of the body which he deemed to have ‘given a much more
exhaustive treatment to the subject of crimes than any other agency in the United
States’. The Office of Strategic Services (OSS; the forerunner of the CIA) was
commissioned to prepare evidence on the counts of conspiracy and crimes
against humanity. However, not only did the OSS have little time in which to
prepare its cases—both it and the JAG were only put to their tasks in the first half
of May , and the trial began in November—it was apparently nowhere near
as well prepared as Jackson thought for the job in hand. Bradley Smith, who as a
historian both of the IMT trial and the OSS is certainly better qualified to judge
on such matters, deems that for the first month and a half of its existence, the lat-
ter simply trod water, attempting to conceal its unpreparedness. The JAG was of
little more use.

If we add to these revelations the inter-organizational rivalries which pre-
vented full co-operation between the OSS and the army; that the US State De-
partment was not to be of great assistance in the furtherance of the case due to
‘misgivings . . . [about] the effect of the prosecution on sentiment in neutral
countries’; and that vital security-classified intelligence information was not to
be made available from organizations such as the code-breakers of Bletchley
Park, it becomes apparent that OCCPAC was not at first particularly well situ-
ated to justify the complex charges which the Americans had drawn up. Ultim-
ately, only the cornucopia of documentation helpfully bequeathed by the Nazi
bureaucracy would provide the Nuremberg prosecutors with material with
which to work.

.   : ‘ ’  ‘
’

Even within the American camp there was dissent over how to go about illus-
trating twelve years of history, including some of the most sensational, if horrific,
evidence imaginable. The treasure trove of documents preserved for the pros-
ecution had convinced the trial planners, and Jackson in particular, that every-
thing they needed to illuminate the darkest corners of the Nazi era was in printed
form. This approach again owed much to the American anti-trust trials with
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their focus upon complex, technical issues. However, it caused a schism
within OCCPAC, and Jackson was eventually forced to modify his position a
little.

Jackson’s opponents wished to give a little ‘human interest’ to what would
clearly be a lengthy undertaking by putting witnesses before the IMT. This was
not least in the interests of maintaining a reasonable standard of press coverage.

Yet the Justice had already chosen the audience to which he wished chiefly to ap-
peal: posterity. He disdained the use of any witnesses OCCPAC ‘could reason-
ably avoid’, arguing that ‘the documents make dull publicity, but they [seem] to
me to make the sounder foundation for the case, particularly when the record is
examined by the historian’.

The limitations of Jackson’s vision become evident upon juxtaposition of two
of his specific contentions. With regard to the potential use of four witnesses who
had been involved to varying degrees with resistance movements in the Third
Reich, one of his peculiar objections was that ‘they saw events from different ob-
servation points. They had different personal relations to different people. They
had a strong bias against the Hitler regime[!]’ Conversely, he lauded the ‘indis-
putable character’ of a collection of documents, one of which was the subse-
quently notorious ‘Hossbach memorandum’. Though now generally accepted as
a reliable record of the gist of Hitler’s pronouncements at the meeting in ques-
tion, these ‘minutes’ were for some time the subject of considerable debate as to
their veracity, and remain a bone of historiographical contention as to their sig-
nificance. Moreover, that after the trial Jackson considered the memorandum
not only provided indisputable evidence of the plan for aggressive war, but also
for the ‘extermination of the Jews’, is testament to the extent to which the
‘conspiracy’ idea dominated all else: Jews are not even mentioned in the docu-
ment.

It took considerable pressure from several OCCPAC staff, as well as from
a body of journalists bored by the relentless documentary barrage which the
prosecution case had become, to persuade Jackson to put on the stand even the
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few witnesses OCCPAC did call. Jackson was fearful lest the witnesses buckle
under the pressure to perform publicly, and consequently retract their confes-
sions; yet he acquiesced, feeling that ‘the documentation was so well established
that there could be no harm from putting on some witnesses. There were some
there who had tales to tell.’ One of these was Otto Ohlendorf, the man who had
led the mobile SS killing squad, Einsatzgruppe D, into the Crimea in .
Ohlendorf gave one of the most honest, quotable, and shocking performances
seen at Nuremberg. His testimony, including his estimate of the , murders
committed under his command, echoed throughout the pages of the newspapers
of the attendant press services, and reserved him a seat at the Justizpalast in the
American subsequent proceedings. It also illustrated that witnesses might have
an insight that could not always be gleaned from paper records, for by that point
most of the Einsatzgruppen progress reports had not been discovered.

Nevertheless, a clear hierarchy was established amongst the forms of evi-
dence. The substance of the ‘proofs’ required also mirrored the theorized nature
of the conspiracy-criminal organization approach. As the fundamental aim was
to show how war crimes and crimes against humanity derived from a conspiracy
to aggression, establishing the link became in practice more important than
charting the multitude of crimes. The story of the murders and privations was
reduced, in the prosecutorial lexicon, to the presentation of ‘representative ex-
amples’ of atrocities.

This approach was made explicit in Jackson’s opening address to the IMT,
where he proclaimed that his emphasis would ‘not be on individual barbarities
and perversions which may have occurred independently of any central plan.
One of the dangers ever present is that this trial may be protracted by details of
particular wrongs and that [the tribunal might] become lost in a “wilderness of
single instances”’. The implications of his strategy may be discerned at one of
his pre-trial meetings with the BWCE and the UNWCC.

Following Jackson’s lead, David Maxwell-Fyfe, Deputy Chief Prosecutor for
the United Kingdom, suggested that ‘with regard to torture and murder, what
[the prosecution] wanted was a really bad example of one case’. Thus, also in
July , the trial staff requested of the governments of nine United Nations
countries that they ‘furnish . . . three examples of war crimes or violations of
international law’ to be used in the prosecution of the leading Nazis. These in-
stances should be ‘typical’ and the ‘best evidence of the widespread and organ-
ized nature of the violations of international law’. It was thought that this would
‘establish the universality and the similarity of the crimes committed and from
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this that they were all related to a common plan or enterprise’. Appropriate
examples, it was suggested, would be the bombing of Rotterdam in May  for
the Netherlands, and the Lidice massacre in Czechoslovakia.

In practice, given a limited Anglo-American comprehension of atrocities, it
was impossible to say what was or was not ‘typical’, or even if ‘types’ as such did
exist within groupings of diverse Nazi institutions and practices such as the
camp system. It was patently incorrect of Sir Thomas Barnes of the BWCE to
say that Ravensbrück ‘would be worth taking as an example’ of the concentration
camp system as it ‘appeared to be on a par with other camps’, because it was ex-
clusively a women’s camp, the only such in the Nazi system. The net effect of
the policy was, as intended, to limit the content of American presentations on
tangible crimes, because the prosecutors were chary of introducing ‘cumulative’
evidence.

The educational intent of the IMT project was established, but it does not ap-
pear that the teachers were particularly well informed about their subject matter.
Crimes that were not documented, or of which no documentation survived, were
not likely to emerge at Nuremberg. And even crimes that were signified by offi-
cial correspondence might remain undisclosed in the courtroom if they were not
felt to be sufficiently ‘representative’ of whatever OCCPAC wished them to be.
Meanwhile, documentation was not always as reliable as it appeared. Above all,
the imposition of a legalistic framework onto Nazi criminality decreed that
everything, even substantive crimes, was to be explained in the terms of an un-
tested theory.

.  ‘ ’  ‘  ’

Naturally, many of the same considerations of fortune and circumstance applied
to the procedures for the selection of evidence as affected the choosing of defend-
ants. Yet in that aspect of the former in which we are interested, there was a more
consistent underlying trend which was not consonant with a comprehensive
treatment of the fate of the European Jews. This concerned the categorization of
the crimes committed against Jews and the attitude of the trial policy-makers
and implementers. The innovation of the charge of ‘crimes against humanity’
was a helpful initiative, but its value was limited by the nature of its use, and the
context in which it was considered.

Though ultimately the decision as to what constituted a ‘crime against
humanity’ was a judicial one, it was necessarily defined and circumscribed by the
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wording of any given indictment. Consequently, the salient ruling that the
IMT had to make was whether or not ‘persecutions on political, racial or reli-
gious grounds’ enacted before the commencement of war in  could be ad-
judged crimes against humanity, and hence deserved judicial attention. The
narrow interpretation chosen by the Tribunal was that they could not, given that
it had not been ‘satisfactorily proved’ that such persecutions were done ‘in exe-
cution of, or in connection with’ the conspiracy to commit crimes against peace.

Following suit, the subsequent Nuremberg tribunals that were confronted
with the question ruled similarly to the IMT, despite the fact that CCL dif-
fered from the London Charter over the definition of crimes against humanity:

it did not imply that a link had to be made between such crimes and a conspiracy
to commit crimes against peace. Thus in a strict legal sense, the Americans’
broad conspiratorial approach failed to establish the relevance of the build-up of
Nazi antisemitic ideas, and their early consummation into practice as embodied
in the Nuremberg Laws or the Kristallnacht pogrom and related persecutory
measures. However, such a legalistic approach does not account for the fact that
judgement was only the final act in the story of each trial, preceded as it was by
the collection of evidence and its presentation and consequent entry into the
records for use by historians and, albeit less critically, in contemporary press re-
ports of the proceedings.

For instance, much of the evidence on the antisemitic propagandist Julius
Streicher concerned the pre-war period. He was primarily included in the trial
in a sort of early attempt at prosecuting incitement to racial hatred, for his porno-
graphic, racist publications. As the only defendant indicted exclusively for his
anti-Jewish influence, Streicher was also alone in being charged with the peculiar
combination of conspiracy and crimes against humanity. His presence suggests
that the Allies recognized the need to account on some level for the virulence of
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the Nazi hatred of Jews, though—clearly under American influence—within the
context of the plan for aggressive warfare. (Parenthetically, Streicher did not fit
into the latter picture at all, as he was progressively marginalized in Nazi circles
of power after the early years of rule.) Yet the formulation of ‘crimes against
humanity’ and the indictment of a Streicher should not blind us to the realities of
the national and international politics of the era.

On the part of the UK, we know that the Royal Warrant contained nothing
about ‘conspiracy’, ‘crimes against peace’, or crimes by Germans against
Germans who happened to be Jewish. The trials that ensued were to be differ-
entiated from proceedings conducted in the British zone before Control Com-
mission or German tribunals. These courts were part of the governmental
machinery, and employed the ‘crimes against humanity’ clause of CCL in
cases where it was deemed that the deeds in question were illegal by civilized
standards when they were committed. Such crimes were inevitably confined to
acts of direct commission or incitement, and, unlike the Americans, the British
did not see war crimes and crimes against humanity as necessarily related.

Even the proposition, which was given substance by the judgement of the IMT,
about the inherent criminality of the Gestapo and the SS did not carry any
weight—at least not formally—in British courts.

The British and American prosecutions, both at the IMT trial and in the sub-
sequent proceedings displayed, albeit in a watered-down fashion, many of the
ambiguities characterizing the responses of the liberal democracies to the Holo-
caust while it was taking place. At base, the accepted view of antisemitic activity
was a quintessentially liberal one: though violence against a minority group was
despised, outbreaks of antisemitism were interpreted as reactions to Jewish ‘dif-
ference’, or what Tony Kushner has called ‘the irritant of Jewish particularity’.
As Kushner argues, however, this classic, assimilationist theory could not ac-
count for the level of Nazi antisemitism. Initially, therefore, responses featured
ambivalence towards reports of atrocities in the USSR based on experience of
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atrocity stories in previous wars, but also on a suspicion of the vagaries of ‘Slav
imaginations’ and a belief in the inclination of Jews to ‘magnify their persecu-
tions’. Subsequently, there was an unwillingness to commit to any strategy
either of rescue for the victims or punishment for the perpetrators, despite the
verification of atrocity reports and the issuance of general declarations pertain-
ing to the Axis and its crimes. Allied reticence was characterized by denials—
many grounded again in a liberal-universalist refusal to single out the treatment
of any group as unique—that the Jewish fate required any specific consideration
over and above that of other groups or of the universal aim of winning the war.
There was also fear on either side of the Atlantic about the consequences in terms
of the post-war world of allowing Jews to air their grievances: it was felt that anti-
semitism would be stirred up in those countries whose nationals were to be sub-
jected to what might be attributed to Jewish vengeance; and, relatedly, that a
strong moral claim might result for a separate Jewish state.

The Roosevelt administration realized, however, that with the strength of
Jewish opinion in America it could not afford not to confront the Jewish catas-
trophe in some measure (and the legal considerations of pre-war atrocities and
acts against Axis nationals were very much framed as ‘Jewish’ issues in debate).
Without the pressure from bodies equivalent to the War Refugee Board or the
US Treasury Department, the legally conservative British law officers and For-
eign Office strove to downplay ‘racially’ specific crimes. Yet that the American
political consensus of – did incorporate some of the aspirations of what
were broadly and incorrectly conceived of as Jewish pressure groups should not,
however, suggest that the former was dictated by the latter. There remained
striking similarities in the underlying principles of the legal ways in which each
nation approached the Jewish ‘question’.

There were clear controls on the use of the leeway given to the Nuremberg
prosecutors. The unwritten rule that the Nuremberg case could in no way be
seen to be influenced by Jewry appears to have been a pre-eminent check, a view
buttressed explicitly by the long-standing mistrust of the ‘objectivity’ of ‘Jewish’
evidence and the traditional Christian stereotype of the vengeful Jew, and impli-
citly by continuing fears over potential Jewish emigration to Palestine. Secretary
of War Stimson’s opinion of Morgenthau was that ‘a man of his race’—he was
Jewish—should not be involved in dealing with Germany. Additionally, both
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the man who invented the conspiracy-criminal organization plan and the man
entrusted with implementing it saw the sections of the case devoted to the fate of
the Jews as unsuitable for presentation by Jews.

When confronted with Jewish organizations requesting representation on the
prosecution, the Chief of Counsel refused, but not on the grounds given in reply
to a similar request by the Polish Government, namely, that it was logistically im-
possible to give time and space to all interested parties. Rather, Jackson argued
that he wished to ‘get away from the racial aspects of the situation’: ‘we didn’t
want to exaggerate racial tensions [in countries where Jews still existed]’. ‘The
only thing to do about that was to avoid making [Nuremberg] a vengeance
trial’, he claimed, thus playing unfortunately into the stereotype of the venge-
ful Jew. Jackson was prepared to admit Chaim Weizmann, the later President of
Israel, as an expert witness for the prosecution on the murder of the Jews, but
only on the condition of prior presentation of a carefully prepared statement;
Weizmann demurred. The British remained faithful to their perennial line in in-
sisting that it would be preferable to have non-Jews testify. Murray Bernays
went a little further than both, and suggested that it would give ‘added authority’
to the American case if ‘the Jewish problem [was] assigned to a group of high
churchmen’ for presentation in court.

These passages are not meant to imply an overt antisemitism amongst the
trial-planners of either nation: though there were instances of distinctly preju-
diced official observations on the role of Jews in the trials, we also see individ-
uals such as the American prosecutor, Micky Marcus, who were particularly
sympathetic to the Jewish cause. Rather, they are intended to signify the diffi-
culties, peculiar perhaps to Jewish–non-Jewish relations, that official representa-
tives of the liberal democracies encountered in confronting ‘race-specific’
crimes. Thus Jackson was happy to have Jewish lawyers on his team, as long as
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they were not involved in presenting the Jewish case. As he said, ‘we thought
it would be just as bad not to let any appear as it would be to let too many
appear.’ Likewise, both Jackson and the BWCE were prepared to seek infor-
mation pertaining to the Holocaust from Jewish sources, provided, as the British
put it, they were ‘reliable’ conduits (which presumably implied them not being
stridently Zionist). But Jews could not be allowed to be seen to describe the fate
of their kin; this was the task of the ‘objective’ Nazi documentation on the one
hand, and the voice of universal opinion—personified in US Supreme Court
Justice Jackson—on the other.

Beyond the perceived ideological dangers of allowing Jews to present ‘their’
case, there was the more real threat of the potential of a full exposition of the
Shoah to distract attention from the theoretically based conspiracy charge.
Whether based upon a genuine understanding that Nazi antisemitism had its
own dynamics which were not always consonant with the plan for European
domination (which is unlikely), or merely an inability on behalf of OCCPAC to
see beyond the boundaries of the conspiracy plan (as Bradley Smith implies), it
was certainly not in the interests of the Americans to give too much attention to
the fate of the Jews.

Put another way, the establishment of the long chronology of Nazi anti-
semitism was vital to the integrity of the conspiracy idea, but was not in itself of
primary importance: witness the Streicher indictment. Although Jackson was
aware that Jewry were the Nazis’ principal victims, he had clearly not appre-
hended the peculiar nature of their persecution (for which he can scarcely be
blamed), and consequently thought that their treatment merely provided the
best example of the logical outcome of Nazi thinking and practice. This is all the
more pertinent because the conspiracy idea as originally conceived by Bernays
had actually had the treatment of the Jews outside the context of war as one of its
prime focuses. The Justice was not being true to Bernays’s principles, or those
of Herbert Pell and Bohuslav Ecer in the UNWCC, even when he was adamant
that the indictment should include mention of ‘persecution . . . of Jews and
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others in Germany as well as outside of it, and before as well as after commence-
ment of the war’.

.  ‘’   :     

For Bernays, Jackson, and Taylor, it was the charges of conspiracy and crimes
against peace which set the IMT trial and the subsequent proceedings apart
from other ‘war crimes’ trials. Specific ‘war crimes’, and even ‘common designs’
thereto, could be charged under the more restricted series of proceedings taking
place simultaneously at Dachau. Nuremberg was the theatre in which to recreate
the full sweep of the Nazi drama. Indeed, it could be said that the Dachau trials,
the trials under the Royal Warrant, and the vast majority of national trials were
directed at the symptoms of Nazi criminality (the actual implementation of mur-
der and cruelty), while the Nuremberg trials were generally concerned with the
causes of it.

Yet it was the subordination of the tangible crimes of persecution and murder
to the theoretical concept of conspiracy which not only baffled the French and
Soviets at the IMT trial, but helped to increase cynicism about, and turn public
attention away from, those proceedings. Nor did the conspiracy–criminal
organization plan contribute a great deal to the prosecution of Axis criminality.
Of those individuals convicted by the IMT, only one, Rudolf Hess, was sen-
tenced for guilt on the conspiracy and aggressive war counts alone. Moreover, no
one convicted of aggressive warfare was condemned to death as a result of that
finding alone. Finally, the idea of guilt by association with an organization in-
volved with the criminal conspiracy was so tightly circumscribed by the IMT’s
judgement that in effect no blanket pronouncements were made about group
criminality. In an attempt to substantiate a considerable portion of its raison
d’être, however, the OCCWC persevered with the conspiracy–criminal organisa-
tion plan in the subsequent proceedings. It was ultimately to meet with even less
success than its predecessor organization, gaining no convictions at all on the
conspiracy charge, and only securing five out of fifty-two for crimes against
peace.

Jonathan Bush has posited that the pursuit of judicial condemnation of
aggressive warfare was the chief driving force behind the choice of subsequent
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proceedings. Yet it is impossible to separate ‘crimes against peace’ from the
conspiracy charge, as the former were always accompanied by the latter, and the
evidence adduced for the aggressive war count was inevitably submitted for the
umbrella accusation also. In the Farben and Krupp trials these counts were
presented virtually coterminously. Indeed, it is hard for the layman to compre-
hend the difference between the charge of planning and preparing for aggressive
war and that of conspiring to commit it. Clearly, the judges of the NMTs agreed,
casting the two charges out together in both of these proceedings.

Bush’s contention is, however, helpful in establishing the emphasis that
should be given within the broad conspiracy charge to the pursuit of aggressive
war. Both in the mind of the judges and, this chapter contends, of the OCCWC
policy-makers, the idea of a conspiracy to commit war crimes and crimes against
humanity was secondary. This is demonstrably the case with respect to the Nur-
emberg judiciary, which, neither in the IMT trial nor in any of the subsequent
proceedings, allowed consideration in judgements of crimes against humanity
committed before  because, despite the altered definition of such acts in
CCL, the NMT judges agreed with their predecessors that the conspiracy
charge was not applicable to any act except the planning of aggressive war prior
to the outbreak of such wars.

As has been described elsewhere, for the OCCWC to prove the conspiracy–
criminal organization theory entailed sealing the gaps left by the IMT trial.
More specifically, it implied gaining condemnations of what Dwight Eisen-
hower called the ‘military-industrial complex’. This intention was a major im-
petus to the establishment of the OCCWC, and its realization formed the core of
the subsequent proceedings, with three of the four cases in which conspiracy and
crimes against peace were charged involving industrialists and military figures.

Telford Taylor had been involved during the war with the British code-
decrypters at Bletchley Park, and in consequence of their extensive (if secret)
findings about German genocide, was aware of some of the dimensions of Nazi
criminality. The investigation of war crimes and crimes against humanity was,
however, to remain subordinated in the subsequent proceedings for structural
reasons: the prosecution of criminal groupings rather than of classes of crime
remained OCCWC’s aim.
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The wish to emphasize the conspiracy count continued to prevail, despite the
lack of enthusiasm for it on behalf of some of the OCCWC personnel. For ex-
ample, amongst the prosecutors at the Farben trial the opinion was voiced that,
rather than attempting to establish from first principles the collaboration of the
conglomerate with the expansionist drives of the Reich, it would have been to the
advantage of the prosecution to begin by proving the connection with the atroci-
ties of the regime (pre-eminently in this case the use of slave labour at Ausch-
witz), thus establishing in the minds of the Tribunal the character of the
defendants as more than simply businessmen and scientists. In the event, the
only convictions in the case arose from the charges of plunder and spoliation, and
slavery and mass murder; the charges that had been presented last. Even the
judge seemingly most sympathetic to the prosecution’s case, Paul Hebert, who
filed an opinion dissenting from the small number of convictions and the light-
ness of the sentences handed down, agreed that an adequate case for the partici-
pation in a conspiracy of conquest had not been made.

Additionally, it was made clear to the OCCWC that there were few in Wash-
ington who agreed with the continued use of the conspiracy count. The previous
chapter outlined the general opposition to the trial of military figures, and this
disdain frequently focused on the charges which, Field Marshal Montgomery
thought, made the waging of unsuccessful war a crime—the ‘political’ charges of
conspiracy and aggression. There was a more considered disapproval in the
American ranks concerning the trial of industrialists. The War Department,
which was ultimately answerable for occupation policy, made it clear that it did
not support the use of such charges against this class of suspect, for it in no way
wanted to discourage American industrialists from supplying the US military
with matériel for fear of having similar accusations levelled at them in the after-
math of future conflicts. In anticipation of the Flick trial Taylor was informed
that it would be preferable to concentrate on the less controversial charges of war
crimes and crimes against humanity, rather than on the abstract principles of
‘cartelization’ and the like. For ‘cartelization’, ‘conspiracy’ may be read, since
the aggressive pre-war expansion towards monopoly status of German industry
was a prime subject of the larger charge in the Farben case. (It is, incidentally,
indicative of their ignorance of goings-on in Germany that the War Depart-
ment feared the use of a conspiracy count against Flick; this had not been pro-
posed.)

It is testament to the autonomy with which Taylor operated, and to the sway
still held by the conspiracy idea, that the former continued to endorse the latter
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in the years – in the face of such opposition. He was happy to jettison
certain aspects of Jackson’s approach, such as the utter mistrust of eyewitness
evidence; he called several survivors of the Holocaust to the stand when it was
deemed necessary, as it was not in the trial of the Einsatzgruppen leaders. He was
prepared also to use Jewish prosecutors in cases of Jewish concern. However, it is
apparent that Taylor still viewed Nazi criminality in the same way as Jackson,
seeing the murder of the Jews as an offshoot of the ambition for conquest, colon-
ization, and tyranny—the ‘conspiracy’, within which the planning and initiation
of aggressive war was the supreme crime. A survey of the OCCWC’s plans for
the subsequent proceedings reveals that this perception of the acts of the Reich
led not only to a hierarchy of charges, but consequently to a hierarchy of cases,
the relative importance of each determined by the nature of the defendants and
the counts which could be levelled at them.

Taylor recalled that the trial of Erhard Milch was not particularly important
in achieving the wider aims of the subsequent proceedings. Rather, it was initi-
ated because it was a small and fairly compact case, ready for presentation at a
time when the more substantial proceedings—for instance, the vital one against
Alfried Krupp—still required far more preparation. Likewise, Taylor subse-
quently regretted the trial of five of the Flick concern by themselves, musing that
they would better have been indicted alongside other industrial defendants to
make a bigger and more comprehensive case. When he submitted his projected
trial programme to OMGUS in March , the Chief of Counsel denoted those
cases which he considered non-essential to the programme; one of these was the
Einsatzgruppen trial, that which above all others brought the Jewish fate to the
fore. General Clay, the Military Governor, concurred in this analysis, declaring
that other cases in the pipeline (such as a planned trial of prominent members of
various German banks) would have been more germane to American aims than
would another trial of SS men. There was manifestly no antisemitism at play
here, but rather a feeling that the planned trial would re-establish what was al-
ready known in general terms about the Shoah and Nazi criminality. It would
not, just as the other trials mentioned in this connection would not, aid in estab-
lishing the conspiracy-aggressive war theory, for the common factor in each of
them was the absence of both of the relevant counts.

That proceedings were enacted against the Einsatzgruppen leaders at Nur-
emberg is attributable only to the attractiveness of the case on technical
grounds. It was pared down greatly by the elimination of the need to examine
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the multi-faceted guilt of the Gestapo, the Kriminalpolizei, and the Sicherheits-
dienst (SD), for the killing squad leaders were originally supposed to be indicted
alongside representatives of the whole of the Reich Security Head Office
(Reichssicherheitshauptamt; RSHA). The bigger trial did not transpire, and
the wealth of documentation pertaining to the activities of the Einsatzgruppen
promised, and ultimately resulted in, the most straightforward and shortest of
the Nuremberg prosecution presentations, based upon the type of evidence most
favoured by the Americans. No witnesses were produced by the OCCWC, mean-
ing no troublesome cross-examinations, no verifications of contradictory re-
collections of events, and no debates over the identification of the accused.
Parenthetically, it also meant that no colour was added to the proceedings, that
the victims remained mute and two dimensional, without agency or humanity,
simply statistics presented in an abstract, racist context.

The Einsatzgruppen case was an exception that highlighted the rule. It was a
trial in which the OCCWC deviated from the principle of viewing the Shoah as
providing some of the best examples of the effects of Nazism. In the other pro-
ceedings Taylor was happy to divide coverage of the genocide between cases,
picking and choosing from its component parts in order to prove the guilt of the
different groups he chose to indict, rather than seeing the broader picture of the
crime itself as motivation for its commission (whether as a result of ideological
imperative or as a prize in the struggle for power in the Nazi hierarchy). When
other anti-Jewish collectives were clearly identifiable, the imperative of trial was
superseded by the pre-conceived requirements of the Subsequent Proceedings
Programme. This was illustrated in , in the aftermath of the discovery of the
minutes of the Wannsee conference amongst the plethora of Nazi documenta-
tion.

For our purposes this document must be taken purely at face value, as this
is how it was read by the American investigators. It may well be, as Eberhard
Jäckel has argued, that the conference was called by Heydrich simply in order to
establish his pre-eminence in the murder of the Jews, in the aftermath of
Göring’s commissioning of him above his rivals to direct a ‘total solution’—
Gesamtlösung—of the Jewish question. Nevertheless, the protocols are still a
crucial insight into the orchestration of complicity in the Holocaust. To the
OCCWC the document inevitably appeared to confirm the prevailing suspicion
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about a broad conspiracy to commit war crimes and crimes against humanity,
with the SS, and more specifically the head of the infamous RSHA, at the helm.
In many ways this was the sort of evidence which the Americans had always as-
sumed did exist about the murder of the Jews, and which was to be compared
conceptually to other documents attesting to different aspects of the putative
conspiracy, such as the ‘Hossbach memorandum’. To Jewish observers, the
Wannsee minutes crystallized Nazi antisemitism, and provided a workable basis
for the initiation of criminal proceedings against the participants in that confer-
ence as significant representatives of the perpetrators of what has come to be
known as ‘the Holocaust’.

Yet the two conference participants tried at Nuremberg were indicted in sep-
arate cases, indicating that once again the crime of the Holocaust was to be div-
ided between proceedings, and hence subordinated. Equally importantly, two
other participants who were held by the Americans were not brought to trial at
all. In November  Rabbi Stephen Wise petitioned the OCCWC and the
Army in the latter matter on behalf of the World Jewish Congress. His memo-
randum requested that these men be included in the forthcoming ‘Ministries’
case. As the combination of a number of planned trials which time restrictions
forbade, the Ministries trial was the broadest of the US proceedings since those
conducted before the IMT. It thus had the potential to consider crimes perpet-
rated by a variety of agencies. Wise realized that it was impossible by that time to
begin ‘a special Jewish trial’, but observed pointedly that ‘there should be no
legal or practical impediment in bringing to justice, within the framework of the
present plans and program, those of the chief criminals responsible for the Jew-
ish debacle’. Further, he argued that since the trial dealt, amongst other issues,
‘with crimes against humanity and specifically with the meeting of January ,
, it would lend itself excellently to the inclusion of the highest German offi-
cials responsible for crimes against Jews, most prominent among them being
those who participated in the afore-mentioned meeting’.

At that time, nineteen defendants were involved in the Ministries case, and
only one—State Secretary Stuckart of the Ministry of the Interior—had been at
the conference. There were two other surviving participants of the meeting who
were in the Nuremberg jail but were not contemporaneously facing charges:
these were Erich Neumann, the State Secretary for the Four Year Plan; and
Georg Leibbrandt, a State Secretary in Rosenberg’s Ministry for the Occupied
Eastern Territories. A third, Otto Hofmann, was under indictment in the
‘RuSHA’ trial. (It is instructive that at no time in Hofmann’s cross-examination
during the trial was he questioned about his participation in the Wannsee confer-
ence. His culpability in this regard was explicitly a factor in his condemnation to
twenty-five years imprisonment, so we are presumably to conclude that once
again documents were being taken at face value, with little or no investigation
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into their context, however ostensibly important.) Taylor voiced two related
objections to the inclusion of Neumann and Leibbrandt. He cited the need to
accelerate the trial programme in the face of pressure from Washington, and the
logistical problem of fitting any more defendants into the courtroom. It is en-
lightening to juxtapose two facts here. First, at the end of the trials Taylor was to
confess that the relative importance of the defendants was not a factor in decid-
ing to omit certain ‘former high-ranking Reich officials who were closely con-
nected with the program for extermination of Jews’. And secondly, that by the
time of Taylor’s riposte to Wise’s enquiry, the number of defendants in the Min-
istries case had already risen from nineteen to twenty-one, without the inclusion
of any additional Wannsee participants in the enlargement.

Though ‘Jewish’ issues, and indeed war crimes and crimes against humanity
as a whole, were secondary concerns to the OCCWC, it must be recognized that
when aspects of the ‘final solution’ were touched upon in the subsequent pro-
ceedings, they were generally dealt with in some depth, even if the interpret-
ations imposed upon them do not always stand up to historical scrutiny.
Moreover, the degree of independence of action possessed by Telford Taylor en-
sured that some attention remained on almost all areas of Nazi criminality, and to
an extent on the Holocaust, when the weight of American opinion was increas-
ingly against trials as a whole. The historiography of the Third Reich in general,
and within this that of the persecution and murder of the Jews, certainly owes a
considerable amount to Taylor’s and Clay’s interest in seeing at least some ‘rep-
resentative’ justice done.

In comparison with the subsequent Nuremberg trials, the governing prin-
ciples of British war crimes trials policy, aside from the period of involvement
with the IMT proceedings, are remarkably clear. The Jewish factor was mani-
fested almost entirely negatively, in a refusal to differentiate along ethno-
religious lines between victim groups. That policy was entirely consistent with
the long-standing view of the Foreign Office that Britain’s interests were served
‘little by emphasizing which racial minorities . . . have suffered most’.

.  ‘ ’     

The refusal to identify specific victim groups was reflected in the phrasing of the
counts under the Royal Warrant, which in prosaic and formulaic fashion charged
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merely the perpetration of ‘a war crime’ in a given place at a given time by the
commission of a proscribed act against ‘nationals’ of given countries. This one
categorization of the afflicted was appropriate for transmitting the universality
of, for instance, death, but it failed to encompass the diverse reasons for the kil-
ling of different members of the same nation. Clearly and intentionally it also
prevented explicit jurisprudential recognition of the scale of the Jewish fate.
Thus the defendants in the ‘Zyklon B case’—the trial of Bruno Tesch and two
other members of his chemicals firm—were accused, ‘in violation of the laws and
usages of war’ of supplying ‘poison gas used for the extermination of allied
nationals interned in concentration camps’.

The policy of non-differentiation was compounded, as most of the concentra-
tion camp cases that the British presided over concerned a multitude of victim
groups, incarcerated and maltreated for many different ‘crimes’. Many of the in-
mates in these camps were Jewish, but that made no difference in principle; they
could all be described by their nationhood. (The population of Belsen was
roughly  per cent Jewish owing to its earlier status as an exchange camp for
‘privileged’ Jews. The other camps had a greater inmate mixture; indeed, prior
to the final months of the war they were predominantly non-Jewish.) Moreover,
in the matter of the ‘Belsen’ trial, it was by no means certain that Jews qua Jews
would find representation at a case of such obvious significance in their history.
The strictly military nature of the tribunals clearly proscribed any ‘Jewish’ par-
ticipation in any of the prosecutions under the Royal Warrant. This right was
only obtained through pressure exerted by the British section of the World Jew-
ish Congress.

In terms of concrete results, Jewish pressure was to provide little more than
this sort of tokenism. The taste remained for pursuing Nazis such as the mur-
derers of the Stalag Luft III airmen on an imperative encapsulated in the remark
of a Foreign Office official that ‘for every man who demands to know why we are
continuing to grind the faces of our former enemies, there is another who asks
why we have not yet traced and arrested his son’s murderer’. But British Jews
could no longer exert emotional leverage of this degree, and besides any sort of
political vociferousness on their behalf gradually became more problematic as
the levels of British antisemitism increased over Palestine and other issues in the
post-war years. On the legal plane, the machinery in the British zone for deal-
ing with crimes against the Jews was being eroded anyway, and the requisites of
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British foreign policy had even determined that no more cases of crimes against
humanity could be tried in control commission courts after October .

Trials of Jewish interest were periodically required throughout the British
programme, but were never initiated as a result of Jewish influence, the vengeful
‘pinchbeck God’ that a poet of the era depicted. Rather, impetuses varied from
pure moral indignation, as in the case of Belsen, to foreign diplomatic pressure,
as with Manstein. And though the sheer amount of Jewish suffering in the camps
and the specifically anti-Jewish context of some of the orders transmitted on the
eastern front made it impossible for the prosecutors to avoid confronting the
Jewish fate in some measure (as again in those two cases), there was no medium
to convey coherently the relative magnitudes of the crimes with which the courts
were dealing, for the tribunals were not entitled to submit a written opinion sub-
stantiating their judgements. Indeed, to what extent the judges—at the coal-face
of the whole war crimes issue—were influenced, on the one hand, by the evi-
dence and, on the other, by the prevailing political and legal agendas of the pol-
icy-makers and law givers can never be adequately assessed. In the absence of
evidence to the contrary, it may be assumed that within their narrow remit the
members of the tribunals were no better equipped to ignore the mood of the
times than was anyone else.

We may gain a rare insight into the implementation of the policy of victim
non-differentiation in the trial of Field Marshal Albert Kesselring. His appear-
ance in  before a British court in Venice concerned massive German ‘re-
prisal’ actions against the Italian population, and specifically his role in the
murder of  civilians in the Ardeantine caves outside Rome in  in retali-
ation for the death in a partisan attack of thirty-three German soldiers. Kessel-
ring admitted in court that he considered the general policy of reprisals in the
ratio of ten to one ‘just and fair’, and had consequently acquiesced in the trans-
mission of an order to this effect from Hitler to the Fourteenth Army in Rome.
(The additional murder of five men more than the intended  was apparently
an administrative oversight.) However, in the matter of the Ardeantine caves
massacre, the defence contended that the action was entirely an SD responsibil-
ity over which the Wehrmacht had no responsibility. The court must have found
this proposition impossible to believe, for Kesselring was convicted on both
counts.

Implicit in the judgement was the rejection of the idea that reprisal killings, at
least in this ratio and these circumstances, could be justified in wartime. The
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legality or otherwise of reprisals was by no means a clear-cut issue, as the Judge
Advocate pointed out in his summary of the case to the court. Indeed, when
Kesselring’s sentence of death was commuted to one of life imprisonment, one
of the reasons forwarded by the confirming officer was ‘the uncertainty sur-
rounding limitations imposed on reprisals by law’. References were made
throughout by both sides in the trial to British, German, and American author-
ities on the laws of war, including the British manual of military law, and the most
generous interpretation which may be derived therefrom regarding the permis-
sibility of reprisal executions may be summarized as follows. The actions must
be initiated if possible against the actual perpetrators, and may only be selected
from the local geographical area if it is clear that the general populace supported
the insurgent measures; killings must be as deterrent rather than revenge; they
must not be in an excessive ratio (whatever that may be); and they must be hu-
manely carried out. The intentional execution of non-combatant innocents from
outside the geographical area does not appear to be condoned under any circum-
stances.

As Christopher Browning has pointed out in a study of Wehrmacht reprisal
policy in Serbia, based in part upon the Nuremberg Balkan generals’ case, since
the American tribunal considered that the army had failed to conform to these
approximate legal standards, it declared all the reprisals which it was asked to
consider to be criminal. Thus no differentiation was made between the cat-
egories of victims; a ruling which, Browning implies, blurred the consider-
able differences between the fates of—for example—Serbs and Serbian Jews
under the German military regime. In a matter that was in some ways a micro-
cosm of the Balkan generals’ trial, the Kesselring tribunal also failed to distin-
guish between groupings which had been the victims of German reprisals in
Italy.

The variety of individuals comprising the  murdered in the Ardeantine
caves shared one common feature: each person was considered, in the words of
the local SD commander Kappler, ‘todeswürdig’, or ‘worthy of death’. Some had
actually been condemned to death, many to terms of imprisonment, and some
were awaiting trial in Roman prisons for offences against the occupying forces;

indeed, it was a contention of Kesselring that he would never have consented to
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the killing of innocents as reprisal. This claim was not entirely consonant with
the general thrust of the field marshal’s defence that an ‘iron curtain . . . separ-
ated the Wehrmacht from the SD’, and nor was it consistent with the fact that
between fifty-seven and seventy-two completely innocent Jews had been killed in
the caves. By Kappler’s admission these people had been incarcerated as a
result of a general order and were awaiting deportation to Mauthausen concen-
tration camp; and as the army knew, they were ‘todeswürdig’ for no other reason
than that they were Jews. As Browning has written of reprisal policy in Serbia:

all interned Serbs were at high risk; but the interned male Jews were doomed. The Ger-
man military could conceive of innocent Serbs but not innocent Jews . . . it was axiomatic
that all Jews were anti-German and thus a legitimate target of a professional organisation
dedicated to defending Germany against its enemies.

Given both the doubt over the legal status of reprisals, and the leeway given to
the court by the Judge Advocate’s proposition that, if Kesselring was deemed
ultimately responsible for the massacre, they could ‘take into account both the
killing and the manner of it’, it is clear that the substantive difference between the
reasons for the selection of the Jews and of the other victims carried significant
potential weight. However, at no time in his notes on the case did the president of
the court, Brigadier General Hakewill Smith, mention the Jews, even when dis-
cussing the theoretical position of ‘innocent’ victims. Not much remains to be
said, for once again Jews were notable by their absence, and once again the spe-
cific was submerged within the general. Nor was any effort made to amend the
second count on which Kesselring was found guilty. That count charged the
murder of  Italian nationals, though it had transpired during the trial that as
many as six of the murdered Jews were not Italian.

Finally, Kesselring’s sentence was commuted on the basis of a few finely bal-
anced legal arguments that found their most complete rebuttal in the death of the
Jews in the Ardeantine caves: uncertainties around the law. That a totally inno-
cent group, which counted among its number individuals from nowhere near the
geographic locality, and which by the very fact of its incarceration could not have
had anything to do with partisan incidents, could be sacrificed without objection
under the authority of a military commander who had a reputed affinity with the
Italian people was a clear illustration of why the Jewish fate was ‘different’. And
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if the death of these fifty-seven to seventy-two Jews was in reality a part of the
Holocaust, in Venice it was treated as a standard component in a legal debate
about a war crime stricto sensu.

An ostensibly marginal consideration such as the identity of a few of the
Ardeantine caves victims becomes more relevant when we consider the signifi-
cance of the legal process. The trials were the chief means by which Nazism was
examined in depth; they were the scalpel to the bludgeon of the larger occupation
and re-education policy, the foil to generalities. Nuances that they did not inves-
tigate were likely to remain uninvestigated during the post-war period.

What then was the general context within which the trials functioned? This
matter is taken up in greater detail in the following section of the book, which ex-
plains the failure of the trials to impact in an informative way either in Britain
and the USA or in western Germany. It serves to conclude this section and to
introduce the next to show that beyond the courtroom, unbound by the fetters of
jurisprudential judiciousness, the British and the American authorities would go
even further in sculpting the profile of victimhood that would be presented to the
post-war world. The murder of the Jews was de-emphasized more firmly and
explicitly in general occupation policy. In other words, the dominant official inter-
pretation of Nazism in occupied western Germany accorded a distinctly dimin-
ished role to the Nazis’ chief genocidal project. For a number of reasons that had
nothing to do with proportional historical representation, the British and the
American occupiers chose to build their re-educational edifices on the founda-
tion-stone of ‘Aryan’ suffering.

.  ,      

Despite the steady flow of information out of occupied Europe on the plight of
the Jews from mid- at the latest, the force of the reports and imagery from
the concentration camps uncovered during the Allied advance in  made
those institutions the prime symbols of Nazi atrocity for the west. For the Brit-
ish public and occupiers, we know that Bergen-Belsen in particular was em-
blematic; the pre-occupation with the place went beyond the initial horror at its
discovery, stretching to a concern several months later with the fate of orphaned
inmate children. The camp was incorporated into a series of generalistic Brit-
ish meta-narratives about the triumph of good over evil and the liberation of hu-
manity from Nazism, but the reportage of the liberation was remarkable for
avoiding reference to the Jews who formed the majority of the inmates.
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Buchenwald and Dachau held similar places in the American consciousness of
Nazi atrocity. In contrast to Belsen, however, the majority of their prisoners—
approximately four-fifths—were not Jewish, but were instead prisoners from
Germany and other European countries held on political grounds. As Peter
Novick has suggested, these were therefore not representative of the ‘Holocaust’
as we understand it today, and the American reportage accordingly either did not
mention or did not privilege the fate of the Jews.

In terms, then, of apprehension of the racial focus of the most extreme Nazi
crimes, the liberation period was not at all helpful. One of the singular features of
the Holocaust is that the majority of its victims were murdered outside the per-
petrating country, to the east of Germany. The German concentration camps
themselves, the only camps with which the western Allies came into direct con-
tact, were of a different order, with different histories and functions, from the ex-
termination facilities constructed in Poland with apparatus for mass gassing.
The former were generally institutions of political repression, the latter of out-
right genocide. Thus, though it was to be expected that in – in the imme-
diate vicinity of Belsen the place would serve both as didactic tool and stick with
which to beat the locals, it served simply to perpetuate a circumscribed Brit-
ish conception of the past when, two years later, the only licensed book from
England in the Hamburg region dealing directly with Nazi genocide concerned
that camp. Of western occupation policies generally, it is evident that while
the early policies of forcing the native populations to visit and clean the western
concentration camps, and public displays of photographs of those places, con-
fronted German civilians with the depravity of their erstwhile society, the
public screenings in the midst of the IMT trial period of the American-made
Todesmühlen was a reiteration which did not encourage differentiation between
the institutions or the objects of oppression. The twenty-minute-long
Todesmühlen (The Mills of Death), consisted in the main of a compilation of
images of death from institutions in western and eastern Europe alike. It was
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problematic because at no point in the narration were Jews, or any other victim
group, singled out. Indeed, the film ended with a Christianization of suffer-
ing: a reference to a calvary of the murdered.

Equally deficient were the hour-long OCCPAC production Nazi Concentra-
tion Camps, prepared for the IMT, and the short documentary culled from it,
entitled KZ (Konzentrationslager; ) and tested in Erlangen. A similarly titled
edition of the occupation Welt im Film, shown in June , dwelt entirely on
concentration and labour camps, erroneously describing the Hadamar ‘mercy-
killing’ institution in this category, and describing victims only in terms of their
nationality. (We also know that the word ‘Jews’ was specifically edited out of
Your Job in Germany, a  propaganda film shown to the occupying American
troops, and subsequently in a revamped form to US audiences. Jews had been
the only non-national victim group mentioned in the original narration.) This
type of visual imagery was recognized early on as being particularly influential as
part of the re-education process in laying bare the concentration camps per se,

so the dearth of photographs of Auschwitz, and the poor pictorial presentation
of Majdanek in the illustrated Allied press, when compared with, say, the de-
judaized Belsen, logically contributed towards keeping the extermination
centres in obscurity in the western mind.

As, over time, distinctions between persecutions were becoming somewhat
more precise before the IMT and other courts, it was still a matter of chance as to
the types of atrocities—and thus the victim groups—to which the average Ger-
man was most exposed. Thus recipients of the occupation newspaper Hamburger
Nachrichtenblatt der Militärregierung in May  met with the death camp
(Todeslager) Majdanek, and the qualitative and quantitative differences be-
tween that place and the other camps of which so much had previously been
written. But four days later the same organ conflated ‘Maideneck [sic] und
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Theresienstadt, Belsen und Auschwitz, Dachau und Nordhausen, Mauthausen
und Ebensee, Kiel und Neuengamme, Buchenwald und Oranienburg’.

Likewise, readers of the left-wing Telegraf were confronted daily for three
weeks in mid- with moving extracts from the diary of a Ravensbrück in-
mate; but this was the only consistent coverage given to a ‘camp’ in the early
years of that newspaper. Alternatively, subscribers to the liberal Frankfurter
Rundschau could find themselves reading in some detail on Auschwitz (from
coverage of the trials), the ‘euthanasia’ centre Hadamar, or alternatively on ‘the
Hell of Treblinka’, with the massive omission of the specifically Jewish fate at the
third of these.

Even the proliferation of inmate memoirs encouraged by the Allies in 
and  constituted an unbalanced picture of camp life. The vast majority were
penned by non-Jewish political prisoners of various sorts, and again related
chiefly to camps from within the Reich. Only three of the forty-two released in
the British and American zones concerned Auschwitz (none described the pure
extermination centres). Of these, only one was written by a (German) Jew, and
he had spent comparatively little time at the camp. Moreover, he appears to have
been overtly political. The others were again written by political prisoners, one
by an exiled German. All three writers had been incarcerated at Auschwitz I, the
original concentration camp, as opposed to Auschwitz-Birkenau, the extermin-
ation facility. Furthermore, all three of these accounts were coincidentally pub-
lished in , when the Allies were seeking to end their trial programmes with
the minimum of friction out of politically motivated consideration for German
sensibilities about the Hitler era.

To portray predominantly regular, western concentration and labour camps,
with the concomitant absence of Jews, was not only unrepresentative in itself, it
was problematic in the context of the early Allied collective guilt accusations.
That large numbers of the inmate populations of these camps were themselves
German was seized upon by opponents of collective measures. It was an
obvious inconsistency in Allied propaganda, but was in fact encouraged in what
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was to become the dominant theme of occupation ‘information’ policy in West
Germany. Thus a report produced in April  by the influential Psycho-
logical Warfare Department of the joint Allied supreme command SHAEF on
the making of a documentary on the concentration camps aimed to ‘promote
German acceptance of the justice of the Allied occupiers by reminding Germans
of their past acquiescence’ and, therefore, their ‘responsibility’. However, it also
aimed to show specific crimes committed in the German name to rouse the popu-
lace against the Nazis. The latter was to be accomplished specifically by focusing
upon German victims of atrocities and, if possible, establishing their individual
identities. The special June  edition of Welt im Film duly pinpointed Ger-
man resistance fighters. Jews, again, were not mentioned at all.

Finding iconic ‘good’ Germans who had been mistreated by the Nazis was
naturally an important part of leading the country towards democracy in illus-
trating by example the existence of political alternatives and moral choice: one
such was Kurt Schumacher, who went on to lead the SPD, the Social Democratic
Party of the BRD. Yet in many instances the straightforward message was com-
pounded by a number of sub-texts. Most notable in this context was the military
‘resistance’ in Germany, whose most ostentatious act was the bomb plot on their
leader’s life on  July . Their actions provided apparent testimony to the
rift between the established order and Nazism and  July remains to this day a
touchstone of all those wishing to mitigate German guilt, regardless of the true
impetus to revolt. There is evidence that the moderating of American public
opinion on the former enemy was aided by the publication in  of Allen
Dulles’s Germany’s Underground, an overblown account of resistance, just as
the appearance of volumes such as Hans Bernd Gisevius’s Bis zum bitteren Ende
nourished German apologia. (Simultaneously in Britain, the film Frieda ex-
plored with some popularity the idea that there were after all ‘good’ Germans, or
that there might be again in the future.) Yet the resisters were in truth a varied
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selection, many of them conspiring out of fear of what Hitler’s wars would bring
down on Germany, not out of any sense of moral indignation at his means of con-
quest. They had not carped when alongside the attempt to conquer the USSR
itinerant police units massacred nearly  million Soviet and Polish Jews. Indeed,
a minor plotter had been Artur Nebe, erstwhile head of the killing squad
Einsatzgruppe B.

Consider also the  May  issue of the two-sided British Military Gov-
ernment newspaper the Hamburger Nachrichtenblatt. This was one of the only
printed sources available in a zone starved of information and short of news-
print. The issue confronted the reader with a short article from an anonymous
observer who had simplistically equated the Wehrmacht with the SS, thus at-
tributing responsibility for Germany’s crimes to one of the most revered institu-
tions of German society as well as the more obvious malefactors. Overleaf, the
scene was dominated by a German who was ostensibly above reproach: ‘thus
spake Pastor Niemöller’ ran the headline of an article on Germany’s moral and
spiritual crisis, the messianic Nietzschean allusion unmistakeable.

Martin Niemöller is worthy of closer examination, as for comparative pur-
poses is another of the Allies’ totemic victims, Eugen Kogon. Niemöller was the
founder member of the ‘Pastor’s Emergency League’, a precursor of the Protest-
ant Confessing Church, which was established in  in reaction to the pro-
Nazi ‘German Christian’ movement. He was incarcerated in a concentration
camp in  on a Hitler order after official release from state imprisonment for
anti-Nazi activity. Kogon, an admirer of Niemöller, was a sociologist on the
other side of the confessional divide. Kogon was interned by the Nazis immedi-
ately upon the annexation of Austria. In the post-war period both were given
platforms to discuss the issue of German guilt. Niemöller was one of the best-
known victims of Nazism, and toured western Germany as a prominent public
speaker and preacher; he featured regularly in both the organs of the Allied occu-
pation press and the licensed media. Kogon was commissioned—by the
Psychological Warfare Department of SHAEF—to write a treatise on the con-
centration camp system, and was made the licensed editor of the journal
Frankfurter Hefte which, after its foundation early in , swiftly achieved an
unparalleled popularity. He was also used as an expert witness in various war
crimes trials.
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Inherent to their stories of opposition and victimization was, again, an em-
phasis on the German concentration camps and the plight of political opponents
of Nazism: Niemöller had been imprisoned in Sachsenhausen and Dachau,
Kogon in Buchenwald. Kogon’s book, Der SS-Staat, was indeed based exten-
sively on his own experiences of incarceration and accordingly the fate of the
Jews is the subject of only a small subsection. But Niemöller and Kogon were
also particular sorts of German opponents and victims. First, they represented
each of the leading Christian traditions. The church was the only pillar of public
life to retain its influence after the German collapse, and its influence in re-
spiritualizing Germany, not least in the forthcoming struggle against Commun-
ism, was considered essential by characters as diverse as Heinrich Böll, Konrad
Adenauer, and the Allied leaderships. (As the one institution entrusted with
‘self-denazification’ by the occupiers, however, the church signally failed to
purge its own body, casting its ills in the form of the scapegoat of the German
Christian movement.) In itself this was not unproblematic, for the church had
largely remained silent in the face of the war and Nazi genocide, and Christian
teaching more generally had established the ‘culture of contempt’ towards Jews
in which Hitler’s antisemitism flourished. Of equal import to the Allies as
Kogon’s and Niemöller’s Christianity, however, was the negative connotation of
that identity: the very fact that they were not Jews.

We might extrapolate here from the pre-war period, when the coverage given
in the UK to the fate of Niemöller and the German churches was already wide-
spread, probably more so than that of the Jews. In late October  the British
Government published a White Paper on German atrocities, partially in re-
sponse to German propaganda on the British use of concentration camps during
the Boer War. Consistent with the contemporary distrust of Jewish sources and
the reluctance to appear publicly to connect the war effort with the protection of
Jews, this document was deliberately angled to downplay Jewish suffering. It was
decided to emphasize in ‘the first few documents [cases] which are not so sensa-
tional as the Jewish ones but which show that perfectly good Aryans such as
Niemöller and the German Catholics have also had to suffer’.

Not only were Niemöller and Kogon good symbols as non-Jews for polities
that remained unwilling to stress Jewish suffering, it clearly did not deter the
Allies that both men had revealed attitudes to Jews that were, at the least, ambiva-
lent. If Kogon had only infrequently allowed his anti-capitalist views to lapse ex-
plicitly into antisemitism in the pre-war period, and was to examine the
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Holocaust in some depth later in life, Niemöller had been more forthright,
most notoriously expressing his regret that Jesus had been born a Jew. Finally,
and perhaps relatedly, the two were attractive to the western Allies because of
their anti-Communism. Niemöller’s was again more vociferous, but we
might also examine the second German edition of Kogon’s Der SS-Staat and the
first edition in English translation in  with the title The Theory and Practice
of Hell. Their final chapters are given over to a comparative examination of the
use of prison camps in the USSR under Stalin. This nourished the parallel
Allied trend towards using the concentration camps as generic symbols of totali-
tarian domination rather than specific manifestations of Nazism: an approach
that was officially adopted in British information policy May , when it was
decided for anti-Communist reasons to broadcast information in Germany on
Soviet camps and deportations.

The appropriation of Nazi imagery for use in the post-war environment was
not always as crude (and unsuccessful) as Churchill’s suggestion that the election
of the  Labour Government would introduce a Gestapo into British soci-
ety. US Secretary of War Stimson’s support for the organizational section of
the IMT case was partially predicated on the apprehension that a trial of the
Gestapo would serve as a useful weapon in discrediting other secret police forces,
and specifically the Soviet NKVD. The Nazi camps had obvious potential in
this connection, and would be used accordingly and with increasing force from
. Indeed, as western popular comprehension relied to an extent on those
‘liberated’ within the German boundaries, and also on their pre-war incarna-
tions, the ‘totalitarian’ comparison had a certain weight; these were, after all, in-
stitutions that had been invented for the incarceration and terrorization of
political opponents. It was no mere coincidence, however, that their non-Jewish
inmates were the victims on whom the western Allies preferred to concentrate.
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. 

For our purposes here, it is important to understand that ‘re-education’ was the
tool with which British and American perceptions of German-ness and Ger-
manism were foisted on the German people. Even in the ostensibly crime- and
perpetrator-specific war crimes trials and denazification proceedings these gen-
eralistic trends were evident. Hence, for instance, the indictment of the General
Staff and High Command at Nuremberg in a juxtaposition of the comparable
dangers of German militarism and Nazism. The equation was mirrored in the
attempts to include both in the extreme category in the denazification scheme.

Undoubtedly, if it had been possible to quantify ‘Prussianism’ during the war,
this too would have been a prominent charge.

Just as the war had been entirely devoted to defeating the Axis, and at no point
specifically to halting mass murder, so the peace was all about reforming
Germany. To the extent that the latter required recourse to some of the ‘facts’ of
Nazism, these were supplied, but only to the end of moulding Germans into the
image the Allies wished of them. To illustrate this point the Nuremberg trials are
a helpful microcosm. In both the narrower and the broader media ‘representa-
tive’ crimes against humanity were seen as almost interchangeable in establish-
ing the base outcome of aggression and racism in which the vast majority of
German people were seen by their silence to be at least tacitly complicit.

Draconian measures against Germany had been the intention of the founders
of occupation policy—particularly the Americans—from before the ‘liberation’
of the concentration camps; these places served simply to confirm beyond all
doubt the necessity of a redirection of that society. And as the Allies gathered this
evidence and developed their own general ideas of Nazi criminality, they were
quite happy to transmit these perceptions back to the Germans. In other words,
occupation officials, who may have been less well informed about their subject
matter than the population they were supposed to be informing chose the sym-
bols with which they were most familiar, and which most suited their aims,
regardless of how unrepresentative these totems actually were. The presence of
the ‘Jewish factor’, however, meant that Jewish victimhood was particularly sus-
ceptible to misrepresentation.

The ‘Jewish factor’ in OCCPAC and OCCWC policy was, measured in terms
of its negative ramifications, a relatively constant one. If during the war it became
important to play down claims to recognition of the specificity of anti-Jewish
crimes, afterwards it was de rigueur to emphasize how even-handed the prosecut-
ing agencies were in pursuing all classes of criminal for all types of crime—
though as the pre-eminence of the conspiracy theory shows, this was manifestly

 The Legal Prism

 PRO, FO //c, CCG to COGA, Oct. .
 Barbro Eberan, Luther? Friedrich ‘der Grosse’? Wagner? Nietszche? . . .? . . .? Wer war an Hitler schuld?

Die Debatte um die Schuldfrage – (Munich: Minerva, ) .
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not the case. As Telford Taylor wrote, it would not ‘have been fair or wise to favor
or discriminate against any particular occupation, profession or other category
of persons’. The result was that the American jurists created a distorted rep-
resentation of Nazi crimes by the very act of trying to standardize the prosecu-
tion of an unevenly distributed cruelty. Over and above this, they also diminished
real, specific crimes by attempting to cram them into the space left after the con-
sideration of the theory of aggressive war within the broad and imaginary con-
spiracy framework.

For the British, the fate of the Jews was even less of an impetus to trial. As the
only other ‘western’ nation whose trial programme had any claim to being genu-
inely international in its scope, the UK remained extremely parochial in its con-
cerns. While the Americans, hailing from an increasingly pluralistic liberal
culture (although this development was being forced along from within), trans-
lated ‘universalism’ into approaching the Jewish tragedy alongside that of other
groups, they went further than the British who were predisposed not even to rec-
ognize explicitly that Jews had suffered as a collective.

Though the weight of evidence on the murder of the Jews drew attention to it-
self during some trials, this was by no means always so; thus, for instance, in the
Kesselring case, which has already been juxtaposed with the Nuremberg Balkan
Generals’ trial. Although both courts reached similar decisions on the illegality
of reprisal killings and consequently did not differentiate qualitatively between
groups as victims of such murder, the tribunal in the Balkan Generals’ case saw
fit to list Jews as constituting numerically one of the largest classes of dead; there
is no evidence to suggest that an opinion penned by Kesselring’s judges would
even have mentioned Jews.

The situation could not be amended in the period in question because at no
time were Jews allowed a voice with which to draw attention to the extreme fate
of their kin. They were reliant upon the offices of others whose attention was div-
ided between many interests, and for whom the weight of evidence about the
Shoah was not always compelling, even if it was apparent. Jews were not alone in
this anguish, however, nor was their situation even extreme. The Sinti and Roma
were all but forgotten at Nuremberg and elsewhere, and their wartime fate re-
mains a marginalized chapter of the twentieth century, as the history of those
peoples has always been in the shadow of supposedly greater ‘civilizations’ and
more ‘important’ international developments. Furthermore, owing to suspicion
of Soviet evidence (or indeed any evidence not gathered by Anglo-American
forces) and, not infrequently, to a thinly disguised chauvinism towards the east-
ern Europeans, little attention was paid by the western Allies to the slaughter and
indirect killing of millions of Slavs, both civilians and prisoners of war.

The translation of these Allied socio-cultural, political, and legal priorities to
the trial transcript and thence to wider representations and perceptions of
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Nazi criminality brings us to the second section of this book. The next chapter
examines much more extensively the way that the Allies examined the depths of
German criminality. It considers the legal accounting for the eastern extermin-
ation centres within the context of the investigation of the camp system as a
whole.

 The Legal Prism
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Part II: Post-War Representations and Perceptions
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CHAPTER THREE

The Limits of the Legal Imagination: Plumbing
the Depths of Nazi Criminality

If the concentration camp has been the signifier of Nazi atrocity from the lib-
eration period down to the contemporary focus on Auschwitz, the nature of
the signified, the referent, has not always been apparent. Neither has this received
wisdom been uniform. For the Nazis the camp system was a stratified one, with
particular sorts of institution reserved for particular categories of inmate
and subject to particular authorities. The ‘concentration camp’ per se was a
specific designation, and the generic use of the term in the post-war world
has done nothing to aid scientific analysis of the Nazi system of repression and
murder.

Interpretations of the camp system have been as varied as national experiences
of the Hitler era. The French focused on camps in their proximity, but also on
those institutions where members of the French resistance had been incarcer-
ated. This was characteristic of a post-war regime that sought to locate all of the
blame for the chequered French war record on the Nazis, and grossly exagger-
ated the part of the French resistance. Not by chance were heroes of the resist-
ance prominent on the IMT bench and amongst the French prosecutors. In the
official Soviet comprehension of Nazism, Auschwitz, and to a greater extent
Majdanek, were promoted as symbols of the ‘martyrdom’ of the international
‘victims of fascism’ rather than any particular group. Under Soviet influence, in
the eastern zone of Germany and then the DDR, Buchenwald, Ravensbrück,
and Sachsenhausen were similarly used, with grossly disproportional emphasis

 For a taxonomic study of the camp system with particular reference to the Jewish fate, see Donald
Bloxham, ‘“Extermination through Work”: Jewish Slave Labour under the Third Reich’, Holocaust Edu-
cational Trust Research Papers, , no.  (–), –; for general consideration of the other major
categories of camp, see Ulrich Herbert, Karin Orth, and Christoph Dieckmann (eds.), Die nationalsozial-
istischen Konzentrationslager. Entwicklung und Struktur,  vols. (Göttingen: Wallstein, ); for Soviet
POWs, see Christian Streit, Keine Kamaraden: Die Wehrmacht und die sowjetischen Kriegsgefangenen (Stutt-
gart: Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, ); for forced non-Jewish labourers, see Herbert, Hitler’s Foreign
Workers.

 Werner Johe, Neuengamme: Zur Geschichte der Konzentrationslager in Hamburg (Hamburg: Lan-
deszentrale für politische Bildung, ), –.

 Henri Rousso, The Vichy Syndrome: History and Memory in France since  (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, ); Gerhard Kiersch and Annette Kleszcz-Wagner, ‘Frankreichs ver-
fehlte Vergangenheitsbewältigung’, in Jürgen Weber and Peter Steinbach (eds.), Vergangenheit-
sbewältigung durch Strafverfahren? NS-Prozesse in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland (Munich: Olzog, ),
–.

 ‘Justice Jackson’s Story’, fos. –.
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on the resistance movements within these camps, and little or none on Jews,
homosexuals, or ‘gypsies’.

For the liberal democracies, we know that the camps of Dachau, Buchenwald,
and Belsen, with all their complex inherent and potential meanings, were the
vital symbols. It was no accident that the first major trial to be conducted at
Dachau, between  November and  December , concerned the former
commandant of that camp and several of his staff; nor that the parallel British
Royal Warrant trial, spanning  September to  November , dealt with
Josef Kramer and many of his accomplices. If these camps were the ‘ultimate
metaphor of evil’, then settling accounts with their most notorious staff sug-
gested catharsis. Little interest or patience would be reserved for the more de-
tailed and nuanced findings of the subsequent Nuremberg tribunals, just as the
Germans themselves would not really be forced to confront the trials that suc-
ceeded that of the major war criminals. This brings us to the crux of the present
chapter: what role did the early trials play in the formation of representations of
‘the camp’?

The focus in the first three sections will be upon the IMT and the ‘Belsen’

cases and, to a lesser extent, on the first Dachau trial. As a consequence both of
their timing and their subject-matter, and in Germany in part as a result of the
Allied control of the news media, these three commanded the most widespread
attention of any trials of the period. The chapter culminates, however, in an
examination of what was effectively a non-representation at the trials: that of the
Polish extermination centres of Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka. Besides the
IMT trial, it brings in consideration of the first and fourth of the subsequent
Nuremberg proceedings. These were, respectively, the Medical trial and the
Pohl trial against members of the SS Business Administration Head Office,
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ated as needed during this chapter.
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the organization that administered the concentration camps from March 
onwards.

The study will show how the trials avoided consideration of the clearest signi-
fier of Nazi genocidal antisemitism. Trial policy was implicated in the process of
conflation and homogenization that characterized occupation policy as a whole
and that created the enduring camp trope. This process was one that would have
wide-ranging ramifications in a world where victimhood was fast becoming
ready political currency.

.   

The start of the first trial at the former concentration camp Dachau, concerning
the very staff that had formerly ruled supreme there, coincided with the begin-
ning of the IMT trial. Though observers from eleven countries were present for
the Dachau proceedings, the Nuremberg trial had attracted some  journalists
and radio reporters, as well as numerous photographers and film operators. In
terms of global attention the latter would steal all of the headlines outside the
USA (and, indeed, many of those within it), and thus the Dachau trial was pri-
marily of relevance in the formation of American opinion.

For one vital reason the American press went even further than its British
counterpart in spring  in distorting the role of the concentration camps ‘lib-
erated’ by that country. Dachau had what appears to have been a small experi-
mental gas chamber, as well as a substantial crematorium. Historiographical
consensus suggests that if any gassings did in fact take place there, they were on
a small, exploratory level. However, in the light of wartime rumours of mass
gassings, the apparently concrete evidence of these facilities and the report of the
US investigating team suggested to many that they had discovered one of the
very worst camps. Many of the early reports contained information on the gas
chambers.

This was an enduring feature. Thus though the proceedings established that
the gas chambers had only been experimental, a report in the New York Times
on the relevant testimony sensationally revealed ‘the wholesale execution of
Russian prisoners in a gas chamber’. Todesmühlen would also refer to mass
gassings at Dachau. Not only did this elide the difference between concentration
camps and extermination facilities, it also exaggerated the use of gas in the mass
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murder of groups other than Jews. These impressions could perhaps have been
tempered from within the courtroom, for the dock contained Friedrich Wilhelm
Ruppert, formerly of the Majdanek concentration-extermination centre. How-
ever, his experiences there were irrelevant chronologically and geographically to
the charges marshalled in the Dachau case.

The extreme vision of Dachau was compounded by the first exchanges of the
trial. The two counts of the indictment were irrefutable, at least in moral terms.
They charged the defendants with acting in pursuit of a ‘common design’ to sub-
ject nationals of countries with whom Germany was at war, and prisoners-of-
war, to ‘cruelties and mistreatment’, including ‘killings and beatings’. This
‘common design’ was not analogous to the ‘conspiracy’ charge used at Nurem-
berg but was rather a device to show that concentration camps were inherently
criminal enterprises and that individual guards must therefore have been crim-
inal parties irrespective of participation in specific, substantive criminal acts.

However, the prosecution proclaimed in its opening statement that it was seek-
ing to prove the defendants were actually engaged in a scheme of outright ex-
termination in Dachau, the chief methods of which were starvation and
overwork.

There is no indication or whether of not the court concurred with the idea of
planned extermination, for the judgement was not accompanied by an opinion.
Prior to announcing sentences the tribunal made the very reasonable declaration
that the regime of Dachau and its sub-camps ‘subjected its inmates to killings,
beatings, tortures, indignities and starvation to an extent and to a degree that
necessitates the indictment of everyone, high and low, who had anything to do
with the conduct or operation of the camp’. The press coverage of the trial and
its aftermath went well beyond this measured statement, however.

Even at the end of , when much had been revealed about more extensive
atrocities during the IMT trial, the New York Times adjudged of the Dachau trial
that it was ‘one of the most odious and feared of the concentration camps set up
by the Hitler regime’. The Washington Star was also sufficiently obsessed to
find one and a half pages for a diary extract on the ‘Horror Camp’ of Dachau.
And it was simply unfortunate when, midway through , the Times Herald
printed an estimate of the dead at the camp which was between six and ten times
too large.
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The Dachau programme went on to consider institutions lower down the
scale of depravity than that of the eponymous camp. A series of trials against the
personnel of Mauthausen, and proceedings concerning the Hadamar ‘mercy-
killing’ institution, touched respectively the worst of the chief penal camps and
one of the nerve-centres of the most successful Nazi genocide—the murder of
the mentally and physically ‘handicapped’. With regard to the Jewish fate, sev-
eral of the sub-camps of Dachau were worse than the main camp itself (though
comparatively little time was allocated to them at the first, most visible trial), and,
indeed, places of greater Jewish suffering such as Mühldorf would be considered
later in the programme. The paramount place of Dachau alongside Buchen-
wald in the American memory of the Nazi ‘camps’ was, however, assured. The
‘Belsen’ trial similarly did little to contextualize that camp within the system of
terror for the British public.

.  ‘’ 

The beginning of the trial of Josef Kramer et al. set the tone for the case. The in-
dictment made no mention of Jews, and that part of it devoted to ‘war crimes’ at
Auschwitz, at which Kramer and several of the other SS personnel had served in
addition to Belsen, did not refer to either gas chambers or mass murder. An art-
icle published on the first day of the trial in The Times referred to the trial as the
‘Belsen trial’—the epithet had already been adopted—but omitted Auschwitz.

The only licensed German newspaper in the western zones, the liberal Frank-
furter Rundschau, was happy to reproduce the British description of Kramer as
‘the Beast of Belsen’, thus accepting and reflecting the bias towards that camp.

The New York Times promised revelations of a ‘gas death chamber’ in
‘Oswiecim’ (Auschwitz), but failed to mention Jews. The opening speech for
the prosecution included only one reference to Jews—the near-precise estimate
of , Greek Jews—taken to Auschwitz, of whom it was noted only sixty sur-
vived.

The prosecutor Colonel Backhouse did, however, differentiate between
Auschwitz and Belsen, stating that conditions at the former were the result of ‘a
policy of deliberate extermination’, whereas at the latter they were brought
about by ‘criminal neglect, . . . deliberate starvation and ill-treatment.’ He intro-
duced the idea of millions of deaths at Auschwitz, promising to bring forward
a witness who would testify to  million murders at the camp (a number far in
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excess of current expert estimates of the total of dead at Auschwitz-Birkenau),

but the Frankfurter Rundschau was again true to the tone of the proceedings
when, amidst its detailing of the scale of the Auschwitz gas chambers, the Jews
were notable by their absence. When Backhouse’s witness subsequently
arrived, she did reveal that the Auschwitz victims were predominantly Jews.

Yet some of the reporting of the opening speech distorted Backhouse’s message:
focusing on Belsen, then describing Auschwitz as a camp with ‘very much the
same routine as Belsen’. The  million figure was faithfully reported in the New
York Times and The Times, but again they referred only to ‘people’ cremated.

Alongside her estimate of the number of Jews killed at Auschwitz, the witness
in question, a Polish-Jewish doctor, Ada Bimko, told of the operations of the gas
chambers, and the techniques used to get the bodies to the crematoria, including
the operations of the Jewish Sonderkommando. Her testimony actually seized
the headline in The Times, and constituted one of the clearest assertions of the
nature of Auschwitz throughout the course of the reporting of the trial; indeed,
it was only in the context of her appearance that the Frankfurter Rundschau got to
grips substantially with the Jewish aspect of the trial. The two other witnesses
to give competent testimonies about the gas chambers at Auschwitz were also
Jewish.

In a moving and informative appearance, Sophia Litwinska described a hor-
rific ordeal when she was on the verge of being gassed. Charles Bendel had been
deported from Drancy (Paris) to Monowitz in December . From January
 his services as a doctor were required in the ‘Gypsy camp’ in Birkenau. He
was thus in a position to observe the arrival of transports of Jews, the ‘selections’,
and the consequent gassings. He witnessed the delivery of the gas in Red Cross
vans, and was one of the first to provide what by now is a staple of death-camp
testimony, in his recollections of the ‘basalt-like’ appearance of the intertwined
corpses in the Birkenau gas chambers. Most of this detail was related in The
Times, though that newspaper concentrated more on the sensational ‘near-death’
experience of Litwinska than on the remainder of her testimony. The infor-
mation was all but absent from the Frankfurter Rundschau and the New York
Times.
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Consistent with the prejudices of the British, however, the first witnesses for
the prosecution were members of the British Army involved in the liberation of
Belsen and in its subsequent administration. The first survivor of Belsen to be
examined was illustrative of an equally judgmental selection: Harold Osmond
Le Druillenec, a Jersey schoolmaster, was reported to be the only Briton known
to have survived Belsen. (Le Druillenec appears to have been something of a
star witness for the British, who utilized him again at the trials of staff of the
Neuengamme camp.) The Jewish witnesses, who had seen far worse than had
Le Druillenec, or indeed the British soldiers, were relegated to later appear-
ances, when the initial impact of the trial had diminished.

The capricious nature of press reporting ensured that substantial attention
was only paid in most British national newspapers to the first of the two months
of the trial proceedings, hindering correction of any early misconceptions stem-
ming from the first days of the case. In addition, the press coverage of those early
phases was far from unproblematic. On at least one occasion, evidence about
Auschwitz was confused with that on Belsen. Dora Szafran had been moved
from the former to the latter in January , but her testimony was reported in
such a way as to give the impression that selections for the gas chamber at the for-
mer had in fact occurred at the latter. Such misapprehensions clearly contrib-
uted to the later description in the liberal American publication PM of the
‘tortures and gas-chamber deaths at the Belsen and Oswiecim camps’; or the
New York Times’ invocation of the ‘Belsen gas chamber’.

Elsewhere in the Anglo-American press, the Jewish Chronicle had allowed it-
self to be distracted from the evidence produced at the trial by the pronounce-
ments of the British defence counsel. Though it was scandalous to announce in
mitigation of the defendants that concentration camps were ‘the common form
in Europe’; that they were little different in nature to Allied treatment of the
Germans; and that they contained ‘the dregs of the ghettos of Central Europe’,
the expression of the newspaper’s righteous indignation at the expense of factual
reporting was not helpful in the interests of the popular record.

The dramatic decline in British and American press coverage began directly
after the testimony of the chief defendant, Josef Kramer. Kramer had been com-
mandant of Belsen at the time of its liberation, and previously commandant of
Birkenau, so the Auschwitz connection in his case was by far the most significant
of any of the defendants. His knowledge of the gassing of the Jews and his role in
the selections for the gas chamber were the crucial issues pertaining to Ausch-
witz, to which much time was devoted in his cross-examination. He revealed that
‘as a rule’ Jews were the only people required to attend selections. Yet the report
in The Times made no mention of Jews and concentrated more on Kramer’s
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denials than his admissions. The Frankfurter Rundschau, on the other hand,
continued to report throughout the closing months of the trial; yet it con-
trived to concentrate largely on Belsen, and even when considering the cross-
examinations of Kramer and Irma Grese, or Auschwitz specifically, avoided the
subject of Jews.

The summing-up of the arguments of the defence and the prosecution by the
judge advocate in the Belsen case was an approximation to a justification of the
verdicts. It contained a fair representation of the evidence forwarded during the
course of the trial concerning Auschwitz, Belsen, the differences between these
two camps, and the fate of the Jews. Of course, there was no indication of which
of the arguments of the Judge Advocate were accepted and which rejected by the
court. Perhaps in recognition of the limited influence of the summing-up on the
verdicts reached, it received as little press coverage as had become the norm since
midway through the trial. The proceedings of the last four days of the first Brit-
ish war crimes trial after the Second World War were received with virtual
silence in The Times and the New York Times. In both, the verdicts were mechan-
ically reproduced alongside either reflections on technical issues of the trial or
consideration of the reactions of the defendants.

The reading of the indictment and the judgement at the beginning and end re-
spectively of the trial of the major war criminals attracted an enormous amount
of press coverage. The judgement was particularly important, in that it summed
up, to the best of the abilities of the judges, the evidence introduced in the trial.
In the ‘Belsen’ trial, however, neither the indictment nor the judgement shed
light on the broad sweeps of Nazi policy. The indictment was necessarily re-
stricted to individual acts of cruelty on the part of the defendants, and did not
introduce the mass murder of the Jews. The judgement, in the tradition of mili-
tary courts martial, was not accompanied by an opinion of the tribunal detailing
the reasons for the verdicts and the sentences.

In sum, if the trial of Kramer et al. did go some way towards challenging ‘nar-
row British parochialism with regard to the war and the Jews’, it did not go very
far. In western Germany, Anglo-American preconceptions about the camp sys-
tem were in turn transmitted through the Allied-controlled press, while the li-
censed German press did not show itself capable of or willing to break down the
evidence from the courtroom. The majority of the defendants were drawn from
Belsen, and even those who had played significant roles at Auschwitz remained
connected primarily with Belsen. It remained ‘the Belsen trial’, and the majority
of newspaper reports on issues pertaining to Auschwitz had either come after, or
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in the context of, discussion of Belsen. The name of Auschwitz was introduced
but there was certainly no consistent differentiation between the extermination
camp and the concentration camps to counteract the barrage of photographs and
reports of the latter at the close of the war in Europe. This lack of clarity was per-
petuated at Nuremberg in the greatest single forum for the investigation of Nazi
criminality.

.       

The inequities of the French and Soviet cases before the IMT resulted from a
combination of the desire of their representatives to downplay Jewish particular-
ity whilst emphasizing their own national suffering and heroism. Indeed, they
were given carte blanche to concentrate upon whichever symbols of suffering
they chose by the prevailing emphasis on ‘representative’ illustrations of Nazi
criminality. Additionally, the paucity of French and Soviet documentary re-
sources meant that they did not make any real investigation of the Nazi adminis-
tration of murder.

Neither team made proper enquiries into chains of command, spheres of
authority, or the way in which institutions fitted into the scheme of policy. Often
the information they propagated was simply incorrect: Soviet Chief Prosecutor
Rudenko described Dachau as ‘a camp of extermination’; the French claimed
they had evidence to the effect that ‘about seven million persons died in [Ausch-
witz].’ The omission of Jews from the Auschwitz story—indeed from almost
everything in these presentations—was repeated in the closing address of the
French Chief Prosecutor, de Menthon.

Nevertheless, the French did bring forth a witness to testify to conditions at
Auschwitz. Marie-Claude Vaillant-Couturier had been transported there from
Ravensbrück, and she became acquainted with many of the horrors of Ausch-
witz. An eyewitness to selections, she described on more than one occasion how
Jews were singled out for murder. She provided a concise layperson’s account of
the gassing process and established that Birkenau was a part of Auschwitz. The
memory of this formidable witness proved accurate in every regard except those
in which she could only speculate; thus she overestimated the number of Hun-
garian Jews arriving in the camp in  as around ,.

The quality and integrity of this account was not necessarily transferred to the
wider publics of the world, however. For though, in consequence of her appear-
ance at Nuremberg, Vaillant-Couturier was interviewed by the Frankfurter
Rundschau, the reporter chose not to ask her anything about her experiences at
Auschwitz. The newspaper opted instead to get her opinion on the issue of the
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‘general guilt’—Gesamtschuld—of the German people. Moreover, in addition
to her strength of character and memory, Vaillant-Couturier had one quality as a
witness that made her attractive to the French, who, like the British with Le
Druillenec, used her in other contexts. She had been deported to Auschwitz as
a member of the French Resistance, and not, as was the case with the vast major-
ity of the rest of her compatriots so treated, as a Jew. The route to Auschwitz via
Ravensbrück was not nearly as common a one from France as that via Drancy, so
she represented the small glory of France rather than the great shame.

In fact the French made no mention at all of Drancy, the Parisian internment
centre which had served as a holding-place for Jews on their way to Auschwitz.
They did, however, bring a witness to testify about conditions in the Natzweiler-
Struthof camp in Alsace, but this was a rather different proposition for them. In
the preparations for the IMT trial when it was decided that individual examples
of generic actions were needed as illustrations, Professor André Gros of the
UNWCC had surmised that the ‘Struthof camp would typify the concentration
camp atrocities’. Struthof held a similar position in the French mind to that of
Belsen in the British, but its selection was almost certainly a concomitant of the
use of the camp by the Nazis for the internment of suspected members of the
French resistance under the ‘Night and Fog Decree’, the Nacht- und Nebelerlass.
The witness concerned, one Cappelen, made no mention of the  Jews who
were gassed in Natzweiler’s experimental gas chamber in order to provide skel-
etons for the Strasbourg University Institute of Anatomy.

The press coverage reflected the bias of the French evidence towards the mal-
treatment of ‘political prisoners’. All that The Times could write of Vaillant-Cou-
turier was that ‘her evidence on conditions [at Auschwitz] bore out the hideous
tale already heard at the Belsen trial’. In a separate issue, evidence was discussed
about gassing at Auschwitz, including the vastly inflated estimate of  million
dead, but Jews were not singled out. Rather, the talk was of ‘a general system of
extermination . . . in all camps’. The Times suggested after some of the French
evidence that ‘the world already knows enough of the Belsen and Dachau trials,
for example, to need any detailed repetition of these monstrous war crimes
now’. (It is instructive to note that in the period from the beginning of the trial
to the Christmas recess, the name of Auschwitz was only mentioned once in The
Times, in a brief reference to the Soviet part of the indictment.)
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The massive destruction wrought on Soviet territory meant that the USSR
did have a very legitimate claim to a sympathetic hearing. Yet, possibly as a result
of the lack of evidence to hand, they attempted to inflate death tolls and appro-
priate suffering at certain camps. At one point the Soviets claimed that ‘,
Russian prisoners of war in Sachsenhausen were annihilated at one time’.

Their opening and closing addresses were replete with references to shattering
statistics of the damage inflicted upon eastern Europe; and while western ob-
servers were dubious about the veracity of these figures, ‘the Russians admitted
to no doubts. Their figures were confidently stated and satisfyingly round.’

Their estimate of the numbers killed at Auschwitz was attained scientifically,
they claimed. By employing ‘rectified co-efficients for the part-time use of the
crematorium ovens and for the periods when they stood empty’, a Soviet extra-
ordinary state commission concluded that the camp had consumed ‘four million
citizens of the USSR, Poland, France, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Romania,
Hungary, Bulgaria, Holland, Belgium and other countries’. This figure was
considerably greater than the actual total. Though it is unclear, political motives
must be suspected for the posting of such a high estimate. What was patently not
an honest error was the failure to mention that the victims of Auschwitz were
primarily Jewish; this failure was duplicated in the Russian references to Treb-
linka and, uniquely in the Allied presentations, the extermination centre
Chelmno in the ‘Warthegav’ area of western Poland annexed to the Reich.

These omissions were mitigated by the one witness whom the Russians did
introduce with experience of Auschwitz. Severina Smaglevskaya, a non-Jewish
Russian national singled out the Jews at Birkenau, who ‘were driven directly to
the crematory, were not registered, were not tattooed, and very often were not
even counted’. Her evidence, when taken in conjunction with that of the detailed
Soviet commission report, painted a picture of Auschwitz which was surpris-
ingly accurate given the circumstances under which it was delivered. Predict-
ably, however, the full insight of Smaglevskaya’s testimony was not passed on to
a wider audience. The information which was relayed in The Times about Ausch-
witz included the  million over-estimate and mention of gas chambers, but the
victims were not recognized as Jews.’

In its broad treatment under the conspiracy count of war crimes and crimes
against humanity, the American prosecution team was predisposed to emphasize
the concentration camps liberated by its countrymen as ‘representative ex-
amples’. Jackson’s opening address, which was also the first set-piece of the trial,
included no references to camps in the section ‘crimes against the Jews’;

Thomas Dodd’s presentation on ‘concentration camps’ included reference to
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‘the infamous Auschwitz’, but also to Mauthausen as ‘one of the most notorious
extermination centers’, and to Flossenbürg as ‘a factory dealing in death’.

Auschwitz would be used only sparingly and inconsistently as an illustration.
The film footage shown of the concentration camps by the Americans featured
only those which they had liberated. It purported misleadingly to show ‘mass
execution gas chambers and furnaces’. In the introduction of the case against
the SS, most of the examples came from Dachau; Auschwitz was only mentioned
in the context of a document drawn up in , when it was still a regulation con-
centration camp. Mauthausen was similarly given precedence over Auschwitz
in the presentation of the cases against Ernst Kaltenbrunner and those organiza-
tions under his command provisionally from May  and permanently from
January —the Gestapo and the SD.

Mauthausen assumed particular importance in this context for three main
reasons. First, there was ‘unequivocal’ documentary evidence of the harshness of
the camp’s regime, according to a directive drawn up in January  which cat-
egorized it separately from every other German camp as the harshest of all the
penal institutions. (It must be noted that this document was drawn up prior to
the inception of the extermination camps.) Secondly, gas chambers—again
small and experimental, although greater killing capacity could easily have been
improvised—had been discovered at Mauthausen. Thirdly, Mauthausen had
been vital in the implementation of the infamous ‘Bullet Decree’, or Kugelerlass.
This was an order to execute Allied airmen who had been caught attempting to
escape, and like the murders of the Stalag Luft III airmen, it aroused as much
anger in the ranks of the Anglo-Americans as any of the Nazi horrors did.
Though Mauthausen was perhaps the worst of the concentration camps, with a
death toll of approximately ,, in terms of scale and victim profile, and the
systematization of murder, it was of a different order to the eastern extermin-
ation centres.

The only American presentation to grasp the importance of the death camps
in the murder process was Major William Walsh’s exposition on the ‘persecution
of Jews’. He referred to reports of Polish origin on ‘Auschwitz concentration
camp’ and on ‘the concentration camp at Treblinka’. Both detailed the production-
line murder of thousands of Jews, though the report on Treblinka erroneously
referred to the use of steam in the murders. The remaining document pro-
duced dealing directly with Auschwitz was the now-famous ‘Auschwitz escapees
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report’ compiled by two former Birkenau inmates, Rudolf Vrba and Alfred Wet-
zler. Walsh quoted the number ‘gassed in Birkenau in the two-year period be-
tween April  and April ’ as ,,. The final item of interest in his
presentation was an affidavit of an RSHA official, Wilhelm Höttl. It reported a
conversation with Eichmann, in which the latter had estimated that the Nazis
had murdered  million Jews in total, ‘approximately four million . . . in the vari-
ous concentration camps’ and  million ‘in other ways’.

Yet Walsh’s presentation was only one of many, and given the conflicting rep-
resentations of Nazi crimes available from the other Americans and from the
other prosecution teams, there was no reason for any observer to be more con-
vinced by his words than those of anyone else. Indeed, readers of the Frankfurter
Rundschau would not even encounter the names of any of the camps, or any spe-
cific methods of killing, from the reporting of Walsh’s presentation. The only
time the death of millions of human beings—‘Menschen’—was recounted was in
the context of Höttl’s affidavit, which the newspaper was quick to point out was
only hearsay evidence.

The press reporting fairly reflected the evidence presented during the trial,
concentrating on the ‘standard’ concentration camps when war crimes and
crimes against humanity were at issue, and on better-known issues of Jewish per-
secution such as the destruction of the Warsaw Ghetto. Höttl’s estimate was
cited, yet no names were suggested for the ‘various extermination camps’ where
 million Jews had been killed. In its ‘review of the year’, The Times made no
mention of Auschwitz in any capacity, though it did refer to ‘the unspeakable in-
famies of such concentration camps as Belsen and Dachau, where thousands of
victims were put to death or allowed to die’.

The prosecution witness SS-Hauptsturmführer Dieter Wisliceny, a subor-
dinate of Adolf Eichmann, introduced the name and assignment of his superior
into the proceedings. He also addressed the deportations from the Balkans to
Auschwitz, and went into detail about the Hungarian deportations. In the Times
report of Wisliceny’s testimony, however, though the idea was finally conveyed of
the mass murder of Jews in gas chambers, Eichmann’s name was given as
‘Aichamann’, and Auschwitz as ‘Oswiecim’, without comment that the latter two
were synonymous. Incredibly though, the most significant eyewitness to the
Auschwitz destruction process was summoned in Ernst Kaltenbrunner’s de-
fence.

Rudolf Höss, the former commandant of Auschwitz had revealed all he knew
of the camp in a series of interrogations by the Americans in the weeks prior to
Kaltenbrunner’s testimony, yet he was not selected as a witness against
Kaltenbrunner, probably because the American prosecution thought that it had
established enough about conditions in the camps. Hartley Shawcross suggests
that Höss was called in—in a move of staggering naïvety by Kaltenbrunner and
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his counsel—‘in a half-hearted attempt to counter the charge of conspiracy by
showing that the defendants did not know what happened in the concentration
camps [sic]’. Smith concurs in this explanation of Höss’s presence, when he
suggests: ‘that [Kaltenbrunner and his counsel] could have so completely mis-
judged public opinion and believed that Höss’s cold-blooded chronicle of mass
suffering and death would be an asset to the defence indicates the degree to
which the American prosecution’s fixation with conspiracy had come to domin-
ate the whole trial.’ In fact Höss was prepared to testify that the murders had
been carried out in secret and that they were not part of a common plan, but his
honesty as to the functioning of the camp ensured that Kaltenbrunner and his
department took their enormous shares of the blame.

As with each witness’s appearance, Höss’s direct testimony temporarily re-
vived the journalistic attention that wilted under Jackson’s documentary ap-
proach. Yet his cross-examination left much unsaid. It was conducted in short
order, and very much in the tradition of the adversarial trial system, with the
American Colonel Amen restricting Höss to confirmation or retraction of state-
ments cited from an affidavit with which he had earlier supplied the prosecution.
The problem with this approach was that Höss, as he had shown in his interroga-
tions, was not interested in obfuscating anything; he had been resigned to his fate
since capture in March . The affidavit against which he was cross-examined
has become one of the most quoted documents concerning the ‘final solution’,
detailing the ‘improvements’ Höss had made at Auschwitz over the killing pro-
cess at Treblinka and the other extermination camps in the Generalgouverne-
ment, and concluding that he had presided over the gassing of . million people
(more than double the probable number), mainly Jews of various nationalities,
with another half-million dying from starvation and disease. It was damning
enough and certainly incriminated Kaltenbrunner, but it considered only a frac-
tion of the detail which Höss had provided during his interrogations.
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Höss’s fortuitous appearance aside, few facets of ‘Auschwitz’—either as a
camp or as a concept—were given substantive treatment at the trial of the major
war criminals. Issues concerning the camp that did arise did so as much by luck
as design, and were dealt with in scatter-gun fashion. ‘Auschwitz’ was largely re-
stricted to the activities of Kaltenbrunner, and to a much lesser extent, Hans
Frank, with occasional prosecution side-swipes at Göring and Wilhelm Frick.

There is no indication that the accumulated evidence about Auschwitz im-
posed itself on the consciousness of the non-Soviet judges as constituting any-
thing other than a particularly bad example of a ‘concentration camp’, which was
exactly how the Americans had portrayed it. The American judge Biddle actu-
ally queried who Eichmann was during the compilation of an early draft of the
judgement. The judges may have shown ‘a strong emotional response to the
atrocities from the first film of the concentration camps down to the often
jumbled testimony of the few victims called as witnesses by the Soviets and the
French’, neither of which were unreservedly helpful, but they did not draw out
the implications of what they had seen.

During the cross-examination of von Ribbentrop, the British judge Birkett
pondered ‘does the Tribunal really need any further evidence about the German
attitude to Jews? It has been dealt with exhaustively.’ This was priorts the cases
of Kaltenbrunner and the Gestapo. Further, the detailed testimony of Vaillant-
Couturier on her experiences at Auschwitz and Ravensbrück was described by a
British Foreign Office observer as being ‘a bright spot . . . Her evidence which
was horrifying in the extreme caused a deep impression’; yet the President
could only observe that ‘the details of the witness’ evidence as to Ravensbrück
seem to be very much like, if not the same, as at Auschwitz’. He asked whether it
would be possible ‘to deal with the matter more generally, unless there [was]
some substantial difference between Ravensbrück and Auschwitz’.

A primitive analysis was the best that could realistically be hoped for, and this
is what was delivered. Ultimately, the IMT went for the ‘safe’ option, and formu-
lated that part of its judgement directly concerning Auschwitz from the testi-
monies of two of the Nazis involved: Höss and Wisliceny. As Franciszek Piper
has observed, the Tribunal did not address the question of how many were killed
at the camp. It satisfied itself with reiterating the figures provided by Höss:
namely that during his time in command ( May  to  December ), .
million persons were murdered at Auschwitz, and a further , died from
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disease and starvation. Wisliceny’s testimony was used concerning the role
of Eichmann’s office in seeking out and rounding up Jews in the German satel-
lites. Examples were cited of the evacuation of , from Hungary and
, from Rumania. Höttl’s report on the total number of Jewish dead also
featured.

Press coverage of the judgement remained largely faithful to the text of the
trial. The technique employed in each nation was simply to quote long passages
verbatim, though the left-wing German Telegraf reflected a widespread trend by
concentrating more on the personalities of the individual defendants, and their
examinations, than on wider historical questions. The evidence was selected
judiciously in The Times and in the Frankfurter Rundschau, which gave over two
special editions to the judgement, and the balance remained the same as in the
tribunal’s written opinion. Yet lest it be thought that the material referred to
here represents a substantial quantity, its volume should be set against the vast
mass of the remainder of the proceedings.

The evidence on war crimes and crimes against humanity was considerably
outweighed by that pertaining to the first two counts of the indictment. The ratio
was reflected in the judgement; the above pronouncements upon Auschwitz and
the murder of the Jews were buried in a document running to  pages. In
simple statistical terms, the judgement devoted as much time each to Mau-
thausen and Flossenbürg as to Auschwitz. Nearly as much space was required
to sum up the evidence on the pillage of public and private property as to pro-
nounce upon the persecution of the Jews.

Interestingly, the names of two ‘camps’ were entirely absent from the judge-
ment. Belzec and Sobibor, which between them may have accounted for the
deaths of nearly  million Polish Jews, were nowhere to be seen. The institution
completing the genocidal triumvirate instrumental in the murder of the majority
of Polish Jewry—the death camp Treblinka—only received one fleeting refer-
ence in the tribunal’s final reckoning on ‘the persecution of the Jews’. Thus the
following imprecise account:

Part of the ‘final solution’ was the gathering of Jews from all German occupied Europe in
concentration camps. Their physical condition was the test of life or death. All who were fit
to work were used as slave labourers in the concentration camps; all who were not fit to
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work were destroyed in gas chambers and their bodies burnt. Certain concentration camps
such as Treblinka and Auschwitz were set aside for this main purpose.

.    ,   

The representation—or rather the non-representation—of Belzec, Sobibor, and
Treblinka has particular significance when considering the depiction of the
Holocaust as a whole. The three killing centres, in the Generalgouvernement,
were the site of the murder of approximately . million Jews from that region of
central and southern Poland, and from the Bialystok district to the north-east.
They were an integral part of what came to be known as Akition(operation)
Reinhard, a larger scheme of murdering and expropriating the Jews from the
aforementoined areas. (Recent research suggests that the code-name may also
have been used to designate operations at Auschwitz.) The three centres were
almost completely successful, killing the vast majority of the Jews in their sphere
of operations, then closing. The first gassings occurred at Belzec in March ,
the last at Sobibor in October . The development of the murder process
in the Generalgouvernement was key to the radicalization of the ‘final solu-
tion’ asa whole; for our purposes the operations of the killing centres therein
became the clearest early expression of the nature of Nazi intentions towards the
Jews.

This thesis is in contrast to that implicit in Martin Gilbert’s Auschwitz and the
Allies, which posits that Auschwitz was the prime signifier of the Holocaust.

For although Belzec, Sabibor, and Treblinka were predominantly concerned
with the Jews of former Poland, and thus lacked the pan-European aspect of
Auschwitz, it should not be forgotten that half of the Jews who perished under
Nazism were Polish. Further, while Auschwitz has become symbolic of the
Holocaust, it only achieved major importance in the Nazi killing programme
from  onwards, and owes its particular notoriety to the well-publicized mur-
der of Hungarian Jewry in , and to the comparatively large number of sur-
vivors who remained to testify to its horrors. The peak killing period of the
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Holocaust was the year from March , a time of widespread localized mas-
sacres in Poland and the Soviet Union, and the operation in tandem of the gas
chambers Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka.

These three centres were three of the four ‘pure’ extermination centres em-
ployed by the Nazis. Functioning in tandem and under the same authority, these
institutions were unique even within the Nazi apparatus of murder. They were
clearly of a different nature to the ‘normal’ concentration camps: lacking the fa-
cilities to support streams of labourers, ‘their sole purpose was to kill as many
people as quickly and smoothly as possible’. Additionally, the victims of the
centres were almost exclusively Jewish, while this was not so in the case of the
extermination centres at Auschwitz-Birkenau and Majdanek.

The absence of Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka from the post-war trials, with
its implications for popular appreciation of the Jewish fate, may only be ex-
plained with reference to a combination of factors. It was in part a function of the
faith in ‘representative examples’; the prosecutions believed they had enough in-
formation about Jewish deaths in the camps, or simply did not wish to furnish
more. Additionally, there were qualitative and quantitative deficiencies in the
documentary and eyewitness evidence available on the camps. We also see the
interplay of the preconceptions and prejudices of the legal actors, the require-
ments of the legal process, and suspicion of eyewitness testimony.

.      ():   

The cloak of official secrecy had been drawn particularly tight around Belzec,
Sobibor, and Treblinka. SS and Police Leader Odilo Globocnik, the director
them of their operations, ensured at the beginning of  that the documents
dealing with it were obliterated; ‘after all,’ he wrote to Himmler, ‘the other basic
works concerning this matter have already been destroyed’. Amongst these
‘basic works’ were the camps themselves. Comparatively small, and of light con-
struction, after they had completed their task they were dismantled, and farms
built on the killing grounds.
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The series of correspondence, of which this document was the last, was a rare
survivor of the Nazi purges, since it was the major documentary source used be-
fore the IMT concerning Aktion Reinhard per se. Few documents concerning
this coded process were actually drawn up anyway, thus any investigation of the
operation was heavily dependent upon eyewitness testimony. Yet there were dis-
tinct problems in obtaining such evidence. The chief on-the-spot perpetrators
managed, one way or another, to avoid contributing their testimonies to the Al-
lied records. Survivors were few, testament to the near-total success of the cam-
paign: only one inmate of Belzec outlived the camp; thirty Jews survived
Sobibor, having escaped in the uprising; and sixty-seven survived Treblinka,
again as a result of a revolt. Nevertheless, there remained sufficient material to
build up a realistic picture of the camps from survivor testimony. The problem
was the Anglo-American preference at Nuremberg for ‘hard’ Nazi documentary
evidence rather than what were seen as unreliable and possibly exaggerated eye-
witness accounts.

A further generic difficulty was of particular importance in the case of Aktion
Reinhard: terminology. Perhaps the most obvious example of this involved
Höss’s testimony, in which alongside correct citation of Treblinka and Belzec he
named Sobibor as ‘Wolzek’, a mistake replicated in many accounts of the com-
mandant’s appearance, and in memoirs of the IMT trial. Vitally, the connec-
tion was not made at Nuremberg between the name ‘Aktion Reinhard’, which
had not been widely known before the trials, and the murder of the Jews of the
Polish territories, of which general knowledge had long been available. This was
more than a semantic problem, for names are the first and clearest terms of ref-
erence, giving shape to a concept and shaping the understanding of it. The ab-
sence of an appellation meant that latent knowledge of mass killings in Poland
was less easily transformed into awareness of the distinct boundaries and exact
nature of this murder campaign. It contributed to the failure to differentiate the
death of a Polish Jew in the Generalgouvernement from a murder in the Warthe-
gau or in the ‘Occupied Eastern Territories’. It also blurred the lines of enquiry
into the specific chains of command and dynamics of the Aktion, and into its ul-
timate, special function. It is undoubtedly no coincidence that the earliest histor-
ians of the Holocaust, who misapprehended the meaning of the name Reinhard,
failed to differentiate between killing systems in Poland.
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Gerald Reitlinger considered that the operation was directed against the Jews
of all Poland, which it was not. Consequently, he erroneously established
Chelmno as part of the Aktion. Raul Hilberg, Leon Poliakov, and Joseph Ten-
nenbaum, in their histories of the murder of the Jews, and even Martin Broszat,
in his later study of Nazi Polish policy, mistook the operation solely for a looting
exercise, which was only the lesser part of the activity. In these accounts we
also see confusion—which has yet to be entirely resolved—over the relationship
of Majdanek to the Reinhard camps. Certainly Majdanek was situated within,
and helped in the murder of the Jews of, the Generalgouvernement, but it was
not directly under Globocnik’s control, and functioned in large part as a slave
labour reservoir for non-Jews and Jews, and as an administration centre for the
loot accruing from the Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka murders. It seems to have
had a more explicitly economic function in Aktion Reinhard than an extermin-
atory one;the same might be speculated about Auschwitz.

The name ‘Reinhard’ was first appropriated at Nuremberg for use solely in
reference to the expropriation campaign. Before the defeat of Germany, there
were only limited clues available as to the true nature of the operation. Those that
did exist had only come to the attention of the Allies through Polish channels,
and they consisted of half-truths, progressively distorted under the duress of
their passage across Europe. We shall consider two. The first is in an announce-
ment made on  November  in London by Dr Ignacy Schwarzbart, Jewish
representative in the Polish government-in-exile. He revealed the names of ten
members of the German administration in Poland considered to be primarily re-
sponsible for the slaughter of Jews in Poland. Fourth on his list was an individual
named Reinhard,

chief of the ‘Annihilation Squad’ (Vernichtungskommando) a unit known as ‘Einsatz-
Reinhardt’. As commander-in-chief of the ‘Annihilation Squad’ [Reinhardt] supervised
sixteen SS sub-leaders specially trained in the Lublin area in exterminating the Jewish
population . . . After training in the Lublin area, where the Ghetto was first liquidated by
them, these members of the annihilation squad were sent to take charge of the extermin-
ation in the Radom, Otwock, Lwow, Falenica and many other ghettos and are responsible
for the killing of many hundreds of thousands of Jews.
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This association probably sprang from the murderous ‘man-hunts’ which
Globocnik and his men orchestrated through the streets of Lublin immediately
prior to the beginning of the deportations.

The second instance concerns a Polish war crimes commission report com-
piled in the second half of . In a discussion of the role of the Einsatzgruppen
in exterminating the Jews, the report concluded that ‘one of these groups, the
Reinhard group famous for its crimes, dealt with the province[s] of Warsaw,
Lublin, Cracow and Lwow [Galicia], in the General Government’.

The association between the name Reinhard and the murder of the Jews,
which these reports suggested, was ignored at Nuremberg, for they were corrob-
orated there by a sole voice, that of one Georg Konrad Morgen, an SS ‘judge of
the reserve’. Morgen’s investigations into corruption in the concentration
camps had led him to a meeting with Christian Wirth. Morgen recounted this
meeting in an affidavit used in the defence of the SS before the IMT; he also testi-
fied at the trial of the SS as a criminal organization. As will be seen later, he went
into much valuable detail about the mechanics of the killing procedure; what is
important here is that he recalled Wirth’s men operated under the name ‘Einsatz
Reinhard’. However, the Nuremberg prosecutors took their lead from the sur-
viving documentation which ostensibly suggested that Aktion Reinhard was
purely an economic concern.

The machinery set up to facilitate the expropriation of the murdered, and to
plough the valuables thus gained into the Reich, was vast. Particularly implicated
in this process was the SS Business Administration Main Office (Wirtschafts-
Verwaltungshauptamt or WVHA), the subject of the fourth subsequent Nurem-
berg proceeding, the Pohl trial. The WVHA received much of the Jewish
property, and channelled money, gold—some of it extracted from the victims’
teeth—and jewellery into an account in the Reichsbank. Significantly, the name
Reinhard came to have many well-known applications and associations in the ex-
propriation process. Those members of the WVHA involved in the process came
to be known as ‘Special Staff Reinhard’, and the abbreviation ‘Reinh.’ appeared
at the foot of documents pertaining to the expropriation process. Moreover,
money stolen from the Jews could be called upon by the SS in the nature of loans
to support economic ventures; these funds were known as ‘Reinhardfunds’.

In the proceedings of the IMT there were only two documentary sources used
which referred to Aktion Reinhard by name. One of these was unremarkable, a
straightforward reference to the economic aspect of the operation. The other
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was the aforementioned series of correspondence between Himmler and
Globocnik on the winding-up of the economic side of the enterprise. The treat-
ment of this set of documents is an example of a vital source of information being
poorly used; for within these communications lay many clues as to the murder-
ous side of the operation.

Despite Globocnik’s admission, recorded within these documents, that ‘the
entire Aktion Reinhard is divided into four spheres’ (namely, the expulsion itself,
the employment of labour, the exploitation of property, and the seizure of hidden
goods and landed property), there was no enquiry as to the non-economic as-
pects. Moreover, the deeper indications within this material of the nature of the
operation were ignored. One such signifier was a claim by Globocnik that ‘the
Action Reinhard was . . . too dangerous’. The second was Globocnik’s request to
Himmler that ‘a few iron crosses might be awarded for the special performances
of this difficult task’. Thirdly, we see a series of allusions to the suppression of the
Warsaw ghetto uprising, which had well-known associations, established before
the IMT, with the extermination process.

Notwithstanding the evidence suggesting the wider implications of the exer-
cise, this series of documents was used only for its economic aspect at the IMT
trial. It was utilized in the trial of the SS as a criminal organization in order to
implicate the WVHA, and again in the case against Walther Funk, President of
the Reichsbank after . The subsequent Nuremberg trial at which the
name Aktion Reinhard was heard most frequently was the Pohl case, throughout
which confusion reigned regarding our subject. At various stages the component
threads of the Aktion, including the murder campaign, were teased out in court,
but ultimately the whole was judged to be an economic affair. Thus while it was
contended early in the trial that the operation was ‘a coldly premeditated pro-
gram of mass murder and gigantic theft visited upon a people whose only crime
was that of failure to be born an Aryan’, the tribunal eventually decreed that it
was only instituted after the murder of these people to ‘marshal their re-
sources’. Conceptions of Aktion Reinhard also varied from prosecutor to
prosecutor.

OCCWC knew that Globocnik was intimately associated with the murder of
the Jews, as was stated at the beginning of the trial. The prosecution also
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spent much time trying to establish Oswald Pohl’s jurisdiction at Auschwitz.

Both Auschwitz and Majdanek were in fact placed under the jurisdiction of the
Inspectorate of Concentration Camps—which was shortly to become office
group D of the WVHA—by a Himmler decree of February . However, the
authority for the mass gassings came directly from the RSHA, not from the
WVHA (though members of the inspectorate did have to oversee the gassings in
the camps and were entirely complicit); moreover, the WVHA had no jurisdic-
tion at all over the operation of Belzec, Sobibor or Treblinka. The connection
OCCWC had between the WVHA and Globocnik concerned the transfer of de-
centralized forced labour camps for Jews in the Lublin district to their joint, dir-
ect control in September  as part of an attempt to centralize the exploitation
of the remaining Jewish labourers in the Generalgouvernement.

As the final judgements in the Pohl trial show, convictions were based on the
defendants’ involvement in the expropriation of Jews from the occupied territor-
ies, and on their involvement in the murderous slave labour programmes in the
concentration camps wherein victims from many groups perished. This comes
as no great surprise, given that the WVHA was concerned with the administra-
tion and inspection of concentration camps, and with the finances of the SS.
Some of the WVHA men were convicted partially on the basis of their know-
ledge of the ‘final solution’, and undoubtedly they all knew of it. However, the
concrete link with the genocide of the Jews was not established because it was not
a direct one at the highest levels.

This must have dawned on the OCCWC prosecutors during the trial. What
must also have become clear is that the chief connection between the WVHA
men and the ‘final solution’ as such was the theft from the murdered; so in many
cases it became the chief aim of the prosecution to establish whether the defend-
ants knew where the loot came from. Thus, in all probability, the narrow inter-
pretation of Aktion Reinhard at the trials: as the limited role of the WVHA in the
murder of the Jews became more obvious, it was in the interests of the prosecu-
tion to concentrate on the economic aspects of the genocide in pursuit of the pri-
mary goal of conviction of the defendants in the dock. The definition of the
operation settled upon during the Pohl trial came to be widely accepted, and not
just by Poliakov and Hilberg. When the Aktion was cited at the later RuSHA
trial, it was described as the ‘administrative task of collecting and distributing the
property confiscated from murdered and enslaved Jews’.
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.      ():   

The name Reinhard was thus divorced from the murder of the Polish Jews. It re-
mains to chart the early historiography of the murder process itself. An investi-
gation of the representation at the trials of any subject necessarily begins with the
question of what was known beforehand. With the murder of the Jews of the
Generalgouvernement, as with the continent-wide genocide, it would be a fair
generalization to answer that sufficient information about the essence of Nazi
policy was available from early days, though little detail was known and much
misinformation was transmitted from occupied Europe. Let us first consider the
information available in Britain, home of the Polish Government-in-exile, dur-
ing the war.

David Cesarani suggests that by , readers of the Jewish Chronicle had
‘learned the approximate meaning of Treblinka, Sobibor [and] Belzec’. This
was certainly true of readers of most organs of the British Jewish press or publi-
cations dealing with Poland and would seem to be a fair summary of the state
of knowledge concerning these camps of anyone interested in the Jewish situ-
ation. ‘A comprehensive report, which described . . . the operation of the gas
chambers in western [sic] Poland, and which unequivocally related these devel-
opments to a systematic German plan to murder all of Polish Jewry, [appears] to
have reached the [Polish] government-in-exile [by] the end of May [].’

This report came from the underground Bund leadership in Warsaw, and an-
nounced that ‘the extermination of the Jews in the territory of the so-called
Government-General started in February  . . . In March, some , Jews
were carried off in “an unknown direction” out of Lublin in sealed railway cars.’
The ‘gist’ of this report was broadcast to Europe by the BBC on  June ; the
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Daily Telegraph also carried details of the report on  June, and again on 
June.

More importantly, at the end of November a report by Jan Karski, a courier for
the Polish Government, was publicized after being submitted to western leaders.
It relayed the information that, on the basis of a Himmler order of March ,
Jews were being deported to

special ‘exterminating camps’ near the townships of Treblinka, Belzec and Sobibor
where they were murdered in wholesale massacres [and] since the story of the deport-
ations [to Treblinka] from the Warsaw ghetto had now broken in the West, and Jewish cir-
cles had begun finally to absorb the notion that Polish Jewry was being subjected . . . to a
deliberate program of total biological annihilation, the [Polish Government-in-exile] had
to take some official cognizance of events’.

This ‘cognizance’ took the form of a note, dated  December, by the Polish
Government to the governments of the United Nations concerning the exter-
mination of the Polish Jews. This note elicited a speedy response from the Allied
nations in the form of a joint declaration condemning Germany’s ‘policy of cold-
blooded extermination’ and naming Poland as ‘the principal Nazi slaughter-
house’. For the purposes of this study, the important element of the Polish
Government’s note was its reiteration of the report naming Belzec, Sobibor, and
Treblinka together as extermination camps in Poland, and the claim that these
camps were not only the recipients of the Jews from the Warsaw ghetto, but also
of the Jews from ‘other ghettos in Central Poland’.

Reports on the murder of the Polish Jews came amidst much other news about
the war, and even the Jewish and Polish publications had other priorities ranking
alongside and often above transmitting information about Nazi atrocities in Pol-
and. Also, Karski’s report was in the main devoted to purely Polish issues. Yet
despite its scrappy nature, it is evident that sufficient information had come to
light for those so inclined to compile surprisingly accurate accounts of the
General gouvernment killing centres, which were marred only by persistent and
peculiar misconceptions regarding the methods of killing. In any case, it was the
prosecutorial and judicial task, as well as that of the Polish Government-in-exile
and of subsequent historians, to separate ‘fact’ from fiction, detail from gener-
ality.

The Black Book of Polish Jewry: An Account of the Martyrdom of Polish Jewry
under the Nazi Occupation, published in New York in , was an example of
what could be made of the information coming out of Poland. Pulling together
various Polish accounts, this publication, which was sponsored by Eleanor
Roosevelt and Albert Einstein amongst others, detailed the murder of the Jews of
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the Warthegau by ‘a special gas-chamber car’ at Chelmno. More relevantly,
The Black Book included a detailed chapter on Treblinka.

The report contained only one substantial error, involving the method of
murder at Treblinka: after correctly describing the cramming of Jews into special
chambers disguised as bath-houses, and the fact that the doors of the chambers
were then hermetically sealed, the report declared that ‘the slow suffocation of
living people [began], brought about by the steam issuing from numerous vents
in [the chamber]’. In fact, the murders at Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka in-
volved the use of carbon monoxide exhaust fumes, generated from a diesel en-
gine. However, the nature of the actual substance used to murder the Jews within
the gas chambers was intelligence to which very few were privy. The rest of the
information outlined here regarding the gas chambers of the three camps, and
Treblinka in particular, was more widely disseminated. We shall consider some
of the material directly and explicitly available at Nuremberg.

At the end of , the reformed Polish government submitted a symbolic in-
dictment to the IMT listing evidence under all four counts pertaining to that
country. It contained extensive details on the extermination camps, including
their Jewish specificity. Perhaps most importantly, OCCPAC had at its dis-
posal analysts who had consulted much of the aforementioned evidence, in add-
ition to reports from the US War Refugee Board. In particular, OSS agents had
been deployed to seek out information germane to the broad conspiracy charge,
including that on the persecution and extermination of the Jews. The resultant
studies not only included perhaps the earliest investigations of Eichmann’s
‘Referat für die Judenfrage’, and proper differentiation between the concentra-
tion camps as the Americans perceived them and the annihilation centres; they
also established a hierarchy of the latter category. The largest they recognized as
Auschwitz-Birkenau, establishing also the Polish name Oswiecim; below that
they listed Majdanek, Treblinka, Belzec, and Sobibor. A detailed Polish govern-
ment report on Chelmno also featured.

Polish war crimes commission reports, compiled in much the same way as The
Black Book, were the chief repository of survivor and bystander testimony on the
Reinhard camps at the trial of the major war criminals. The most relevant such
report was an indictment by the Polish Government of Hans Frank, for the
establishment in his territory of the ‘extermination camp at Treblinka, intended
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for mass killing of Jews’. Containing much of the same information about
Treblinka as The Black Book, this report detailed the progression in the persecu-
tion of the Polish Jews, culminating in the decision about ‘a complete annihila-
tion of the ghettos’. It declared that

The Jews had simply ceased to exist. Special camps were established for this purpose,
where the destruction of human lives was carried on by mechanized means. The best
known of these death camps are those of Treblinka, Belzec and Sobiber [sic] in the Lub-
lin district . . . The victims were recruited chiefly from the General Government, and
particularly from the following districts: Warsaw, Radom, Lublin, Krakow and Lwow,
but Jews from outside the General Government were also sent there, particularly from
the Bialystok district.

These details are all accurate. The only inexactitude again involved the methods
of murder. Links with the stories emerging from occupied Poland are obvious,
when we see that the report stated that the victims of Belzec, Sobibor, and Treb-
linka ‘were put to death . . . by hitherto unknown, new methods, gas and steam
chambers as well as electric current employed on a large scale’. However, it was
not possible for reports such as this to relate the mechanics of the murder
process; expert testimony would be needed for that. Rather, these reports served
to establish the existence of the extermination centres.

Aside from the words of Höss, expert testimony was available at Nuremberg
courtesy of two SS men, who by various means had gained first-hand experience
of the extermination centres. Moreover, as non-victims, the weight of their tes-
timony was ostensibly greater, to OCCPAC at least, than that contained in the
war crimes commission reports. The first witness was the aforementioned SS
judge Konrad Morgen, whose wartime investigations had led him on one occa-
sion to Auschwitz, and on another occasion to an encounter with Christian
Wirth, inspector of the Reinhard camps. Morgen’s testimony, as a witness for the
defence in the trial of the SS as a criminal organization, recounted that meeting.
Wirth had described the method of gassing which he claimed to have developed,
using the exhaust fumes from internal combustion engines, and, importantly, the
implication of personnel used in the ‘euthanasia’ campaign, killers who had
gained their experience with lethal gas in the murder of Germany’s physically
and mentally disabled.
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The second expert witness to the Reinhard murders contributed his testi-
mony to the trials posthumously. This was Kurt Gerstein, head of the ‘Technical
Disinfection Services’ of the SS, and expert on Zyklon B, the gas used in the
murder process at Auschwitz. He was qualified to report on the Reinhard camps
because in August , as part of a mission to research the possibilities of using
Zyklon B instead of diesel-exhaust fumes in the murder process, he visited
Belzec and Treblinka, and the construction site of Majdanek. His comprehen-
sive report on the mission, written in May , included mention of the loca-
tion of each Reinhard centre. The section on Belzec covered every aspect of the
killing process and has become one of the best-known eyewitness accounts of the
Holocaust. As Saul Friedländer points out, it was accurate in every detail ex-
cept those that Gerstein could only surmise, such as his huge over-estimate of
the number of victims of the campaign. Moreover, in order to add greater
weight to his statement, Gerstein handed over to the Allied troops to whom he
had surrendered a series of bills for the large-scale purchase of Zyklon-B by the
RSHA, which were written in his name.

So the seeds were sown for an investigation into the killing centres. Though
not always accurate in detail, the Polish commission reports provided a good
overview, and gave ample basis for further investigation. The Gerstein and Mor-
gen testimonies provided concise accounts of the camps, their processes, and
administration. However, none of these pieces of evidence was used in the for-
mation of the judgement.

The case of Governor-General Hans Frank was the most obvious arena
amongst those of the individual defendants in which to seek information con-
cerning the murder of the Polish Jews. It was true, as Frank protested, that the
camps were not run under his authority but under that of the SS and Police, but
his acquiescent awareness of their existence within his territory cannot be
doubted.

The camp in the Generalgouvernement receiving most frequent mention was
Majdanek; Sobibor was entirely absent; and Belzec had only a passing refer-
ence, by the defendant, as he tried to illustrate his innocence in the ‘final solu-
tion’. While the IMT conceded that Frank was ‘a willing and knowing
participant . . . in a programme involving the murder of at least three million
Jews’, there was no mention of where the Jews were killed. And though the
judgement concluded that ‘the concentration camp system was introduced in
the Government General by the establishment of the notorious Treblinka and
Midanek [sic] camps’, this statement was in the context of a paragraph dealing
with the repression of the Polish population, rather than with the extermination
of the Jews.
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The Polish war crimes commission report on Hans Frank was used once by
the American prosecution in an introductory presentation on the persecution of
the Jews, but not in the direct case against him. Its absence from the latter cer-
tainly sprang from the consensus that, while the report would serve to illustrate
some general points, it was not reliable enough to use as evidence to help convict
a defendant. More surprisingly, given that it came from the side of the perpet-
rators, neither Morgen’s nor Gerstein’s evidence was used by OCCPAC, nor by
the IMT or the subsequent Nuremberg tribunals.

We have already seen how Aktion Reinhard figured in the Pohl trial. The link
with the first subsequent Nuremberg trial, the Medical trial, involved those
‘euthanasia’ specialists who had lent their expertise to Odilo Globocnik to help
murder the Polish Jews. As the major source of information then available on that
link, Gerstein’s affidavit was introduced by OCCWC and was accorded ‘judi-
cial notice’ by the tribunal. The President, however, declared that, owing to the
importance of the matter, all efforts should be made to bring Gerstein to Nurem-
berg to testify in person; unfortunately, Gerstein had committed suicide in the
summer of  while a prisoner of war in a French jail.

It is evident from the indictment that the prosecution had some idea of the
connection between the defendants and the ‘final solution’, but owing to the
lack of ‘hard’ documentation, the (infrequent) discussion of the matter revolved
largely around assertion and counter-assertion. Nothing was heard of the
‘final solution’ in the judgement on the relevant defendant, Viktor Brack.

Some of the reasoning behind the omission was made explicit in the pronounce-
ment on his co-defendant Karl Brandt (who did not in any case have a direct con-
nection with the extermination camps): quite simply, sufficient incriminating
evidence existed on other counts to gain convictions without reference to the
genocide of the Jews.

At least in the Medical trial the Gerstein report received judicial consider-
ation, however. In the IMT trial, it was not even brought to the attention of the
judges. Both the American and the French prosecutors knew of it, but the
French, to whom Gerstein’s information was initially entrusted, ironically chose
only to emphasize the invoices for Zyklon-B which, it will be remembered, were
attached by Gerstein to his statement to add authority to the latter. A small
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industry has grown up around the question of why the report was not allowed
more attention, given not only its importance, but the extent to which Gerstein
and his associates, and the French authorities after them, had gone to establish
his credentials. Some of these have been linked with Gerstein’s own wartime
experience, which was in many ways as remarkable as his testimony. At one ex-
treme there is the conspiratorial suggestion that French Catholics were keen to
obscure his story, and thus the fact of his failed attempt to elicit a reaction from
the Papacy to the detail of the ongoing Holocaust. Adalbert Rückerl has sug-
gested alternatively that the report was dismissed as ‘gross exaggeration, if not
entirely the fabrication of a sick mind’. Perhaps the French simply did not ob-
serve the correct procedure for entering a document into the record—but then
they could simply have re-entered it if it was thought of sufficient importance.

OCCPAC considered it but clearly did not think it merited use, whether in
line with the general distrust of eyewitness evidence or the more specific distrust
of evidence from anti-Nazi sources.

In a hierarchical evidentiary system of evidence it took more than the word of
a dead man, whoever he was, to establish the terrible truths that Gerstein had
sought to transmit. The Zyklon-B bills, though no less astonishing in their own
way than his story, were more appropriate, it was thought, for the courtroom.
The prosecution before the IMT was ‘playing it safe’ again, as would the tribu-
nal itself in the judgement on Frank and in the pronouncement on Auschwitz,
and as would the subsequent Nuremberg tribunal in the case of Brack.

This is not to imply criticism of the prosecutions or the tribunals, but rather to
highlight the differences between legal and historical evidence. Reitlinger, Polia-
kov, and Hilberg could all use Gerstein accurately for their own ends, but they
had a very different interpretation of ‘doubt’ to that of the Nuremberg jurists.

In tribute perhaps to their profession, the outstanding quality that these histor-
ians all displayed was a propensity to penetrate the dense web of preconception
which had been spun around Nazi camp criminality during and after World War
II. Such prejudice invalidated the unique insights of Konrad Morgen as a
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defence witness for the SS. Though he went on to testify in the ‘subsequent’
trials, his words continued to arouse scepticism.

Doubts over Morgen’s testimony arose chiefly from his attempt to differenti-
ate the management of the extermination centres from those of the orthodox
concentration camps. (Obviously in terms of the case in hand he was fighting a
losing battle, because the SS in some form had a hand in both of these group-
ings.) But the detail and nuances of Morgen’s testimony were lost because he
spoke truths that no one was yet ready to hear. He described visits to Dachau and
Buchenwald in the course of his duties, and his relatively pleasant depiction of
these camps, which had for some time been established in the western mind as
examples of the worst of Nazi atrocity, cast all of his testimony into doubt.
While summarizing the evidence against the SS, the British prosecutor David
Maxwell-Fyfe declared with vitriol to the IMT that

On the face of it, the evidence which has been given by almost all the witnesses called
before your Commissioners [in the organization cases] is untrue. You yourselves have
seen and heard some of the witnesses, selected by Defence Counsel . . . The witness Mor-
gen described the variety theatre, the cinema, the bookstalls, and the other amenities of
Buchenwald. Dachau, he said, was a recreation camp.

Yet it is evident that Morgen visited the camps long before they descended into
the state of complete disrepair and depravity in which they were discovered by
Allied troops. Besides, we know from the evidence of Eugen Kogon, formerly an
inmate at Buchenwald, that that camp did indeed have the facilities described
above, though for privileged inmates and for a restricted period. Further-
more, it is not surprising that the camp administration would have attempted to
give as favourable an impression as possible to an investigating judge. Finally, it
is evident with hindsight, given Morgen’s later testimony at the Pohl trial, that he
was speaking of the camps in relative terms. In the latter case, Morgen stated that
after he had heard about the establishment of the extermination facilities at
Birkenau, and ‘in the General Government under the Eastern Territory [sic]’, he
had tried to find out whether gassing took place in other concentration camps as
well: he ‘really did not find anything like it’.

At the Pohl trial Morgen also tried to establish the differences between Ausch-
witz I and Auschwitz II (Birkenau), as between a concentration camp and an
extermination facility. Asked by the judge whether he would apply the same
reasoning to Dachau, ‘where the gas chamber was actually within the compound
of the concentration camp’, he denied the existence of a gas chamber at Dachau.
The judge responded with the claim that ‘we know about the false shower bath,
and we know about the crematoria, so don’t . . . try to tell us there were no
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exterminations at Dachau . . . There is not any question about it.’ Morgen could
only point out, before the defence was told to move on, that ‘the presence of a
crematory does not necessarily prove that people were being gassed before being
taken to [that] crematory’. On this particular question, however, the ignor-
ance of the IMT, the tribunal in the Pohl trial, and the various prosecutors of the
nuances in the system of Nazi atrocity, led to scepticism as to the value of the
whole of Morgen’s testimony. At the IMT trial counsel for the defence was in-
structed not to waste time, and the final statement of the prosecution on the in-
dicted organizations labelled Morgen a ‘famous perjurer’.

This episode illustrates better than any other that trials faced many of the
same pitfalls as broader occupation policy. It traces a peculiar circularity as a mis-
sion to inform about the past was itself shaped by influences prohibiting full
understanding of that past. The Allied mission was not simply historical, how-
ever; it was overtly political. As such, the particular nature of the past it recreated
would have an immediate relevance as well as importance for posterity.

. 

The decision not to document the murder process Aktion Reinhard resulted in a
certain posthumous triumph for Nazism. The cynical prediction that in the ab-
sence of obvious physical evidence no one would believe the survivors proved
substantially true. There was a distinct failure at any of the Nuremberg trials to
confront the murder of the Polish Jews. Belzec and Sobibor barely received a
mention in the proceedings of the trials, despite much anecdotal evidence as to
their existence and role. Treblinka appeared scarcely more often, with the excep-
tion of the eyewitness accounts provided by the Soviets at the IMT Trial. The
total of  million Jewish dead was promoted at Nuremberg, but in an atmosphere
where statistics were hurled around with abandon and where false equivalencies
were regularly drawn—both unconsciously and wilfully—between victim
groups. The press coverage of the trials served only to magnify the distortions of
the courtroom.

The popular record of the ‘camps’ which the trials helped to form consisted of
a mixture of inflated accounts of the better-known establishments and, in as far
as Auschwitz was described, uncertainty about the numbers killed there or the
identity of the murdered. OCCPAC never really got to grips with Auschwitz as
anything other than a particularly bad concentration camp and the Dachau and
Royal Warrant series focused upon western camps, their sub-camps; and ‘labour-
education’ camps. OCCWC did conduct trials of direct relevance to Auschwitz,
in the Farben, Krupp, and the Pohl cases. By that time, however, through 
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and , the trials were receiving minimal attention other than as objects of ad-
verse criticism. Moreover, the Pohl trial dwelt significantly on the western con-
centration camps alongside Auschwitz, and the institutions that were examined
in the Milch case and the Medical case respectively were predominantly the Ger-
man concentration centres. In the French zone, of the twenty-seven most prom-
inent trials, the ‘grands procès’, those pertaining to camp criminality concerned
Ravensbrück, the Wurttemberg and Neckar complexes, and a series of smaller
institutions all in Germany. Finally, of the myriad small cases of ‘crimes
against humanity’ tried in the western zones under control council law and often
by German jurists between  and , the concentration camp subjects were
Buchenwald, Ravensbrück, and Kaufering, and in one sole instance an eastern
extermination centre: Sobibor.

The slant of knowledge passed down is reflected even in the work of one as
acutely concerned with Germany’s war record as Heinrich Böll. His first full
novel, Wo warst du, Adam?, conceived and written in the late s and published
in , was exceptional amongst contemporary literature anywhere in con-
sidering the fate of the Jews. Yet the picture is confused. The camp to which
sixty-seven Hungarian Jews are brought, in murderous conditions, towards the
end of the war, is a small, ‘northern’ concentration camp rather than an eastern
extermination camp. That all the current inmates must be killed is a reflection
of the reality of the final period of the war—the lack of railway facilities with
which to deport them deeper into the Reich in the face of the advancing
enemy. The regular ‘selection’ procedure for the living and dying is based
upon a gradation of the singing ability of the new arrivals. The best, scoring zero,
are safe, entering the camp choir; the worst, scoring ten, are given little chance
of surviving longer than two days. This is not the stuff of systematic murder,
but of capricious individual killings enacted at the behest of that beloved stock-
figure of post-war caricature, the tyrannical and perverse SS commandant. Be-
yond these problems, the one Hungarian with whom the reader is asked to
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identify—the emblematic victim of this novel—is a converted Catholic Jew,
Ilona.

If Böll, like Eugen Kogon, and like OCCPAC, the IMT, and the Pohl tribunal
could not bring out the full spectrum of the qualities of murder practised by the
Third Reich, how, it might be asked, could the average bystander? It is certain
both that the professional researcher could discover in some detail the ‘truth’
about the extent and intent of Nazi genocide, and that many Germans unfortu-
nately did not need to be told it by the new authorities. But there was a substan-
tial remainder of Germans who could be discerned by their passivity on either
side of the defeat, and this is to say nothing of the Allied publics. If the darkest
deed of Nazism, the murder of the Jews, was to be comprehended, to transmit to
these people the nuances of the camp system was vital. The earlier study of Allied
occupation policy, however, suggests that such revelation was thought neither
necessary nor particularly desirable.

None of this is intended to diminish the concentration camps, or the fate of
non-Jewish peoples. Nor should it support German apologia of ignorance by
suggesting that the majority were unaware of the brutal Nazi repression of the
Jews. (Interestingly in this connection, knowledge of the early shooting mas-
sacres in Soviet territory may have been more widespread than the more system-
atized murders in extermination centres.) It is, however, testament to the poor
quality of the information available vis-à-vis the grades and direction of persecu-
tion. Besides, all Germans knew of ‘the concentration camps’, if only as a
concept enforcing civil obedience—the very reason they were instituted; educa-
tionally, the eastern extermination camps were more important, for they had
been somewhat veiled by distance, secrecy, and rumour.

Barely a month after VE Day, when the western concentration camps were
still on many lips, the regulation German response upon the mention of atroci-
ties was ‘we have already heard much about this’. The Germans—and the
British and Americans—were only to hear more of the same. The failure to dif-
ferentiate between Dachau and Treblinka or between Auschwitz I and Birkenau
was a failure to distinguish murderous persecution from outright genocide, the
Nazi oppression of political opponents from the decimation of European Jewry.
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And while capable historians could make the distinction, as they could cut
through most of the veil of secrecy surrounding Aktion Reinhard, it is in the va-
garies of popular perception that such potential confusions find their most fer-
tile soil. Moreover, in a post-war world where the automatic reflex of every
nation that fell under the Nazi yoke was to stress erstwhile distance from and re-
sistance to Nazism, whatever the truth of the matter, a prevailing emphasis on
institutions where non-Jewish Germans had been incarcerated in some numbers
was an invitation to German self-exculpation. Thus to the next chapter, and the
role of the trials in establishing consciousness of the extent to which German
society had been subverted by Nazism.

As an addendum, however, it is worth considering a philosophical question:
namely, whether any one crime or institution can be ‘representative’ of the mur-
der of the Jews, as the Nuremberg prosecutors thought. Auschwitz—that which
has entered the popular consciousness as metonym for the Holocaust—could
not be representative of anything other than itself, for the simple reason that
nothing was the same as Auschwitz. Majdanek was perhaps the most comparable
institution, combining aspects of the extermination camp and the labour camp,
yet Majdanek was not a place of primarily Jewish suffering. Auschwitz probably
consumed more victims than any other individual camp, but this should not sug-
gest that the gassing of a Jew at Auschwitz was in any way typical of the deaths of
Jews in other extermination camps, and not simply because the number of Jews
murdered in other such camps was in total much greater than the  million of
Auschwitz. The consideration of the murder of approximately . million Jews
in shooting massacres is another matter again. If anything, the ‘pure’ extermin-
ation centres of Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka (and Chelmno) were, as Pierre Vidal-
Naquet has suggested, a closer approximation to ‘absolute negativity’ than was
Auschwitz.

Moreover, while Auschwitz became the epicentre of the genocide from ,
before then that dubious distinction belonged, first, to the western areas of So-
viet territory, then to the Lublin district of Poland. This leads us on to a socio-
logical consideration of greater representational importance than the bare
topography of the killing process. The vast majority of Holocaust victims (five-
sixths) were not westernized, assimilated Jews, transported half-way across
Europe; they were not Anne Frank, or the German Weiss family from the Holly-
wood soap-opera Holocaust, nor were they the Americanized Hungarians care-
fully selected for Steven Spielberg’s film The Last Days; they were primarily
Yiddish speakers from in and around the Pale of Settlement who were murdered
in the lands of their birth. It was of such people that Gerald Reitlinger, one of the
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earliest historians of the ‘final solution’, wrote the following: ‘the Eastern Euro-
pean Jew is a natural rhetorician, speaking in flowery similes . . . sometimes the
imagery [thus conjured] transcends credibility’. This instructive and unfor-
tunate remark could have come straight from the mouth of Robert Jackson, and
is a suitable epitaph to the oft-displaced memory of the murder of Polish Jewry.
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CHAPTER FOUR

The Failure of the Trial Medium: Charting the
Breadth of Nazi Criminality

If the war crimes trials did not convey the depths to which Nazism had sunk,
what then of the breadth of German malfeasance? Despite blurring the forms
and subjects of persecution, the trials and other media, and pre-existing forms of
German and Allied popular knowledge, contributed to a general awareness of
German atrocity. Who was blamed for these crimes?

The locus of blame varied according to time and place. On one level, in the lib-
eral democracies, and particularly Britain, Germans as a whole were held re-
sponsible. The remarkable durability of wartime stereotypes down to the
present—as manifested at international football matches and in much of the
rhetoric against further European integration—is testament to popular identifi-
cation with Ernest Bevin’s vitriolic ‘I hates [sic] those Germans’. This type of
blanket association of Nazism with the whole of German society finds some re-
flection in remarks made by the Israeli ambassador at the opening of a touring ex-
hibition in Aachen in April .

The exhibition was the well-known and self-explanatory ‘War of Annihilation
[Vernichtungskrieg]: The Crimes of the Wehrmacht from  to ’, and the
ambassador declared that ‘hardly anyone in Israel is interested in it because no
one can understand what it has to say that is new’. The Israeli reaction to the ex-
hibition, it seems, differs remarkably from the German, which has been one of
outrage and right-wing terrorism at one extreme and of cathartic eye-opening
and apology at the other, but certainly of great general interest.

The explanations are easy enough to ascertain. A nation that can be identified
with the victims is less conscious of differentiation between groups acting in the
name of the perpetrator nation; conversely, – million Germans served in
some capacity during the Hitlerzeit, so the legacy of military service is a matter
of concern for a large proportion of the population. The record of the Wehr-
macht is in many ways the record of the German people of the Hitlerzeit as
a whole. Moreover, the existence of the Wehrmacht predated Nazism, and
thus congeries of psychological considerations come into play around dichoto-
mies of Germanism and Nazism, continuity and rupture, traditionalism and

 ‘Ansprache des Botschafters des Staates Israel, A. Primor anlässlich der Eröffnung der Ausstellung
“Vernichtungskrieg, Verbrechen der Wehrmacht von  bis ” am  Apr.  in Aachen’, ed.
Ulrich Wisser (World Wide Web: www Verlag Ulrich Wisser, ), –.
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usurpation, and, more specifically, ideological responsibility and ‘apolitical’ sol-
dierly obedience. Conversely, and apparently paradoxically, the German record
of early victory and later stubborn resistance against the vast armies of the USSR
and, thereby, Bolshevism, was a source of pride for many Germans, and the
POWs who eventually returned from the Soviet Union were regarded as heroic
symbols of the German war effort. The immediate post-war world, as a crucial
formative period for modern German identity in general, was a key time in the
establishment of powerful mythologies: the battle over the record of the Wehr-
macht was integral to the self-image of a nation.

The real debate about the Wehrmacht exhibition is psychological, since there
is no legitimate historiographical dispute in specialist circles that the German
army contributed fulsomely to Nazi genocide. Though the Wehrmacht was not
involved in the planning of the ‘final solution of the Jewish question’, it was in-
strumental in facilitating that murder by conquest, and by the logistical support
and protection of the Einsatzgruppen, and also in implementing it with their
own ‘shooters’. Wehrmacht murderousness in Serbia and White Russia was
particularly extensive, while the ideologically informed, Manichaean nature of
the war with the Soviet Union radicalized the German war effort so that ‘parti-
san warfare’ everywhere from  would be met with the most extreme
violence. Greece and Italy, for instance, would feel the massive force of an often-
indiscriminate ‘reprisal’ policy. The military was also directly involved in the
genocidal planning for the policies of enforced starvation of vast areas of eastern
Europe. In the connection of food provision for the invading forces, the military
leadership smoothed the ground for the intentional neglect and ensuing death of
in excess of  million Soviet POWs. Finally, military culpability extended to the
murder of the mentally ill and the ‘gypsies’.

The last twenty-five years have witnessed a flourishing of impressive, schol-
arly studies that have established a hard core of Wehrmacht complicity in Nazi
crimes. The pioneering work of Christian Streit, Omer Bartov, Helmut Kraus-
nick, and Jürgen Förster in particular focused attention on the willingness of
military commanders to issue to their armies, and even radicalize, criminal or-
ders and incitements to genocidal activity. An even more recent crop of litera-
ture has depicted a rank and file that was in touch to some degree with the
ideological priorities of the political regime and hence was receptive to the idea
of ‘atrocity by policy’. Walther Manoscheck has gone as far as to suggest that
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criminal orders and criminal acts are part of a Kriegsalltag—the ‘everyday his-
tory’ of the Wehrmacht at war in the east.

While the most damning recent research is based upon more recently dis-
covered, or hitherto obscure source material, the framework of military crimin-
ality was discerned at Nuremberg. The Commissar Order and the Barbarossa
Jurisdiction Decree were cited, as was the Einsatzgruppen connection. The
Wehrmacht was of course one of Jackson’s and Taylor’s prime targets as they at-
tempted to illustrate the connection between the various criminal enterprises of
the Third Reich. However, as reactions to the exhibition suggest, the awareness
of military actions that OCCPAC and OCCWC tried to foster did not material-
ize. The Barbarossa campaign, the invasion that precipitated the murder first of
Soviet Jewry and then of Jews from all of Europe, was not associated with the
concentration camps, however the latter were comprehended. The enduring
vision, in Germany and the ‘West’ generally, has been of an ‘upstanding Wehr-
macht’. A plethora of English and American war films focusing on the conflict
in western Europe and Africa have perpetuated the image of a hard-fighting but
honourable foe. Erwin Rommel, ‘the Desert Fox’, in particular has been pro-
moted as an exemplar. This chapter seeks to explain within the context of gen-
eral reactions to the trials why they did little to revise conceptions of the nature
of the Wehrmacht’s war.

The salient political context in the propagation of the Wehrmacht’s clean
image was again the Cold War. It altered the agenda to the point of reversal of
many of the principles of occupation policy, including the dismantling of the
Allied trial machinery. Ultimately, from around , it lead to the process of re-
arming Germany as an intrinsic part of a western European defence system. The
leaders of the liberal democracies lost concern for examining the war record of
their new ally, and their counterparts in the BRD proved adept at exploiting the
situation to whitewash the record of German soldiery. The process was consum-
mated symbolically when in  Dwight Eisenhower publicly withdrew any
general accusation against the Wehrmacht.
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The trials themselves therefore became victims of broader occupation policy.
As the latter metamorphosed, the former remained isolated and vulnerable,
symbols of resented Allied hegemony and out-dated accusations of guilt. In-
deed, some of the anti-Communist noises emanating from London and Wash-
ington were utterly incongruous with the messages of those cases that touched
upon the Wehrmacht’s Vernichtungskrieg in eastern Europe.

The trials were attacked as German nationalism reasserted itself, and eventu-
ally Britain and the USA compromised their own previous legal commitments
by the widespread early release of convicted war criminals. To an extent, Jeffrey
Herf ’s juxtaposition of the competing demands of justice on the one hand and
democracy on the other is helpful. Meaningful confrontation with the past gave
way in the face of the need to establish a new order based on the common consent
of a population that did not look favourably upon trials. Decisively important
was the role of the various German élites—politicians, the clergy, bureaucrats,
and, indeed, military officers—in discrediting the trials as Allied impositions.
For the reasons outlined above, imprisoned soldiers were vital chattels in the
game. Thus, after charting the general growth in discontent with the trials, this
chapter will culminate in a case study of the treatment of a single, very significant
officer—Erich von Manstein.

This is not simply a tale of power politics subverting justice. Nor was out-
spoken defence of the Wehrmacht on grounds of misplaced conviction an en-
tirely German phenomenon. The following analysis seeks to examine German
responses to the trials in two contexts. It argues that the Allies did not prepare the
ground for acceptance of the true breadth of German guilt and, furthermore,
suggests that the German rejection of the criminal nature of the Soviet conflict
should be seen alongside broader ‘occidental’ re-evaluations of the war. First
then, the chapter places German reactions to the trial in relation to the compara-
tively intense Allied ‘re-education’ programmes of the early post-war period,
discussing the reactions to the issue of ‘guilt’ in its many guises. Secondly, it com-
pares German attitudes to trials with attitudes in the USA and, particularly,
Britain.

We know that even at the height of the re-educational campaigns the trials
were complemented by didactic frameworks that accorded little priority to the
victims. It is argued here that the introspection which was the key aim of this ‘re-
education’ prompted only sterile consideration of guilt, and that only in a select
few. With its emphasis on German society and, in so far as specific crimes were
pinpointed, the problematic German concentration camps, the ground was pre-
pared for responses that omitted Germany’s most extensive crimes: those com-
mitted to the east of Germany and against non-Germans. The self-reflectivity
that was encouraged was taken to extremes and ignored those that had been cast
as ‘racial other’ by the Third Reich: the Jews and the Slavs.

If the unsullied image of the German army in the liberal democracies is attrib-
utable in large part to ignorance, because the war fought against their armies was
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of a comparatively ‘civilized’ nature, there were also better-informed and influ-
ential voices in Britain and America who were sympathetic to the Wehrmacht
soldiers from the eastern front. Their attitudes stemmed on one side from iden-
tification with the anti-Bolshevik nature of the conflict with the USSR, and that
stance would become more and more popular as the post-war world developed.
But within what was effectively a community of shared interest with other Chris-
tian European nations against the forces of Communism in the ‘east’, in whose
interest it was to ‘relativize’ German actions in the Soviet Union, there was a
more active and closely defined interest-group: military professionals and their
admirers, whose political agenda was as little concealed as that of the Wehrmacht
in the east.

American and British absolution of the Wehrmacht was an important aspir-
ation in Adenauer’s Germany, as the Eisenhower declaration showed. Some of
the key elements in what was a highly effective transnational public relations
campaign on behalf of the German military have been summarized by Jürgen
Förster as follows:

for far too long the memoirs of German generals, quickly translated into English during
the Cold War, shaped the public’s image of the Wehrmacht’s record in the Second World
War. Many a historian relied on such accounts as Lost Victories by Erich von Manstein . . .
Moreover with his book On the Other Side of the Hill (), B. H. Liddell Hart had
already provided them with a large audience to whom they could talk about their cam-
paigns in Europe and Africa and their purely professional part in them. From Nuremberg
onwards, the notion has existed of separating the Führer from his followers, the generals
from their supreme commander, and the Wehrmacht from the crimes of the SS.

The Manstein case study will detail the complicity of Basil Liddell Hart and
many other Allied citizens with the burgeoning German movement that pressed
to distort the nature of the Soviet war and to exonerate convicted war criminals.

.       - :  


‘Never again’ was indeed the motif of post-war British society but, as Peter Hen-
nessy has shown, in real terms it concerned aspirations to a better Britain. Re-
forming the world may have occupied a tiny minority as a possibility, and a
slightly larger number as an abstract concept, but to the mass of people, the prob-
lems were of social security, housing, employment, health, education, and sim-
ply getting on with the peace. The solution was a democratic socialist welfare
state, and if Britain’s needs were served by importing the labour of displaced
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persons from the Baltic States with known fascist, even genocidal, pasts, then
this would come to pass. The episode of labour recruitment under the ‘Euro-
pean Voluntary Worker’ scheme is a good indicator of the lack of sensitivity
with which surviving Jews were treated by a population and government who
were unclear about the exact fate of their kin, and were uninterested in clarifica-
tion.

After the war, the ‘average American’ also ‘knew and cared little about what
went on in Germany. Isolationism, for a while at least, was once again the prevail-
ing mood of the United States. Bringing the boys back home and reintegrating
them into America’s life and economy had first priority.’ For many of those
concerned with broader developments, particularly on the West coast, the war
with Japan supplanted the German conflict. It lasted longer; for US troops, it
had been more brutal, and for the population at a less comfortable distance, than
the European engagement. Again, the evidence is of a lack of engagement with
the fate of the Jews.

None of the above should detract from the vilification of Germany in Britain
and America. The latter had long been subject to the anti-German, and particu-
larly anti-Prussian, influence of Roosevelt, while the official policy of the former
since the Casablanca conference of January  was effectively to equate all
Germans with Nazis. This animosity reached a peak as the concentration
camps were revealed; but it was hatred on the same continuum as had existed
previously when reports came through about the Malmédy massacre or the mur-
der of Allied pilots or POWs. Moreover, the excess of Anglo-American Ger-
manophobia was arguably unloaded in . We have also seen that for various
reasons the symbol of the ‘concentration camps’ did not signify the murder of
the Jews, while the available wartime intelligence on the development of the ‘final
solution’ appears to have made little popular impact. Widespread knowledge of
the Holocaust in the USA developed in the s, and in Britain later even than
that.

The relative prevalence of awareness of the Holocaust in the Federal Republic
(BRD) and now the united Germany is in part testament to the recent success of
educational initiatives within a more open approach to the most sensitive period
of that nation’s past. In order to put the argument of this book into perspective,
scholarly consensus suggests that the seminal stage in the development of West
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German popular consciousness of Nazi genocide was certainly not the Nurem-
berg trials; nor was it the opening in , and the consequent operations, of a
national centre for the investigation of Nazi capital crimes; nor, indeed, the
capture and trial of Adolf Eichmann by Israel at the beginning of the s. The
student movement of the late s, in which the ‘guilt of the fathers’ was
brought to the fore, and the popularization of the story of Anne Frank were
vital, but were surpassed by the screening in  on national television of
the American mini-series Holocaust. As one critic has observed dryly, the
masses were stirred by this soap-opera to a crescendo of self-questioning—and
banal apologia—while the small circle of acknowledged experts remained for the
most part confined to debating the timing of a ‘Hitler-order’ for the ‘final solu-
tion’.

Though in the IMT era the citizens of the Soviet zone were prevented from
genuine slumber by the educative programmes complementing the trials, the in-
filtration of Marxist-Leninist theory ensured that the question, ‘Wie konnte es
geschehen?’—how could it happen?—was never directed at the murder of
Europe’s Jews. It was certainly a function of this instruction that marchers pro-
testing in Dresden about the acquittals and more lenient sentences in the IMT
trial employed the motif ‘Auschwitz demands the death penalty’; but the invo-
cation of the name and the understanding of the phenomenon were worlds apart
in the domain of Communist propaganda. Nevertheless, in whatever form it was
conceived, ‘Auschwitz’ remained largely the property of the Soviet sphere until
the osmosis began nearly two decades later with a series of trials of camp person-
nel in Frankfurt. Little prior adjustment to the nuances of the Nazi murder cam-
paigns was manifest in the west. Thus of a group of forty Cologne schoolchildren
questioned in  on their knowledge of the war, none admitted to awareness of
the genocide of the Jews, or of Auschwitz, Treblinka, or Majdanek, the exter-
mination centres that received any attention in the Allied trials. This should not
imply that repression of the Holocaust was uniform in the BRD, but it does point
to the absence of accurate public discourse.

Shortly after its establishment, the BRD’s Justice Ministry set about creating
a centralized office providing the best legal assistance for the inhabitants of
the Allied prisons. The government followed this up with sustained pres-
sure on the British and Americans to commute death sentences and release
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prisoners. However, the murder of the Jews was virtually absent from school
textbooks. Likewise, no German film of that era concerned itself directly with
Nazi persecution or murder. The list could go on. At best, political efforts on
behalf of the Nazis’ victims were ‘half-hearted’ in comparison with those ‘vic-
tims’ of the Allies, the war criminals. Difficult though it may now seem for us
to believe, the self-image of German victimization was real enough at the time,
with the vast influx of refugees expelled from the formerly German-occupied
territories, the division of Germany, and, before their return, the legions of
POWs in Soviet hands. Conversely, the ‘restitution’ payments made to Israel in
the s can be interpreted as Chancellor Konrad Adenauer choosing a line of
reconciliation ‘less threatening’ to his constituents than the trial of Nazis.

With Adenauer’s canny exploitation of the Anglo-American moves toward
collaboration with west Germany after , the political vista was not condu-
cive to official meditation on the criminal Nazi past. His coalition government
policy reflected his long-held rhetoric about breaking with the past. Even
Schumacher’s SPD came to argue for closure, believing that to be the route to
electoral success. After  we see only a number of socialist activists and Com-
munist party supporters—a very small minority of the West German public—in
opposition.

Yet the window of opportunity for moral re-education was narrower even than
all of this implies. The circumstantial and psychological factors enabling the vic-
tory of forgetfulness, as the political scientist Dolf Sternberger described it—
though it would better be characterized as a victory of displacement—were
established well before the formation of the Federal Republic. Not only in the
course of – did the Americans influentially moderate their intentions from
‘re-education’ to ‘re-orientation’, and substitute the more lenient occupation
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statute JCS  for JCS , it also seems that by the latter year the general
impetus in West German society to ‘draw a final line’ under the recent past—or
at least on the suffering that they had caused, if not that which they felt—was in
the ascendant. By , as we have seen, the Allies were even drawing attention
to Soviet ‘crimes against humanity’. The flow of published accounts of the con-
centration camps by victims dried up after , and public discussion about
that side of Nazi history was silenced, paving the way for the new master narra-
tives of silence or obfuscation or emphasis on German victimhood, or, indeed, of
continued antisemitism. This was attributable to a number of factors including
growing assertiveness as the war distanced itself, mass discontent with the ill-
managed and inequitable ‘denazification’ policies, and, relatedly, disdain for the
authorities as Allied infighting and difficulties in running the country removed
their ‘aura of moral superiority’.

What though of the period of closest proximity to the war, before Allied out-
rage had dissipated? A consideration of the discourses imposed on and promoted
in Germany in – shows that even at the time of the most concentrated
propaganda, the extent of German criminality was not apparent.

.     

Anyone acquainted with the German ‘literature of the ruins’, or with journals of
the native population or of their occupiers, cannot but appreciate the poverty of
the soil in which the Allies were attempting to sow the seeds of ‘re-education’.
The imperative of survival and the prosaic concerns of reconstruction and re-
alignment to peacetime existence necessarily occupied the majority of German
civilians in the direct aftermath of conflict. For a famished people, of whom the
town-dwellers at least were frequently freezing in winter, and in summer were
engulfed by the fetid stench of corpses lying amongst the as-yet uncleared
rubble, Brecht’s aphorism from his reworking of The Beggar’s Opera was entirely
apt: ‘Erst kommt das Fressen, dann kommt die Moral’: ‘First grub, then moral-
ity’.
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Even the ability of the fortunate to concern themselves with broader questions
than their immediate well-being was no guarantee of attentiveness to Allied
pedagogy. The huge resentment of the occupation regimes was in no way
tempered by the imagery of atrocity: as the German metaphor has it, a young dog
is likely to resent having its nose rubbed in its own excrement. Thus concentra-
tion camp photographs often caused disgust and distrust rather than contempla-
tion; conversely, the repetitive visions of mountains of corpses, lacking in any
identity, could even lack emotional impact, save, as has been heretofore de-
scribed, if they actually suggested German suffering.

A further swathe of Germans, cutting across these cleavages, included all
those who would close their ears to the screams of the past out of feelings of culp-
ability, or at least fear of retribution. Amongst their number were the hundreds
of thousands directly or indirectly involved in the campaigns of racial extermin-
ation and repression, and many of the  million former members of the Nazi
party. This braune Erbe (‘brown legacy’) formed a formidable constituency
which was in the main implacably opposed to Allied occupation, punishment,
and re-education, and is of less interest to this study than the remainder of Ger-
man post-war society.

Again multifarious, but probably more numerous, were those conscious of the
role of propaganda in the preceding decade. These were naturally suspicious of
anything that bore its scent. Educational measures would therefore have to
combine a message of sufficient power to make an impact on the German con-
sciousness with the judiciousness required to make the lesson palatable. The first
of these requirements was met, in the short term at least, because the Allies had
at their disposal the photographic evidence of the ‘liberated’ concentration
camps. However, and related to the way in which that evidence was employed,
the second criterion was certainly not fulfilled.
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In its initial, atavistic form, the re-educational imperative was expressed via
the formula of collective guilt—in the post-war German lexicon the Kollektiv-
schuldthese. This concept was most notoriously articulated in Roosevelt’s pro-
nouncements about the principles of occupation policy, and consequently in the
occupation statute JCS . It was less popular with the British planners, fea-
turing more in their rhetoric than in their policies; and at the opening of the
IMT trial Justice Jackson disavowed the principle. Moreover, we know that
JCS  was never fully implemented, the severest provisions ignored. Yet it
was in the spirit of the theory, at a time of Allied non-fraternization with the local
populations, that the earliest and most concerted efforts at mass instruction were
enacted. Concomitantly, the collective guilt charge occupied Germans even after
it had been dropped by the Allies. Nothing could change the fact that Germany
had been forced to surrender unconditionally, with the implicit message that
there was no group who the Allies considered to be untainted; nor, in, say, ,
could the considerable remaining restrictions on the freedoms of the populace be
ignored.

Putting aside for the moment the question of precise intent, the early wave of
re-educative material was certainly substantial. Anyone in western Germany be-
tween  and  sufficiently concerned with current affairs to attend the
screenings of Welt im Film, or to read any of the organs of the military govern-
ment or licensed press would have been confronted consistently with informa-
tion, polemic, and considered reflection about the issues of, and responsibility
for, ‘war crimes’ and ‘war guilt’. Furthermore, there is evidence to show that
awareness of the existence of propagandist aims did not necessarily preclude
trust in information originating from the Allies. Thus research conducted by the
Deutsches Institut für psychologische Forschung und Psychotherapie early in
 on Bavarian viewers of the concentration camp documentary, Todesmühlen,
revealed that although two-thirds of respondents considered the film to be par-
tially or wholly propaganda driven, a majority (. per cent) still believed it to
be factually accurate. Newspaper readers recorded a similar faith in reporting
of the trial of the major war criminals.

Yet faith did not equate to contrition, or even undue concern. Der Tagesspiegel
ascribed the relatively low turn-out for Todesmühlen at Berlin cinemas to ‘fear of
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the truth’. In all probability, they resulted simply from apathy. Very few Ger-
mans felt any responsibility at all when confronted with the concentration
camps, as the statistics emerging from the Todesmühlen questionnaires testify.

Those who did were predictably those with least to be ashamed of. Feelings of
collective unworthiness stemming from shame caused other, predominantly left-
ist intellectuals to withdraw from political engagement; much as the body of self-
conscious writers, pre-eminent amongst which was the Gruppe ’, retreated to
the short story form—Kurzgeschichte—thinking the corrupted German lan-
guage incapable of sustaining the traditional novel.

For most of its recipients, the Kollektivschuldthese was anathema, however.

Undoubtedly it was applied to make all Germans contemplate their own particu-
lar responsibilities; but in the crudeness of its presentation it seemingly equated
the whole with its most criminal elements. Nor was it officially and publicly re-
tracted in the sense in which it had been levelled. As the philosopher Karl Jaspers
implied, the only explicit notion imparted by the widely distributed concentra-
tion camp photographs and reports was: ‘this is your fault.’ We have seen that
it was not at all clear exactly what these images represented; equally, it was diffi-
cult to ascertain from them in what precise ways the ordinary German was culp-
able. It was left to individuals to decipher for themselves the difference between
‘guilt’, ‘responsibility’, ‘liability’, and ‘shame’—which in the early Allied usage
were almost interchangeable—and between degrees of each. Most did not try.
Those who did were likely to face the prospect of either being ignored or con-
demned as treacherous, and this despite the fact that no one who really con-
sidered it accepted the charge as the Allies had apparently framed it, discerning
different levels of guilt, not all of which were liable to punishment, and some of
which were international, indeed universal in scope.

Unsurprisingly, the apologia averred that ultimate and complete responsibil-
ity lay with the Nazi leaders, and perhaps also with the Allied powers for failing
to forestall Hitler. Two chief claims could be made on the Germans’ behalf: lack
of knowledge of Nazi policy and lack of power to influence it. The second of
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these is at least problematic, and the first is simply wrong in the majority of cases.
Some of the individual claims warrant direct consideration.

A former war correspondent who had been on the eastern front with the
Waffen-SS ‘Wiking’ Division declared his willingness to testify before the IMT
against Göring, Fritzsche, and the Reich Cabinet, on the grounds that they had
lied to the German people, leading them into a criminal war, of the nature of
which even his SS superiors were unaware. This was a crude and duplicitous
attempt to exculpate the organizations, which were shortly to come under the
tribunal’s scrutiny; for no one associated with the ideological indoctrination of
SS troops could be anything but clear about their virulent fanaticism.

In more general terms, that  per cent of the German population responding
to an OMGUS survey on the IMT trial claimed that those proceedings revealed
to them for the first time the existence of concentration camps has been taken at
face value by scholars seeking to establish that the trial genuinely contributed to
an early beginning of the process of working through the past. The OMGUS
question is of course indicative of the Allied failure to differentiate between
‘camps’; but given that the orthodox concentration camps had been reported
even in the western press since the mid s, and that ‘Dachau’ had entered
the pre-war German consciousness to the extent of its incorporation in Kinder-
garten rhymes, the claims of ignorance regarding them were invariably self-
serving.

Ludwig Linnhoff, erstwhile Berlin policeman, attempted to disperse blame
even further into the ether with a peculiar tale of obedience to senior orders. He
began by confessing to the IMT court contact committee that subordinate mem-
bers of the SS and party had indeed decided upon the disposition of Jews and
‘half-breeds’ (Mischlinge). However, higher officials could do nothing to alter the
situation, because their juniors were working under the weight of instructions
from the party offices or Hitler himself. The conclusion: Hitler, Himmler, Goeb-
bels, and Bormann were ultimately responsible—and they were all either dead or
missing.

As an evasion of guilt such recourse to putative powerlessness is more com-
plex. Acts of commission were excused by the alleged imperative to obey orders,
or at best by the claim of continued tenancy in an important position in order to
mitigate the severity of decreed measures. Standing by in the face of criminal
activity was justified with reference to the inexorability of such measures and
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the likelihood of punishment for attempting to intervene. The first argument,
adopted by soldiers, industrialists, and diplomats alike, suggested that they were
part of the system whether they liked it or not, but that the real blame lay with the
political leaders. Despite Allied rejection of this defence in the law courts
(though it could be used in mitigation), it retained great currency amongst the
former servants of Nazism. The second contention, adopted by many clergy-
men, and more representative of popular thought, was predicated upon the
claim that most Germans were not part of the system at all; vague allegations
were then made against ‘leading Nazis’, ‘Hitler and the Nazi party’, or the ‘Nazi
government’.

A prime illustration of the latter device is the Stuttgart Declaration of Guilt
(Schuldbekenntnis) of October , made by representatives of the German
Protestant churches. The declaration was as close as any public institution came
to professing moral taint. However, it bears the marks of the reactionary stone
from which it was hewn by Martin Niemöller, Bishops Wurm and Dibelius, and
others who were themselves not free of some form of guilt.

The language of the Declaration was opaque and evasive, making no mention
of specific episodes or victims—a story that will already be familiar. It declared:

we have struggled for many years in the name of Jesus Christ against the spirit which has
found its terrible expression in the National Socialist regime of violence, but we accuse
ourselves for not being more courageous, for not praying more faithfully, for not believ-
ing more joyously and for not loving more ardently.

The barely disguised implication was that those who were ‘truly’ guilty by com-
mission of the undisclosed crimes were set apart; and alongside the ‘solidarity of
guilt’ which the churches shared with the people was, inevitably, ‘a great com-
pany of suffering’.

It is also instructive to note the reflections of those with whom the allegations
of guilt could be said to have encouraged constructive engagement, those who
served to interpret the ways in which ordinary Germans could be deemed
responsible for ‘the concentration camps’. To this end, we will consider three
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influential German media organs of the early post-war years: the liberal Frank-
furter Rundschau the first licensed German-published newspaper in the US
zone; the left-wing Telegraf, published in Berlin and enjoying the highest circu-
lation of any newspaper in the British zone; and Frankfurter Hefte, the journal
co-edited by Eugen Kogon, and credited as being ‘intensively concerned with
the guilt question in its broadest sense’.

From the pages of these three, there is evidence of a considerable prepared-
ness to examine all facets of German public and political life. We see dissertations
on the dangers of fusing the branches of state, and particularly the police, with
overtly political organizations; the role and responsibilities of the military;

the freedom of the press; the conflict between unquestioning obedience to
criminal orders and ‘civil courage’. Numerous slants, and particularly those of
Niemöller and Jaspers, were sought on the broad guilt question. The only
noticeable absence from these undeniably reflective writings was also the crucial
one. The victims find no place amongst all these discussions of structures and ab-
stractions of guilt. We know that even when Marie Claude Vaillant-Couturier
was brought forth in the Frankfurter Rundschau to discuss the ‘German ques-
tion’, the way in which the German question manifested itself, in all its brutal
reality, was absent.

The same is true of Jaspers’ Die Schuldfrage, as it is again of Wolfgang
Staudte’s Die Mörder sind unter uns (The Murderers are amongst Us, ) This
film is unique in early post-war German cinema in confronting the issues of guilt
and wartime criminality, having as the chief malefactor a commanding officer of
the army who is shown to have ordered the execution of  men, women, and
children in Poland. It has become a classic, and remains a powerful, haunting
vision of post-war Germany. However, the victims are recalled only in flashback,
with all the associations of characterlessness and lack of agency that that implies.
The chief dynamic of the film involves an embittered former subordinate of the
officer who wishes to exact his own justice, and the perpetrator himself, now back
in his comfortable family setting.

One of the contentions of this and the previous chapters is that in the absence
of adequate information about the misdeeds for which guilt was to be felt, it
would never be properly allocated or fully accepted. The failure of Allied guilt
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propaganda in focusing solely upon the perpetrator society was inadvertently
illustrated in the words of Kogon and his fellow editor, Walter Dirks, when dis-
cussing the IMT trial as a historical event: ‘in this connection we are not inter-
ested in the contents of the proceedings’, they wrote, ‘but rather the proceedings
as such’. Thus to Kogon and Dirks, the fact of the message rather than the de-
tail was important; but, as the issue of ‘concentration camp’ representation and
Kogon’s own Der SS-Staat shows, it was impossible to divorce detail from inter-
pretation. This was Raul Hilberg’s meaning when he described his magnum opus,
The Destruction of the European Jews, as a compilation of minutiae.

It seems that ordinary Germans could meet the Allied accusations with one of
four responses, the latter three of which were actually accommodated by Allied
policy. Automatic rejection of any guilt springing from a desire to flee outright
from the truth was an unalterable reaction of many, particularly of the more-
or-less active Nazis. But there is evidence that in numerous other Germans such
a reaction derived from the shock of the Kollektivschuldthese and the numbing
effect of the concentration camp images. The response of considered
rejection—whether genuine or self-exculpatory—was provided for, because of
the way the Allies had framed their propaganda. The ‘Jewish factor’ in occupa-
tion policy and the use of totemic German victims is sufficient illustration that
even the most desirable answer to the Schuldfrage—acceptance of some form of
responsibility—did not equate to true knowledge either of the self or of the war,
for the most heinous acts were not promoted by the occupiers.

From the re-establishment of mass communications, no authoritative voice
had transmitted a sense of what had actually been done in the German name.
The occupiers were neither clear about the dynamics of mass murder, nor par-
ticularly concerned to find out. Even in their heyday, the broad Allied educa-
tional programmes consisted of undifferentiated images of crimes; similarly, the
broadest punitive measure, denazification, centred on ‘political guilt’ without
describing its source. Concomitantly, even the most sensitive discussions of the
Schuldfrage did not consider German crimes per se, leaving the reason for guilt an
abstraction open to manipulation: the following sections will show the sort of
manipulations that ensued.

Committed leftist and liberal organs and intellectuals were solely concerned
with the ‘German crisis’ and not with what that crisis meant for the Nazis’ larg-
est victim groups. The average German was confronted by a series of confusing
newsreel images and photographs, unrepresentative literature, conflicting and
inadequate newspaper accounts, and by blanket accusations followed by contra-
dictory efforts to distinguish between ‘Nazis’ and ‘Germans’. If the blunt ac-
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cusations even succeeded in making him (or her) question his responsibility, the
poverty of the evidence adduced allowed him to deny it, and the subsequent
withdrawal of the charges confirmed him in his denial. As Kogon wrote, many
Germans thought they had disposed of their individual guilt, indeed all guilt,
simply by knocking down the straw man of collective guilt. And in the absence
of Jews and non-German victims generally, it was all too easy for ordinary Ger-
mans to develop the myth of a victimized nation being persecuted yet further by
the Anglo-Saxons. This tendency even went as far as comparing occupied Ger-
many with a vast concentration camp—the supreme subversion of that sym-
bol.

War crimes trials outlasted the Kollektivschuldthese, the concentration camp
propaganda, and denazification, and were seen by the Germans as the last vestige
of re-education policy in its initial form. Thus they demanded a specific re-
sponse over and above the general reactions of –, and in time they became
a primary target for opponents of the occupation.

.       

Within the context of reaction to the occupation, one factor was specific to the in-
stitution of trial: tedium. After the initial excitement at the instance of legal pro-
ceedings in , there was a significant ebbing of interest in every country. It
is unreasonable to expect the concern shown at the time of the Nuremberg in-
dictment by intellectuals like Erich Kästner to be replicated in, say, the fourteen-
year-old girl from Krefeld, whose comment after a pleasant visit to the cinema in
August  was that the newsreel had not been too bad either, for there was no
mention of the Nuremberg Trial, which she found terribly dull.

Boredom affected many more directly concerned with the IMT than the
young movie-goer. The British alternate judge, Norman Birkett, could do noth-
ing but ‘chafe in impotent despair’ at ‘the uselessness of acres of paper and thou-
sands of words and [the fact] that life is slipping away’. And the brief liaison
between the writer and reporter, Rebecca West, and the American judge, Francis
Biddle, was seemingly of greater interest to either of them than the trial, the
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latter commenting that in West’s absence, life in Nuremberg was no longer ‘fun’.
She in turn described Nuremberg as ‘a citadel of boredom’. If these key play-
ers could fail to summon up enthusiasm for the central event in their lives, it is of
little surprise that those beyond the cognoscenti were alienated by the lengthy
proceedings. It is equally understandable, even in isolation from the changing
political and psychological state of the post-war world, that the hundreds of trials
conducted beyond that of the ‘major war criminals’ were accorded hardly any
space in mainstream German or Allied newspapers, and that when reports did
feature, they were generally restricted to brief recounting of the events of the
courtroom, with no editorial comment.

The pattern of ‘boredom’ and attention around the IMT trial is in itself in-
structive, indicating as much about the perceived relevance of each component
part of the proceedings as its objective value. In Germany, such fluctuations are
a difficult phenomenon to gauge, however, as the power held over the press by the
occupying authorities was considerable, even late into . There were clearly
frequent and considerable divergences of opinion on and interest in the trials: we
have reports of whistling and cat-calling in a Cologne theatre in response to
newsreel footage of the Malmédy trial; whereas elsewhere meditation ensued.
Likewise, widespread indifference is to be juxtaposed with unconditional con-
demnation or acceptance of the IMT proceedings. These differences were not
dependent upon class, age, or political preference, though there are indications
that women were less engaged than men in the whole question. Furthermore,
city dwellers were likely to be better informed than their rural counterparts:
when questioned in November , a group of elderly villagers in the British
zone confessed surprise that the trial had come to an end, assuming the accused
had been executed months previously.

The one constant unearthed by all the polls of the period was the dissipation
of attention as the trial progressed, after the initial months of relative excite-
ment. Indeed, we only read of interest escalating again when the twenty-two de-
fendants made their own concluding addresses to the court; the final act before
judgement. The period of that attention lapse encompassed much of the sub-
stance of the trials: the cross-examinations of the defendants; the organization
hearings; and a good part of the presentation of the Soviet case.
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Here we encounter the interface between ‘boredom’, as in a lack of interest,
and a somewhat different quality, a lack of concern. One group was certainly
keen to monitor the progress of the organization cases: the fate of most of the in-
mates of the civilian internment camps hinged upon their outcome. The impli-
cation is that most of the remainder of the population was divided, in whatever
ratio, between those who saw nothing of relevance in that part of the trial, and
those who deafened themselves to it. The part of Jackson’s opening speech in
which he differentiated between Nazis and the mass of Germans met with much
enthusiasm, as did those closing statements of the individual defendants which
defended the German people. Indeed, there was a clamour for more substantial
press coverage of the latter. This interpretation of the evidence is corroborated
by the general absence of reaction to the verdicts on the organizations amidst a
hail of criticism about the acquittals of individuals.

That the British people were not interested in the minutiae of the prosecution
and defence of, say, the Reich Cabinet was perhaps predictable. The BBC had
taken away its reporter before the Soviet presentation at the beginning of ,
and in February Hartley Shawcross had pleaded with the media magnate Lord
Beaverbrook to allocate more column space in the latter’s newspapers to the non-
British cases. The Anglo-centrism of the British media was consistent with the
belief that war crimes and war criminals were a product of Germanism, with no
moral implications for Britain; boredom, it was thought, was acceptable for the
Allies. But by the same token it was entirely understandable that many would
think, as did a columnist of the Telegraf in May , that the eyes of the world
were on Germany’s reaction to the trial. Such responses were orchestrated in
the Soviet zone, at the conclusion of the case, yet, consistent with Communist
thinking, these protests were specifically aimed at the acquitted Schacht, Papen,
and Fritszche as aristocratic or bourgeois enemies of the German people. That
the same reflexes should be demonstrated spontaneously in the west indicates
the extent to which Germans as a whole conceived of the prominent Nazis as
other, or at least wished to give this impression. Thus, no matter how many criti-
cized the IMT trial on grounds of legitimacy, at the time clear majorities always
averred that their former leaders deserved punishment.

Of his listeners from east and west alike, Markus Wolf, then of Berlin radio,
commented that the majority wished to close their ears to the IMT proceedings,
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feeling jointly accused with the major war criminals. He was incorrect. Even
into  reasonable audiences were turning out in Bizonia to watch Nürnberg
und seine Lehren, a documentary of the trial focusing on the individual con-
victs. Yet this attention should not imply any empathy with the major war
criminals, nor widespread reflection on the questions confronting the IMT.
The attendance figures for the documentary may be a reflection of a shallow curi-
osity after a time-lag from the Nazi years, but they are also indicative of a detach-
ment of the populace from the actions of their leaders like the reaction to the
Kollektivschuldthese.

The same stimulus that provoked mass demonstrations against the acquittals
by the IMT also induced an entire row of the audience to abandon the most ex-
pensive seats in a Frankfurt cinema in protest against the passage of Nürnberg
und seine Lehren showing the concentration camp footage. The events in the
film theatre in turn bear a distinct resemblance to the response of Hjalmar
Schacht when the concentration camp film was actually shown to the IMT: he
‘ostentatiously turned away’ and sat ‘with his head held high in defiance’. For
all these actors, the registering of disgust was a public expression of the perceived
moral vacuum separating them from the criminals; and it is a further illustration
of the ineffectuality of this brutal imagery in education.

The only real sympathy—and, arguably, the related sentiment of empathy—
with any of the ‘major war criminals’ concerned those whom it was felt were not
the highest initiators of Nazi policy. Hence, amidst the general satisfaction dis-
played by the contemporary German public at the equity of the IMT proceed-
ings and judgement, the most oft-voiced reservations concerned the fate of the
service chiefs. Many did not feel that a soldier or sailor, no matter how deeply
complicit, should share the sentence of the overtly political grouping that had
compromised him. Thus the frequently made contrast between the IMT acquit-
tals and the death sentences for Jodl and Keitel. On its most basic level, the prin-
ciple of differentiation suggested that a general should be executed by the bullet
rather than the rope.

In these early responses lay some of the seeds that would grow within a short
while to full-blown condemnation of the trials that so many Germans had
recently accepted. In October , the reactions analysis staff of the US High
Commission encountered the greatest shift in German societal attitudes ever re-
corded to that time. Only  per cent of a sample of , people regarded the
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IMT trial as having been conducted fairly, compared to the  per cent registered
four years earlier. How had this come to be?

.   ‘      ’

With the rapid diminishment of public information on ‘war crimes’ and trials
from  the path was gradually becoming clearer for those with a vested
interest in rewriting recent history. A combination of politicized Protestant and
Catholic churchmen, lawyers, politicians, bureaucrats, and service veterans as-
sociations, who were representative of the surviving German societal élites, were
such a collective. Some of their number had set to work even during the IMT
trial, and they benefited from the general desire to evade responsibility.

These groups were resentful of the Allied occupation, and particularly its at-
tempts to re-educate the masses and label many of the pillars of pre-war German
society as inherently flawed, and they sought to undermine its foundations. Thus
they tried to minimize the crimes that Germany had committed, and to compare
these deeds with acts of the Allies. (With the many hardships that Germans were
then experiencing there were superficial grounds for such comparisons, though
they were not predicated upon any recognition of cause and effect.) The occupa-
tion could then be seen as the imposition of the victor’s will alone, rather than a
moral necessity. Concomitantly in this world-view, the war crimes trials were a
vindictive, arbitrary act of the oppressors, and the fact that the Allies had had to
stretch existing international law to cope with the unprecedented brutality of the
Third Reich was exploited to the full. Thus arose the revisionist vocabulary
which was to gain popular currency in Germany, of the Kriegsschuldige (‘war-
guilty’) and the Kriegsverurteilten (‘war-convicted’). And thus arose also the im-
perative finally to discredit the trials by overturning the verdicts, or at the very
least by securing the freedom of those convicted. This was effectively a move to-
wards the ‘decriminalisation of the Nazi perpetrators’. It acquired the epithet
of the ‘Endlösung der Kriegsverbrecherfrage’—the ‘final solution of the war
criminals question’.

The arguments and aims now were of a different nature from the early popu-
lar excuses of ignorance and powerlessness, but they fed off their precursors.
The shrewdest move made by the élites was to link the two strands in the identi-
fication of all war criminals (aside perhaps from some of the ‘majors’) with the
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ethic of service to the state. Service, or ‘duty’ was equated at the time with
obedience to senior orders. As Lord Wright of the UNWCC observed, it was the
unanimous rejection by the various ‘war crimes’ courts of this principle as a de-
fence which underpinned much of the objection to the trials.

The best-known instances, and perhaps the most emotive, of these rejections
occurred in the trials of high-ranking soldiers, and so it is not surprising to
note that, when in the summer of  a group of antisemitic students and fac-
ulty members of the University of Erlangen launched an attack on the Nurem-
berg trials, they threatened to form veterans’ associations to discourage ‘by word
and deed’ slurs on officerhood. Six years later, the Institut für Demoskopie en-
quired of Germans in the western zones which of the following group they con-
sidered justly imprisoned, and which unjustly: Kesselring, Dönitz, Speer, Hess,
and Schirach. The aggregate of respondents reserved the greatest sympathy for
the service chiefs.

A reservoir of sympathy had been tapped into for Keitel and Jodl, and it was
exploited much more heavily as the new rhetoric identified all convicts with Ger-
man soldiers, regardless of their crime or the organization to which they be-
longed. And if these prisoners were servants of the Fatherland, not only was
it unfair to keep them incarcerated, it was an outright slur on the German nation.
In turn, this logic assisted millions of Germans to identify with the victimized
Kriegsverurteilten—and hence to reject collective guilt once more—just as did
Heinrich Böll’s narrator in the short story Geschäft ist Geschäft (Business is Busi-
ness). He described how he was ‘denazified a bit—as one goes to the barber to
have an irritating beard removed’, then discussed decorations, wounds, and
heroic acts, and concluded that he was a decent enough chap, having done no
more than his duty.

In combination, these contentions underpinned the Vergangenheitspolitik that
was ultimately adopted by most West German political parties. The revisionist
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line was much more palatable for the majority of the population, too, and as in
the formation or re-formation of all national communities, a mythologizing re-
writing of the past was perhaps inevitable—Nazi genocide could certainly not fit
any ‘optimistic theory’ about the present or future. Clearly, the development
of these attitudes had nothing whatsoever to do with historical reality, rather
being predicated upon forthright, if not overtly atavistic nationalism.

By the second-half of , the second-largest-selling newspaper in the Brit-
ish zone, the Christian Democrat Westfalenpost, said of the defendants in the
Nuremberg Doctor’s trial that they were murderers and ‘public torturers’, but
that ‘doubtless the interest of the German people in the trial would have been
greater if an objective professional German judge had sat on the bench’. If the
Germans had to wait until , when the last inmate was released from Lands-
berg, for the consummation of the ‘final solution to the war criminals question’,
the real genesis of the problem—the acts of these criminals—was being
squeezed out of public debate, and the readers of the Westfalenpost were half-way
home. This explains why Adenauer could come to campaign against the death
sentences passed against Oswald Pohl and four Einsatzgruppen leaders, or why
Niemöller could petition on behalf of such men as Erich Koch, the notorious
Reichskommissar of the Ukraine: Pohl, Ohlendorf, and Koch were fellow
Germans to be saved rather than criminals to be punished.

The discourse within west Germany was intentionally shifted from the
subject-matter of the war criminals cases to the legitimacy of the trials them-
selves: from the actions of Germany to the actions of the Allies. Though the
ultimate responsibility for this sophistry remains with Germany, once again the
shift in perspective was accommodated by the nature of Allied propaganda and
the ‘guilt’ reflections that it helped precipitate. If introspection—literally ‘look-
ing inwards’—was to be expected from the defeated population, it was not
that far from what the psychological warfare department of SHAEF had
planned in the early months of the peace. Indeed, introspection for change was
what Britain and America ultimately wanted of the Germans. They applied the
principle very literally, however: the focus was on Germany and German society,
with German concentration camps as the prime illustrations. When ordin-
ary Germans were encouraged by their own leaders, and finally also by Allied
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information policy, to look eastward beyond the parapets it was not to contem-
plate the catastrophe that they had helped to bring about, but rather to see the
forces of Communism as a threat again, and eventually even to contemplate the
suffering of their brethren at the hands of Slavs.

That the German response to the trials must be seen in the light of the conduct
of those trials and of the occupation is only logical. By their very essence the trials
were perpetrator-centric and accusatory, and hence engendered defensiveness
and/or narcissism. Moreover, as one of the justifications for trials was that they
illuminated the democratic virtue of due legal process, they rather invited legal-
istic criticism of the tu quoque variety, and also lobbying for the ‘rights’ of the ac-
cused and convicted. The orientation away from the horrific and tragic reality of
Nazi genocide was emphasized by the document-centred IMT trial and the ‘fail-
ure of the legal imagination’ that left the eastern extermination centres in the
shadows. Put more simply, the Allies helped to keep the destruction that the
Germans had wrought in the abstract.

A consideration of the course of Holocaust remembrance shows that the com-
mon factor in attracting popular interest is identification with the victims. The
key to the success of the diary of Anne Frank, and of the Holocaust series, and of
the Eichmann trial, which was as much about the Jewish tragedy as the fate of
one of its perpetrators, was in the telling of the tales of the afflicted. In the dec-
ade after the war this did not happen in any substantial measure in Britain, the
USA, or western Germany. Norbert Frei has revealed how none of the initiatives
to ‘master the past’ in the early years of the BRD took cognisance of those who
had genuinely suffered under the Nazis. This trend was actually established at
the outset of the occupation; furthermore, the trial venture which towered above
all others was equally the one most singularly bereft of balance. Not only did the
IMT trial confront the world with huge criminals, it also presented enormous
crimes, but in doing so it neglected to ensure that the victims were given the
stage. In consequence, few non-German and no Jewish names, faces, or stories
were engraved on the collective consciousness.

The effect when the focus is put on the perpetrator can be illustrated by a few
latter-day instances in the UK. The decision to submit the cases of the Belarus-
sian war criminal Anthony Sawoniuk and the former Chilean dictator Augustine
Pinochet for judicial consideration instantly provoked debate about the propri-
ety of trying elderly men at a late stage. Infirmity, particularly in the case of Pino-
chet, strengthened the case against trial. Correct though it may have been to
identify factors prejudicial to due process, it loaded the emotional dice in favour
of these men, who were suddenly given personalities and physical conditions
with which the public could identify. In contrast to their victims and alleged vic-
tims, these were now three-dimensional characters over whose disposition it was
possible to discuss the self-ascribed British characteristic of ‘fair play’.
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In terms of the post-war trials the German public could either identify them-
selves against war criminals or with them. In the first instance, as with the ‘Bel-
sen’, Dachau, and IMT trials, these criminals could then be induced to bear the
sins of the whole, in exactly the same way that many Anglo-Americans initially
related to them. In the second, it was necessary to claim that there had been no
sin, or at least to ‘relativize’ that sin; over time this became the dominant trend in
the BRD. From this point, within the context of occupation policy, appropriat-
ing the imagery of victimhood for Germans as a whole, war criminals included,
was not a large conceptual leap.

If the distortion of the concept of the victim was accommodated by Allied oc-
cupation policy in Germany, it was also admitted into the liberal democracies
themselves. Interestingly, in light of the outcome of the IMT trial, the editor of
the liberal American journal PM took issue with the hanging of Kaltenbrunner
and Frank. These two, he observed, like the two soldiers (but unlike Papen, who
had been acquitted), had only followed orders. His reaction featured a com-
mon blend of misapprehension of the executive powers of the men concerned, as
well as a less understandable elision of the moral, and indeed in most circumstan-
ces legal, imperative to disobey patently criminal orders. It is also difficult to be-
lieve that he would have maintained this position in the full knowledge of Frank’s
and Kaltenbrunner’s records. Yet, but for his choice of case study, his stance was
shared by many who had also been duly outraged on the liberation of the concen-
tration camps. Parliament and Congress, as well as the Bundestag, became
forums for far more serious apologists than this journalist.

For obvious reasons, the war criminals issue would never assume the signifi-
cance for the constituencies of the liberal democracies that it did in Germany.
Nevertheless, in so far as popular responses can be measured, their development
mirrors in microcosm the reactions that we have just encountered.

.    

In Britain, despite the growing frustration with the IMT trial over the length of
time it took to reach seemingly self-evident conclusions, when judgement day
loomed, public interest in the proceedings was substantially restored. Many of
those who considered the trial to be unnecessary apparently still regarded it with
interest—at least as a concept—and confessed a degree of admiration. Thus in
September ,  per cent of those interviewed by the societal monitoring or-
ganization Mass Observation hazarded guesses as to the date of the forthcoming
verdicts, and all but two of these were accurate to within a week. Perhaps more
tellingly, three out of five of the total interviewed still maintained that all of those
on trial were guilty, regardless of whether or not they agreed with the principle
of trial. That attitudes towards the major war criminals had not softened greatly
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is evidenced by the results of a smaller survey in September  that actually
suggested methods by which the death sentences should be carried out.

It was, however, apparent from the September survey that beyond the dispos-
ition of the ‘major war criminals’ there was little desire for more substantial
purges of actors whose deeds were not directly relevant to Britain. It may well
have been imagined that all of the really important Nazi malefactors had been
dealt with by the IMT, as Churchill implied at the time. In any case, the large
investment of time and money at Nuremberg had been commented on even by
convinced supporters of the trial, and it was seen as a one-off, designed to estab-
lish a precedent for the future, rather than as the beginning of a process as some
Americans would have it. Of the few pushing for further trials, or at least pun-
ishment, there was a general differentiation between the direct perpetrators of
atrocities and all others, particularly servicemen. Thus a Mrs A. P. R. was keen
to distinguish war as a crime from trials—which were ‘obviously justifiable’—of
‘sadists and concentration camp gaolers’. Her opinion was shared by Mr D. A.,
who deemed that trials should be limited to the likes of Josef Kramer: ‘leaders
like generals and members of the [High Command of the Wehrmacht]’, he con-
sidered, ‘are not guilty of any crime other than the “crime” of making war effect-
ively’.

By the end of  things had moved on apace. Another Mass Observation
study showed that the proportion of those questioned showing absolutely no pity
for, or outright antagonism towards, the German people, had halved over the
previous eighteen months to a quarter. Approximately half now expressed ‘no ill
feeling’ or varying degrees of sympathy. More importantly in the trial connec-
tion, three-quarters of the same group considered that German prisoners of
war should be repatriated immediately. Further evidence that ‘forget’, if not
necessarily ‘forgive’, was now the order of the day is provided by the results of a
survey on public attitudes towards Palestine and the Jews which concluded that
‘Jewish suffering in concentration camps is now for most people an outworn
theme with, if anything, unpleasant war associations’. British officialdom had
showed itself to be quite responsive to popular sentiment on the question of war
criminals, so this was the sort of environment in which concerted opposition to
the trial of such figures as Manstein and Rundstedt could exert influence.

American dissidents had to wait slightly longer for their time. Disillusion-
ment with US occupation policy both benefited from and contributed to the
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resumption of full-scale party-political enmity after the war, as the more rad-
ical elements of the Republican opposition played out their agendas. Controver-
sies over the Dachau trial programme at the end of  and through  not
only encouraged German opposition to the trials, they caused considerable cyni-
cism in the USA about the merits of the occupation methods. Buscher contends
that ‘by the end of the s, many in the United States had come to accept the
conservative argument that the convicted Nazi perpetrators were not criminals,
but were instead the victims of the Allied war crimes program’.

A sea change had therefore taken place in public attitudes towards war crimes
trials since the trial of the major war criminals, and it requires some explanation.
During the winter of – a public opinion survey revealed that ‘almost no
American . . . thought that the program of denazification and punishment was
too harsh’, and this feeling was mirrored in the national press. A year later, still
only  per cent of a sample polled considered the IMT sentences too severe.

Though, as in Britain, there was not thought to be any need for judicial process
in disposing of the leading Nazis, when the trial option was decided upon, it
received overwhelming support across party-political lines. Americans in the
ratio of fifteen to one considered justice to have been done by the IMT.

William Bosch, the presenter of some of these facts and figures, argues that
this general alignment behind the trial concept was due to an American procliv-
ity for what the diplomat George Kennan once called the ‘legalistic-moralistic
approach to international problems’. The idea that in championing the trial the
US was playing the role of standard-bearer, introducing a universally applicable
and enforceable code of law designed to bring order from international chaos,
cohered with the general public and Rooseveltian assumptions of the role of that
nation in the world. The pure motives of the US would not be tainted by associ-
ation with the Soviets in the trial, but rather the partnership would set a prece-
dent for international co-operation.

Idealistic also was the prevailing explanation of the causes of the war and of the
locus of guilt amongst a small, definable group of top Nazis, the extirpation of
whom would swiftly re-establish sanity and balance. The obverse side of this
naïvety was an equally profound disenchantment with the trials for their failure
to deliver as the Cold War became a reality, and as a proliferation of dull legal pro-
ceedings illustrated the considerable depth of criminality in German society.
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Thus a ready audience was again provided for those who could simplistically ex-
plain away the ills of the new world; this time with reference to Communism.

Additionally, we know that most American vitriol on wartime criminality was
reserved for the Japanese, an attitude springing undoubtedly in part from
racism. Such a mind-set could accommodate the image propounded by Ger-
man nationalists, and by right-wingers in Britain and the USA, of western Ger-
many upholding the ‘Christian-occidental’ tradition against the ‘East’. As in
Germany, with the passage of the horrors of war further into history, these ideas
and others related to them would wield greater influence.

.    ‘’

Orchestrated opposition to the trials never achieved anything like mass propor-
tions in the USA or Britain. Nevertheless, it involved some very influential fig-
ures who brought with them the power of their positions. At the end of the s
its champions in Parliament alone could count amongst their number Winston
Churchill at the Conservative helm; the peer George Bell, Bishop of Chichester;
Richard Stokes, a right-wing, pro-German Labour MP; Reginald Paget; and
Lord Maurice Hankey, a Secretary of the War Cabinet in the – conflict,
now sitting in the Upper House. Many others, representing each political party
in both Houses of Parliament, as well as in the Allied military machines, would
share in the dissent that crystallized around the Manstein trial. Of those not
directly involved in domestic politics, opponents included the Judaeo-Christian
publisher Victor Gollancz, the writer T. S. Eliot, and the aforementioned Cap-
tain Basil Liddell Hart.

The variety of their stances ensured that not all of the arguments forwarded
by these individuals were harmonious. Nevertheless, the degree of abstraction
from the deeds of the war criminals that each achieved in their rhetoric was a
common factor and was quite as extreme as anything managed in Germany. This
was true even of the most humanitarian form of dissidence, as displayed by
Bell and Gollancz with their Christian emphasis on reconciliation. Their views
were in part founded on the role of the German resistance as illustrative of wide-
spread opposition to Nazism, and they focused exclusively on the sufferings of
the German population—in anticipation of mass reprisals against what they
saw as an innocent public—where before they had concerned refugees from
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Germany. When voices such as theirs were silent on the fate of the genuine
victims of the Nazis, it may be pondered who was to speak up. Their agendas,
alongside those of Kogon and Niemöller in Germany, only facilitated the narrow
approaches to the past of West Germany’s emerging leaders.

Neither could Bell’s downplaying of Nazi crimes be attributed to ignorance.
Indeed, there is evidence of a calculated removal of the more extreme crimes
against humanity in an attempt to draw the spurious parallels, beloved of dis-
senters everywhere, between Allied and German atrocities. The best illustration
of this process came in spring  when Bell enlisted Liddell Hart’s assistance
in editing one of his anti-trial speeches in the House of Lords: in order, in Liddell
Hart’s words, to focus upon ‘cases where similar charges could be brought
against the Allies’, Bell removed reference in the final version to German ‘mur-
der and ill-treatment of civilian populations of or in occupied territory on a vast
scale in concentration camps and elsewhere’ and ‘deportation for slave labour’.

Liddell Hart’s broader correspondence reveals the extent of exchange of ideas
and information to the end of upsetting the whole process of trial and imprison-
ment. The members of an informal network centred around the military histor-
ian and Lord Hankey continuously updated each other on foreign-political and
domestic developments that bore on the war criminals issue, several of them
gathering periodically in the s for conspiratorial dinners. Hankey, Paget,
and Stokes used their political and diplomatic contacts to press for ‘a construct-
ive solution’. On the fringes was Field Marshal Alexander, who was to become
Minister of Defence on the Conservatives’ resumption of power in , and
Churchill himself was a recipient of some of their correspondence, via Paget.
The group also extended to Lord Pakenham, who had served from – as
‘Minister for Germany’ in COGA.

Beyond the displacement of the victims, the other commonalities in the rhet-
oric of these men can be deduced from a survey of some of the leading published
protest tracts of the period. Hankey’s Politics, Trials and Errors, Paget’s
Manstein: His Campaigns and his Trial, and the work of two of the other ‘anti-
Nuremberg diners’, Montgomery Belgion’s Epitaph on Nuremberg, and F. J. P.
Veale’s Advance to Barbarism, are cases in point. Overall, there is little internal
coherence to their arguments, which read like anglicized versions of many of the
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self-contradictory Nuremberg defences: either the classic, ‘I knew nothing about
atrocities and anyway I always opposed them’; or the modified, ‘I was powerless
to intervene and yet always helped when I could’.

First, these critics failed to make clear the distinctions between the Nurem-
berg and the Royal Warrant trials. The arguments concerning the two distinct
generic charges of ‘crimes against peace’ and ‘war crimes’ then merged in the
minds of the partisan, and the more established concept became inextricably
associated with the other more novel and debatable contribution of the Ameri-
cans. ‘Nuremberg’ became a byword for the politicization of all war crimes trials.
Thus the frequent claim that the Allied courts were trying their enemies for los-
ing the war, when in fact they were trying them for common crimes commit-
ted during warfare.

Emphasizing both the tu quoque—‘you did it too’; with reference to such
Allied actions as the bombing of German cities, and to Soviet crimes—and ex
post facto criticisms of the trials, these polemics neglect to consider the extrem-
ities of Nazi policies while condemning unreservedly ‘victor’s justice’. (In this
vein Richard Stokes could state of the Germans that ‘whatever they have done in
the way of breaking the laws of war we committed similar acts by indiscriminate
bombing and generally parachuting people in behind the military lines for espi-
onage purposes’.) They blame Allied demands for unconditional surrender
and threats of post-war retribution for drawing out the conflict and, ignoring the
real chronology of Nazi genocide, for themselves contributing to the perpetra-
tion of atrocities in the desperate struggle towards the end of the war. Replete
with factual inaccuracies, the inadequacies of these works are compounded by
clear biases involving anti-Bolshevism and, in as much as they are mentioned at
all, Jews.

For these and other critics, the prosecution of prominent soldiers generally
raised issues more problematic than those involved in the trial of concentration
camp guards, or even of the military rank-and-file, for the direct commission of
atrocities. The latter categories prompted no exacting moral or political ques-
tions for those who could believe that such acts were the preserve of fanatics and
monsters—as the SS and police organizations were frequently and crudely por-
trayed—or spontaneous actions caused by hot blood in the field. Few could be
found to stand up for such as Joseph Kramer and Irma Grese of Belsen, and
though Hankey wanted a general amnesty, he was prepared to forego releasing
prisoners convicted of ‘sheer sadism’; apparently, he realized that having
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‘scamps’ like concentration camp guards let loose in Germany might be undesir-
able even for Adenauer. Likewise Churchill, who by  was a convinced op-
ponent of the further purging of Nazi Germany, announced during an attack on
the proposed Manstein trial that there were exceptional cases ‘such as the
slaughter of the men of the Norfolk Regiment . . . [which] it was right to pursue,
as one would pursue a common case of murder, even after fifteen years had
passed before it came to light’.

It was another matter entirely to try internationally recognized and respected
officers for ordering, inciting, or at the least acquiescing in the perpetration by
their troops of ‘atrocity by policy’. In a way that is stereotypically attributed to
Germans (and which probably accounts for Manstein’s participation in geno-
cide), unquestioning obedience and discipline seem to have been the admir-
able qualities of soldiery for these critics. Even the observers who accepted the
guilt of the major war criminals appear to have differentiated between the sol-
diers convicted by the IMT and the rest of the military. Airey Neave, the British
officer in charge of the commission which collected evidence pertaining to the
organization cases at Nuremberg, prided himself on understanding the differ-
ence between a ‘Nazified’ officer like Keitel, who had worked directly with Hit-
ler, and the ‘handsome’ field commanders who appeared to testify in defence of
the General Staff and High Command. For Neave, Keitel could be found guilty
of all the charges in the indictment, but German officerhood in general should
not be blamed for atrocities committed by SS ‘thugs’.

Military opposition to the trials was the earliest form of concerted protest
in the USA, and it was, if anything, more publicly expressed than its British
counterpart during the immediate post-war period. The IMT was attacked re-
peatedly in the Army and Navy Journal for the indictment of the General Staff
and High Command. That organ, a non-official Washington based publication
that had acted as a mouthpiece for several discontented American officers in
Germany, considered that the only legitimate subjects for trial were individuals
who had gone beyond the remit of their orders to commit or condone out-
rages. These criticisms were initially rebutted by a national press aware of the
political role of top soldiers, and of the ordinary soldier’s obligation to refuse to
obey blatantly criminal orders. However, over time they contributed to the
growing nationwide antipathy towards US occupation policies.

The general ‘political justice’ argument had been championed in the USA
since the end of the IMT trial by the Republican Senator Robert Taft. However,
such was the contemporary moralistic surge in the USA that his criticisms met
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with almost universal condemnation. They were only given force early in
 by the public criticism of the subsequent proceedings by the former presid-
ing judge in the Nuremberg Balkan generals’ case, Iowa supreme court justice
Charles Wennerstrum. This was followed up with a campaign by the right-wing
Chicago Tribune to oust Telford Taylor. A series of hardline Republican Sen-
ators, prominent among whom were William Langer and, later, Joseph Mc-
Carthy, seized the opportunity to criticize the ‘Communist-inspired’ trial
process, which they viewed as an illustration of the Truman administration’s le-
niency towards the USSR. A golden opportunity for such dissidents came in the
second half of  and in , as information came to light about the use of im-
proper interrogation techniques before the trial at Dachau of seventy-four mem-
bers of the Waffen-SS for their part in the Malmédy massacre.

Given the underlying political agenda of some of the Republican critics of the
trials, it is not surprising that they particularly targeted the proceedings against
the industrialists; Telford Taylor was, after all, a convinced new dealer heading a
team of largely like-minded prosecutors, and so it was in the area of economic
policy that a divergence of opinion was most evident. Rather bewilderingly
though, given the moves by the western Allies to distance themselves from the
Soviets after the IMT trial, Senator Langer asserted in the aftermath of the war
crimes trial programme that it was a Communist instrument designed to attack
property rights, with the aim of destroying capitalism. More specifically, at
the beginning of the Farben trial, Representative George Dondero of Michigan
hysterically accused the chief prosecutor in that case, Josiah DuBois, of belong-
ing to a group of men with strong Communist sympathies who had obtained im-
portant posts in the military occupation. A crude Judaeo-Bolshevik stereotype
was also introduced into the tirade, as Congressman John Rankin of Mississippi
ranted against ‘this saturnalia of persecution’ perpetrated by a ‘racial minority
[who], two and a half years after the war closed, are in Nuremberg not only hang-
ing German soldiers but trying German businessmen in the name of the United
States’.

James Byrnes’s concerns, voiced the previous year to Bevin in Paris, were now
being borne out. We have seen previously the Foreign Office’s concern with
developments in the Farben trial vis-à-vis British business interest; and it is not
surprising to note that Dondero’s constituency housed the headquarters of the
Dow Chemical Company, which had from  enjoyed close relations with the
IG Farben combine. The ‘rumblings of discontent’ by and on behalf of the
international business and financial community were to redouble with the onset
of the Krupp trial at the end of , and Taylor was fortunate to have Clay’s
steadfast support in pressing on with the industrialists’ cases.
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There was a hierarchy of concern amongst critics of the trials similar to the
distinction frequently made in Britain between military defendants and others,
though there were of course some in every country who made blanket condem-
nations of any type of trial. The objections to the trials of soldiers centred mainly
around variants of the ‘superior orders’ debate, and the related, hackneyed view
of the armed forces as merely tools of the politicians. We have seen that John
Rankin was just as indignant about the trials of soldiers as about those of indus-
trialists. Dondero’s prime concern was the former: he objected vehemently to
what he saw as the potential demoralization of Allied soldiers by attacks at Nur-
emberg on the mythical sanctity of the defence of superior orders.

Dondero interpreted the Nuremberg venture as encouraging ‘mass disobedi-
ence to superior officers’ and suggested that ‘implied therein is the threat that if
the forces of international communism are victorious, ruthless vengeance will be
meted out to those who dare defend their country and its interests’. His views
were shared in differing forms by the Democrat Senator Burton Wheeler of
Montana, by Admiral Leahy, formerly Chief of Staff to Roosevelt, and by a ma-
jority of the American officer corps, save for the few who appreciated the role of
military ‘executives’ in policy-making and recognized the nuances of the court
case and the particular, ordered nature of Nazi atrocities.

Nuremberg prosecutor Theodor Fenstermacher recalls that military dis-
approbation about the trial of German soldiers was still being made known dur-
ing the Balkan generals’ trial which lasted through the second half of  and
into . Ironically, such protests only seem to have strengthened Taylor’s
desire to include Manstein et al. in the High Command trial in order both to
prove that he was not succumbing to military pressure, and to strengthen the case
he was attempting to make that the OCCWC was not ‘prosecuting German Gen-
erals for “Losing the war” or for [doing the] same things our own Generals
did’.

The debate with the potential to disrupt the trial of soldiers most seriously had
not by that time emerged, however. The issue of some sort of western German
contribution to western European defence in the developing Cold War was ten-
tatively raised in , but it did not become a major issue in Allied political de-
bate until  and even more so thereafter. When it did materialize, it
decisively reinforced the position of the critics of trial, compounding it with the
dictates of realpolitik.
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.    :   
 

As Germany aligned itself increasingly against the Allied punishment policies,
the conditions of trial and punishment came under ever closer scrutiny. What-
ever the motives of many of the critics, there were procedural inconsistencies and
inadequacies in the British and American programmes that legitimately came to
the fore. The unprecedented nature of their legal endeavours was manifest as
they failed to anticipate the necessity of proper appellate machinery, and as the
allocation of sentences over time and between courts featured considerable di-
vergences. Confronting these deficiencies was important if the integrity of the
trial mission was to be preserved and, as some US jurists pointed out, the consti-
tutional guarantee of due process was not to be infringed.

However, the political pressure in the late s and early s was such that
it was difficult to discern the exact motivation for the first concerted moves to-
wards sentence review and ‘equalization’. There was even some disagreement
between former confederates in the prosecution of war criminals. Thus Telford
Taylor suggested that the first widespread revisions of sentences, instituted and
carried through in  and  by the US High Commissioner in Germany,
John J. McCloy, on the convicts from the subsequent Nuremberg proceed-
ings, were ‘the embodiment of political expediency . . . [dealing] a blow to the
principles of international law and concepts of humanity for which we fought the
war’. Contrarily, Benjamin Ferencz, who had led the prosecution of the Ein-
satzgruppen leaders, accepted that McCloy’s early actions stemmed from genu-
ine moral concern over the propriety of some of the existing punishments, and
others have discerned a belief in the educational value of exposing the German
people to the legal safeguards built into the democratic system.

Nevertheless, Ferencz’s magnanimity was not boundless. A sense of the frus-
tration and bitterness engendered by the reduction of sentences in a case that was
considered open and shut can be gleaned from a letter to Taylor in December
:

I notice in this morning’s paper that a group of our Landsberg friends have been given
their freedom as a Christmas present. These include . . . three Einsatzgruppen boys,
Schubert, Jost and Nosske. Schubert confessed to personally supervising the execution
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of about  Jews in a humane manner to avoid the moral strain on the execution squad.
You may recall that the deadline for cleaning up Simferopol was Christmas  and that
Schubert managed to kill all the Jews by then. So for Christmas ten years later he goes
Scot free. Who says there is no Santa Klaus? Nosske was the one whom the other defend-
ants called the biggest bloodhound of all the day after the sentences were imposed and
[he] only received twenty years. Now Nosske is free to join former Gen. Jost whose com-
mand ordered a fourth gas van when the three in operation executing women and chil-
dren were insufficient to do the job properly. Noel, Noel, what the hell.

Even McCloy’s defenders have conceded that, after the  reviews, the
overriding theme in US punishment policy was concession in the bargaining
process of rebuilding relations with West Germany. By  the Anglo-
Americans had long since concluded that the BRD would have to contribute in
some way to a system of European defence against the perceived Communist
threat, and the wartime alliances had been turned on their heads. At the be-
ginning of that year, President Truman asked his Secretary of State Dean Ache-
son to rid the US of the troublesome burden of war criminals; and within half
a decade, this had been achieved. Contributions from the US High Commission,
the US Army, and the jurists and politicians of the BRD ensured that the last war
criminal left the Landsberg jail in .

In terms of chronology, the British record is even less impressive than that of
the Americans—the British jail at Werl was emptied completely of war criminals
by . And though all but absent from the historiography of the period, this
programme of release entailed two of the most celebrated convicts held by any
country: Manstein, imprisoned for eighteen years at the end of , and Kessel-
ring, serving the life sentence imposed in . The cases of the two field
marshals are not only emblematic examples of German attitudes towards the
Kriegsverurteilten after the early years of Allied occupation, they also illustrate
the extent to which mythologies and misconceptions of the war on both sides of
the English Channel contributed to and benefited from the commission of an in-
justice by the British Government.

Importantly, neither criminal benefited from sentence reviews per se.
Manstein missed the first wave in , in which no grounds were found to alter
Kesselring’s term. Thus, while the peculiar German methods of dealing with
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the Nazi past did place some strain on relations with the Allies, both Britain
and the USA, either officially or unofficially, contrived to meet the demands of
the Federal Republic’s Vergangenheitspolitik. The personal role of Churchill and
his parliamentary contacts in and around the ‘anti-Nuremberg diners’ circle ap-
pears to have been of particular importance from  onwards.

We have seen how the imagery of soldierhood was superimposed by the West
German élites upon the whole war criminals issue. Two factors ensured that over
and above this generalistic trend, genuine, high-ranking soldiers were singled
out in the German protests against ‘victor’s justice’. Since the élites were con-
cerned with the reputation of their professions and interest groups, as well as
with the wider control of German society, the most prominent convicts re-
ceived the most vocal and orchestrated support of all. Secondly, the issue of re-
armament inevitably brought with it the invocation of Germany’s former
military leaders.

A prominent military historian has put Manstein and Kesselring in the ‘very
front rank of commanders’. Manstein was called ‘the most brilliant strategist
among all our Generals’ by General von Blumentritt, and ‘the most dangerous
military opponent of the Allies’ by Liddell Hart. Moreover, Kesselring was
the highest-ranking military prisoner outside Spandau where the IMT convicts
were housed under quadripartite authority. Both were also field commanders,
and thus not compromised in the minds of such as Airey Neave by their physical
proximity to Hitler. Their names, cited both together and separately, became
synonymous after their convictions with the ‘defamation’ of the armed forces. As
one young German officer said in , ‘I cannot serve as a soldier in order to
guard . . . von Manstein’s cell’. Finally, a survey of the press reporting of the
Manstein trial suggests that it was of significantly greater interest than the Nur-
emberg High Command trial that covered similar ground. This was partly
due to the timing of the case, and partly to the absence of any really famous names
and the highest ranks from the latter in the absence of Brauchitsch, Rundstedt,
and, of course, Manstein.

Manstein’s eighteen-year sentence had caused much consternation in West
Germany. The CDU’s official press organ proclaimed it a further British
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condemnation of the Wehrmacht. August Haussleiter from the Bavarian section
of that party reflected the popular equation of different victimhoods when he
suggested that such proceedings struck the Germans as ‘witchcraft trials’
(Hexenprozesse) if there was also no possibility of investigating and punishing
under international jurisdiction those crimes committed on the invasion of Ger-
many and during the expulsion of Germans from eastern Europe. A contem-
porary political essayist criticized the judgement thus: ‘[t]he time for historical
objectivity in viewing the events of the last war has still not arrived. History did
not have the last word with the Manstein verdict, but politics made a move in-
tended to retard developments.’ ‘Politics’, however, would soon undo what
the law had done.

Adenauer was fully seized of the symbolic importance of Manstein and
Kesselring. In June  he met with Liddell Hart in Bonn, and told him of the
difficulties he was having with Wehrmacht veterans’ associations. They refused
to support German rearmament in the form of ratification of the European De-
fence Community Treaty as long as the nation’s military honour was impugned
by the continued imprisonment of former soldiers. (One such veterans’ organ-
ization, the ‘Stahlhelm’, had actually elected Kesselring as its president while he
was in British custody.) Moreover, such soldiers would be needed to take a lead
in Germany, where the officers who had opposed Hitler were held in consider-
able mistrust. The most vehement demands for release concerned the two
best-known soldiers in Allied custody—Kesselring and Manstein—and Aden-
auer suggested that such an action would be considered a gesture of goodwill in
the run-up to the ratification debates in the Bundestag. Barely a month after
this encounter, as the culmination of a series of clandestine political develop-
ments, the Chancellor’s wish was effectively granted.

The end of the Manstein trial heralded not only the first full year of the exist-
ence of the nascent republic—under the Allied High Commission rather than
military government—but also the year when the prospect of rearming West
Germany first loomed large. The war in Korea had established the relevance of
building up the defences of a segregated country in the face of Communism, and
the reflexes of the western Allies were by now finely attuned to the dictates of the
post-war world. If Germany was to be asked to bear arms again, it was inevitable
that the disposition of its master-soldiers would have some influence on the
terms and conditions under which it responded. Thus, to the military lobbies
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that campaigned on behalf of their interest-group, and to the large part of the
political élite of the BRD, were added numerous ‘realist’ politicians from the
English-speaking countries who realized now, if they had not done so before, that
concessions would have to be made.

Prophetic in this final category was Winston Churchill. Though he had
initially supported the idea of punishment, immediately after the surrender he
had made it clear that he was prepared to ‘write off ’ assistance rendered by war
criminals in the re-establishment of order in Germany against the crimes com-
mitted. In June  he confessed that he ‘did not like to see the German ad-
mirals and generals, with whom [the British] had made arrangements, being
made to stand with their hands above their heads’. In October , in the con-
text of the heated debates on the possible trial of Manstein et al. he described as
foolish the desire ‘to make a feature of such squalid long-drawn vengeance [as
trials] when the mind and soul of Germany may once again be hanging in the bal-
ance’.

The alliance of what Ernest Bevin called the ‘trades union of Generals’

with the political ‘realists’ manifested itself on the confirmation of Manstein’s
sentence. The confirming officer was the Commander-in-Chief of the British
Army of the Rhine, General Keightley. Keightley appears to have shared the
professional biases of his predecessor, General Harding, who commuted the
death sentences on Kesselring and two of his subordinates, for he accepted at
face value the key contentions of the defence on the dictates of military security
and the distance between the SS and the army. On the basis of two petitions from
Manstein pointing out the importance of the trial ‘both judicially and politic-
ally’, Keightley reduced the sentence to twelve years, despite the advice of the
Deputy Judge Advocate-General that the arguments disclosed ‘no legal reason
why he should not confirm the findings and the sentence’.

Apparently, Keightley

had formed the opinion that the Court had given too little consideration to the abnormal
conditions prevailing on the Russian front. The organisation by the Russians of sabotage
and acts of terrorism was unparalleled by anything that happened elsewhere. All the rules
for the decent conduct of warfare had already been ignored by the Russians. The savage
counter-measures taken by the Germans were directed from Berlin chiefly by Himmler,
and Manstein, who was much pre-occupied with his military problems, played mainly a
passive part in the atrocities committed against the civil inhabitants.

Much of this was demonstrably untrue contemporaneously; the remainder
was a distinctly partial portrait of Manstein’s behaviour. Even ignoring his many
proven acts of neglect, which included allowing the Einsatzgruppen to murder
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‘over sixty eight thousand Soviet citizens, mostly Jews’, and the continued op-
eration of the Barbarossa jurisdiction decree, he had been convicted of issuing
the ‘Commissar Order’ permitting the killing without trial of suspected Bol-
shevik party agents attached to Red Army units.

A few months later, in anticipation of the gravity of the rearmament question,
Adenauer restated that two of the necessary conditions for such action were ‘ces-
sation of the defamation of the German soldier and a satisfactory settlement of
sentences for war crimes’. Ivone Kirkpatrick, the British High Commissioner
in Germany, took the point and pushed for the review of sentences on German
officers because in December  the NATO foreign ministers were to meet in
Brussels to make concrete proposals on a German contribution to European de-
fence.

Kirkpatrick, a Foreign Office diplomat, shared with his military predecessor,
Brian Robertson, the view that it was essential at the earliest possible juncture to
reintegrate Germany, and hence to assuage German opinion. He also shared
some of the prejudices common in British officialdom of the period: in a differ-
ent capacity three years earlier, as part of the general Allied move towards hard-
line anti-Communist propaganda, he had recommended that German Jews no
longer be employed in prominent positions within the information services con-
trol unit in the British zone. He was now in the optimum position to influence
British policy, for with the post of High Commissioner came the power of clem-
ency under the Royal Warrant, delegated first by the War Office and then the
Foreign Office. At the beginning of  Kirkpatrick declared his intention to
begin a second round of sentence reviews. The first review series, initiated in
January , had been designated as ‘final’, with ‘no further reviews, except
under exceptional circumstances . . . permitted’.

Kirkpatrick made no attempt to conceal his overtly political motives for re-
considering sentences, and a report issued in his defence by his Foreign Office
colleagues reiterated them. As Hartley Shawcross immediately divined, the
obvious beneficiaries of review would be the most prominent of Britain’s prison-
ers: the leading soldiers. The tone and substance of Kirkpatrick’s pronounce-
ments, like McCloy’s comparable actions around the same time, antagonized
some, such as Shawcross, who had been involved in the prosecution of war crim-
inals. They also aroused the ire of Attlee’s Cabinet, as well as much of the 
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rank-and-file of the Labour Party. The material result was the withdrawal of the
High Commissioners’ powers vis-à-vis war criminals, and some consternation
about how a civil servant had been invested with such extensive authority in the
first place.

The issue took on a different hue when the Conservatives returned to office
under Churchill in October . They had been less enthusiastic towards the
IMT trial than the Labour party when they were previously in government.

Free from the responsibilities of power when the vexed question of Manstein’s
trial arose, they had also benefited from the discomfort of the Labour Govern-
ment, and were not necessarily bound by moral commitment to the cause of his
continued punishment. Several of their prominent members had actively op-
posed it, as—albeit more discreetly—they had the Kesselring verdict and sen-
tence. Immediately upon his re-accession Churchill moved to release all of the
remaining officers in British custody.

Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden, with whom the authority to recommend
clemency now lay after its withdrawal from the UK High Commission, stressed
that this power could only be exercised in cases where it was justified. He was
subsequently criticized by Reginald Paget for his ‘woolly liberalism’, and his
purported belief that trials were ‘part of a noble experiment to establish univer-
sal law under a universal authority and such bilge of that sort’. It is doubtful if
Paget’s analysis of Eden was accurate, for the Foreign Secretary was still pre-
pared to use every legal device at his command to alleviate the perceived prob-
lem. In December  he persuaded the Cabinet to accept his recommendation
that pre-trial custody be counted against sentences handed down on war crim-
inals. With the exploitation of a semantic loophole, this decision meant much
more than the equitable principle for which it appeared to stand, for in certain
cases it effectively doubled a reduction already made. Such a sentence was that
passed on Manstein.

In anticipation of the need for clarity, the Court had decreed at the end of the
trial that Manstein’s sentence ‘will date from today ( December ). The
period during which the accused has been in custody has been taken into ac-
count.’ This was drawn to Eden’s attention, yet he argued that in such cases
the judicial qualification ‘taken into account’ did not necessarily mean that pre-
trial custody had been fully ‘reckoned towards [the] sentence’. Despite instances
such as Manstein’s when the intention of the court had been obvious and
unequivocal, if the judgement had not stated explicitly the formula that time
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previously served would be ‘set off in its entirety’, it was considered legitimate to
subtract this time from the total number of years decreed.

The pressure to finish with the war criminals issue for good was increased on
Eden and the government in the summer of  when the question of German
ratification of the European Defence Community Treaty loomed large. Upon in-
forming his parliamentary confederates—Paget, Hankey, and Field Marshal
Alexander, now Minister of Defence—of his conversation with Adenauer in
Bonn, Liddell Hart received from Paget the assurance that the message would be
brought to ‘Winston’s’ attention, and the confidence that the concerned individ-
uals in the government were now anxious to obtain a pretext on which to release
the field marshals. They were arranging for a negative medical assessment of
Manstein, which, as we know from the prolonged prelude to the field marshal’s
trial, was the safest method of diffusing political protest, a basis that even the La-
bour cabinet had conceded would be unlikely to spawn extensive difficulties.

The tactic of this particular report was to emphasize Manstein’s long-standing
eye trouble and, almost incredibly, the feelings of melancholy that he was experi-
encing in prison.

The scheme may have been attempted before, but, as Alexander complained,
the doctor sent to inspect Manstein had not been adequately primed as to which
aspects of the prisoner’s disposition to concentrate on. Nevertheless, both
Kesselring and Manstein had complaints that, in varying degrees of seriousness,
necessitated hospital treatment. Thus in July  it was decided that Kesselring
be given medical parole for an ‘exploratory operation’ on a throat cancer, and in
August Manstein was also temporarily released to have an operation on his cat-
aracts. Neither man would see the inside of a prison cell again, because following
their operations they were scheduled to remain at liberty for an indefinite conva-
lescence period. This plan had been devised at the highest levels of the For-
eign Office, and certainly with the knowledge of Churchill and the British High
Commission. To be sure that the true significance of the operation was not lost
in the BRD, Kirkpatrick assured Adenauer that ‘no one temporarily released on
grounds of health would be taken back into custody’. Adenauer proceeded to
recommend this system to the US High Commission.

Though it was considered that Germany was not overly concerned with the
terms on which the field marshals were freed, an outright act of clemency was
‘more clear cut and would presumably be clearer to German public opinion’.

Thus the remainder of Kesselring’s sentence was officially remitted in October
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. His condition did not prevent him living until , nor addressing a rally
of service veterans immediately on his release. The ex-soldiers in question were
members of the fanatically nationalist ‘Green Devil’ commando outfit, and at the
event Kesselring recited the ritual call for the wholesale liberation of war crim-
inals in Allied custody.

Manstein’s health was simply too good to be a reasonable pretext for remis-
sion. However, he was not far from the end of his sentence. With the initial re-
duction from eighteen to twelve years in , a further remission of one-third
of the revised term for good behaviour (a scheme which benefited almost every
prisoner in British or American custody, regardless of their actual conduct in
prison), and the Cabinet decision to deduct from the sentence time spent in cus-
tody prior to trial, he was due to be released formally on  May . In fact, since
his discharge from hospital in February , Manstein had been taking a cure at
a health resort in Allmendigen in the US zone—his home town.

There is a final twist to this tale, springing from disagreement in the Cabinet
about the official termination date of the sentence. Debate revolved around the
question of whether he qualified for remission for ‘good conduct’ while on med-
ical parole, as he had not been in prison. Were he to be denied this, his sentence
would run approximately to September , requiring further ‘unsatisfactory’
extensions of his convalescence period. The solution to the quandary, consti-
tuting the final chapter in Britain’s rather sordid relationship with Manstein, ap-
peared as Anthony Eden was committed to hospital in April  for a series of
operations on his gall bladder and bile duct. In Eden’s absence, Churchill took
over the reins of the Foreign Office in addition to his normal duties, and predict-
ably the Prime Minister was to share none of his colleague’s concerns with legal
stricture. Carte blanche was effectively given to Selwyn Lloyd, Minister of
State in the Foreign Office with responsibility for German Affairs, and one of
Paget’s contacts, to rid the government of the embarrassing burden of the former
field marshals.

On  May , Selwyn Lloyd proposed to the Prime Minister that the ‘mean-
minded’ arguments against Manstein’s formal release be disregarded. This
was perfectly acceptable to Churchill, and it remained only for the two to
apply the coup de grâce: the alteration of the Royal Warrant in collaboration with
the War Office to enable clemency to be applied in the absence of the Foreign
Secretary. Predictably, the War Office proved amenable. And if Manstein
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could now rest assured of his freedom, Selwyn Lloyd was making the most of
Eden’s hospitalization by further pursuing the confessed policy of ‘clearing the
decks. . . [as] regards the senior professional soldiers, whose basic crime is that of
having transmitted Hitler’s orders’.

General Nicholas von Falkenhorst was now the highest-ranking German
soldier still in British custody. He had been condemned to death by a British
military court in August  for crimes committed while he was Commander-
in-Chief of the German Armed Forces in Norway, being found guilty on seven
charges of war crimes relating to the issuance of illegal orders and the handing
over of prisoners to the SD, with all that that entailed. The sentence was subse-
quently and rather predictably commuted to life imprisonment. Even Frank
Roberts of the Foreign Office, who had opined that the BRD should have a say in
the disposition of convicted war criminals, determined that clemency was not
justifiable in this case.

Falkenhorst’s purported heart trouble duly became a salient issue. In a mas-
terstroke of pure sophistry, Selwyn Lloyd reinforced the ill-health argument by
compounding it with the contention that Falkenhorst’s guilt was no greater than
that of Kesselring, who had already been granted clemency. Thus one act of
political expediency was dressed up as precedent and moral justification for an-
other, and with Falkenhorst’s release the case of the most problematic class of
war criminal was closed.

In Germany the releases were celebrated. Like the parallel situation in US for-
eign policy from , if less openly facilitated, they had been initiated in large
part to pander to the demands of nationalistic and militaristic elements in the
Federal Republic, in an attempt to gain their allegiance in the era of German re-
armament. Many of the German people appreciated this political motive; others
took the moves as an admission of the injustice of trying in the first place. Most
had long since discounted the possibility that the soldiers had done anything rep-
rehensible, perceiving them as functionaries—and heroic ones at that—of their
fatherland. In , a grim symmetry was established about the axis of Ger-
many’s defeat, when Manstein returned to the service of the western half of that
fatherland in an advisory capacity to assist in the formation of an army for the
BRD, the Bundeswehr.

The outcome was the ultimate logic of semi-official British foreign policy.
However, freeing Manstein and Kesselring was not just a matter of Cold War
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pragmatism. From Keightley in the military administration to Selwyn Lloyd in
the Foreign Office to Churchill, there was a genuine belief that the soldiers had
not really done wrong. These men had not been enduring and passionate op-
ponents of all war crimes trials, but they shared some of the assumptions of such
critics.

The international ‘union of generals’ identified by Bevin as the chief obstacle
to the Manstein trial does indeed appear to have backed its own, and it was
greatly supported by acolytes like Hankey and Liddell Hart. In August , in
opposition to the Manstein trial, Cyril Falls, then Chichele professor of military
history at Oxford, sketched, unawares, the self-image of this collective: ‘War is a
rough business’, he mused. ‘Perhaps the world is revolting against the comrade-
ship in arms which existed to some extent among enemies, and it may be that this
was often to the disadvantage of the civilian. At the same time it did a great deal
to mitigate the horrors of war.’

The obvious questions in retrospect ask in what ways the horrors of the Bar-
barossa campaign were mitigated, and also what happened to the camaraderie
between German and Soviet soldiers. Assessments of the nature of the German-
Soviet conflict were critical not only in the seminal case of Manstein, but to the
whole mythology of the Wehrmacht. As has been the case right up until the so-
called ‘historians’ debate of the s, and even more recently with Wehrmacht
apologists in the army of the unified Germany, the widespread exculpation of
German conduct in the post-war crucible featured distortion of the causes and
effects of the Barbarossa campaign.

.      ’ 

The combative contentions of Reginald Paget in Manstein’s defence were thor-
oughly congruent with the prevailing mood in Germany, and his efforts were
well appreciated. One of the more extreme instances of this admiration figured
on  January . Leaflets were circulated by the newspaper Das Neue Weltbild
to houses throughout the British zone, proclaiming the MP as the bearer of ‘a
new standard of justice’, and advertising a forthcoming article, ‘For the honour
of the soldier’, bearing information on the crimes committed by the Allies.

The Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung approached the issue in a far more sober way,
yet still reflected the defence team’s self-image as exemplars of British ‘fair play’,
particularly in the light of repeated attacks on the lawyers from the East German
and eastern European press. Conversely, the Polish observer at the trial with-
drew with the protest that the proceedings were ‘developing into a trial of the
millions of fighters against Nazi fascism’ and a ‘glorification of Nazism’. The
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latter contention was nearer the mark, as can be seen by two of his courtroom
jousts, the tone of which was representative of the whole defence.

As one of his innumerable attempts to discredit prosecution evidence, Paget
queried a story about a Pole being shot and wounded on the grounds that such an
incompetent piece of shooting—that is, in failing to kill the man—was unlikely
from a German soldier. On another occasion, defence quibbled about the use of
the word ‘drowning’ in the translation of a report by the secret military field
police. To avoid further prolonging the matter, it was eventually agreed that the
document should read , people ‘caused to disappear by sinking them in the
water’.

More significant than his stereotyping of German military efficiency and
blatant disregard of outright murder was Paget’s general rhetoric of vicious anti-
Communism. His closing address was described by Le Monde as providing a base
for a revisionist German nationalism. It brought together a number of the
themes present in both German and Anglo-American opposition to trials, and
amongst some of the Allied occupation policy-makers: attacking the attempt to
prosecute Manstein for ‘obeying orders’ as ‘positively totalitarian’; distinguish-
ing clearly between the actions of the SS and those of the Wehrmacht; and sug-
gesting that the unbridled criminality of the war in the ‘east’ was a consequence
not of Nazi racism but of Russian barbarism and non-adherence to the laws of
war. As the Judge Advocate Collingwood declared in summing up the evi-
dence for the bench, Paget seemed to be appealing to an audience beyond the
courtroom.

Manstein was convicted on nine of the seventeen counts facing him, but had
not the Soviets withheld evidence in retaliation for the British failure to surren-
der Manstein, and had adequate weight been given to the Einsatzgruppen testi-
mony, he would likely have been convicted on rather more. (As we now know,
relations between the Eleventh German Army and Einsatzgruppe D improved
after Manstein became commander-in-chief on  September , during the
period when the killing of Jews expanded to include entire communities.
Manstein was happy to let the killing squad get on with its prime task, rather than
attempting to co-opt it for his own purposes as his predecessor had done.)
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The only substantial accounts of Manstein’s trial have been written by Paget
and his German colleague, Paul Leverkühn. Both were as clearly partisan as was
the courtroom defence, but whereas Leverkühn’s tome was generally limited to
matters legal, Paget sought to rewrite history. His account faithfully recorded
his courtroom exercises in minimizing Jewish losses under the Einsatzgruppen
in an attempt concomitantly to minimize the complicity of his client. Working
from the starting-point of Ohlendorf ’s estimate of , murdered in the area
of the Crimea, by a series of spurious calculations based upon conjecture about
the murderous capacity of any given subdivision of the killing squad, Paget con-
cluded that at least one zero should be removed from the total of dead, and that
in all probability there were only between , and , Jews murdered.

Just as the criticisms of the Manstein trial voiced by the ‘anti-Nuremberg
diner’ and former Fascist British General J. F. C. Fuller found a favourable Ger-
man audience, and as did Bishop Bell’s and Victor Gollancz’s rhetoric of concili-
ation, and Churchill’s condemnation of the Nuremberg Ministries trial and
his contribution to Manstein’s defence fund, so did Paget’s argumentation.
Prior to the trial, Leverkühn had echoed Fuller’s judgement that the trial was a
function of Jewish vengeance—the ‘Jehovah complex’. Further, he asked rhet-
orically if Manstein was to be ‘an offering on the altar of the Soviet Union or Pol-
and, reeking with the blood of millions of Germans’. After the proceedings,
the ostensibly liberal Hamburg newspaper Die Welt serialized Paget’s book,
which had been translated almost immediately into German, and advertised by
the Stuttgart publishers Neuer Buchdienst alongside a straight biography of
Rommel. The publicity material for the books made much play of both Hankey’s
and Montgomery’s condemnations of the trials. The timing, in spring ,
could not have been more telling, given what we know of the rearmament debate
and the chronology of Manstein’s prison term. On the back of such revela-
tions, how could the field marshal’s release be seen as anything but the correction
of a historical wrong, and the affirmation of what Manstein was perceived to have
stood for?

The Manstein trial, or rather the way it has been presented for posterity, has
provided ammunition for outright Holocaust deniers: Tom Bower has described
how Paget’s courtroom techniques strongly resembled those used in Richard
Harwood’s modern day neo-Nazi work, Did Six Million Really Die? The
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influence of Paget’s work in less extreme circles is, however, more widespread
and more interesting. His contentions contributed to a revised edition of F. J. P.
Veale’s polemic, Advance to Barbarism. The subtitle of this book is, intriguingly,
How the Reversion to Barbarism in Warfare and War Trials Menaces our Future.
Broader in scope than Paget’s writing, this  publication effectively depicted
the German attack on the Soviet Union as a pre-emptive strike aimed at defend-
ing the heart of civilized Europe from the Asiatic hordes. The war prior to the de-
feat of France, Veale opined, was purely a ‘European civil war’. Thereafter, ‘all
Europeans’ faced a dilemma: ‘whether domination of Europe by the Soviet
Union was too heavy a price to pay for the continuance of the civil war’. In other
words, a parochial quarrel was overshadowed by the looming threat of the Red
Army to both sides.

Veale’s ‘European civil war’, then, was of a slightly different nature to the
europäische Bürgerkrieg of –, invented in a later decade by the conservative
German historian, Ernst Nolte. Also, unlike the latter, it did not trouble itself
with explaining away the Holocaust, because Veale did not see the need to ac-
count for that as a significant episode. Nevertheless, Advance to Barbarism con-
cretized the Historikerstreit arguments of Nolte and those of Veale’s own
contemporaries. He suggested that not only were Nazism and its crimes a re-
action to Bolshevism and its record, but that events from  June  were
actually influenced by the extremity of Soviet behaviour. Reversing the true
chronology, and again echoing Paget, and Keightley, and prefiguring Nolte’s
focus on the anti-partisan function of the SS, he attributed the murders of the
Einsatzgruppen to a reaction to Communist atrocity. The ‘SD’, apparently, were
called in to combat ‘terror with terror’.

We are also to infer that the Jews were not blameless: as Paget had argued, ‘it
would have surprised nobody if the SD when they got to a town screened the
Jewish quarter first, because that was the quarter in which they were likely to find
people who were most dangerous to the occupying power’. Judaeo-Bolshevik
or straightforward Soviet ‘terror’ was not simply held to be a function of an ag-
gressive political system. Cultural chauvinism was at work, when Paget sug-
gested that battlefield mutilation ‘is a Russian and not a German habit’. This
was not far from the observation of Montgomery of Alamein—another trial
critic—that ‘the Russians, though a fine fighting race, were in fact barbarous Asi-
atics who had never enjoyed a civilisation comparable to that of the rest of
Europe’. Indeed, the line separating perceived political and cultural differ-
ences between west and east was always fine and frequently blurred.
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The CDU contrived to sell themselves to the Allies as representatives of the
Christian tradition, opposed to the secularism which they considered had facili-
tated the rise of Nazism as well as that of the other totalitarian form, the inher-
ently materialist Marxism. The occident—Abendland—was, they believed, the
home and bastion of anti-materialist, Christian ideals. The Allies were recep-
tive to this notion, as is clear from the free hand that they allowed the German
church in denazification, the promotion of men such as Niemöller and Kogon,
and the resurrection of pre-war Christian anti-Communist imagery in their pol-
itical debate.

To draw on an example relevant to this book, we might consider the fact that a
secret clause was inserted late in the s in the terms of the British war crim-
inals extradition legislation to be applied to eastern European nations. This
appears to have had cultural as well as political justifications. Thus when, in spite
of British concerns over the quality of ‘Communist’ justice, Poland proved the
equitable nature of its legal system, an explanation forwarded in Whitehall
was that the Polish Catholic legacy was ensuring the survival of a ‘strong sense
of Christian justice’. This did not mean, however, that the British were
prepared to go so far as to transfer high-ranking soldiers to the Polish author-
ities.

The contemporary absolution of Manstein and Kesselring was expedited at
an auspicious moment by an influential British circle. In turn, Basil Liddell
Hart’s role in writing the history of the war made easy the perpetuation of the
myth of Wehrmacht innocence for later military historians, who have frequently
shied away from the criminal side of Barbarossa. Such historians have also elided
the issue of Kesselring’s murderous instructions by implying that the SS or SD
were really responsible, and have cited in his defence the testimonies of Alexan-
der and Churchill, who were thoroughly implicated in attempting to get the
charges overturned. One has even gone so far as to say Kesselring was ‘par-
doned’, with the implication that he deserved it. It has also proved possible for
war memoirs and histories alike to claim that Manstein had ‘no involvement with
war crimes’, or to rely on the evidence of no less a personage than David Irving
to illustrate that the field marshal was no Nazi.
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One of the key underpinnings of this investigation is that one did not have to
be a Nazi to be complicit in genocide. Hitler relied on thousands of ‘ordinary
men’, policemen and soldiers alike, to do much of the killing in Poland and the
Soviet Union. And though the Nazis infiltrated and co-opted the German élites,
they still relied upon many of the traditional societal power-bases in running
Germany, in preparing it for conquest, and in creating a discriminatory and
finally genocidal state. Non-Nazis were co-responsible for the depth of Nazi
criminality, and they were essential in giving that criminality its breadth.

The motive force behind the actions of the Wehrmacht in the USSR was not
full-blown Nazi racism but a traditional, powerful anti-communism amongst the
leadership corps, which also bought into the supposed connection between Bol-
shevism and Jewry. And just as one did not need to be a Nazi to aid in imperi-
alism and genocide, one did not need to be a Nazi to share in some of the
conceptions the Nazis exploited (though the extremity of Veale’s and Paget’s
positions has latterly been the preserve only of the political extreme). The ar-
gument of the Soviet Union as original threat, for instance, present in Hitler’s
own rhetoric, was also used in defence at Nuremberg. Thereafter it was
employed periodically in Germany and elsewhere, up to and beyond the His-
torikerstreit, often by mainstream historians and politicians concerned to recon-
textualize the Nazi experience. But it had also been used, if in a very different
context, in the British Conservative party in the s, the period of general lib-
eral-democratic theorizing about the twin totalitarian threat. Certainly, seeing
Communism as the paramount threat to world order and civilization had a good
pedigree throughout the inter-war period.

The Nazis themselves borrowed from pre-existing ideas about German ex-
pansion into eastern Europe, and the anti-Bolshevik ‘crusade’ was accompanied
by a supposed superiority over the Slavic peoples that long predated the Third
Reich, as well as an appropriation of Christian imagery for the conflict. (Who, in-
deed, was Barbarossa other than the crusader emperor?) This did not stop non-
Nazi, if generally right-wing, politicians in the USA, Britain, and the CDU from
using similarly Manichaean imagery during the Cold War. Nor did it stop men
like Liddell Hart from playing Cold War politics while they were purportedly
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working in support of the apolitical figures, who happened to be the standard-
bearers of the Vernichtungskrieg.

Inevitably, the opponents of trial would hail predominantly from the ranks of
the cold warriors, whether they were so inclined by pragmatism or ideology. Yet
it is hard to escape the conclusion that the Pagets, the Liddell Harts, and even the
Bishop Bells and the Keightleys, who had some real idea of what had happened
in eastern Europe, opposed the trial of soldiers because they were more comfort-
able with the genocidal assault on (Judaeo-)Bolshevism than they were with the
‘concentration camps’. They contributed in no small way to keeping these re-
lated phenomena separate in the public sphere as well.



The release of the field marshals should contribute to a new perspective on the
‘final solution of the war criminals question’. The tale embraces perhaps the one
area of Allied war crimes policy in which the British input, while negative, was as
significant as that of the United States. In fact, the American reviews did not tend
to favour soldiers as a group above any others; perhaps, it is suggested, because
McCloy did not wish to be seen to be bowing to the pressure exerted specifically
on their behalf. Nevertheless, at the end of the – review, McCloy
stressed what was by then de rigueur: ‘these sentences reflect upon the individuals
concerned, not upon the honor of the German military profession’.

As for the wider social significance of soldiery in Germany, we see that the idea
of untarnished military honour was embraced by a public which wished to vin-
dicate the German war effort as, if misled by a criminal clique, nevertheless jus-
tified in the face of the Bolshevik threat. The reputation of the Wehrmacht
was preserved in Germany by the perpetuation of one myth of its ‘unpoliticized’
nature and of another of the German ‘bulwark’ against the Communist east. En-
compassing both of these has been the image of the military as the defender of the
integrity of Germany.

The theory of Germany as bulwark against Communism—with the military
and the nation indistinguishable, identified with and in terms of each other—was
popularized not only in that country, but in the west also as the Cold War de-
veloped. The releases of the field marshals were facilitated to strengthen western
Europe, and fed directly into the propaganda of the West German élites. And if
the crucible of West German post-war identity was the Adenauer era, it is no sur-
prise that the prevailing popular discourses of that period remained influential
there for decades to come.
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The disposition of Manstein and Kesselring was important in its own right, il-
lustrating the peculiar circularity of our subject as political force imposed itself
decisively over judicial authority and historical actuality. However, the episode is
more significant in indicating what was acceptable rhetoric in the decade after
the war. Opposition to the trials could stem from many roots; the opposition that
was vocalized, however, was generally tied up with a specific raft of values.

For Germans, nationalism was the necessary factor and, often, also the suffi-
cient one. In its various manifestations it could mean support for most of the
things that Germany had done during the war, virulent anti-Communism, and
opposition to anything the Allied occupiers imposed. Legalistic objections to
trial were sometimes just that, but more often they masked these partisan con-
cerns.

In the liberal democracies there were also complex issues involved. Senator
Robert Taft in the USA and Victor Gollancz in Britain came close to exem-
plifying principled, reasoned objection to the trial ethic, but even they had
corresponded with the chauvinist Montgomery Belgion. The vociferous anti-
Communism of the American senators Langer, McCarthy, and Dondero dove-
tailed with the leanings of the British MP Richard Stokes and Reginald Paget.
Some, like T. S. Elliot or General Fuller, combined right-wing views with out-
spoken antisemitism. The ‘anti-Nuremberg diners’ drew on each of these tradi-
tions. These people, with exceptions such as that of General Fuller, were not
extremists by today’s standards. At the time, Fuller included, they were con-
sidered to be respectable individuals; they were also opinion-formers, and the
message that they were giving out was the opposite of that of Nuremberg.

If there was one idea that Jackson and Taylor tried to establish, it was the
supremacy of the crime of aggressive war. Though failing to account for the pre-
war atrocities committed within the Reich, there is considerable mileage in the
idea that the pursuit of warfare not only provided new opportunities for the Nazi
campaigns of racial hatred, but that it radicalized these into full-blown genocide.
The trials of Manstein and the ‘High Command’ confronted the alliance of the
regular armed forces with the specially designated agents of Nazi genocide, and
these contributed to the scholarly view that the former emerged tainted by the
crimes of the latter. The logic of the OCCPAC/OCCWC indictment was a 
far-reaching examination of German society, however, American trial policy
failed to convince Germans that this was necessary; the same is true of British
policy.

While Frank Buscher ascribes this failure to the structure and execution of the
trial programmes at the planning level, the document-centred courtroom prac-
tice of the IMT in particular contributed to making the legal medium a poor di-
dactic tool. And beyond the courtroom, we should not just look to the primacy
of Cold War politics and German nationalism. Even before the trials were
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undermined by the general thrust of Allied and German rhetoric from , the
focus of the Schuldfrage was placed firmly on German society, not on Jews and
not on Slavs, and the ground was prepared for a host of improbable apologia.

For much of the perpetrating society, defensive rejection of guilt, whether
genuine or feigned, had become the order of the day since unconditional surren-
der had been imposed on Germany. The German élites decided that attack was
the best form of defence, however, and questioned the bases of the trials, effect-
ively accusing the Allies. Thus the only concerted national confrontation with
guilt perverted the issue, bypassing German crimes—and once again their
victims—in order to discredit the very idea of punishment. In this sophistry the
Germans were not alone. But that the role of British and American citizens in re-
writing history has not been deemed worthy of much attention is testament to
the enduring belief that the murder of Jews and others was not ‘our’ problem
anyway.

The Allied publics did not countenance wholesale distortion of the past, often
opposing the premature liberation of convicted war criminals, particularly the
well-known Alfried Krupp, and fearing a revival of German militarism. Indeed,
though it was not a paramount concern, the Allied Governments remained sen-
sitive to domestic public feeling on the war criminals issue throughout. With-
out doubt, the uncovering of Buchenwald and Belsen left a deep imprint on the
peoples of the liberal democracies, making concrete their pre-existing notions of
German perfidy. Yet the general ignorance and lack of interest in the war in the
east, and the tendency to exonerate soldiers from blame, allowed the perpetu-
ation of misrepresentations of the war. The attitude towards the Wehrmacht also
fed into a psychological need to believe that a fellow European culture had not
been totally corrupted. (In this perhaps the collegiality shown at various levels by
the British to the Germans was stronger than that exhibited by the USA.) There
was no thought of the catastrophe of the war as an outcome of destructive forces
inherent to that culture: the superior virtue of the ‘occident’ would be brought
again to the fore by Christian restoration.

It has been observed that in occupied Germany there was an inherent ‘tension
between democracy on the one hand and memory and justice on the other’. The
implication is that the vast number of Germans actively or passively complicit in
the evils of Nazism would not, if given a say, allow an investigation of the past.

This dichotomy is not accurate. While democracy and justice may have been op-
posed, it is wrong simply to equate justice with memory. There was a genuine
discrepancy between the law courts and the political consciousness, not just
in Germany, but elsewhere also. And when military historians can ignore the
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criminal nature of Barbarossa—indeed, glorify it as a symbol of human heroism,
as does at least one popular study—the danger of its marginalization in the his-
tory of twentieth-century genocide remains to this day.
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Part III: The Trials and Posterity
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CHAPTER FIVE

A Nuremberg Historiography of
the Holocaust?

If the role of the Wehrmacht has recently been the subject of great popular de-
bate, the scholarly scene of the last decade has also witnessed a flowering of spe-
cialist revelation on the crimes of the German police. Whether or not they were
affiliated directly to the SS, it seems that almost every police grouping was in-
volved at some level in the murder process, whether hunting Jews and others,
guarding, them or shooting them. As the circle of complicity has grown, it has
also incorporated the civilian administrations of the occupied and annexed east-
ern European territories. In the ‘occupation climate’, these often corrupt agen-
cies acted with colonial arrogance, and when required to conform to the
murderous norm they did so, for the most part, with aplomb.

Unlike Wehrmacht criminality, little of this was established in the Allied
courts with repercussions, it seems, for the history books: parallel absences in
these media suggest the extent to which the historiography has been influenced
by ‘Nuremberg’. In part, the regular police and civilian functionaries benefited
from the same public ignorance in the liberal democracies that served the Wehr-
macht: the SS, and particularly the Gestapo, were seen as the sole malefactors.

In part also, only limited evidence was available to the prosecutors. However, the
structure and priorities of the prosecution programmes and the particular uses
of the Nazi documentation that was available also played a significant role in a
process of inadvertent concealment. Two examples will be used in illustration:
the first is the prosecution of the lesser-known elements of Himmler’s SS and
police empire, with particular reference to crimes against the Jews; the second is
the treatment of crimes in the Reichskommissariat Ostland, the area incorporat-
ing the Baltic states, most of Belorussia, and parts of north-eastern Poland.

Succeeding these examinations, and mindful again of Hilberg’s connection
between detail and conceptual explanation, the chapter considers some of the
explicit interpretative bequests of the trials. The number and diversity of people,
and the complex of organizations involved in genocide raises fundamental ques-
tions of mass motivation on one hand, and, on the other, of the nature of deci-
sion-making and policy implementation. The ‘Nuremberg legacy’ will be
assessed in two related areas. We shall first consider the homogenization of the

 Dieter Pohl, Nationalsozialistische Judenverfolgung in Ostgalizien –: Organisation und
Durchführung eines staatlichen Massenverbrechens (Munich: Oldenbourg, ).
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motivations for Nazi genocide, and the simplification of the decision-making
structure of the agencies of the Third Reich, which contributed to the mis-
apprehensions of the ‘intentionalist’ school of Holocaust historiography and the
elision of the dynamic relationships between different power strata in Nazi-
occupied Europe. The shortcomings of the resulting Nuremberg model of the
Holocaust are then drawn out with reference to the problematic concept of Jew-
ish labour during the war, and to understandings of the term ‘extermination
through work’.

While the first two sections of the chapter are indicative of the priorities of the
Allied prosecutors, which did not accommodate many investigations that might
seem of great import to the historian of today, the second two are illustrative of
what the trials produced ‘in spite’, as it were, of the relative diminution of the
Jewish fate. Indeed, given the prevailing failure in the post-war courts to estab-
lish the proportional—let alone conceptual—importance of the Shoah, the
achievements of the early Holocaust historians are still to be marvelled at as
works of authority and insight. Raul Hilberg’s work in particular has been vital
in pointing the way to present-day research on the size and inclusivity of the
‘machinery of destruction’.

.   ():    

The prosecution of the SS, and within that the Gestapo, was pivotal in OCC-
PAC’s and OCCWC’s pursuit of the ‘conspiracy-criminal organization’ theory.
It was an integral part of the first of the three pillars that Telford Taylor identi-
fied as Nazism, militarism, and economic imperialism. The IMT specifically de-
clared criminal the Gestapo and SD, and the border police (Grenzpolizei), and
the SS as a whole, including the Allgemeine-SS, the Waffen-SS, the SS-
Totenkopfverbände, and ‘any of the different police forces who were members’.

Telford Taylor’s staff went on to examine in greater depth several of the facets of
the SS and its affiliates, namely the WVHA, the Einsatzgruppen, the SS scien-
tific and medical services, and, in the ‘RuSHA’ trial, a series of offices concerned
with the reordering of Europe along ‘racial’ grounds.

Few would dispute the criminal nature of these groups. However, with the
benefit of hindsight, a proportional representation of SS and police criminality
would have demanded specific condemnations of other organizations and per-
sonnel. The higher SS and police leaders (Höheren SS- und Polizeiführer, or
HSSPFs), the Reich detective police (Kriminalpolizei, or Kripo, office-group V
of the RSHA), and the Order Police (Ordnungspolizei, or Orpo) are particularly
striking omissions from the IMT judgement and the subsequent Nuremberg
trials. Moreover, a substantial OCCWC investigation of the Waffen-SS, which
had cursorily been declared criminal by the IMT, would have been desirable, not
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least in the struggle against the dissemination of the myth of that institution’s
innocence in relation to the crimes of the SS as a whole.

Telford Taylor has, however, recounted that it was essential when faced with
the enormous collapsed Reich to draw certain ‘a priori conclusions about the
locus of responsibility for crimes known to have been committed’. It was axio-
matic that some of these assumptions would be proved correct and others not.
Thus, for instance, some of the organizations concerned in the RuSHA trial,
their grand titles and unpleasant aspirations notwithstanding, were not as im-
portant in the implementation of Nazi racial policy as were others. As precon-
ceptions about concentration camps were developed partially from impressions
of the pre-war manifestations of Dachau and Buchenwald, so the depiction
of the Gestapo was doubtless influenced by the ‘totalitarian’ model of an all-
powerful secret police pervading the whole of German society throughout the
Hitler era, in contrast to the undermanned, underfunded organization that it
frequently was. Similarly its pre-war reputation guaranteed that the SA was
regularly used as a prime example of a criminal organization, though by wartime
it had been marginalized. Thus, even in , Lucius Clay—a man who had a
considerable interest in the progress of the trials—could confuse the SS with the
‘stormtroopers’ as the subject of an ongoing case.

Many of these preoccupations were shared by those involved in the investiga-
tion of ‘war crimes’. ‘Gestapo’ became almost a byword for the issue of criminal
organizations before the IMT trial. Robert Jackson’s conception of the trial of
the major war criminals was represented by Hartley Shawcross as being against
‘Göring and the Gestapo’. This is not to imply that the Gestapo was over-
investigated: the most insidious of that organization’s organs, Eichmann’s
Judenreferat IVB, was given scant direct attention in the immediate aftermath
of the war, because of the circumscription of the investigation that developed
into the Einsatzgruppen trial. Rather, it is to suggest that the Allies believed
they had located the criminal power-centres in Göring, the Gestapo, and, of
course, the concentration camps and their authorities.

The more discerning authorities on the question realized that ‘many crimes
have been vaguely ascribed to the Gestapo by newspapermen or the man in the
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street of the occupied countries but it is not impossible that some of them were
committed by other bodies such as the Sicherheitspolizei [sic], the Ordnungs-
polizei, or other branches of the SS’. A handbook on concentration camps
drawn up by the political intelligence department of the Foreign Office in April
 identified several equally culpable bodies which deserved their ‘share of the
blame which is associated in the public mind with the term Gestapo’, yet the
authors deemed that to depart from the use of that catch-all term would be ‘mere
pedantry’.

With specific reference to the murder of the Jews, it was not until the discov-
ery early in  of the minutes of the infamous Wannsee conference that modi-
fications were made to the image of the SS as the sole fulcrum of the process.
However, the evidence had in-built limitations. The minutes, produced only in
time for the penultimate of the subsequent proceedings, precipitated investiga-
tions into the role of other culpable agencies of the Third Reich, such as the gov-
ernment ministries. The conference was held in January  in preparation
for the European-wide ‘final solution’ and contained little reference to the mur-
ders that had already occurred in Poland and the USSR, nor the many agencies
involved in those crimes. The elision of the immense complex of police, military
and civilian offices implicated in the annihilation of the Jews of the Pale of Settle-
ment was exaggerated by the agenda of the conference convenor. As we have
seen, Reinhard Heydrich, head of the RSHA, wished to use the meeting to re-
affirm the authority of himself and his office in the developing ‘final solution’,
whilst securing the support of and implicating all the organizations he had in-
vited. Adolf Eichmann, Heydrich’s subordinate, drew up the minutes to his
master’s satisfaction.

In as much as the fate of the Jews was investigated at the IMT trial, the em-
phasis was predominantly on the killing centres. The very basic division between
murder by gas and by bullet was drawn, but the latter was the subject of surpris-
ingly little attention, with the ‘horror camps’ holding sway. Little documenta-
tion was adduced on localized massacres because little had by then been found,
and much remained hidden for years afterwards, concealed in Soviet archives.
Indeed, it is doubtful that much evidence had been sought in the preparations for
the trial of the major war criminals, for the role of mobile killing squads was un-
clear in the investigators’ minds. The major witness to these murders was the
aforementioned Otto Ohlendorf, erstwhile head of office-group  (one of the two
SD offices) of the RSHA, and of Einsatzgruppe D. The American prosecutor,
Whitney Harris, recalls how Ohlendorf was only sent to Nuremberg specula-
tively by his British captors, and that his new interrogators considered him only
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to be a potential source of information on intelligence issues arising from his ser-
vice in the former capacity. Ohlendorf then proved surprisingly willing to ex-
pand upon his murderous past. As Harris has said, he ‘wrote the Einsatzgruppen
case’.

The discovery around the turn of – of the Ereignismeldungen UdSSR
(operational-situational reports) and the Meldungen aus den besetzten Ost-
gebieten (reports from the occupied eastern territories), which chronicled in
great detail the activities of the Einsatzgruppen, spurred the plan to prosecute a
number of their former leaders, with Ohlendorf to appear as chief defendant.

We know that these documents were highly esteemed by OCCWC, and that their
seemingly uncomplicated and conclusive nature ultimately facilitated the Ein-
satzgruppen trial. The simplicity of the case itself was, however, problematic in
the establishment of the bigger picture, because the documents were not the
faithful record the prosecutors assumed them to be.

It was an understandable and enduring characteristic of the post-war trials
that prosecutors and judges alike found it hard to comprehend that perpetrators
like Ohlendorf had taken a professional pride in their murderous work, even to
the point of exaggerating the numbers of the dead; hence part of Jackson’s reluc-
tance to use these murderers as witnesses. Likewise, in the general belief in con-
spiracies to murder, little cognisance was taken of the fact that different agencies
actually competed against each other for influence in the killing process. The
Einsatzgruppen reports were thus taken at face value, when in fact they con-
cealed much about internecine rivalry.

The reports had originally been submitted to Heydrich after careful editing by
Heinrich Müller, head of the Gestapo, and they were constructed to maximize
the role of the Sicherheitspolizei (which formed most of the leadership corps of
the Einsatzgruppen) in the exterminations in eastern Europe, to the detriment
of the ‘achievements’ of other organizations. The contributions of the HSSPFs,
of whom more later, were insufficiently acknowledged, as were those of auxiliary
police forces (both German and local) and militias, and even those of the SD,
the other main constituents of the RSHA. Thus the main body of legal and his-
torical evidence on itinerant killing organizations fed directly into the pre-
conceptions of the Allied prosecutors and publics about the extent of Nazi
criminality. Criminal proceedings in the BRD were the first to consider in any
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detail the role of police forces other than the stereotyped Gestapo and its RSHA
affiliates.

Until very recently, and in some cases right down to the present day, the
stereotypical composite picture of the ‘final solution’ handed down in general
histories has been of Einsatzgruppen killings followed by camp killings. Surveys
in English by Michael Marrus, Ronnie Landau, Dan Cohn-Sherbok, Lucy
Dawidowicz, and Wolfgang Benz, to give an incomplete list, have marginalized
the other formations that massacred Jews in Soviet and Polish territory in
–. To identify this phenomenon is not to exhibit the ‘mere pedantry’ sug-
gested by the Foreign Office’s Political Intelligence Department. First it is a
straightforward matter of historical representation, for the importance of the
Einsatzgruppen in the murder process varied greatly from area to area. Sec-
ondly, it opens up important questions of mass participation and individual
motivation.

The Order Police was one of the largest contributors of personnel for shoot-
ing massacres in Poland from  onwards and, to a lesser extent during ,
the USSR. They provided around , men for the police presence in these
countries, with the Einsatzgruppen contributing roughly , and Himmler’s
personal ‘Kommandostab’ ,. While the latter two organizations and the
Waffen-SS, which also provided thousands of killers functioning within and
alongside them, can be considered generally to be strongly indoctrinated and to
exhibit a high degree of identification with the aims of Nazism, this was not ne-
cessarily the case with the Order Police.

The Order Police may for our purposes be sub-divided into two groups: the
career police and the reservists. The latter were neither highly trained nor
greatly indoctrinated, with comparatively low rates of membership of the Nazi
party and the SS. Their tasks generally extended only to normal policing duties;
indeed, many were considered unfit for military service. Yet entire battalions
were directly co-opted to kill Jews and other ‘undesirables’ in situ in eastern
Europe or to provide logistical support in the massacres; such units were also in
whole or in part seconded as additional manpower to the Einsatzgruppen, in
which capacity they served as did any members of those genocidal outfits.
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Why these ‘ordinary men’ were for the most part prepared to kill people
for whom initially they had little demonstrable dislike became a central matter
for historical debate in the s. The obvious inference is that antisemitism it-
self was not always the incentive to murder. Nor, however, were these non-
antisemites necessarily obliged to kill under the weight of senior orders: those
who wished not to participate did not meet with draconian punishment, and on
occasion the possibility to opt out was presented to them.

Unlike much current scholarship on Nazi policy in eastern Europe, the re-
discovery of the role of the Order Police is not a function of the post-Cold War
opening of archives in the last decade. New documentation has enabled a more
detailed empirical recreation of events in Poland and the USSR, but the existing
historical and sociological analyses of the Order Police’s actions are derived from
trials conducted decades ago in the BRD. Even in  the potential did exist to
uncover something of the Order Police’s role, but circumstances dictated that
disclosures were not made, either in the courtroom or in the early history books.

The detailed information on the formations and roles of killing squads in east-
ern Europe compiled by the Bletchley Park code-breakers was, owing to its top
secret classification, not made available at Nuremberg, and has only recently
come to light in studies of Allied awareness of the murder of the Jews. However,
contrary to what Richard Breitman has written, the absence of this intelligence
was not the main obstacle to trial of the relevant SS leaders. Breitman suggests
that the Nuremberg prosecutors did not target the head of the Order Police, SS-
Obergruppenführer Kurt Daluege, because of a lack of available information.

This is not borne out by the facts. Daluege was certainly extradited to the Czechs
for his actions as Protector of Bohemia and Moravia between mid- and Sep-
tember , and was consequently tried and executed in Prague in October
. Yet his connection with the Order Police had been emphasized previously,
and there is no indication that the Allied authorities believed his claims of the or-
ganization’s innocence.

First there was some awareness before the end of the war that the Order Police
as a whole had been extensively involved in criminal activities, and specifically
that certain units had been actively complicit in ‘security’ policy and ‘population
control’ in the occupied east. Secondly, Daluege himself was a target of
OCCPAC, with Jackson pressing for his inclusion in the IMT trial. Anthony
Eden had also listed him as one of the major enemy war criminals in June  as
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head of the Order Police as well as Protector of Bohemia and Moravia and he
had appeared on lists of possible defendants before the IMT. It may well be that
he did not appear alongside Göring simply because he was not a ‘household
name’, though his influence was acknowledged, particularly amongst the BWCE
and the Foreign Office officials connected with the case. The number of de-
fendants in the case may also have been a prime concern. Had his health allowed
it, however, there is a very strong possibility that Daluege would have been
tried in part as a representative of the SS and police system.

Yet there is a danger of being drawn into a circular argument in discussing the
presence to hand or otherwise of appropriate evidence, for the a priori allocation
of criminal responsibility by the hard-pressed Allied prosecution staffs meant
that—as indeed in the preparations for the Doctors’ trial—the hectic search for
substantiation of charges might well begin after the decision to indict had been
made. Practical reasons, and the priorities of OCCWC, which did not include
emphasizing the murder of the Jews, are the most probable reasons why Daluege
was never tried in the ‘west’.

In contrast to Daluege, Kaltenbrunner was tried as a major war criminal, and
Pohl as chief defendant in the fourth subsequent Nuremberg trial. In addition,
four other heads of SS-Hauptämter, along with several of their subordinates,
were tried in the subsequent proceedings. The trials brought forth a vast corpus
of accessible evidence on all facets of the organizations headed by these men.
Daluege’s trial concentrated on his involvement in regional-specific crimes, such
as the destruction of Lidice and the deportation of Czech Jews. The marginaliza-
tion of the functions of the Order Police as effected in the trial of its most senior
member was not amended within the legal framework, for no other high-ranking
members were tried after the war; and as we have seen, the main body of Nurem-
berg evidence that could most clearly have revealed its complicity—namely the
Einsatzgruppen reports—did not.

The breadth of SS and police aberrance was personified in forty-seven indi-
viduals appointed by, and directly answerable to, Heinrich Himmler, the man at
the head of the entire complex from . The higher SS and police leaders were
created in  in each administrative district specifically to give Himmler a
channel of authority over SS and police formations separate from those of the SS
head offices. The HSSPFs were intended to have authority over the other police
formations in joint actions of those organizations.
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Though the HSSPFs were frequently marginalized in the territories of the
Reich, where the lines of power were better established, and where the competi-
tiveness of Himmler’s underlings and other agencies prohibited entry into an
overcrowded market, in the occupied territories influence was ‘up for grabs’.

Here, the HSSPFs had a genuine authority over all SS and police forces in their
respective regions, and hence a large stake in genocide. Thus the conglomerate
forces of Frederick Jeckeln, HSSPF for the southern Soviet Union (based in
Kiev), amongst which were Order Policemen, murdered , Jews in August
 alone. It seems that he began to murder all Jews, irrespective of age or gen-
der, even before the Einsatzgruppe C in the vicinity. So influential was Jeckeln
in the developing murder process that in October  a subsection of Einsatz-
gruppe C, Einsatzkommando a, anxiously reported back to Berlin that it, too,
had been involved in the killings, which were not the achievement of the HSSPF
alone. Dieter Pohl’s study of the operations of Einsatzgruppe C in fact reveals
that the squad ‘had nowhere near the significance for the war of annihilation in
the Ukraine that is often attributed to it’: of the approximately . million Jews
murdered there, the Einsatzgruppe claimed to have accounted for approximately
,, all except , of whom were killed in conjunction with the forces of
the HSSPF.

Jeckeln’s counterpart in the central area of the occupied Soviet Union,
HSSPF Erich von dem Bach-Zelewski, was equally important in the develop-
ment of the ‘final solution’. As with Jeckeln, when the murder of Soviet Jewry in-
tensified in mid-July , he was accorded regional authority over the vastly
increased manpower of the SS brigades and police battalions now assigned to the
USSR. He both orchestrated a large proportion of the murders in the area and
was personally present at some of the most significant massacres, acting to incite
the shooters.

Though there was obviously no trial of the HSSPFs, again we must take issue
with Richard Breitman’s claim that owing to the absence of German police de-
codes there was insufficient evidence to target individuals for prosecution. It
seems that a number of HSSPFs were originally considered for trial either in a
separate trial or alongside members of the RSHA. However, neither option was
pursued because of manpower shortages within the OCCWC and the circum-
scribed nature of the Einsatzgruppen case. In any event, we know that the
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investigation was of a low priority in the context of OCCWC’s broader aims.
None of the HSSPFs was tried for their crimes in that capacity by a British or an
American court, and, despite their central importance in genocide, that class of
criminal appears to have escaped almost as lightly in the historiography of the
Third Reich, with only one serious monograph devoted to them. Finally, and
also in contrast to Breitman’s insinuation that von dem Bach-Zelewski’s pre-
paredness to testify against other defendants kept him out of trouble with
OCCWC, he was considered as a defendant in an abortive trial against the sup-
pressers of the Warsaw uprising in .

The most notable HSSPF absentee from any Allied dock was Karl Wolff, and
his fate is testament to the political factors that were simply beyond the control
of any prosecutor. Wolff had previously been Himmler’s adjutant, the SS liaison
officer with Hitler’s headquarters, and one of only three holders of the rank,
Höchste SS- und Polizeiführer (Highest SS and Police Leader). He was impli-
cated in crimes against humanity, and specifically against Jews, and as a result of
his status was in any case suitable for indictment before the IMT—for which he
was considered—alongside Kaltenbrunner, who was inadequate as sole repre-
sentative of the SS, the Gestapo, and the SD. Wolff had figured highly on
Allied lists of war criminals, and an impression of his attitude towards the
criminal practices of the SS can be gleaned from a notorious commendation to
Himmler in  in which he wrote of his ‘besondere Freude’—his ‘particular
joy’—at the deportation of , Warsaw Jews per day to Treblinka. The
Americans did not try him, however, despite the fact that towards the end of the
IMT trial he was on their daily interrogation list.

The omission of Wolff was a result of services rendered by him in the closing
days of the war in Europe. He had liaised with the OSS in order to effect a pre-
mature German surrender, ostensibly to prevent further unnecessary destruc-
tion and loss of life on the continent, but clearly also with a view to securing his
future after the impending collapse of the Reich. The clandestine links estab-
lished between SS intelligence and the OSS were the channel for a number of
different bids for the role of peacemaker, with both Himmler and Kaltenbrunner
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vying to fill it at different times, both attempting to halt the ongoing murder of
the Jews in the camps as their side of an imaginary bargain. However, the blatant
guilt of the head of the SS and his plenipotentiary was such that neither were
credible negotiators, and neither could cheat the ultimate reckoning, realization
dawning upon Himmler rather sooner than Kaltenbrunner. Wolff ’s record was
not so obviously black, and he was able to secure the trust variously of Allen
Dulles of the OSS and the US Generals Airey and Lemnitzer, all of whom were
prepared to testify on his behalf in the event of trial. Indeed, it seems likely that
he was given an informal assurance that he would not face legal proceedings.

These ‘diplomatic obstacles’ to the trial of Wolff proved insurmountable for
the OCCWC, as an official in the evidence division confided to the British liaison
officer at Nuremberg. The problem was transferred onto British shoulders in
 after an extradition order. It was then solved when Wolff was subjected to
the tender mercies of a denazification tribunal that sentenced him to time already
served. The verdict was certainly influenced by his American patrons, who
proved true to their word. Additionally, it is probable that the Governor of the
British zone, General Robertson, exerted some pressure on behalf of the defend-
ant. A more comprehensive reckoning with Wolff ’s wartime activities had to
wait until the s, when in the aftermath of the Eichmann trial he was sen-
tenced by a court of the BRD to fifteen years’ forced labour for his ‘complicity’
(Beihilfe) in the murder of approximately , Jews.

The horse-trading around Wolff ’s disposition was unfortunately all too com-
mon as the Second World War was supplanted by the Cold War. It could be said
that, just as during the Holocaust the aiding of the Jews by the Allies was sub-
ordinated to the effort to win the war, afterwards the will to punish those respon-
sible for the genocide was often undermined by the determination to gain a
decisive superiority over the USSR. On the level of ‘minor’ criminals, the role of
the US in recruiting scientists and former Nazi intelligence agents with dubious
wartime records has been well charted.

It is counterfactual to consider whether wider perceptions of the Holocaust
would have been altered by the trial of any of the aforementioned who escaped
justice. Given the elementary popular understanding of its events and nature,
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the addition of extra defendants or supplementary trials at Nuremberg would
likely have little changed the general construction of what Lord Russell of Liver-
pool called ‘the scourge of the swastika’. On the level of historiography, and
specifically that concerning the SS and police, the considerations are rather dif-
ferent, and the potential value of thoroughly documented trials of Daluege,
Wolff, and their underlings is great. The same applies to Gruppenführer Artur
Nebe, former head of the Kriminalpolizei and of Einsatzgruppe B, who died
before capture and his planned trial; and to any of the plethora of heads of SS
offices and their subsections who were considered for trial, like Adolf Eichmann
in the first instance, or like the (probably) deceased Heinrich ‘Gestapo’ Müller
and Richard Glücks, former Inspector of Concentration Camps, and Wilhelm
Burger and Gerhardt Maurer of WVHA Amtsgruppe D, who were apprehended
too late for arraignment in the Pohl case; and to all the HSSPFs and to the
Waffen-SS leadership. Bearing in mind that the SS was at the centre of Allied
perceptions of Nazi criminality, there was greater potential still for misplaced
emphasis in fields of less concern.

It has been observed that the total geographical scope of the Holocaust was not
accounted for by the IMT. This was true also of the subsequent Nuremberg
tribunals and exaggeratedly so in the Royal Warrant series. In examining one
particular area, the lands comprising Alfred Rosenberg’s eastern empire, we
shall see how Anglo-American trial policy prevented full consideration of the
Jewish catastrophe in one of the most blood-soaked regions of all Europe.

.   ():  ‘’ 

On  July  Hitler appointed Rosenberg Minister for the Occupied Eastern
Territories, a post with responsibility for the civil government of the Ukraine,
parts of Belorussia, and north-eastern Poland, Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia.
The final five of these regions, when lumped together, formed that area known in
Nazi-German parlance as the ‘Reichskommissariat Ostland’. The murder of the
Jews in these territories of the former Soviet Union has been somewhat margin-
alized in the western historiography of the Shoah, chiefly because most of the
relevant documentation fell into Soviet hands at the end of the war, but also be-
cause the evidence produced by the local war crimes commissions was rather dis-
trusted in the west, though it is now used, if carefully, by some of the most
discerning scholars of the regional development of the Holocaust.
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The activities of Einsatzgruppe A, the most notorious organization to operate
in the area, and the most murderous of the Einsatzgruppen, were documented in
the operational-situational reports, and representatives of the squad were tried
in the subsequent Nuremberg proceedings. Beyond the police groupings, there
were two other German concerns that, during  at least, had considerable
influence over the disposition of Jews. Unfortunately, the records of both the
civil administration and the military authority remained inaccessible until the
fall of Communism. Moreover, a third group that influenced the conduct of
mass murder but avoided the public record until recently were the local collabor-
ators.

Prime representatives of each of these echelons were actually in Allied cus-
tody, but none was exposed because of the quirks of trial policy. First, we have
Victor Arajs and his confederates, members of the Latvian auxiliary unit that
massacred thousands in the Riga ghetto and throughout the country, at the insti-
gation of the Einsatzgruppe leader, Walther Stahlecker. Their deeds were ori-
ginally brought to British attention in the second quarter of , but the trial of
the suspects was postponed, despite protests from Jewish groups. By the time
the authorities came to consider the matter at the end of the year, there was no
longer a court with competent jurisdiction. German courts had not yet been
authorized to consider cases in which Allied nationals were the victims, and the
requisites of British foreign policy had determined that no more cases of crimes
against humanity could be tried in control commission courts after October
.

This situation was consistent with the prevailing trend in British trial policy,
and with the political climate in an era when the Labour government, like its
American counterpart, had actively discouraged Jewish ‘displaced persons’ from
entering the country. Simultaneously, they were encouraging the immigration of
Baltic and Ukrainian workers, some of whom were suspected of collaboration
with the Nazis in genocide. It is no less remarkable that Arajs managed to find
work early in  as a driver for a military unit in the British zone of Germany
after his release from custody following a writ of habeas corpus. His record was
unknown to his new employers, as was the fact that subsequently the German
authorities were seeking him for trial. The case had been handed over to the
provincial court (Landgericht) in Hamburg, where twenty years later it was still
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being pursued with a considerable lack of enthusiasm. Arajs was only brought
to trial there in , whereupon he was sentenced to life imprisonment.

Next is Hinrich Lohse, former Reichskommissar of the Ostland. As holder of
the office of Gauleiter (district chief) Lohse was also a high-ranking Nazi party
official. Like many of the leaders of the civil administration in the ‘Occupied
Eastern Territories’, he had played as significant a role as any representative of an
organization involved in anti-Jewish policies. Specifically, Lohse had had a hand
in the policy both to ghettoize and exploit Jews within his jurisdiction. Yet Lohse
was not to face trial by his American captors: the reason, it seems, being that a
criminal of his profile could not be accommodated in the prosecution pro-
gramme.

The category of the Nazi leadership corps of which Lohse was a member was
to receive surprisingly light treatment at Nuremberg, with only three of its num-
ber facing trial. And of these three—Sauckel, Streicher, and Ernst Wilhelm
Bohle—none was tried primarily for his activities as Gauleiter. The reason that
they could not be tried as a collective was that the surviving district leaders were
predominantly veterans of the German Gaue, whose worst crimes, Taylor con-
sidered, predated the war and were against German nationals. We know that
the subsequent Nuremberg tribunals did not look sympathetically upon at-
tempts to class these acts as criminal under CCL, and exceptions within the
group did not fit easily into any of OCCWC’s categories. Lohse’s irregularity
therefore contributed to his salvation.

At the beginning of , the Central Committee of Liberated Jews, based in
Munich, wrote to the OCCWC, noting that Lohse was shortly to be tried by a
British denazification court, and fearing that, ‘as is customary in the British zone,
Lohse will get off with a small fine’. In any case, the maximum sentence such a
body could impose was ten years imprisonment. Despite American assurances
that Lohse would be tried ‘by the proper authorities’, in keeping with British trial
priorities, he duly appeared before a denazification board and received ten
years—but was subsequently released in  on the familiar grounds of ill
health.

The selection policy of the OCCWC meant that no exception could be made
with the Lohse case, and consequently a major criminal escaped with only the
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mildest of punishments and no investigation of his crimes. Similar circumstan-
ces safeguarded the future of Georg Leibbrandt. It will be recalled that Leib-
brandt was one of the representatives at the Wannsee conference who, despite
Jewish petitioning, was not tried in the Ministries case on the grounds of inad-
equate time and courtroom space. He had attended the conference in his capacity
as state secretary and head of the Political Department in Rosenberg’s Ostminis-
terium. However, despite Taylor’s promise that Leibbrandt would not escape
justice, the criminal proceedings that were turned over to the Nürnberg-Fürth
district court for prosecution by the Germans were discontinued in , in
common with many such investigations in the Federal Republic. Leibbrandt’s
deputy, Otto Bräutigam, met with the same treatment.

Finally, we have the case of Lieutenant General Walter Braemer. As Wehr-
macht Befehlshaber Ost, he was the supreme military authority in the Ostland
after the instalment of the civil government, and was heavily implicated in the
radicalization of the ‘anti-partisan’ conflict in that area to include mass murders
of Jews. He was another beneficiary of the lobbying power of the ‘trades union
of generals’ and the closure of the British trial programme. The British appear to
have known about some at least of Braemer’s criminal past, but nothing had been
done about bringing him to trial until, as with Manstein, foreign intervention
drew attention to his case.

Again Poland was a plaintiff. On  August  the Polish government re-
quested his extradition for the murder of twenty hostages and several hundred
civilians in that country in  and, by the admission of a Foreign Office official,
the facts were not disputed, not ‘even by Braemer himself ’. The date of the ap-
plication is significant—two days before the institution of the limitation on
extraditions to those cases in which a prima-facie case of murder under the Ger-
man penal code was established. The British authorities in Wahnerheide not
only treated the request as if it had been submitted after  September, they ap-
plied the ‘secret’ clause in the terms of reference of the extradition tribunal,
which, it will be recalled, was expressly designed to hinder the surrender of pris-
oners to eastern bloc nations. A British preliminary tribunal played its hand to
the full and, while purportedly assessing whether the Poles did have a strong
prima-facie case, it effectively tried the case for the Poles. It concluded that, since
the judgement in the Nuremberg Balkan generals’ trial had decreed that under
certain circumstances the shooting of hostages might be justified, Braemer
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deserved the benefit of the doubt. Thus, after much prevarication, late in 
the extradition request was refused.

It would be well nigh impossible to draw up an exhaustive list of the many
criminals who, by death, escape, extradition, clandestine agreement, or simply
by being overlooked, evaded the British and American courts to the detriment of
justice or the historical record or both. At Nuremberg such omissions were rele-
vant beyond the immediate interests of justice because the trials were an attempt
to create a representative image of Nazism. The profile of the accused had a
significant effect not only on the crimes accounted for, but on the interpretation
of causation imposed on those crimes.

.    ():       
 

The benefit of the ‘top-down’ approach employed at Nuremberg lay in the inves-
tigation of the mechanisms of power in the Third Reich. Alongside the Nazi van-
guard it implicated those organs which were equally adept at facilitating the
smooth, non-criminal running of parallel, ‘ordinary’ societies. It was only a start,
but the examination of, say, parts of the military, the SS, the civil service, and the
medical profession shed the first light on the scope and varieties of German mal-
feasance, and contributed to Raul Hilberg’s conceptualization of the ‘machinery
of destruction’, ‘structurally no different from organized German society as a
whole’.

The Medical trial in particular has made an impact on the post-war world.
Aside from a substantial historiography that has relied heavily upon its findings,
there is some sign of the very sort of introspection that Jackson and Taylor hoped
would arise from the Nuremberg venture, though the initial reaction from Ger-
many was distinctly frosty. Within the medical profession this has taken the
form of an ethical code based upon the principles outlined in, and named after,
the Nuremberg judgement. The Helsinki Declaration and the Tokyo Conven-
tion also expressed a similar reaction to professional abuses. The fiftieth anni-
versary of the trial witnessed a sprouting of historical and medical conferences
and publications worldwide, as testament not only to the Nazis’ deeds, but to
their punishment.
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Of the subsequent proceedings, the trial of German jurists perhaps comes
closest to the Medical trial in terms of its professional legacy. But we are con-
cerned here more with the strict historiographical record than with what may
broadly be termed the ‘lessons’ of the trials. The Nuremberg prosecutions com-
pare favourably with the record of the BRD, which made no attempt to trace the
orchestration of genocide in either the upper or the intermediate layers of Reich
command or bureaucracy.

Two connected obstacles hindered more extensive prosecutions in Germany.
The first relates to the general suppression of Nazi crimes. The integration of
Nazi élites into the Bundesrepublik was facilitated by the actions of a civil service
itself heavily implicated in discrimination and genocide. As the German legal
system was entrusted with continuing the purge begun by the Allies, its many
members who had been compromised prior to  were in the ideal position
to see that not only they, but other societal élites equally complicit, avoided the
law courts. Thus the potentials for personal embarrassment and punishment
were removed, and the national metamorphosis to the post-war period was ren-
dered less painful. This process was aided by a very compliant statutory sys-
tem.

In as much as the BRD has concerned itself with investigating the genocides
of its predecessor regime, the emphasis has remained very much upon the direct
perpetrators of atrocities, and in particular those who displayed excessive cruelty
in the task of murder. Einsatzgruppen members, Order Policemen, and camp
guards have all faced trial, but those who have been able to prove that they did not
go beyond the bounds of their orders in making their victims suffer have met
largely with mind-boggling leniency. As Jörg Friedrich noted, they were given
the sort of punishments doled out to ‘second rate cheque forgers’. This for-
bearance is a function of the German legal requirement to establish the ‘base
motive’ of a killer in order that his action be declared outright murder. Obedience
to orders, tellingly, has generally not been considered a motive within this cat-
egory, establishing the killer as an accomplice to murder rather than a perpetra-
tor per se, even though he or she may actually have fired the fateful bullet. In
terms of the structures within which these murders were permitted, this is a vital
consideration, for it has rendered problematic the establishment of cases against
the swathe of criminals between the extremes of the killing ground artisans and
the ruling ideologues. (It should be remembered that the loophole provided by
the definition of murder under German law was exploited by the British author-
ities, too, as in the case of Braemer.)

How to discern the driving force behind the preparation, signing, or stamping
of a document by an official of the Reichsbahn, or even of the RSHA itself, so
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remote in Berlin from the killing fields, when those actions in and of themselves
had no immanent moral value? In such cases the defence of simply ‘doing the job’
was in itself flawless. In post-war Germany, the upper limit of this middle cat-
egory of imponderables was frequently pushed right up to just below Hitler and
his immediate deputies. For our purposes, the vast majority of perpetrators
of the Holocaust were thus cast as mere accomplices, and though this was no
obstacle to trial on its own, the fact that outright murder was the only Nazi crime
which escaped the BRD’s statute of limitations most certainly was.

The Eichmann trial was the major post-war trial of a ‘desk-murderer’, and he
was far from typical of this group of mid-ranking, pen-pushing perpetrators. His
dedication to work and his improvisation outstripped the call of duty, and his im-
portance was greater than his SS rank of Obersturmbannführer (Lieutenant-
Colonel) implied. The minority of desk-murderers who reached trial in
Germany shared in the Nuremberg legacy. Christopher Browning’s pioneering
monograph, The Final Solution and the German Foreign Office, studied a group of
middle-level German governmental bureaucrats involved in the ‘final solu-
tion’. The book was based in part on Nuremberg documentation, from the
IMT and the Ministries trial, and substantially on the trials of a group of officials
from within department D III of the Foreign Office. The evidence on these men
was initially gathered and forwarded to the German authorities by the special
projects division of OCCWC, for they were considered too junior to be tried at
Nuremberg.

This episode suggests that if the focus of the Nuremberg trials on the role
of ‘dominant men’ in history was their strength, it was also their weakness.
OCCPAC and OCCWC were indifferent to the deeds of those below the arbi-
trarily defined level of ‘major war criminal of the second rank’, and the interpret-
ative peculiarities ensuing from this approach will be dealt with shortly. The
victims, of course, were excluded from any function but that of limited illustra-
tion—the ‘color’, as Jackson put it. We have seen that the objectivity and accur-
acy of their testimony was questioned, and they were not thought to be able to
contribute anything to the study of the German crime. The approach was mir-
rored in the early historiography of the Shoah.

Poliakov, Reitlinger, and Hilberg all refrained from using substantial Jewish
testimony. The first two explicitly discounted it on grounds of putative subject-
ivity: Reitlinger with his warning about the rhetoric of the ‘East European Jew’;
Poliakov with his wish ‘to forestall objections’ by citing the murderers instead of
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the Jews. Hilberg’s justification was less judgmental: his study was ‘concerned
with the storm that caused the wreckage’, so the little that he wrote of the victims
and their institutions was ‘primarily through the eyes of the Germans’.

In this methodology lay the seeds of one of the great historiographical debates
about the murder of the Jews: the question of their own role in their extermin-
ation. In that little space which he devoted to it, Hilberg famously denounced
what he saw as almost complete Jewish passivity, even acquiescence, in the de-
struction process. His opinion was echoed by Hannah Arendt in her commen-
tary on the Eichmann trial, and together they have comprised a foil for those
showing that study of the Jewish communities themselves revealed a variety of
responses.

The most ardent advocate of the latter approach was Isaiah Trunk, whose
 tome, Judenrat, set about comparing the actions of the Jewish councils in
the ghettos. It illustrated the agonizing choices confronting these unfortu-
nates, depicted acts of bravery alongside simple compliance and, most import-
antly, rendered generalization on Jewish behaviour impossible. However, the
kernel of Hilberg’s problem was discerned as soon as his book appeared. A con-
temporary reviewer reasoned that it was impossible to study the Shoah without
recourse to the victims. It does not take a great leap of the imagination to see the
link between the greater part of Hilberg’s source material and his conclusions. It
was unavoidable that trials would in large measure be perpetrator-centric; it is
equally apparent now that the views of the accused on the victims were not more
‘objective’ versions of those available from the Jews themselves.

On the German policy-making side the effects of Nuremberg’s élite focus
are even more evident, and the links with the historiography are causal as well
as conceptual. The Nuremberg trials were as much about exposing Nazism-
militarism-economic imperialism as condemning their chief exponents. This
‘orgy of revelation’, as Telford Taylor called it, was directed chiefly at clarifying
the complicity of the ‘unholy trinity’. Relatively little emphasis was put on ex-
ploring motivation. The simple reason for this was that it was assumed the rul-
ing principles of each interconnecting strand were self-evident.

The pejorative terms ‘militarism’ and ‘economic imperialism’ carry with
them implications of inherent atavism, a self-propelling urge for conquest of one
sort or another. In the ‘conspiracy-criminal organization’ plan, Nazism was held
to unite these with a third quality: malignant ideology. For our purposes the rele-
vant part of that ideology was racist hatred, and particularly murderous anti-
semitism.
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Though in Jackson’s mind the impetus to the Shoah was subordinate to
the plan for aggressive war, he never denied its motivating power, describing it
variously as ‘an end in itself, as a measure of preparation for war, and as a discip-
line of conquered people’. ‘Determination to destroy the Jews’, he maintained,
‘was a binding force which at all times cemented the elements of [the criminal]
conspiracy’. Only one of these was accurate—destruction as an end in itself.
Having worked that out, the IMT was happy to conclude the obvious, by adjudg-
ing that ‘the Nazi anti-Semitic program did not originate from any . . . extrane-
ous purpose, but rather from a blind, unreasoning hatred of Jews which came
from Hitler’s own disordered mind’.

Ostensibly, the murder of the Jews was a product purely and inevitably of an-
tisemitism, with Hitler, then his ‘true believers’, inciting a nation to genocide out
of hatred alone. Erich von dem Bach-Zelewski justified this interpretation from
the witness-stand: ‘if one preaches for years, for decades, that the Slavonic race
is an inferior race, and that the Jews are not human beings at all, then it must
come to such an outburst’. The evidence for simple cause and effect appeared
conclusive, from the oft-cited Mein Kampf to the deployment of the Einsatz-
gruppen alongside the armies invading the USSR; and a glance at the judgement
of the IMT shows that it was accepted completely. This interpretation ramified
in the long-running debate over the timing and context of the decision to mur-
der the European Jews.

As has variously been stated, the influential interpretation of the ‘final solu-
tion’ known as ‘intentionalism’ was ‘born’ at Nuremberg. And though the de-
bate amongst a small circle of scholars has now moved to a level of sophistication
where pure ‘intentionalism’ is maintained by few, it was for a long time a position
that had to be addressed by historians, and in many a classroom is still touted as
one side of an informed hermeneutical discussion.

Ian Kershaw has provided an oft-quoted analysis of the instinctive attractive-
ness of this intentionalist position—‘deducing the development of the Third
Reich from Hitler’s ideological intentions’—and of its flaws:

Seldom has a politician stuck with such fanatical consistency to an ideological fixation as
Hitler appears to have done in the period extending from his entry into politics to his sui-
cide in the bunker. That the quest for Lebensraum and the extermination of the Jews . . .
became horrific reality and were implemented as government policy by a regime led by
Hitler, seems to point conclusively to the validity of the ‘intentionalist’ argument. [How-
ever, as the historian Tim Mason has argued,] a concentration on Hitler’s intentions
short-circuits all fundamental questions of social, economic, and political agencies of
change. Underlying the approach is the dubious assumption that historical development
can be explained by recourse to intuitive understanding of the motives and intentions of
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leading actors in the drama. Subsequent events are then rationalized in necessary teleo-
logical fashion by their relation to such intentions.

There is little substantive difference between the ‘conspiracy-criminal organ-
ization’ plan and the intentionalist interpretation. The emphasis is altered in the
latter approach, depicting aggressive warfare as a predetermined camouflage for
genocide, rather than in itself as the prime directive of Nazism, but both are
predicated on the principles of long-term planning and unwavering dedication
to a goal, and uniformity of purpose amongst the implementers.

Presupposition of intent was particularly important in the trial of the Einsatz-
gruppen leaders. The trial provided the arena for the first substantive evidence
on the timing of a putative order to kill all Soviet Jews, irrespective of gender, age,
or status. The existence of this instruction as such, which has come to be known
as the ‘Führer Order’, and that it was delivered before the invasion of the Soviet
Union has been accepted as a matter of course by intentionalist historians believ-
ing the Barbarossa campaign to be a facilitation of long-held plans. Indeed, they
consider that the intention of the Germans was to use the invasion as a cover for
their plans to murder all Jews everywhere.

‘Functionalist’ historians, on the other hand, have challenged both the nature
of the directive and the assumption that it was delivered at all. They prefer to see
the genocide as a strategy developed within the context of the war as a result less
of Hitler’s direct input than of mid-level officials suggesting ever more radical
‘solutions to the Jewish question’ in accordance with the prevailing antisemitic
climate and the brutal quasi-racial conflict with the USSR. Though with
slightly different explanations of motive and causation, this is also the position of
those scholars who, since the end of the Cold War, have conducted detailed local-
ized studies of the Nazi occupation of Poland and the USSR.

Contrary to popular perception, the ‘disagreement’ between ‘intentional-
ists’ and the various shades of ‘functionalist’ has not been over the role of
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antisemitism. ‘Functionalists’ accept its pivotal influence in the Third Reich, but
they share Mason’s awareness of the complexity of historical development in
modern society. The most recent research suggests that genocide emerged out of
a sort of mutual goal-orientation or consensus politics between the power-centre
in Berlin and their provincial satraps: the former sent out periodical radicalizing
messages and the latter implemented these and spent the interim periods pursu-
ing their own, often equally murderous, initiatives.

In all likelihood there was no pre-existing order to kill all Soviet Jews. The
killing programme clearly developed over the first months of the war as the circle
of victims expanded from males of arms-bearing age to include female Jews and
children, and then entire communities; the move to kill en masse Jews from else-
where in Europe was later still, and total, continent-wide murder was still devel-
oping as a policy until spring .

We have already seen that the Einsatzgruppen proceeded at different rates,
and it seems that their leaders had ‘considerable latitude’ in the interpretation of
those instructions they were given. Most of the leaders maintained at Nurem-
berg that they had been given unequivocal directives at training camps estab-
lished prior to the invasion. The murderous nature of these incitements is
undoubted and, as Ohlendorf ’s counsel put it in his opening address, ‘the lead-
ers of the Einsatzgruppen and Kommandos were executive officers with instruc-
tions’. This was true enough, but defence went on to contend that the authority
of the leaders ‘as to decisions started only with the actual execution of their
orders’. This, of course, begs the question of the substance of the orders, and
thus whether or not there was ‘latitude’ built into their implementation. It was
this matter which remained unaddressed at Nuremberg.

It is instructive to contextualize the defence arguments for Ohlendorf. The
admission of the Führer order was preceded by a dissertation on the legal
defence of obedience to senior orders, and by the misleading contention that
the Einsatzgruppen were completely subordinate to the army. It was also accom-
panied by another strand of argumentation: that of Putativnotwehr. That was
the now-familiar contention that the invasion of the Soviet Union and the ac-
companying ‘security measures’ were pre-emptive strikes against an enemy—
Judaeo-Bolshevism—which was held to be marshalling its anti-German
forces.

There was no evading the documentation in the possession of the OCCWC, so
some form of justification of their revelations was required to save the skins of
the defendants. In this surreal picture, the genocides were not only necessary
owing to the ‘eastern’ threat, they were unavoidable. The weight of the senior
orders imperative from Berlin allegedly specified the exact nature of the task to
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be performed, while the presence of military superiors in the field enforced the
implementation of these orders.

That all of this was presented in the context of an opening address for the
defence suggests that it was an adopted strategy, and a subsequent admission by
Aschenauer adds weight to this contention. It was not only the vagaries of
German law which protected subordinates acting according to predetermined
instructions; CCL, we know, also declared that the imposition of senior orders
might be held in mitigation. There was less chance of mitigation if the Einsatz-
gruppen leaders could be shown to have exploited the ‘latitude’ of coded instruc-
tions, and none whatsoever if they had gone beyond the bounds of the initial
orders.

In the event, in the courtroom, these points were relegated to academic status.
In order to gain convictions, and in order for the tribunal to inflict the severest
penalty on some of the defendants, it was not necessary to establish the existence
or otherwise of the Führer order, but merely to show that the Einsatzgruppen
leaders were fully aware of the inherent criminality of their task. The extremity
of the crimes did the rest. The defence gambit had failed, and the nature and tim-
ing of the Führer order was not considered at Nuremberg.

When the judges were forced to declare upon points of interpretation they did
so with conviction, disdaining the ‘monstrous’ defence of Putativnotwehr. Yet
not only did the judges not need to account for the Führer order, they seemed
convinced by its existence. The prosecution had contended that the European-
wide genocidal plans had formed in , and consequently that the Einsatz-
gruppen were given full instructions in advance of Barbarossa. No-one at the
trial except the defendants doubted this, so the opportunity was missed to arrive
at a closer approximation to the ‘truth’ about the chronology of killing. The
court had arrived at its conclusion not by analysing the propositions of the men
on trial—some of whom would soon be dead, and therefore unable to contribute
further—but rather by working from a preconception about the nature of Naz-
ism. In this spirit, the putative existence of a Führer order as depicted by the de-
fendants has long sustained the ‘intentionalists’.

In an extended analogy created to explain the simultaneous irrationality and
consistency of Nazi antisemitism, the tribunal depicted a fictitious national Ger-
man campaign against grey-eyed people. The arbitrary selection of the ‘other’
notwithstanding, it was held, the persecution and eventual murder of the grey-
eyed was explicable in the light of a concerted, long-term marshalling of propa-
ganda and judicial decree against them. It was thus adjudged that in the
Einsatzgruppen reports as a whole, ‘the reference to individual categories of
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Jews is only macabre window dressing because . . . all Jews were killed regardless
of antecedents’.

As earlier discussion of the Pohl trial has shown, there was the potential at the
subsequent proceedings to discern subtle disparities in purpose between Nazi
organizations. However, in that instance such differentiation—establishing the
WVHA as uninstrumental in the organized mass murder in the camps—was vital
to the outcome of the case. In the Einsatzgruppen trial it was not, for the defend-
ants had clearly been at the coal-face of genocide, and so a key historical question
remained unanswered because it was not relevant judicially, and the ‘intentional-
ist’ cause had been aided by default.

The problems inherent in the conspiracy-intentionalist interpretation of the
‘final solution’ are all brought to the fore in the consideration of a related prac-
tice: that of using Jews for labour purposes during the war. In a way that has yet
to be fully dissected, Nuremberg bequeathed an image of this phenomenon that
ignored disparities over time and between different interests at different levels of
the power structure, by promoting the idea of ‘extermination through work’ as a
coherent Nazi policy. By means of a more detailed reconstruction and analy-
sis than hitherto, this particular Nuremberg legacy will serve as a case study to il-
luminate, on one hand, the reductionism of the Nuremberg prosecutors and
some subsequent historians and, on the other, the reality of Nazi Jewish policy
which, within its ideological guidelines, was not always internally consistent and
which left space for individual initiative on the geographical periphery, and not
infrequently for dissonance between authorities over the immediate disposition
of some Jews.

.    (): ‘  ’

We know that the Americans were struggling well into the subsequent proceed-
ings with the idea that the SS could embody conflicting aims. The presence
within the WVHA of office-group D, the inspectorate of concentration camps
(Inspektion der Konzentrationslager: IKL) from March  was ostensibly
an indication to OCCPAC that the conspiracy idea was worthwhile, that even a
body with a title pertaining to economics was really angled towards genocide.
Thus an OCCPAC prosecutor discerned that the IKL was responsible for the
‘entire internal management of the camps, including the use of prisoners [and]
the determination of their very right to live’. But he also attributed a plan of ex-
termination to the WVHA. This misapprehension has been shared much
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more recently by Zygmunt Bauman, whose stimulating analysis, Modernity and
the Holocaust, has represented the catastrophe as the outcome of a modern-
industrial society in which a goal, once established, is rationally pursued to its
logical outcome, however extreme, in accordance with the ideal of societal per-
fectibility. In this interpretation, once Jews were defined as ‘other’, their extir-
pation was enacted according to the same principles of rational administration,
organization, and economy as any other far-reaching societal project. Not only
does this not allow for differing agendas within the circle of law-givers, it
requires that an organization entitled ‘business—administration head office’ be
intimately involved in the pursuit of genocide.

Something closer to reality was achieved as the American prosecutor observed
that ‘the shift of control [of the camps] to the WVHA . . . coincided with a
change in the basic purposes of the concentration camps. Political and security
reasons, which previously had been the ground for confinement, were aban-
doned; and the camps were . . . made to serve the slave-labor program.’ How-
ever, OCCPAC was still missing the point; the shift in power did not coincide
with the change in policy, it was a clear ‘expression of the [partial] change in the
role of the camps’. The WVHA, under Himmler’s chief economist Oswald
Pohl, had been assigned administrative control of the camps by the Reichs-
führer-SS in order to realize the latter’s long-held intentions to make the SS a
genuinely economic as well as a political-ideological force.

The advantage the SS leaders had over private industry and the official gov-
ernment economic agencies was a vast reservoir of free labour, and the aim now
was to exploit that more fully than previously. This policy would only achieve a
limited success in the ensuing years, however, and chiefly during the long Nazi
retreat on all fronts and its consequent diminution of the foreign forced labour
available. Moreover, the ideological imperatives that had traditionally governed
the treatment of concentration camp inmates frequently dictated that their
working capacity would be exploited to only a fraction of its true potential, be-
fore being reduced to zero by death.

Where though, it may be asked, did the Jews fit into all of this? Their deploy-
ment was not equivalent to that of the other concentration camp inmates, for
they occupied an even more despised place in the Nazi world-view, and for
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most of the war comparatively few were under the control of the IKL/WVHA.
However, the presumptions of the conspiracy plan, when combined with the
limited OCCPAC perception of the camp system, determined that the differing
treatment of Jews and non-Jews would not be brought into relief. Conversely, the
genuine importance that many Nazis attached to Jewish labour as a productive
force at certain times was significantly underplayed. Seeking to accommodate
what was perceived to be a broad, general policy of extermination with another
of labour, the Americans hit upon a notion provided for in some now infamous
Nazi correspondence. They simply merged the two trends into a third of ‘exter-
mination through work’.

In this scheme, the Nazis allegedly ‘placed all Allied nationals [sic] in concen-
tration camps and forced them, along with the other inmates of the concentra-
tion camps, to work under conditions which were set actually to exterminate
them’. The idea was derived from an agreement between Himmler and the
Reich Justice Minister, Thierack. In September  the decision was made to
transfer ‘asocial’ elements from prison to the Reichsführer-SS for extermination
through work—‘Vernichtung durch Arbeit’. Included amongst these elements
were ‘without exception . . . persons under protective arrest, Jews, Gypsies, Rus-
sians and Ukrainians, Poles with more than -year sentences, Czechs, and Ger-
mans with more than -year sentences, according to the decision of the Reich
Minister for Justice’.

This particular group, treated under the broad category of ‘asocials’, was un-
usual in being slated for total destruction. The prisoners were turned over for in-
carceration and murder at Mauthausen, which retained its established character
as one of the very worst of the penal punishment centres, and was thus scarcely
representative of developments in the camp system as a whole. (There were
, people involved and , of them had died by  April .) However,
by extrapolating too broadly from the document, OCCPAC elided the funda-
mental difference between broader collectives earmarked for annihilation and
those for brutal oppression.

The document not only appears to have convinced the IMT judges, who
focused on the catchy phrase at the end of the passage quoted in court, and then
the prosecutors both at the subsequent proceedings and the Eichmann trial;

but as a result of its prominence at Nuremberg it was seized upon by the Brit-
ish as of universal importance. It would apparently be ‘invaluable’ at future
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concentration camp trials under the Royal Warrant, none of which concerned
Mauthausen. Such a case was the proceedings against the personnel of the
Neuengamme camp. Major Stephen Stewart of the JAG’s staff was to marshal
the  trial of fourteen former guards, and as a principal tool in illustrating the
premeditated nature of their regime, he selected the Himmler-Thierack agree-
ment.

This document has spawned broad generalizations in both the public and the
academic spheres, and has been used freely by some scholars of Nazi labour pol-
icy to corroborate their theories. Most uncritical in this regard is an influential
early overview of the use of Jewish slaves by the Nuremberg prosecutor, Benja-
min Ferencz. A convinced intentionalist, Ferencz has uncritically employed the
Himmler-Thierack agreement in his untenable contention that ‘a compromise’
was reached between extermination and employment. Not least of Ferencz’s
inaccuracies is his failure to differentiate properly between Jewish and non-
Jewish labour.

Ferencz’s work has been superseded; indeed, even the subsequent Nuremberg
proceedings went on to study in some depth the use of Auschwitz inmate labour
by the Krupp concern and by IG Farben. However, there remain significant
gaps in our knowledge of the treatment of slave labour, and particularly Jewish
slave labour, and the enduring allure of the simplistic interpretation is illustrated
in Daniel Goldhagen’s Hitler’s Willing Executioners. His sections devoted to
work camps are dismissive of the thought that Jews in any way played a useful
economic role after . And though Goldhagen is quite right to stress that, by
the time of the most widespread deployment of racial and political enemies of
Nazism, the murder machinery had engulfed the majority of its Jewish vic-
tims, this is no revelation. His chapters on the ‘work’ camps imply more about
high-political conflict over the immediate disposition of the Jews than they tell
us of the ‘ordinary’ guards of the work camps and the instructions under which
the latter operated.
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A brief consideration of Jewish slave labour from , when the ‘final solu-
tion’ began to unfold, shows that the idea of productive Jewish labour was not
always a phantom or a camouflage for murder, though it was always conducted in
the shadow of genocide. In the first instance, the most important location is
Poland, where the native Jews were killed over an extended period, and where
Jews from elsewhere in Europe were deported.

After Poland had been overrun, the ideological and economic interests of the
SS could be pursued more aggressively than ever. This they were, but not in the
first instance chiefly through the medium of the SS economic and administrative
offices or the IKL, for, as we have seen in consideration of the SS and police sys-
tem, the ‘east’ represented an area where power was there to be fought for. In the
territory of the Generalgouvernement there was only one main camp adminis-
tered by the IKL: Majdanek. SS power elsewhere in the Generalgouverne-
ment was exercised primarily through the offices of Himmler’s HSSPFs and
their local agents. In this connection a mass of ‘camps’ emerges about which little
is known.

Forced labour camps for Jews (Zwangsarbeitslager für Juden: ZALs) were
dotted in their hundreds all over the landscape of Poland. In June , sur-
rounded by the murderous mayhem of Aktion Reinhard, these camps contained
around , Polish Jews who had been seized in the first instance from their
homes or later from ghettos. Authority in the ZALs varied from the civil gov-
ernments to the military to industry to the SS. Some of them were equivalent in
size to the largest of the German camps, and featured mortality rates which were
often much higher. For the purposes of this study, the ZALs must not be
examined in isolation, but rather in their relationship to Nazi jurisdictional con-
flicts and the development of the ‘final solution’.

Labour camps had first been conceived around February , and by the
middle of that year, in the Lublin district alone there were between , and
, Jews working in the decentralized ZAL system, and a large number like-
wise outside. This trend was not reversed after the invasion of the Soviet Union.
Rather, as non-Jewish Poles were then taken to work in the Reich in large num-
bers, some Generalgouvernement Jews were required to take their place in the
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Polish economy. Exigency of a different sort dictated that Jews be put to work
in the ghettos.

The Polish ghettos were not established uniformly or as long-term entities,
but as holding-centres prior to the proposed deportation ‘eastwards’ of the Jews.
However, for military reasons—the failure of the Wehrmacht to conquer the
USSR up to the Urals—the deportations did not take place. The ghettos, mostly
created and sealed in the course of , were thus faced after  June  with
an impossible task: provision, without any economic links with the outside
world, for hundreds of thousands of starving inhabitants. The often bitter debate
that consequently emerged between German (civil) ghetto managers has been
characterized as one between ‘attritionists’ and ‘productionists’: that is, between
those who reasoned that the death rates of the ghettos were desirably congruent
with Nazi intentions for the Jews, and those who considered that the best prac-
tical course was to make the ghettos economically viable.

For a while, and over varying time-scales the ‘productionists’ gained a partial
ascendancy in the largest ghettos, but despite their limited successes in making
the ghettos more economically viable, they still had to contend with the intract-
able problem that feeding the Jews was the lowest of all Reich priorities. Death
rates did diminish with increased productivity, yet remained horrific. The
most important context, however, was the development of the ‘final solution’ as
a project explicitly of murder. From October onwards, sporadic massacres of
Jews were enacted by the SS and police. Commissioned by Himmler to find both
a more efficient and secretive method of murder, SS and Police Leader (SSPF)
Odilo Globocnik offered the expertise of the former ‘euthanasia’ gassing special-
ists, and began the development of the extermination camp of Belzec.

This development did not symbolize the total murder of Polish Jewry. Until
spring  there was space for some male Jews to be used for labour as one of a
series of policy-streams aimed at the gradual diminishment of the Jewish com-
munities in eastern Europe. Indeed, while Aktion Reinhard was in full swing
the sliver of Polish Jewry remaining at work became an object of some debate
amongst the different German agencies of power.

The minority of Generalgouvernement Jews who avoided deportation to the
Aktion Reinhard camps in  and  were either in hiding or working as
slave labourers. The latter were in turn only a small residue of the workers who
had been employed chiefly in textile and woodwork in the Cracow district, and in
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armaments production in Radom. Most of the ZALs and ghettos from which
these Jews worked were ‘dissolved’ from the summer of  onwards. At the be-
ginning of November , the final large massacre of Jews in the General-
gouvernement (‘Aktion Erntefest’; ‘harvest festival’) occurred; , were
killed in Lublin in the space of five days. This murder spree included many who
had previously been categorized as important for the war economy (kriegs-
wichtig). It was centrally ordered by Himmler in response to the ‘threat’ posed by
the recent Jewish uprisings in Sobibor and Treblinka. Of around , sur-
vivors of the massacre, , were in Plaszow near Cracow and , in
Radom, mostly in ZALs run by private companies for Speer’s armaments min-
istry.

‘Erntefest’ was the final act of Aktion Reinhard. From early on in that cam-
paign Himmler had ordered the concentration of the scattered remnants of Pol-
ish Jewry into ‘collection centres’ under SS authority. His intention had been to
concentrate the remainder of the Generalgouvernement’s Jews into a closed,
WVHA-run concentration camp economy that would take on the responsibility
of delivering military orders. He planned gradually to replace the Jewish work
force with Poles, and murder the then-redundant Jews.

Himmler’s policy had resulted in an incomplete transition. Many small ZALs
were closed, some existing ones enlarged, and a few large ones founded (Plaszow,
for instance). These survived because of their particular importance for the war
effort. Meanwhile, in an altered form some ghettos remained as ersatz camps
or, in the Nazi parlance, Julags—Judenlager. On the other hand, though de-
riving most of their labour power from the Reich concentration camps as well as
Auschwitz and Majdanek, the WVHA’s industrial concerns were not restricted
to those camps run by the IKL. In the Generalgouvernement the entrenched
strength of the equally brutal civil powers, and particularly the local SSPFs,
made it necessary for the WVHA to co-operate with the existing system of labour
usage.

One expression of the compromises that had to be made was in the running of
the SS business enterprise, Eastern Industries Co. Ltd. It was established in
March  as the first SS company specifically concerned with the exploitation
of Jewish labour, as well as with the expropriation of any Jewish capital.

Globocnik was appointed to the board of directors alongside WVHA men. As
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part of the arrangement, the remaining ten Jewish ZALs in the Lublin district
were finally transferred to the control of the WVHA (and thus the Eastern In-
dustries board) in September . These camps were to become sub-camps of
Majdanek. However, by the time of ‘Erntefest’, the process was by no means
complete. Subsequent to the November massacres, all the remaining SSPF-
controlled ZALs in the Generalgouvernement, with their tiny Jewish remnant,
were transferred to the total control of the WVHA.

‘Erntefest’ cut short the Eastern Industries enterprise, and it is clear that the
entire ‘final solution’ itself after mid- was fundamentally incompatible with
economic considerations, and illustrates Christopher Browning’s and Ulrich
Herbert’s notion of the ‘primacy of ideology’, at least among the major decision-
makers. It seems that whatever the contribution made by local initiatives to
the development of the ‘final solution’, the seminal decisions of Aktion Reinhard
were Himmler’s, as he travelled around inciting ever-wider destruction. How-
ever, the problems caused to the Polish economy by the massacre of Polish Jewry
were commented upon repeatedly by the military and civil labour authorities of
the Generalgouvernement, who asked for special dispensations for Jews who
were prominent in some trades vital to the war effort. Even HSSPF Friedrich
Wilhelm Krüger expressed concern midway through . Moreover, it
seems that the SSPFs had betrayed their original function of reinforcing Himm-
ler’s authority by pursuing a tendency to empire-building, sometimes on the
back of Jewish labour.

It was only on the level of the supreme policy-makers that the tendency to
total murder could be altered decisively in the short term, and after ‘Erntefest’
such a shift did occur, affecting a substantial number of Jews from outside the
Generalgouvernement. Chiefly these Jews were from western and central
Europe, but also included several thousand from the incorporated parts of Pol-
and that had not been touched by the November massacres, particularly the
Upper Silesia region. Alongside hundreds of thousands of non-Jewish con-
centration camp inmates, these were assigned to a more centralized system of
labour for German public and private companies.
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The availability of labour from the concentration camps developed real
significance for the war economy only after Stalingrad and the accompanying
conscription campaigns. The shortage of workers was worsened by Hitler’s re-
fusal to deploy women labourers in sufficiently large numbers. Simultaneously,
the pressure was increasing for use of the available camp labour from armaments
minister, Albert Speer. ‘Rationalizing’ impulses also hailed from some mem-
bers of the WVHA with whom Speer had developed a good relationship.

The moves for camp inmate deployment in the armament industry ultimately
also affected some Jews. In the WVHA work schemes that were partially realized
from  onwards, non-Jews and later Jews over whom it had authority (mainly
those who were sent to Auschwitz), were hired out for exploitation by private and
state industry; many were also distributed within the SS for its own purposes.
From late in  this arrangement was expanded. The most concerted use of
Jewish labour followed on from the deportation of the largest Jewish community
remaining in Europe, the Hungarian Jews, from May . Of the , de-
ported, at least , were put at the disposal of the German war economy,
compounding the several thousand Jews of other nationalities under the control
of the WVHA.

The murder process, of course, continued. The strength of the murderous im-
pulses emanating from Berlin reflected years of ‘cumulative radicalization’, and
Adolf Eichmann’s determination to murder all of the Hungarian Jews as quickly
as possible matched the WVHA’s inclination to exploit their labour in the short
term. As Rudolf Höss recalled, there were times when he was lambasted by
Oswald Pohl for his failure to divert sufficient Jews to labour projects and chas-
tised by the Gestapo for failing to execute more. While some Hungarian Jews
were being exploited for their labour, hundreds of thousands more were being
murdered in the Birkenau gas chambers during the busiest period in that camp’s
history. As throughout the period, with some exceptions, labour did not
replace gassing as a defined means of murdering Jews at Auschwitz. Gassing
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continued alongside the labour process, and exhausted workers were gassed, but
so were many who were eminently capable of work.

Generalizations are also possible about those put to work. Direct employment
by the SS and the civil authorities in the east was almost certain to end in murder.
Here the formula ‘extermination through work’ acted more as a justification for
keeping ‘productive’ Jews alive in the short term for economic reasons. Under
German industry, too, the majority of the slaves were worked murderously hard,
and death rates were concomitantly staggering. However, while it is apparent
that transfer to private industry in many cases meant no alleviation in the sever-
ity of the workload and no improvement in working conditions, it is also evi-
dent that it did imply a certain discretion on behalf of the management
concerned. That this leeway (Handlungsspielraum) was often not exploited for
the betterment of inmate care is not, however, to be attributed to a total identifi-
cation with the Nazis’ genocidal goals, but rather to more prosaic factors.

From the purely utilitarian point of view taken by many industrialists, there
were strong arguments for the use of slave labourers. Many firms were unwilling
to make substantial capital investments in – in anticipation of Germany
losing the war. Expensive military production lines would soon be rendered re-
dundant, they reasoned; thus it was far better to make production labour inten-
sive, particularly when that labour and its upkeep were cheap. The existence of
large labour forces would give the impression of high-tempo production and
prevent the dissolution of companies during the war, thus preserving them in the
long term.

The callous attitude of such firms to their imprisoned workforces should be
attributed to economic considerations calculated in an environment of moral
tunnel vision created over years of collusion with Nazism and acted upon within
the parameters of the racial hierarchy established by the regime. Profit, effi-
ciency, self-preservation, and long-term survival planning were conceived in
terms of instrumental rationality—that is, irrespective of the human cost. Firms
expected to get some economic benefit from using slaves, and to maximize
that benefit they wished to provide the bare minimum in terms of outlay for
these people. Besides, they reasoned, there would always be replacements for the
dead. Many leading industrialists were nazified, but all were interested in what
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capitalists are interested in—the success of their ventures. There are some not-
able cases in which leeway was used: the well-known case of Oskar Schindler and
the less-renowned deeds of the Karpathen-Öl employee Berthold Beitz, for in-
stance. The benevolent actions of these men were, however, only possible be-
cause of structural factors: their operations had been declared kriegswichtig.

This is not merely an exercise in semantics: it shows that the interaction of
practicality and ideological determinancy is not to be explained by the com-
promise formula of ‘extermination through work’, but by a combination of
high-political shifts, mid-level initiatives, and ‘shop-floor’ callousness. The em-
ployment of Jews was only a temporary concession to the dictates of the war
economy, and, in terms of the numbers of people forced to work by the Third
Reich, Jewish labour was not very important. However, it is certain that some
Jews were always being used for work. Further, at the moment in which Jewish
labour did achieve a real quantitative importance, in , the exterminatory im-
pulse was tempered in some spheres: Jews were even allowed back into the Reich
in that year on the instruction of Hitler himself, a notable concession given the
prior success in rendering the territory ‘free of Jews’. Such developments in-
advertently made a very real difference to the life-chances of some Jews, but
the chief relevance of the investigation lies more in comprehending the Nazi sys-
tem of persecution. Contrary to the ‘Nuremberg’ line, that system was neither
monolithic nor (indeed) entirely ideologically driven.

. 

A glimpse at the footnotes of any history of the Holocaust indicates the extent to
which the Nuremberg interrogations and documentary base have ‘factually’ in-
formed thinking up to and including the present day. Providence, and ‘the bur-
eaucratic mania of Nazi officials’ in preserving a ‘documentary abundance’

contributed greatly to this bounty of evidence, but this should not detract from
the significant input of the war crimes investigators and OCCPAC and OCCWC
staff in locating and organizing the material. A significant elementary bequest
was the number of Jewish dead, the first such estimate forwarded by a non-
Jewish body. The  million figure has become totemic for the morally outraged
and a target for deniers. On this symbolic level the importance of a judicial pro-
nouncement on the murder of the Jews is self-evident. By the most recent esti-
mates the total may actually be on the low side.

Nuremberg could only be a beginning, however, and it is unfortunate that the
gauntlet cast down there was not seriously taken up by the courts of the
Bundesrepublik. Rather like the British Royal Warrant series, if with different
emphases, the German prosecutors retreated to investigation of the direct
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implementers of atrocity. They ignored the formulators of policy and those vast
swathes in between who ‘made the trains run on time’ but who had also to decide
when the trains ran, where to, and who was put in them.

The Nuremberg prosecutors wished to establish the responsibility of the
individual under international law even in a totalitarian state. However, the 
liberal-democratic understanding of ‘totalitarian’ Nazism stereotyped it as a sys-
tem. Therein, ran the assumption, lesser participants were simply faced with the
choice of whether or not to obey orders. The idea of the bit-part players on
the geographical periphery actually establishing a dialectic relationship with the
power-centre was not admitted by the conspiracy theory and was probably never
conceived of by prosecutors whose imaginations were always one step behind the
terrible reality of the Third Reich. In any case, the primary prosecutorial task was
to gain convictions of the senior Germans who stood in the dock, which meant
emphasizing their influence: once again, the privileging of the perpetrator’s per-
son over the perpetrated event. The locus of the criminal responsibility of most
of the ‘lesser’ perpetrators in eastern Europe added another layer of confusion
and distance from the reality of the crime, as the abbreviated investigation of
Aktion Reinhard showed.

On the ‘new’ historiographical revelations of the ‘consensus politics’ charac-
terizing the development of the ‘final solution’ in eastern Europe, and the mass
participation in the crime, we are once again drawn back to the unique but oft-
ignored insight of the victim as represented by the Israeli ambassador at the
opening of the Vernichtungskrieg Exhibition in Aachen. ‘The survivors of the
Holocaust’, he said, have never made a distinction between the German police,
the . . . Einsatzgruppen, SS or Wehrmacht’. Grasping the full extent of com-
plicity in the ‘final solution’ may well have been beyond the legal imagination be-
tween  and , but once again, the evidence of it was available.

As the case study of ‘extermination through work’ shows, a focused examin-
ation of Hilberg’s minutiae reveals the complex, multi-faceted nature of Nazi-
German Jewish policy. When taken alongside detailed motivational studies such
as Christopher Browning’s portrait of the ‘ordinary men’ of the Reserve Order
Police—absent again from ‘Nuremberg’, for reasons explored above—with its
conclusion that the routes to killing were also diverse, it becomes clear that
general models explaining the ‘final solution’ are by nature imprecise. How-
ever, given Daniel Goldhagen’s recent restatement of what is effectively an
intentionalist-conspiracy interpretation, if depicting a conspiracy which is as
broad as the German population of the Hitler era, the temptation will seem-
ingly always be there for some to reduce the Shoah completely to its concrete
core of antisemitism. In this vision, ordinary men become zealots and ZALs and
Aussenlager become extermination centres, which at times they were, de facto if
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not de jure, but at other times they were clearly not; and the generalistic concept
of the ‘camp’ bequeathed by the post-war trials again rears its head.

Yet while some contemporary historians may be held culpable for clinging to
undiluted reductionist interpretations of the ‘final solution’ and Nazi Germany,
the same is not true of the Allied prosecutors and jurists. To try to map from first
principles the genesis and operation of the genocidal state would have taken
more time and historical perspective than they had, or than the impatient, am-
nesiac peoples of their contemporary world would allow. Motivation—the
ultimate ‘why’ of the Holocaust—was a matter of assumption rather than inves-
tigation. OCCPAC, OCCWC, the British and American JAGs, and the multi-
tude of judges garnered from the military and civilian ranks of either country
were frequently and understandably off the mark. Students of history today can
do little that is more important than revising and concluding their work.

 The Trials and Posterity
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Conclusions

Writing the histories of the myriad Nazi shooting massacres in eastern Europe is
not always a precise process owing to the nature of the evidence. Many such kill-
ings have only been disclosed through German legal proceedings against the
perpetrators, and the death tolls given in the courtrooms are by necessity min-
imums. We might attribute this phenomenon to the ‘structural’ parameters of
the trial process: it is a reduction of the past based upon the need to establish the
provable rather than the probable, and encapsulates the difference between legal
and historical evidence. In the same category of obstructions to historical repre-
sentation come restrictions on the cumulative use of evidence, such that it is not
essential to show that ‘X’ killed , people if he will be convicted on the proof
of  murders. Relatedly, as with the judgement on Viktor Brack in the Nurem-
berg Medical trial, defendants may be damned on one crime without need of re-
course to other episodes.

A different kind of parameter is imposed by the notion of ‘judicial notice’,
whether formally or informally applied. The idea of taking for granted matters
of ‘common knowledge’ backfired when, as in the case of Konrad Morgan’s and
Kurt Gerstein’s evidence on the Reinhard killing centres, evidence contradicted
what was held to be ‘true’ of the extreme nature of the western concentration
camps, and seemed fantastic. Common knowledge and common sense are not
the constants that they at first appear, particularly when dealing with extreme
acts.

A mixture of structural limitation and judicial assumption characterized the
judgement on the Einsatzgruppen leaders and the ‘Nuremberg’ depiction of the
Nazi state as a whole. The evidence pointed to a staggering number of deaths and
broad complicity. Some of the guilty men stood in the dock, clearly linked to
mass murder by the documentation to hand. The racist motivation seemed obvi-
ous, and as Nazism had been an authoritarian/totalitarian system, it was also as-
sumed that, as some of the defendants pleaded, superior orders were the be-all
and end-all of policy implementation. The legal process did not demand that
anyone read between the lines of the documents to discern that complicity was
even broader than it appeared, and stemmed from many different roots. Nor did
it require that the defences of the accused be broken down to find that not every
murder had been ordered from Berlin, and that alongside broad genocidal direct-
ives killing policy could develop incrementally and locally, and sometimes incon-
sistently.

As so much evidence on the murder of the Jews has emerged from the legal
milieu, understanding that context is an important step in understanding the
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genocide, and in breaking down the generalizations used to construct all-
encompassing concepts like ‘the Holocaust’. Slave labour, for instance, was an
integral aspect of the fate of many Jews during the war, and as such requires
closer examination; it also represents one of the frayed edges of the Holocaust
meta-narrative that was bequeathed to us from the post-war trials. The seem-
ingly self-explanatory ‘extermination through work’ was a red herring left in the
documentation so valued by OCCPAC, and was seized upon unquestioningly
because it fitted a prosecution strategy. For the historian of the present day, dis-
cerning such complexities within Nazi Jewish policy is as important a task as was
that in previous decades of pinpointing the Shoah as a particular entity amongst
many ‘crimes against humanity’.

Much has been written in this book about the absence of the victims’ voices at
crucial points during the formation of perceptions of Nazi genocide. That situ-
ation has happily been remedied in recent years as the Holocaust has assumed
huge proportions in the historical consciousness of the ‘west’, and survivors have
become important conduits for its contemplation. Paradoxically, the call now
should be for scholars to regain interpretative ground. The dimensions and form
of the Holocaust are approximately known—Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka are
no longer so well hidden—and the vast suffering has been given a human face.
The time is upon us for sensitive yet informed assessments of the period. Never-
theless, the weight of public and academic discourse obscures the fact that the
incremental expansions and refinements of our knowledge which are the contri-
butions first of the archival researcher are being made by comparatively few. In
the best of all worlds, a genuine synthesis of the perspectives of eyewitness and
document would replace the process of alternating dominance that has charac-
terized examination of the Holocaust since Nuremberg.

Assessing the historiographical legacy of the trials is not the ahistorical exercise
that it may at first seem. The Nuremberg prosecutors effectively established
themselves as historical authorities. In the extent of their concern with historical
and moral ‘lessons’ they arguably went beyond the traditional remit of their pro-
fession. In the methods that they used to illustrate their case, they certainly ex-
ceeded the boundaries of legal precedent, and thereby created something of a
hostage to fortune.

Around the courtroom itself, however, the interpretative problems were of a
different nature. The difficulties which Allied officials and jurists had in com-
prehending the deeds of a fellow occidental, Christian culture must not be
underestimated. The very term ‘genocide’ was introduced into popular parlance
in the crucible of the post-war years to accommodate the German extermination
policies, and if the concept of eradicating a people was not in itself new, the man-
ner in which the Nazis carried it out certainly was. Thus with hindsight, remov-
ing the trials for a moment from the circumstances in which they were
conducted, the chief criticism of Allied war crimes policy does not concern the
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peculiarities of the procedure, but rather the failure to try more perpetrators on
more counts.

What we may say of the trials, particularly the thirteen Nuremberg cases,
is that they were the greatest, most enduring attempts to investigate Nazism and
its effects in something approaching a detached way. Trials long outlived ‘re-
education’ policy as it was initially conceived, and eventually they stood as the
only official conduit for the examination of the Nazi past. Though the legal ma-
chinery was eroded swiftly in the late s, and crumbled completely in the
s, the trial records remained, indelible. And though the Nuremberg authors
trod on unsure legal ground, they also instituted an invaluable precedent for the
future punishment of state crimes. Judging ‘Nuremberg’ purely in terms of the
achievements and legacy of OCCPAC and OCCWC, it seems justified to extend
Michael Biddiss’s assessment of the IMT trial, and award the whole venture if
not three cheers then very decidedly two.

But the trials did not occur in a vacuum. If ‘Nuremberg’ as a concept is seen,
in Telford Taylor’s words, not simply as what transpired there in the post-war
years but as ‘what was said and done about it, there and subsequently’, then it is
inevitable that judgements will go hard on it. The trials have served in Germany
as a totemic but dual-faceted reminder both of guilt and of the imposition of
punishment by alien powers. The latent presence of each of these competing de-
mons was made manifest during the Vietnam War, as evidence of American atro-
cities and the suspicion of imperialist ends elicited criticism of American
hypocrisy in the conduct of international affairs and a comparison of American
guilt with that of German youth’s own fathers. Manifestly symbolic also was the
inauguration by the German Green Party of a ‘war crimes’ tribunal in Nurem-
berg at the height of the arms race, designed to draw attention to American
nuclear strategy.

What of the immediate milieu of the trials? All-too-many historians of the trial
of the major war criminals in particular have lifted it out of its surroundings, with
two major consequences. In one direction, the approach has allowed historians to
overlook the fact that many of the participants of that trial viewed it as the begin-
ning of a greater purge, and that many other trials were in distinct relationships
with the IMT case. In some instances that relationship was purely negative, in
the attempts of, say, the British to dissociate themselves from the American ven-
ture. In other cases, and those handled by the OCCWC are the most obvious ex-
amples, the legal-theoretical legacy is clear. Whichever course other British and
American proceedings took, it was impossible to move entirely beyond the
shadow cast by the IMT trial, so as well as being a seminal event in its own right
the trial was also part of a process.

Conclusion 
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Moreover, despite the narrowness of the Royal Warrant, the absence of writ-
ten opinions in judgements under that legislation, and the prevailing suspicion
of the principles of ‘Nuremberg’, the British players were drawn inexorably into
the broader exercise of re-education. The context of the occupation, with its
pronouncements on aggression, complicity, and depravity ensured this. German
eyes remained on the occupiers and the Allied treatment of suspected war crim-
inals—if not their crimes—became very significant. This brings us to the second
problem of studying the IMT trial in isolation.

Michael Marrus’s examination of the trial of the major war criminals, along
with that of Jürgen Wilke, ignores the way that the revelations of that case fitted
into other available representations and narratives of Nazi genocide. For while
the IMT case was the dominant legal form, it was only one of a number of influ-
ences on perceptions of Nazi criminality. The prevalent concentration camp im-
agery of –, with its attendant complexities, was of enduring international
importance, as in a different way in Germany was the guilt literature of the
period. What emerges from this study is the complex interrelation between
the German political and psychological situation and British and American do-
mestic, foreign, occupation, and trial policies, which in turn fed off cultural
assumptions about Nazism and totalitarianism, and also about Jews and anti-
semitism.

It is a staple of deconstructionism that the writing of history is influenced by
the socio-cultural predispositions of the writer. Not every proto-historian of the
post-war era had such extreme partisan interests as Reginald Paget, but each
none the less prejudged to some degree. By the same token the Royal Warrant
may signify what we might term, by today’s tenets, an ‘inappropriate’ approach
to German criminality. The British zonal trial programme never came to terms
with Nazi genocide, and nor was it designed to do so. Yet in  the Royal War-
rant was undeniably the product of a particular ‘common sense’—a liberal,
Anglo-Saxon, legalistic ‘common sense’. Notwithstanding the conspiracy-
criminal organization plan and the other legal innovations of the period,
OCCPAC and OCCWC were not able to escape completely from the experiences
and value system that spawned them: OCCPAC’s treatment of the camp system
is sufficient testimony to that.

If we look to the determinants of American policy that impinged on represen-
tations of the Shoah, we encounter matters both strategic and ideological. The
disproportionately document-led approach, with its debt to technical anti-trust
suits, set the tone for the IMT trial and beyond. It bored observers and simultan-
eously obscured some of the more extreme crimes of which documentary evi-
dence had been destroyed or successfully concealed. Although the strategy was
understandable and was predicated in part on practicality, it also slotted into a
tradition of suspicion in Anglo-American officialdom of the evidence of victims,
particularly Jews and particularly eastern Europeans. Furthermore, it was a
means of marshalling identifiable strands of the recent past, some of which were
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ethnic-specific, for a liberal, universalist goal for the future: the juridical 
condemnation of aggressive war.

‘Antisemitism’ is far too crude and perjorative a term to be of use in analysing
the Allied reaction to the murder of the Jews. It is even less useful when discuss-
ing trial policy, where legal considerations were thrown into the political mix-
ture. What we may say with surety is that British legalism was not prepared to
embrace the precarious idea of ‘crimes against humanity’, and British liberalism
did not permit the murder of the Jews to be given any specific consideration even
within those legal constraints. Somewhat differently, the Nuremberg strategists
were disposed to make allowance for crimes committed outside the context of
military engagement, yet they could not let the centrality of antisemitism in the
Third Reich displace their own analysis of Nazism. Not only would a more ac-
curate representation of the Nazi system have detracted from the prioritizing of
aggressive war in the OCCPAC-OCCWC plan, it would have contravened the
unwritten rule of the liberal democracies that the Jewish fate—and, by defin-
ition, Jews—should not be allowed to steal the show.

The conspiracy-criminal organization theory and its effects have been central
to much of this book. If the concept brought into court persecutions that would
otherwise have remained inadmissible, it also deflected attention from the perse-
cutions themselves towards an abstract set of structures and putative causes. In
this way the Nuremberg trials exaggerated the essential characteristic of the
judicial process: its focus on the perpetrator, defined broadly as Nazism and nar-
rowly as the defendants in the dock. In this way also the trials were something of
a microcosm of the whole ‘re-education’ process, which sponsored a peculiarly
narrow and victim-free analysis of the Nazi years.

As a didactic model, though hardly as one of legal propriety, the Americans
might perversely have taken a lead from the Soviet purge trials. As propaganda
tools, these were much more effective in focusing, often in agonizing detail, upon
the deeds of the accused in order to stimulate revulsion. It is presumably no acci-
dent that, while formulating the IMT’s judgement, one of the Soviet judges
asked for a greater examination of the Nazi crimes—including a detailed account
of the gas chamber operations—alongside the theoretical exposition of law. The
paradox of the use of due process to illustrate both the evils of Nazism and the
benefits of democratic justice was that it invited, and duly received, scrutiny of
the legal mechanisms and of the Allied treatment of the defendants. A common
thread links the shock waves caused by the reported ill-treatment of the
Malmédy murderers to the revulsion at trying the ‘half-blind’ Manstein: the per-
petrators were now the objects, themselves prisms through which to view the
conduct of the occupiers.

In the short term, in the polities on either side of the trial divide, the oppon-
ents of the trials exploited all of their shortcomings: the early collaboration with
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the Soviets; the creation of a legal mechanism specifically for the trial of the de-
feated by the victors; the use of ex post facto law; and the absence of appellate pro-
cedure. On the broader public level, the switch of focus from that which had been
intended, between Germany and its past, to that between occupied and occupier,
marginalized the substance of the trials. This was no more evident than in the
case of Manstein in particular and the Wehrmacht in general.

Despite Jackson’s and Taylor’s best efforts, the twin phenomena of ‘camp’ and
soldierly criminality remained distinct in the perceptions of most observers in
Germany and to the west. That state of affairs has only been modified recently,
and primarily in Germany, to the credit of that country’s historical profession.
The camps, it was perceived after the initial anti-German outpourings of ,
remained the preserve of the ‘beastly’ SS men, and women: Josef Kramer of Bel-
sen and Ilse Koch of Buchenwald to the fore. The genuine extermination camps
in Poland were accorded little attention. The Vernichtungskrieg, in as much as it
was acknowledged at all beyond eastern Europe, remained a function of a differ-
ent tradition altogether—a Prussian ‘militarism’ which, if undesirable, was still
in some way ‘western’ and thus ‘civilized’, and was in any case more a matter of
virile aggression than depravity. If genocide was not simply written out of the
conflict by the military interest, it remained an abstract crime committed at a dis-
tance. German and ‘Allied’ rationalization of the Wehrmacht’s role in the USSR
was made progressively easier as the latter was re-elevated to the status of enemy
of the occident.

Meanwhile, the homicidal gas chamber may well have entered western con-
sciousness in , but it did not signify the apparatus of total murder of a par-
ticular, racially defined victim group. Rather, and in no small measure as a result
of the early trials, it remained bound up with ill-defined notions of ‘concentra-
tion camps’ that could symbolize anything from the suffering of Jews to that of
German political prisoners to the threat posed by the Soviet Union. Obviously,
neither of the latter two images was conducive to pressure for a thorough-going
reform of German society in the post-war context, and it bears restating that the
first was not promoted by occupation regimes which remained distinctly am-
bivalent about prioritizing Jewish suffering.

It would be a historical misrepresentation to attribute the course of West Ger-
man Vergangenheitspolitik to the occupation and trial policies of the Allies. The
way that the BRD dealt with its past developed predominantly from within a
society characterized on one hand by the trauma of collapse and the requisites of
regeneration, and on the other by continuities from the Nazi period. What is ap-
parent though is that, regardless of intent, little the Allies did ran in practical
terms counter to the German process of ‘mastering the past’, much that they did
easily accommodated it, and some of their measures actually fortified it.

Elsewhere, the role of trials in the memory process was also a function of the
surrounding social and political milieux. Official readings of the past in the Com-
munist bloc were layered thickly on top of judicial findings, and though some of
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the post-war scholarship pursued behind the Iron Curtain was not as precon-
ditioned as is often thought, the popularized version does not stand up to histor-
ical scrutiny, especially as regards the Holocaust. In the matter of the murder of
the Jews, the eastern European nations also had their own competing narratives
of communal suffering under Nazism which were in themselves legitimate, even
if they also acted as convenient tools in the official sculpting of post-war identity.
Indeed, most of continental Europe, whether ‘Communist’ or not, had records
of suffering and ‘martyrdom’ to promote, and records of collaboration or
acquiescence—again, particularly in the Holocaust—to downplay.

The IMT trial, with its huge remit, allowed most vested interests to pick what
they wanted from the proceedings, as the French did with Marie-Claude Vail-
lant-Couturier and her story of resistance. But to understand the French refrac-
tion of their own occupation is impossible without recourse to l’épuration, the
political purge at the end of the war and its psychological effects. The French
case, like those of the eastern bloc nations, must also be assessed in terms of the
pre-war history of those countries, marked as they were by complex and often
unfriendly relations between Jews and non-Jews.

Britain and the USA are ostensibly more straightforward cases, as they had re-
mained unoccupied, and in their self-images were less ideologically doctrinaire.
Nevertheless, there were still powerful national meta-narratives to pursue in the
liberal democracies. There, the war had been a dichotomized battle of good
against evil, freedom against bondage, but at no time had it been fought specific-
ally to end the greatest evil: Hitler’s programmes of genocide. When the concen-
tration camps were liberated, they were held up as ex post facto justifications of
what ‘we’ had been fighting against; this had never been made specific in the
rhetoric of what ‘we’ had been fighting for. And when Holocaust survivors
arrived on ‘our’ shores, they were provided with homes and means of living, but
not with an ear for their experiences, because these were increasingly seen as dis-
tasteful reminders of the war amongst populations anxious to get on with the
peace.

It is impossible to predict what the effect would have been of a radically different
occupation policy, though it is reasonable enough to suppose that in the absence
of the Cold War more criminals would have been tried and the early releases of
the s would have been more controversial, had they happened at all. Jeffrey
Herf has suggested that not too much should be made of the international situ-
ation as a factor in the process, because the democratic development of the BRD
meant that the German population would not tolerate much public ‘memory’ of
their crimes. Notwithstanding the fact that repression of memory was not a regi-
mented phenomenon, the subtle differences between Allied ‘justice’ and genu-
ine ‘memory’ of the Holocaust have already been highlighted. Moreover, the
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Allied publics, and indeed the whole of Europe, grew tired of hearing about war
crimes and trials in a similar time-frame to the west Germans. Conversely, the ac-
tions of the South African Truth and Reconciliation Committee, albeit in a dif-
ferent historical context, have suggested that it is possible to combine democratic
development with some consciousness of the crimes of apartheid but with less
‘justice’ in the commonly held sense of the term. The South African analogy
seems to indicate that the mode of instruction is important; this book has at-
tempted to show in what ways that may be the case.
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Appendices

 :      , 
 

The Tribunal established . . . for the trial and punishment of the major war criminals of
the European Axis countries shall have the power to try and punish persons who, acting
in the interests of the European countries, whether as individuals or as members of or-
ganizations, committed any of the following crimes.

The following acts, or any of them, are crimes coming within the jurisdiction of the
Tribunal for which there shall be individual responsibility:
(a) Crimes against Peace: namely, planning, preparation, initiation or waging of a war of
aggression, or a war in violation of international treaties, agreements or assurances, or
participation in a Common Plan or Conspiracy for the accomplishment of any of the fore-
going;
(b) War Crimes: namely violations of the laws or customs of war. Such violations shall in-
clude, but not be limited to, murder, ill-treatment or deportation to slave labor or for any
other purpose of civilian populations of or in occupied territory, murder or ill-treatment
of prisoners of war or persons on the seas, killing of hostages, plunder of public or private
property, wanton destruction of cities, towns or villages, or devastation not justified by
military necessity;
(c) Crimes against Humanity: namely, murder, extermination, enslavement, deportation,
and other inhumane acts committed against any civilian population, before or during the
war, or persecutions on political, racial, or religious grounds in execution of or in connec-
tion with any crime within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal, whether or not in violation of
domestic law of the country where perpetrated.

Leaders, organizers, instigators, and accomplices participating in the formulation or
execution of a Common Plan or Conspiracy to commit any of the foregoing crimes are re-
sponsible for all acts performed by any persons in execution of such a plan.

 :       IMT

The individual defendants each faced permutations of the four counts into which the
three criminal classes outlined in Appendix A were divided, viz:
. the common plan or conspiracy;
. crimes against peace;
. war crimes;
. crimes against humanity.
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Defendants

Göring, Hermann: Reichsmarschall and Commander in Chief of the Airforce.
Indicted on all four counts, convicted on all four.

Hess, Rudolf: the Führer’s Deputy for Party Affairs until .
Indicted on all four counts, convicted on all four.

Ribbentrop, Joachim von: Foreign Minister.
Indicted on all four counts, convicted on all four.

Rosenberg, Alfred: Reichsleiter for Ideology and Foreign Policy and Minister for the Oc-
cupied Eastern Territories.

Indicted on all four counts, convicted on all four.
Frank, Hans: Governor-General of the Generalgouvernement region of Poland.

Indicted on counts , , and , convicted on  and .
Kaltenbrunner, Ernst: Head of the RSHA from .

Indicted on counts , , and , convicted on  and .
Frick, Wilhelm: former Reich Minister of the Interior and Protector of Bohemia and
Moravia.

Indicted on all four counts, convicted on , , and .
Streicher, Julius: antisemitic propagandist and Gauleiter of Franconia until .

Indicted on counts  and , convicted on .
Keitel, Wilhelm: Field Marshal and Chief of the High Command of the Armed Forces.

Indicted on all four counts, convicted on all four.
Funk, Walther: President of the Reichsbank from .

Indicted on all four counts, convicted on , , and .
Schacht, Hjalmar: Minister of Economics, – and President of the Reichsbank until
.

Indicted on counts  and , acquitted on both.
Dönitz, Karl: Commander-in-Chief of the Navy and Chancellor, May .

Indicted on counts , , and , convicted on  and .
Schirach, Baldur von: Leader of the Hitler Youth and Gauleiter of Vienna.

Indicted on counts  and , convicted on .
Sauckel, Fritz: Plenipotentiary-General for Labour Allocation and Gauleiter of Thurin-
gia.

Indicted on all four counts, convicted on  and .
Speer, Albert: Minister for Armaments and War Production.

Indicted on all four counts, convicted on  and .
Papen, Franz von: former Vice-Chancellor and Special Envoy to Vienna.

Indicted on counts  and , acquitted on both.
Jodl, Alfred: Chief of Operations Staff of the High Command of the Armed Forces.

Indicted on all four counts, convicted on all four.
Neurath, Constantin von: Foreign Minister, – and former Protector of Bohemia
and Moravia.

Indicted on all four counts, convicted on all four.
Seyss-Inquart, Artur: Reich Commissioner for the Netherlands.

Indicted on all four counts, convicted on , , and .
Raeder, Erich: Commander-in-Chief of the Navy, –.

Indicted on counts ,, and , convicted on all three.
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Fritzsche, Hans: Head of the Broadcasting Division in the Propaganda Ministry.
Indicted on counts , , and , acquitted on all three.

Bormann, Martin (in absentia): Head of the Party Chancellery.
Indicted on counts , , and , convicted on counts  and .

Organizations

The indicted organizations were adjudged simply upon whether or not they were ‘crim-
inal’.
The Reich cabinet: declared not to be criminal.
The leadership corps of the Nazi Party: declared to be criminal.
The SS: declared to be criminal.
The Gestapo and SD: declared to be criminal.
The SA: declared not to be criminal.
The General Staff and High Command of the Armed Forces: declared not to be criminal.

 :    

Case no. : USA versus Karl Brandt et al. (‘the Medical trial’): involving senior doctors
and scientists implicated in experiments on concentration camp inmates and in the ‘eu-
thanasia’ programme.

Case no. : USA versus Erhard Milch (‘the Milch trial’): concerning his involvement
in the slave labour programme and medical experiments on Dachau inmates.

Case no. : USA versus Josef Altstötter et al. (‘the Justice trial’): involving high-rank-
ing jurists charged with perverting the course of justice during the Nazi years.

Case no. : USA versus Oswald Pohl et al. (‘the Concentration camp/WVHA trial’):
involving the staff of the SS Business Administration Head Office responsible for the ad-
ministration of concentration camps and related economic enterprises.

Case no. : USA versus Friedrick Flick et al. (‘the Flick trial’): involving representa-
tives of an industrial concern implicated in slave labour, spoliation, and the ‘aryanization’
of Jewish capital.

Case no. : USA versus Karl Krauch et al. (‘the Farben trial’): involving representa-
tives of a chemical conglomerate charged with aiding and abetting the Nazi plans for ag-
gressive war, and for the use of slave labour.

Case no. : USA versus Wilhelm List et al. (‘the Balkan generals/hostages trial’): in-
volving high-ranking military personnel charged with various war crimes, including re-
prisal murders and the illegal killing of hostages.

Case no. : USA versus Ulrich Greifelt et al. (‘the RuSHA trial’): involving represen-
tatives of various SS offices concerned in the forced evacuation and ‘Germanization’ of
occupied countries, and with other Nazi plans of ‘racial re-organization’.

Case no. : USA versus Otto Ohlendorf et al. (‘the Einsatzgruppen trial’): involving
leading members of SS and police units responsible for racially and politically motivated
mass murders.

Case no. : USA versus Alfried Krupp et al. (‘the Krupp trial’): involving the
eponymous industrialist and his associates charged with aiding and abetting the Nazi
plans for aggressive war, and with the use of slave labour.
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Case no. : USA versus Ernst von Weizsäcker et al. (‘the Ministries trial’): involving
a range of defendants, including government officials, SS leaders, economists, and
propagandists, on charges ranging from crimes against peace to crimes against humanity.

Case no. : USA versus Wilhelm von Leeb et al. (‘the High Command trial’): involv-
ing high-ranking military personnel charged with planning for aggressive war and with
war crimes and crimes against humanity.
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